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Abstract: This project is named Project Ara.The point is that
Project Ara could erase some of the problems we currently face
when it comes to having our phones serviced. Your camera isn’t
working or your battery isn’t holding a proper charge? there would
no longer be a need to send in your device except in the most
extreme cases, instead you’d simply tell them what’s wrong, you’d
send in the defective part and “they’d mail you a new one free of
charge” — provided it was covered under warranty or insurance, of
course.

This would not only lead to a better experience for the consumer, it
might even reduce costs for the insurance provider, manufacturer,
carrier and/or retailer. This is especially true if they could create an
effective model for recycling, reusing and refurbishing existing
components.

Keywords:Project Ara

I. INTRODUCTION.

Project Ara is the codename for an initiative by Google that aims
to develop a free, open hardware platform for creating highly
modular smartphones. The platform will include a structural
frame that holds smartphone modules of the owner's choice, such
as a display, keyboard or an extra battery. It would allow users to
swap out malfunctioning modules or upgrade individual modules
as innovations emerge, providing longer lifetime cycles for the
handset, and potentially reducing electronic waste.

The project was originally spearheaded by the Advanced
Technologies And Projects team within Motorola Mobility, then
a subsidiary of Google. Although Google is selling Motorola to
Lenovo, it is retaining the team, who will work under the
direction of the Android division.

MOTIVATIONS

Google says the phone is designed for "six billion people",
including the one billion smartphone users and the five billion
feature phone users. Google intends to sell a US$50 starter pack
that includes a frame, a screen, a battery, a low end CPU and
WiFi.

Google wants Project Ara to lower the barrier entry for phone
hardware manufacturers so there could be "hundreds of
thousands of developers" instead of the current handful of big
manufacturers. Anyone will be able to build a module, without
requiring a licence or paying a fee.

II. MODULES AND FRAMES

Ara phones are built using modules inserted into metal
endoskeleton frames. The frame will be the only component In
an Ara phone made by Google. It acts as the switch to the on-
device network linking all the modules together.There will be
three frame sizes available at first: "mini", which is about the size
of an iPhone, "medium", which is about the size of a 4.7 inch
phone, and "phablet", which is about a third larger than
"medium". Frames have two slots on the front: a space for the
screen and a small horizontal bar. On the back they have square

and rectangular slots of various sizes. Each frame is expected to
cost around US$15.

Modules can provide common smartphone features, such as
cameras and speakers, but can also provide more specialized
features, like a medical device, receipt printer, laser pointer, pico
projector, night vision camera, or game controller buttons. Each
slot on the frame will accept any module of the correct size.
Modules can be hot-swapped without switching the phone off.
(The frame includes a small backup battery so the main battery
can be swapped.) Modules are secured with either latches or
electro permanent magnets. The enclosures of the modules are
3D printed, so customers can design their own individual look
and replace them as they wish.

Modules will be available both at an official Google store, and at
third party stores. Ara phones will only accept official modules
by default, but users can simply change a setting to install
unofficial modules. This is similar to how Android handles app
installations.

III. DEVELOPMENT

Prior to its acquisition of Motorola Mobility in 2011, Google had
previously acquired some patents related to modular mobile
phones from Modu. Initial exploration of this concept began in
2012 and work started on April 2013. Dutch designer Dave
Hakkens announced the Phonebloks modular phone concept
independently in September 2013. Motorola publicly announced
Project Ara on October 29, 2013 and said they will be working
collaboratively with Phonebloks. Motorola went on a 5-month
roadtrip throughout the USA in 2013 called "MAKEwithMOTO"
to Project Ara 2 gauge consumer interest in customized phones.
Interested developers, testers, or users can sign up to be Ara
Scouts.

IV. PLANNED EVENTS

Google plans a series of three Developers' Conferences
throughout 2014. The first of these is scheduled for April 15-16,
where Google plans to release the developers' kit. Commercial
release is planned for Q1 2015.

V. TECHNICAL DETAILS

The first version of the developers' kit relies on a prototype
implementation of the Ara on-device network using the MIPI
UniPro protocol implemented on FPGA and running over an
LVDS physical layer with modules connecting via retractable
pins. Subsequent versions will soon be built around a much more
efficient and higher performance ASIC implementation of
UniPro, running over a capacitive M-PHY physical layer.

VI. THE TEAM

Project Ara was developed and is led by Paul Eremenko. The
project falls under Regina Dugan, who runs Google's Advanced
Technology and Projects (ATAP) organization. Both Eremenko
and Dugan come to Google from DARPA, where Eremenko
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originated the Fractionated Spacecraft concept and ran the
Adaptive Vehicle Make program, before heading the Tactical
Technology Office. The core Project Ara team at Google consists
of three people, with most of the work done by outside
contractors. One of the main contractor is NK Labs, a
Massachusetts engineering firm. (Project Ara is named after NK
Lab's co-founder Ara Knaian). Another contractor is 3D
Systems.

VII. RECEPTION

Initial reception to the earlier modular Phonebloks concept was
mixed, citing its infeasibility, lack of a working prototype, as
well as other production and development concerns. Some
production and development issues were addressed after the
Project Ara announcement from Motorola as the concept now
had OEM backing, but other issues were raised about the
modular concept.

Potential issues with the modular concept include a tradeoff
between volumetric efficiency and modularity, as the framework
interface holding the device would increase overall size and
weight. The current prototype is 9.7mm thick, slightly thicker
han conventional smartphones. Additional issues include
regulatory approval; the FCC tests single configurations for
approval, not modular configurations. Google said the FCC "has
been encouraging so far".
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Abstract— Rainwater harvesting is a technology used for
collecting and storing rainwater from rooftops, the land surface or
rock catchments using simple techniques such as jars and buckets
as well as more complex techniques such as underground dams.
Rainwater harvesting — collecting and storing rain for later use
— is an ancient practice. It is still used in many rural places
throughout the world, and today it is making a comeback in urban
centres as an additional source of water Commonly used systems
are constructed of three principal components; namely, the
catchment area, the collection device, and the conveyance system.
Keywords— Rain water harvesting , Catchment area, Conveyance
system , Surface runoff, Filtration

I. INTRODUCTION
The application of an appropriate rainwater harvesting technology can
make possible the utilization of rainwater as a valuable and, in many
cases, necessary water resource. Rainwater harvesting has been
practiced for more than 4, 000 years, and, in most developing
countries, is becoming essential owing to the temporal and spatial
variability of rainfall. Rainwater harvesting is necessary in areas
having significant rainfall but lacking any kind of conventional,
centralized government supply system, and also in areas where good
quality fresh surface water or groundwater is lacking. Annual rainfall
ranging from less than 500 to more than 1 500 mm can be found in
most Latin American countries and the Caribbean. Very frequently
most of the rain falls during a few months of the year, with little or no
precipitation during the remaining months. There are countries in
which the annual and regional distribution of rainfall also differ
significantly. For more than three centuries, rooftop catchments and
cistern storage have been the basis of domestic water supply on many
small islands in the Caribbean. During World War II, several airfields
were also turned into catchments. Although the use of rooftop
catchment systems has declined in some countries, it is estimated that
more than 500 000 people in the Caribbean islands depend at least in
part on such supplies. Further, large areas of some countries in Central
and South America, such as Honduras, Brazil, and Paraguay, use
rainwater harvesting as an important source of water supply for
domestic purposes, especially in rural areas.
In many cases, groundwater or surface water may be unavailable for
drinking water. The groundwater level may be too deep, groundwater
may be contaminated with minerals and chemicals such as arsenic or
salt, surface water may be contaminated with faeces or chemicals. In
these cases, rainwater harvesting can be an effective and low-cost
solution.
The good thing about rainwater is that it falls on your own roof, and is
almost always of excellent quality. Several studies have shown that
water from well-maintained and covered rooftop tanks generally meets
drinking water quality standards. It enables households as well as
community buildings, schools and clinics to manage their own water
supply for drinking water, domestic use, and income generating
activities. It provides the luxury of “water without walking”, relieving
the burden of water carrying, particularly for women and children.
Each 20 litre container of clean water might save a kilometers long
walk to the nearest source of clean water, and as fetching water on
cold, wet and slippery days is particularly unpleasant. This
convenience is available at every house on which rain falls, whether
on a mountaintop or an island in a salty sea. Another option is to use
water from different sources. Water that is salty or has arsenic might
still be good enough for washing and sanitary purposes. High-quality
rainwater, caught and stored in a tank can then be used for drinking
and cooking. Normally,debris, dirt and dust get deposited on the roof
during non-rainy periods.When the first rains arrive, this unwanted
material will be washed into the storage tank. This may cause
contamination of water collected in the storage tank thereby rendering
it unfit for drinking and cooking purposes. Therefore, a first flush
system can be Incorporated in the Roof top Rainwater Harvesting
Systems (RRHS) to dispose of the first flush so that it does not enter

the tank. There are two such simple systems. One is based on a simple
manually operated arrangement whereby, the down pipe is moved
away from the tank inlet and replaced again once the first flush water
has been disposed. In another simple and semi automatic system,
separate vertical pipe is fixed to the down pipe with a valve provided
below the T junction. After the first rain is washed out through the
first flush pipe the valve is closed to allow the water to enter the down
pipe and reach the storage tank.

II. Basic Components of Rainwater Storage System
All rainwater harvesting systems, simple or complex, have the same
basic components:
1). Collection Area : Roof surfaces provide an opportunity for
rainwater capture.
2). Conveyance System : This is used to transfer water and is
comprised of gutters or flat roof drainage holes, and downspouts and
piping.
3). Water Storage : It may be above or below ground and can be
comprised of a single container or multiple containers. A storage
system to hold the rainwater for future use — a barrel, a cistern or a
tank.
4). Filtration : To keep debris out of the system.
5)A distribution system : To get the water from storage to where it is
being used — this can range from a watering can to full integration
with the existing plumbing system in the house.

Fig. 1 Component of rain water storage system

III. METHODS OF RAINWATER HARVESTING

Broadly there are two ways of harvesting rainwater.

 Surface runoff harvesting

 Roof top rainwater harvesting

Various methods of rainwater harvesting are described in this section.

A. Surface runoff harvesting
In urban area rainwater flows away as surface runoff. This runoff
could be caught and used for recharging aquifers by adopting
appropriate methods. Surface runoff can be generated either by
rainfall,snowfall or by the melting of snow, or glaciers.
Snow and glacier melt occur only in areas cold enough for these to
form permanently. Typically snowmelt will peak in the spring and
glacier melt in the summer, leading to pronounced flow maxima in
rivers affected by them. The determining factor of the rate of melting
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of snow or glaciers is both air temperature and the duration of
sunlight. In high mountain regions, streams frequently rise on sunny
days and fall on cloudy ones for this reason.
In areas where there is no snow, runoff will come from rainfall.
However, not all rainfall will produce runoff because storage from
soils can absorb light showers. On the extremely ancient soils of
Australia and Southern Africa,[4] proteoid roots with their extremely
dense networks of root hairs can absorb so much rainwater as to
prevent runoff even when substantial amounts of rain fall. In these
regions, even on less infertile cracking clay soils, high amounts of
rainfall and potential evaporation are needed to generate any surface
runoff, leading to specialised adaptations to extremely variable
(usually ephemeral)
streams.

Fig. 2 surface runoff

B. Roof Top rainwater harvesting
It is a system of catching rainwater where it falls. In rooftop
harvesting, the roof becomes the catchments, and the rainwater is
collected from the roof of the house/building. It can either be stored in
a tank or diverted to artificial recharge system. This method is less
expensive and very effective and if implemented properly helps in
augmenting the ground water level of the area.

Fig. 3 roof top for rain water harvesting

IV. RAINWATER HARVESTING IN DIFFERENT
TYPE OF BUILDINGS

A. Sloping roofs

Roofs made of corrugated iron sheet, asbestos sheet or tiles can be
utilised for harvesting the rainwater. Gutters and channels can be fixed
on the edges of roof all around to collect and transport the rain water
from the roof to the storage tank. Gutters can be prepared in semi-
circular and rectangular shapes. Locally available material such as
plain Galvanized Iron sheets can be easily folded to required shapes to
prepar semi-circular and rectangular gutters. Semi-circular gutters of
PVC material can be readily prepared by cutting the PVC pipes into
two equal semi-circular channels. Bamboo poles can also be used for
making gutters if they are locally available in sufficient quantity. Use
of such locally available materials reduce the overall cost of the
system.

FOR THATCHED ROOFS :STEP BY STEP APPROACH

1).If the roof is thatched, polythene sheets can be used for collecting
the rainwater

Fig. 4 when polythene bags are used

2).The collected rainwater is filtered through a filter filled with
pebbles in the bottom and coarse sand on the top

Fig. 4 filtration

3)The filtered water is collected either in storage tank of existing sump
and the overflow water may be diverted to percolation pit nearby.

Fig. 4 rain water is stored in storage tank

FOR SLOPING /TILED :STEP BY STEP APPROACH

1)In a slopped/tiled house the rainwater from the roof is collected
through the gutter in the roof.

Fig. 5 rain water collected in gutter

2)The collected water is filtered through a filter filled with pebbles in
the bottom and coarse sand on the top.
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Fig. 6 rain water is stored in storage tank

3)The filtered water is collected either in a storage tank or existing
sump. Over flow water may be diverted to an existing open well / bore
well or percolation pit.

Fig. 7 rain water storage

2)FOR FLAT ROOF

Fig. 8 rain water storage in flat slab

Fig. 9 rain water storage in flat roof

V. CONCLUSIONS

Rainwater harvesting is the most promising alternatives for supplying
freshwater in the face of increasing water scarcity and escalating
demand. The pressures on rural water supplies, greater environmental
impacts associated with new projects, and increased opposition from
NGOs to the development of new surface water sources, as well as
deteriorating water quality in surface reservoirs already constructed,
constrain the ability of communities to meet the demand for
freshwater from traditional sources, and present an opportunity for
augmentation of water supplies using this technology. There is a need
for the water quality aspects of rainwater harvesting to be better
addressed. This might come about through: Development of first-flush
bypass devices that are more effective and easier to maintain and
operate than those currently available.  Greater involvement of the
public health department in the monitoring of water quality.
Monitoring the quality of construction at the time of building. Other
development needs include: Provision of assistance from
governmental sources to ensure that the appropriate-sized cisterns are
built.
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Abstract- The present paper reviews the recent status of research
and development activities of concrete-polymer composites such as
polymer-modified concrete (mortar), polymer concrete (mortar)
and polymer-impregnated concrete (mortar) in the Japanese
construction industry. Polymer-modified concrete (mortar)
comprise of repair systems for deteriorated reinforced concrete
structures, strengthening (or retrofitting) methods and exfoliation
(or delamination) prevention methods for existing reinforced
concrete structures, liquid-applied membrane waterproofing
systems, advanced polymeric admixtures such as high-grade
redispersible polymer powders and hardener-free epoxy resins,
intelligent repair materials, application of accelerated curing, semi
flexible pavements, and drainage pavements with photo catalyst.
Polymer mortar and concrete are related to new liquid resins,
setting shrinkage control, thermal properties and temperature
dependence, lightweight or porous polymer mortars and concretes,
artificial marble products and precast products. The polymer-
impregnated mortar and concrete are mainly concerned with field
polymer impregnation techniques using silane-based barrier
penetrants.

Keywords: concrete-polymer composites; polymer-modified concrete
(mortar); polymer

concrete (mortar); polymer-impregnated concrete (mortar);
research and development

I. INTRODUCTION

For the past five decades, Japan has actively researched polymer-
modified concrete (mortar), polymer concrete (mortar) and
polymer-impregnated concrete (mortar), and currently used as
popular construction materials because of comparative high
performance, multifunctionality and sustainability compared to
conventional cement mortar and concrete [1-4]. Concrete-
polymer composites are environment-conscious or sustainable
construction materials, and confirm to concerns of saving of
natural resources, the longevity of infrastructures and the
environmental protection. This paper reviews recent research and
development activities of the concrete-polymer composites in the
Japanese construction industry.

II. GENERAL TRENDS IN RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IN POLYMER-MODIFIED

CONCRETE (MORTAR)

Presently popular polymeric admixtures are polymer dispersions:
styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) latex, poly(ethylene-vinyl
acetate) (EVA) and polyacrylic ester (PAE) emulsions, and
redispersible polymer powders: poly (vinyl acetate-vinyl
versatate-acrylic ester)(VA/VeoVa/AE), poly(ethylenevinyl

acetate) (EVA) and poly(vinyl acetate-vinyl versatate)
(VA/VeoVa) powders.

A. Repair systems for deteriorated reinforced concrete
structures

Longevity of infrastructures is crucial in the development of
effective repair materials and their execution systems. Repair
materials for the deteriorated reinforced concrete structures
include impregnants for concrete quality modification and
improvement, corrosion-inhibiting coating materials for
reinforcing bars, patch materials, surface preparation materials,
coating materials for finish and protection, and grouts for
concrete cracks.

B. Strengthening (retrofitting) of existing reinforced
concrete structures

Recently, slabs and beams (or girders) have often been
strengthened with overlays to increase their thickness (or depth)
by the troweling or shortcreting work of polymer-modified
mortars on the bottom surfaces. Existing reinforced concrete
columns and shear walls have also recently been retrofitted with
the troweling or shortcreting work of polymer-modified mortars
for seismic strengthening methods.

C. Adhesives (bonding) agents for exfoliation
(delamination) prevention methods

New exfoliation (or delamination) prevention methods using
polymer-modified mortars and pastes for adhesives or bonding
agents with vinylon, aramid, polyethylene and alkali-resistant
glass fiber sheets are adopted due to its easy application to wet
concrete substrates.

D. Liquid-applied membrane waterproofing systems

Generally, polymer-modified mortars or slurries for the polymer-
modified cement membrane waterproofing systems are prepared
at polymer-cement ratios of 20 to 300% by using PAE and EVA
emulsions, and have tensile strengths of 0.7 to 8.0MPa,
elongations of 25 to 400% and adhesions to the concrete
substrates of 0.75 to 2.8MPa as waterproofing membranes.

E. High-grade redispersible polymer powders

In the manufacture of polymer-modified mortar products,
replacement of polymer dispersions by the high-grade
redispersible polymer powders, i.e., the change of two-packaged
systems to onepackaged systems is promoted in Japan.
Commercial high-grade redispersible polymer powders are EVA,
PAE, poly(styrene-acrylic ester)(SAE), VA/VeoVa and
VA/VeoVa/AE powders.
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III. INTELLIGENT REPAIR MATERIALS

A. Hardener-free epoxy-modified mortars with auto-
healing or self-repairing function

Recent research attests that even without any hardeners the
epoxy resin can harden in the presence of the alkalis or
hydroxide ions produced by the hydration of cement in the
epoxy-modified mortars as expressed by the following formula:

Such hardener-free epoxy-modified mortars and concretes have
an auto-healing or self-repairing function for the micro cracks,
and may be intelligent materials as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Simplified model for autohealing mechanism of microcrackes in epoxy-
modified cementitious systems.

B. Polymer-modified mortars with nitrite-type hydrocalumite

Nitrite-typehydrocalumite: [3CaO·Al2O3·Ca(NO2)2·H2O
(n=11~12)] is a corrosion-inhibiting admixture or anticorrosive
admixture which can adsorb the chloride ions (Cl-) causing the
corrosion of reinforcing bars and liberate the nitrite ions(NO2 -)
inhibiting the corrosion as expressed by the following formula:

3CaO·Al2O3·Ca(NO2)2· nH2O + 2Cl‐→3CaO·Al2O3·CaCl2·
nH2O+2NO2‐

It provides excellent corrosion-inhibiting property to the
reinforcing bars in reinforced concrete.

Polymer-modified mortars using polymer dispersions and
redispersible polymer powders with the nitrite-type
hydrocalumite (calumite) have \ superior corrosion-inhibiting
property and durability.

IV. APPLICATIONS OF ACCELERATED CURING

The autoclave curing can be applied to SBR-modified concretes
using slag for precast products. The feasibility study to examine
hardener-free epoxy resin as a polymeric admixture for the
accelerated curing of cement concrete shows that the application
of a 120ºC-autoclave curing or 90 ºC –steam curing plus 120 ºC
–heat curing to hardener-free epoxy-modified mortars with
polymer-cement ratios of 10 to 20% develops about twice to
three times higher flexural strength and about twice higher
compressive strength than unmodified mortar (ordinary cement
mortar).

V. PAVEMENT APPLICATIONS

Semi flexible pavements are executed by grouting the voids of
open-graded asphalt concretes with polymer-modified pastes or
slurries. The pavements are applied to heavy traffic roads,
intersection pavements, bus stops, parking lots and airport
runways because of their excellent rutting resistance, load
spreadability, abrasion resistance, oil resistance and colorability.

VI. RECENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES IN POLYMER CONCRETE (MORTAR)

Widely used liquid resins include thermosetting resins like
unsaturated polyester (UP) resin (i.e., polyester-styrene system),
epoxy (EP) resin, vinyl ester (VE) resin and polyurethane (PUR),
tarmodified resins and acrylic resins such as polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) and glycerol

methacrylate-styrene. Recently, new polymer concrete and
mortar using waste expanded polystyrene (EPS) solution-based
binders have been developed as an effective recycling method of
EPS in Japan. Table 1 shows the Applications of polyester
concrete in Japan.

A. New liquid resins

Ecologically safe EP and UP resins with low styrene contents of
30% or less for polymer mortars and concretes, and low-odor
methacrylate binders for floor coatings and linings are developed
for environment-conscious materials selection.

B. Setting shrinkage control

Low-shrinkage UP resins without any shrinkage-reducing or
low-profile agents are developed for UP concretes, and PMMA
concretes with low setting shrinkage are made by the combined
use of a polymeric surfactant, steel fibers and vinylon fibers.

C. Thermal properties and temperature dependence

The thermal properties and temperature dependence of
mechanical properties being most important properties for the
structural uses of polymer concretes are examined for UP and EP
concretes.

D. Lightweight or porous polymer mortars and concretes

Ultra lightweight, lightweight or ultra-lightweight porous EP
concretes are produced by a prepacked concrete method, and
porous acrylic concretes for drainage pavement are developed.

E. Artificial marble products
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Recently demand for polymeric artificial marble products using
polymer pastes with flameretarding fillers such as aluminium
hydroxide and magnesium hydroxide has gradually increased.
The three largest markets of the artificial marble products are
washstand and systematized kitchen

and baths fields.

TABLE 1.

APPLICATIONS OF POLYESTER CONCRETE

Application Location of Work

Structural precast

products

Manholes and handholes for
telecommunication cable lines, electric
power

cable lines and gas pipelines, compact cable
boxes for common ducts,

prefabricated cellars or stockrooms, tunnel
liner segments for

telecommunication cable lines and sewerage
systems, piles for port or hot

spring construction, forms for reinforced
concrete structures, FRPreinforced

frames or panels for buildings, machine tool
structures, e.g.,

beds and saddles, works of art, e.g., carved
statue and object d’art, tombs

for buddhists, etc.

Nonstructural

Precast

products

Gutter covers, U-shaped gutters, footpath
panels, terrazzo tiles and panels,

and large-sized or curved decorative panels
for buildings, partition wall

panels, sinks, counters, washstands,
bathtubs, etc.

Cast-in-place

Applications

Spillway coverings in dams, protective
linings of stilling basins in

hydroelectric power stations, coverings of
checkdams, foundations of

buildings in hot spring areas, acid-proof
linings for erosion control of dams

with acidic water, etc.

VII. RECENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES IN POLYMER-IMPREGNATED CONCRETE

(MORTAR)

Currently, polymer-impregnated concrete (mortar) are rarely
used as construction materials because of high processing cost
and cumbersomeness of manufacturing and application process
despite of their excellent performance.

VIII. STANDARDIZATION WORK

Recently the wide application of polymer-modified mortar and
concrete, and polymer mortar and concrete has brought forward
the standardization of test methods and their quality
requirements.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Recently, environment-conscious concrete-polymer composites
are arduously developed for sustainable development in the
construction industry. Many national and institutional standards
for them have been published in Japan. The concrete-polymer
composites with high performance,

multifunctionality and sustainability are expected to become the
promising construction materials in Japan in the 21st century.
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Abstract—Not only in India but food inflation had been
adversely affecting whole world economy. It is now
matter of a global concern. In India scope of industry-led
investment strategy is limited if inadequate attention is
paid to agriculture sector. Slow growing agriculture
imposes limits on industrial growth because both the
sectors are interdependent. The industrial sector
performance is harmed by too high and too low prices of
agricultural commodities. Too high prices of food forces
consumers to spend more money on food as demand of
food items are less price elastic. As a result less will be
remaining with consumers to spend on industrial
products. Low level of agriculture prices, on the other
hand restricts the market of industrial products.

Inflation in India had been economic as well as political
phenomena, especially food inflation. The current paper
will focus on trend, patterns and causes of rice and wheat
prices on Indian economy. Though cereals are not the
only contributors t he food inflation but very important to
be studied because of various reason. These are important
food items and government interventions are very much
extensive.Present paper has three sections in first trends
of prices of wheat and rice is discussed. In second section
the productivity trends are discussed and in third section
MSP as an important factor in food grain inflation is
discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Food inflation has become a major cause of concern for not
only the common-man, but also for the policy maker. Of late,
high inflationary, pressure particularly double digit food
inflation since October 2008 is turning out to be a spoilsport
in an otherwise robustly growing Indian economy. Food
prices in India started increasing since mid-2008 onwards.
The year 2010-11 witnessed overall inflation rate crossing
10% for the whole year. The primary food articles inflation
based on year-on-year wholesale price index (WPI) was
witnessed inflation rate of 12.46% (March 2008 to November
2011) and averaged 11.5% in 2011-13. It remained equally
high in 2013-14 also.

A. Trends

Although cereals are not the top direct contributor to overall
food inflation still they are important to be study for various
reasons. First, the government has been intervening
extensively in the cereals markets. The government has also
been the most proactive in any inflationary pressures on
cereals. Second, the cereal price rises can put pressure on
prices of other food items, through for example substitution
in production away from non-cereals. the rural wages could
be linked to prices of cereals; hence a rise in its price could
result in a rise in the cost of production for other food items
and for non-food products as well.

TABLE 1
AVERAGE WPI INFLATION RATE OF FOOD ARTICLES

(March 2008 to July 2010) (%) (Base: 2004-05)

Items Inflation Rate
Food articles 13.32

Food grains 12.34

Cereals 11.55

Rice 12.75

Wheat 10.66

Source (Basic Data): Central Statistical Organisation (CSO)
(http://eaindustry.nic.in/).

TABLE 2
WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX AND RATES OF INFLATION

(BASE YEAR: 2004-05)
Items

WPI
(Dec-
2014)

Year on year inflation

2013-14 2014-
15(Provisional)

Food articles 252 13.73 5.20
Rice 240 13.52 4.43

Wheat 214 7.64 -2.46
GOI (www.eaindustry.nic.in/cmonthly.pd)

As we can see in the table: 1 that WPI inflation rate in food
articles remained 13.32 during 2008 to 2010.It is very high
for rice and wheat also. Inflation rate has decreased in 2013-
14 for wheat and for both in 2014-15.
Food inflation has been higher than non food inflation during
last 10 years except some of cases. Food inflation has been a
big contributor in overall inflation. There is a dip in food
inflation in 2013-14; cereals are major contributor in 1st

quarter of 2013-14.

B. Domestic vs. Global Scenario

Increasing food inflation has been an important issue in
international market also. It is very important to study
whether there is any relationship between domestic and
global food prices.
S. Mahendra Dev (2010) Food prices in India, particularly for
wheat and pulses, were higher in 2006-07, which was much
before the sharp increase in global prices in 2007-08. In fact,
inflation in the prices of food grains and food articles was
lower in 2007-08 in India as compared to that in 2006-07. In
the case of oilseeds and edible oils, the impact of global
prices on India seems to be much more than in the case of
other commodities conditions. In the case of India, the food
price inflation started increasing in the fourth quarter of 2008.

S.S. Acharya, Ramesh Chand, P.S. Birthal, Shiv Kumar and
D.S. Negi (2012) in case of monthly movement of prices of
rice and wheat there is stability in India against the wide
fluctuation in international prices. Co-relation co-efficient
between international prices and domestic prices at different
market centres for the crisis (2007-08) period is insignificant.
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Similar observations were made by Ghoshray (2011). It may
be mentioned here that, during 2006 and 2007, India faced
critical shortage of wheat and had to import 7.9 million
tonnes to meet its domestic needs.

Kavery Ganguly and Ashok Gulati (2013) presented the
trends of domestic as well as international prices of rice and
wheat with the help of figure 1 and 2. As we can see that
there is hardly any relationship between two prices.

Fig 1. International and domestic price movements of rice

Note: International prices are of Thai Rice, 25 per cent
broken, FOB Bangkok. Domestic prices have
been calculated by averaging monthly data across
government regulated market yards (known as
mandis) in all states available from DES.
Source: GoI, CACP (2011).*

Fig 2:
International and domestic price movements of wheat

Note: (1) International prices are of Wheat (USA), no. 1, hard
red winter, and no. 2, soft red winter,
export price delivered at the US Gulf port. (2) Domestic
wholesale prices for wheat have been
calculated by averaging monthly data across mandis in
Punjab and Uttar Pradesh.
Source: GoI, CACP (2011).

Kavery Ganguly and Ashok Gulati (2013) WIDER Working
Paper No. 2013/034, The political economy of food price
policy The case study of India

II. PRODUCTIVITY SCENARIO

In this section of paper we will discuss the issue of
production of these food grains. Production of food grains
increased by 2.88 % in 2013-14 over the previous year, it is
1.05 % for rice and 2.46 % for wheat. But higher production
in 2013-14 has been achieved by expanding acreage rather

than productivity. In table 3 we can see that yield in
kilograms per hectares showed a decline.
Decadal trend is exhibited in table 4. Yield in case of rice is
U shaped trend but it is decreasing in case of wheat. Low
productivity has been an important issue in agriculture for
long. Productivity of India is compared with that of world
Average productivity and countries with world’s highest
proclivity of food grain in terms of yield per hectare.

TABLE: 3
AREA, PRODUCTION, AND PRODUCTIVITY WITH PER CENT

CHANGE OVER 2012-13

(Area: Million ha; Prod: Million tonnes; Yield: kg/ha)

Group/Com
modity

Area Produc
tion

Yield

Foodgrains 126
.2

(4.4
7)

264
.4

(
2
.
8
8
)

2095 (-
1.5
5)

Rice 43.
9

(2.5
7)

106
.3

(
1
.
0
5
)

2419 (-
1.7
5)

Wheat 31.
3

(4.3
3)

95.
8

(
2
.
4
6
)

3059 (-
1.8
6)

Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Department of Agriculture
and
Cooperation (DAC). GOI

TABLE: 4
COMPOUND GROWTH RATES OF AREA, PRODUCTION, AND

YIELD OF PRINCIPAL
A - Growth rate of area, P - Growth rate of production, Y -
Growth rate of Yield (% per annum)
Crop 1980-81 to 1989-

90
1990-91 to 1999-
2000

2000-01 to 2013-
14

A P Y A P Y A P Y
Rice 0.4

1
3.6
2

3.1
9

0.6
8

2.0
2

1.3
4

0.0
0

1.8
2

1.8
2

Whea
t

0.4
6

3.5
7

3.1
0

1.7
2

3.5
7

1.8
3

1.3
5

2.6
5

1.2
9

A - Growth rate of area, P - Growth rate of production,
Y - Growth rate of Yield (% per annum)

Table 5:
India’s Productivity vis-à-vis World Average and Country with Highest

Yield (kg/ha)

Crop/commodity World
average(TE
2011-12)

India (TE
2012)

Country
with highest
yield (TE
2012)

Paddy 4397 3514 6661
(China)

Wheat 3094 3000 7360 (UK)
Source: Economic Survey – 2014-15, GOI
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III. MSP AND ECONOMIC COST OF FOOD
GRAINS TO THE FCI

Government announces the Minimum Support Price for both
food grains rice and wheat. These grains are procured stored
and distributed by government agency FCI to ensure even
availability at reasonable price to the public and regular
income to the farmers. Minimum Support Price for rice and
wheat has been continuously increasing as we can see in the
figure.3.

MSP and Economic Cost for Rice

MSP and Economic Cost for
Wheat

Figure 3: Minimum Support Price for Wheat and Rice

Source: Economic Survey – 2014-15, GOI

Gaiha and Kulkarni (2005) found a strong positive correlation
between the level of MSP (for rice and wheat) and WPI as well
as CPI-AL after controlling for time trends and level of income.
According to them though MSP is aimed at providing incentives
to farmers, it traditionally has been below international prices.

The gap between MSP and Economic cost is also increasing.
Economics Cost comprises MSP, procurement incidentals and
the cost of distribution. Increasing Economic Cost is creating
fiscal burden on government. It is not only due to increasing
MSP but also due to leakages and inefficient management.FCI
suffers higher procurement leads to stocks that exceed the buffer
norm.

Table 5:
Stocks and Buffer Norms

Commodity
(mt)

Stocks as on 1 June Buffer norms
2013 2014 As on 1

April
As on 1
July

Rice 33.31 20.65 14.20 11.80
Wheat 44.39 41.58 7.00 20.10
Source: Economic Survey – 2014-15, GOI

The excess buffer stock we can see in the table 5.This excess
stock increases the cost of storage.
MSP is announced every year and these are upwards revised.

The difference is only of degree. MSP is calculated depending
upon the cost of cultivation. During the time of inflation
automatically MSP is fixed higher and thus contributes to the
inflation.

According to  Basu (2010). The absence of any downward
revision in MSP over time and the lack of adjustment for
inflationary pressures make it an important factor accounting for
inflation in cereals.

IV.CONCLUSION
During last decade many times food inflation had been higher

than the overall inflation. Though food inflation is an issue of
global concern, but there are no signs of transformation of global
food inflation in India (Rice and Wheat). Productivity of these
food grains exhibiting decreasing trends in long run and short
run scenario is not much better than that of long run. MSP has
been an important contributor to food inflation so more refined
policies for fixation of MSP are required. The primary reason for
high inflation in wheat and rice has been due to the government
emerging as the  largest holder of grain.
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Abstract: By 2011, traditional data centers will be consuming
almost 3% of U.S. electrical power, and this fraction doubles every
five years (EPA 2009). Computer technology improves, but the
demand for computation increases more rapidly. Eventually, power
efficiency improvements, and the power available for computation,
will plateau. This limit on total computing will limit the availability
of computers to solve critical world problems, such as the
replacement of physical transportation by tele-presence, or weather
and ecological modeling. As "smart power" grids become
increasingly dependent on computing and internet communication
to extract maximum efficiency from limited generation, the modern
world may find itself experiencing deadly positive feedback loops,
leading to cascading failure of the combined computing and
generation grid. A robust and green future may depend on
computation that does not overload the electrical grid or the
environment. In space, there is room for thousands of these arrays,
with the total population limited by night sky light pollution. A
server-sat displaces 25 watts of ground-based electrical generation,
cooling, and power conversion. A server-sat does not need the racks,
cabling, power converters, land, buildings, and other infrastructure
needed to build a ground-based server farm. These savings alone
may pay for launch. The space solar energy available for server-sats
is practically unbounded. Server-sat arrays operate outside the
biosphere, so the environmental impact of power generation and
heat disposal is close to zero. In time, thinner server-sats, new
launch techniques, and solar cells made from lunar materials may
further reduce the environmental and economic costs of
manufacturing and launch. Thus, earth can return to what it is good
at - green and growing things - while space can be filled with gray
and computing things.

I. INTRODUCTION

Server Sky is a proposal to build large arrays of 7 gram paper-
thin solar-powered computer satellites launched into a 6400
kilometer altitude earth orbit. A server-sat is mostly a 100 micron
thick, 6 inch solar cell, with processor memory and radio chips
around the edges. Server-sats use light pressure for thrust and
electro chromic light shutters for steering. Thousands of server-
sats will be positioned in three-dimensional arrays, about 100
meters on a side. An array acts as a large phased array antenna
transmitting thousands of communication beams simultaneously
to ground receivers and to other arrays in space.

Space technologies lag modern consumer electronics, in some
cases by decades. An advanced cell phone contains more
transistors than most city-bus-sized satellites. Large satellites
must survive the rigors of launch, but cell phones must survive
the kilo-gee forces of hitting a floor. Satellites have tight power
budgets, but they are lavish compared to the power available
from a cell phone battery. Satellites are operated by large staffs
of highly trained people, while some cell phones are operated by
the oblivious. Satellites are produced by the tens and cost
hundreds of millions of dollars to deploy, while cell phones are
produced by the millions for less than one hundred dollars. The
cell phone's advantages result from highly automated mass
production based on photolithography, silicon VLSI technology,
and the square-law increased value of large networks.

The bulk of a cell phone (and the bulk of a satellite) is
mechanical packaging. The active area of a silicon chip is in the
top five micrometers of the surface - the rest of the chip is a thick
substrate, making the in-process silicon wafer mechanically
robust in earth gravity. Modern chips are thinned after the wafer
is complete, to improve wiring and heat removal. They are
subsequently wrapped in many levels of packaging, mostly to
shield the delicate silicon chips from moisture and mishandling.
Thus, even a miniaturized cell phone is massive compared to the
active silicon volume inside it.

The sun fills space with 384 trillion terawatts of unused energy.
Space solar power satellites (Solar Power Satellites, 1981) will
someday beam some of this power to earth, perhaps powering
data centers through the grid. However, the energy path from
orbit to CPU is inefficient, with losses from transmission, side
lobes, power conversion and data center cooling. It is easier and
more cost effective to use this power where it is generated.
Indeed, if we want to someday exploit a large fraction of that
3.84*1026 watts, we must do so on solar system scales, to both
capture the energy and dissipate the waste heat.

The former director of advanced programs for NASA, Ivan
Bekey, suggests 14 high leverage principles for space concepts
(Bekey 2002). He suggests replacing structures with information,
using coherent cooperative spacecraft to build distributed space
systems, gossamer membranes, and transporting energy and
information, rather than mass, through space.

Microgravity and highly predictable Newtonian mechanics
permit large three-dimensional arrays of distributed satellites.
Steady intense sunlight, high vacuum, and the 2.7K black body
heat sink of deep space suggest ultra-light paper-thin satellites.
Shielding, trusses, shaped dishes, and stored consumables are not
practical at this scale. However, radiation, collision hazards, and
the high cost of earth launch can be mitigated by the new
possibilities. We need not construct spacecraft like we construct
aircraft, and we can take advantage of semiconductor-style
photolithographic manufacturing to print high volumes of low
cost spacecraft.

Related Work.

Server Sky performs large-scale computation in space and radios
data to and from earth. Solar cells directly produce the high
current, low voltage power needed by modern CPUs. Direct
radio communication with ground endpoints bypasses costly
ground infrastructure. This increases the cost-effectiveness of
space-generated power. Server sky arrays consist of thousands to
millions of paper-thin 7 gram server satellites or "server-sats." A
server-sat is a 15 cm solar cell with integrated circuits and optical
thrusters attached on the edges.
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Fig1: - Solar Cell

Solar cells, integrated circuits, and interconnect are two-
dimensional. Modern IC die are thinned to increase thermal
conductivity and reduce package height, and thin solar cells save
material and cost. The first server-sats will be uniformly 100
microns thick. A estimated 10,000 server-sats can be stacked for
launch in a solid one meter column, and deployed with a sheet-
feed mechanism in orbit.

Related Work.

A GPS receiver calculates its position by precisely timing the
signals sent by GPS satellites high above the Earth. Each satellite
continually transmits messages that include.

 The time the message was transmitted.

 Satellite position at time of message transmission.

The receiver uses the messages it receives to determine the
transit time of each message and computes the distance to each
satellite using the speed of light. Each of these distances and
satellites' locations defines a sphere. The receiver is on the
surface of each of these spheres when the distances and the
satellites' locations are correct. These distances and satellites'
locations are used to compute the location of the receiver using
the navigation equations. This location is then displayed, perhaps
with a moving map display or latitude and longitude; elevation or
altitude information may be included, based on height above
the geoid (e.g. EGM96).

GPS measurements yield only a position, and neither speed nor
direction. However, most GPS units can automatically derive
velocity and direction of movement from two or more position
measurements. The disadvantage of this principle is that changes
in speed or direction can only be computed with a delay, and that
derived direction becomes inaccurate when the distance travelled
between two position measurements drops below or near
the random error of position measurement. To counter this effect,
more advanced navigation systems use additional sensors like a
compass or an inertial navigation system to complement GPS.

In typical GPS operation, four or more satellites must be visible
to obtain an accurate result. Four sphere surfaces typically do not
intersect. Because of this, it can be said with confidence that
when the navigation equations are solved to find an intersection,
this solution gives the position of the receiver along with the
difference between the time kept by the receiver's on-board clock
and the true time-of-day, thereby eliminating the need for a very
large, expensive, and power hungry clock. The very accurately

computed time is used only for display or not at all in many GPS
applications, which use only the location. A number of
applications for GPS do make use of this cheap and highly
accurate timing. These include time transfer, traffic signal
timing, andsynchronization of cell phone base stations.

Although four satellites are required for normal operation, fewer
apply in special cases. If one variable is already known, a
receiver can determine its position using only three satellites. For
example, a ship or aircraft may have known elevation. Some
GPS receivers may use additional clues or assumptions such as
reusing the last known altitude, dead reckoning, inertial
navigation, or including information from the vehicle computer,
to give a (possibly degraded) position when fewer than four
satellites are visible.

II. PROPOSED RESEARCH WORK MODEL

A new satellite design and this satellite storage capacity 100
million tear byte it means total word data available in starting of
the earth life to till date at total data store in new satellite
concept. This data accessing concept will be open by the user
through internet, mobile etc. in that sation data access time is
very large (Approx -20 second) because the date travel in the
speed of light

{New satellite distance:  earth to satellite   d = 60, 00,000 km
=6*109 meter

Speed of light s =3*108 meter per second

Accessing time of data=
6000000000/300000000=60/3=20 second}

A low Earth orbit (LEO) is an orbit with an altitude between 160
kilometers (99 mi), with a period of about 88 minutes, and 2,000
kilometers (1,200 mi), with a period of about 127 minutes.
Objects below approximately 160 kilometers (99 mi) will
experience very rapid orbital decay and altitude loss.[1][2] With
the exception of the lunar flights of the Apollo program,
all human spaceflights have taken place in LEO (or were
suborbital). The altitude record for a human spaceflight in LEO
was Gemini 11 with an apogee of 1,374.1 kilometers (853.8 mi).
All manned space stations to date, as well as the majority of
artificial satellites, have been in LEO.

Fig 2: - Orbit Cell Earth to Space Satellite

The speed needed to achieve a stable low earth orbit is about
7.8 km/s, but reduces with increased orbital altitude. The delta-
v needed to achieve low earth orbit starts around
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Fig1: - Solar Cell

Solar cells, integrated circuits, and interconnect are two-
dimensional. Modern IC die are thinned to increase thermal
conductivity and reduce package height, and thin solar cells save
material and cost. The first server-sats will be uniformly 100
microns thick. A estimated 10,000 server-sats can be stacked for
launch in a solid one meter column, and deployed with a sheet-
feed mechanism in orbit.
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A GPS receiver calculates its position by precisely timing the
signals sent by GPS satellites high above the Earth. Each satellite
continually transmits messages that include.

 The time the message was transmitted.

 Satellite position at time of message transmission.

The receiver uses the messages it receives to determine the
transit time of each message and computes the distance to each
satellite using the speed of light. Each of these distances and
satellites' locations defines a sphere. The receiver is on the
surface of each of these spheres when the distances and the
satellites' locations are correct. These distances and satellites'
locations are used to compute the location of the receiver using
the navigation equations. This location is then displayed, perhaps
with a moving map display or latitude and longitude; elevation or
altitude information may be included, based on height above
the geoid (e.g. EGM96).

GPS measurements yield only a position, and neither speed nor
direction. However, most GPS units can automatically derive
velocity and direction of movement from two or more position
measurements. The disadvantage of this principle is that changes
in speed or direction can only be computed with a delay, and that
derived direction becomes inaccurate when the distance travelled
between two position measurements drops below or near
the random error of position measurement. To counter this effect,
more advanced navigation systems use additional sensors like a
compass or an inertial navigation system to complement GPS.

In typical GPS operation, four or more satellites must be visible
to obtain an accurate result. Four sphere surfaces typically do not
intersect. Because of this, it can be said with confidence that
when the navigation equations are solved to find an intersection,
this solution gives the position of the receiver along with the
difference between the time kept by the receiver's on-board clock
and the true time-of-day, thereby eliminating the need for a very
large, expensive, and power hungry clock. The very accurately

computed time is used only for display or not at all in many GPS
applications, which use only the location. A number of
applications for GPS do make use of this cheap and highly
accurate timing. These include time transfer, traffic signal
timing, andsynchronization of cell phone base stations.

Although four satellites are required for normal operation, fewer
apply in special cases. If one variable is already known, a
receiver can determine its position using only three satellites. For
example, a ship or aircraft may have known elevation. Some
GPS receivers may use additional clues or assumptions such as
reusing the last known altitude, dead reckoning, inertial
navigation, or including information from the vehicle computer,
to give a (possibly degraded) position when fewer than four
satellites are visible.
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A low Earth orbit (LEO) is an orbit with an altitude between 160
kilometers (99 mi), with a period of about 88 minutes, and 2,000
kilometers (1,200 mi), with a period of about 127 minutes.
Objects below approximately 160 kilometers (99 mi) will
experience very rapid orbital decay and altitude loss.[1][2] With
the exception of the lunar flights of the Apollo program,
all human spaceflights have taken place in LEO (or were
suborbital). The altitude record for a human spaceflight in LEO
was Gemini 11 with an apogee of 1,374.1 kilometers (853.8 mi).
All manned space stations to date, as well as the majority of
artificial satellites, have been in LEO.
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The speed needed to achieve a stable low earth orbit is about
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Fig1: - Solar Cell

Solar cells, integrated circuits, and interconnect are two-
dimensional. Modern IC die are thinned to increase thermal
conductivity and reduce package height, and thin solar cells save
material and cost. The first server-sats will be uniformly 100
microns thick. A estimated 10,000 server-sats can be stacked for
launch in a solid one meter column, and deployed with a sheet-
feed mechanism in orbit.

Related Work.

A GPS receiver calculates its position by precisely timing the
signals sent by GPS satellites high above the Earth. Each satellite
continually transmits messages that include.

 The time the message was transmitted.

 Satellite position at time of message transmission.

The receiver uses the messages it receives to determine the
transit time of each message and computes the distance to each
satellite using the speed of light. Each of these distances and
satellites' locations defines a sphere. The receiver is on the
surface of each of these spheres when the distances and the
satellites' locations are correct. These distances and satellites'
locations are used to compute the location of the receiver using
the navigation equations. This location is then displayed, perhaps
with a moving map display or latitude and longitude; elevation or
altitude information may be included, based on height above
the geoid (e.g. EGM96).

GPS measurements yield only a position, and neither speed nor
direction. However, most GPS units can automatically derive
velocity and direction of movement from two or more position
measurements. The disadvantage of this principle is that changes
in speed or direction can only be computed with a delay, and that
derived direction becomes inaccurate when the distance travelled
between two position measurements drops below or near
the random error of position measurement. To counter this effect,
more advanced navigation systems use additional sensors like a
compass or an inertial navigation system to complement GPS.

In typical GPS operation, four or more satellites must be visible
to obtain an accurate result. Four sphere surfaces typically do not
intersect. Because of this, it can be said with confidence that
when the navigation equations are solved to find an intersection,
this solution gives the position of the receiver along with the
difference between the time kept by the receiver's on-board clock
and the true time-of-day, thereby eliminating the need for a very
large, expensive, and power hungry clock. The very accurately

computed time is used only for display or not at all in many GPS
applications, which use only the location. A number of
applications for GPS do make use of this cheap and highly
accurate timing. These include time transfer, traffic signal
timing, andsynchronization of cell phone base stations.

Although four satellites are required for normal operation, fewer
apply in special cases. If one variable is already known, a
receiver can determine its position using only three satellites. For
example, a ship or aircraft may have known elevation. Some
GPS receivers may use additional clues or assumptions such as
reusing the last known altitude, dead reckoning, inertial
navigation, or including information from the vehicle computer,
to give a (possibly degraded) position when fewer than four
satellites are visible.

II. PROPOSED RESEARCH WORK MODEL

A new satellite design and this satellite storage capacity 100
million tear byte it means total word data available in starting of
the earth life to till date at total data store in new satellite
concept. This data accessing concept will be open by the user
through internet, mobile etc. in that sation data access time is
very large (Approx -20 second) because the date travel in the
speed of light

{New satellite distance:  earth to satellite   d = 60, 00,000 km
=6*109 meter

Speed of light s =3*108 meter per second

Accessing time of data=
6000000000/300000000=60/3=20 second}

A low Earth orbit (LEO) is an orbit with an altitude between 160
kilometers (99 mi), with a period of about 88 minutes, and 2,000
kilometers (1,200 mi), with a period of about 127 minutes.
Objects below approximately 160 kilometers (99 mi) will
experience very rapid orbital decay and altitude loss.[1][2] With
the exception of the lunar flights of the Apollo program,
all human spaceflights have taken place in LEO (or were
suborbital). The altitude record for a human spaceflight in LEO
was Gemini 11 with an apogee of 1,374.1 kilometers (853.8 mi).
All manned space stations to date, as well as the majority of
artificial satellites, have been in LEO.

Fig 2: - Orbit Cell Earth to Space Satellite

The speed needed to achieve a stable low earth orbit is about
7.8 km/s, but reduces with increased orbital altitude. The delta-
v needed to achieve low earth orbit starts around
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9.4 km/s. Atmospheric and gravity drag associated with launch
typically adds 1.5–2.0 km/s to the delta-v launch vehicle required
to reach normal LEO orbital velocity of around 7.8 km/s
(28,080 km/h). The drag here is low enough that it could
theoretically be overcome by radiation pressure on solar sails, a
proposed propulsion system for interplanetary travel.

Fig3: - Satellite Scale Map.

Equatorial low Earth orbits (ELEO) are a subset of LEO. These
orbits, with low inclination to the Equator, allow rapid revisit
times and have the lowest delta-v requirement of any orbit.
Orbits with a high inclination angle to equator, are usually
called polar orbits.

Higher orbits include medium Earth orbit (MEO), sometimes
called intermediate circular orbit (ICO), and further
above, geostationary orbit (GEO). Orbits higher than low orbit
can lead to early failure of electronic components due to
intense radiation and charge accumulation.

Sub -New satellite distance:  earth to satellite   d = 150 km
=15*104 meter

Speed of light     s =3*108meter per second

Accessing time of data= 150000/300000000 =
15/30000 = 5*10-4 second.

Fig 4: Satellite Date Receiver in Earth Center

Deployment Orbits

Server-sat arrays will be deployed in constellations of 4-hour
near-equatorial orbits with 14360.7 second sidereal periods.

These orbits repeat relative to the ground every 288 minutes
("m288" orbits). The orbits will be chosen with slight
inclinations and eccentricities to avoid collision and fill a toroidal
region perhaps 100 kilometers across the minor dimension. The
semi major axis is 12789 kilometers, with an average altitude
above the equator of 6411 kilometers. This is within the "gap" of
the Van Allen belt, with an estimated unshielded radiation dose
of 1Mrad/year. Equatorial orbits limit high latitude visibility, but
minimize collision problems. Neighboring orbits will have small
relative velocities. The chance of fratricidal collisions scattering
material out of the region is small, even with millions of arrays
containing thousands to millions of server-sats.

Fig 5: Distance Calculator Earth to space Satellite

Server-sats shut down during the eclipsed portion of each orbit.
At m288, the eclipse temperature drops to 127K (-146C). Higher,
slower orbits have colder and longer "nights" and much longer
"days."

Light Pollution

Server-sats have small but finite albedo and reflect some light.
Server sky produces no visible daytime shading or glow. In
daytime, even trillions of server-sats will have no noticeable
shadowing effect on earth or on each other.

At night, the sum of the diffuse reflected light from billions of
server-sats may appear as cloudy light in a thin band (about as
wide as the full moon) around the equator, interrupted by the
earth's shadow. Normally the array will be under control,
orienting night-side server-sats slightly off-axis to reflect light
away from the earth. But there will be some reflected light,
astronomically obscuring dim objects in the direct path of the
array. If the arrays are "bunched" into portions of the orbit, then
there will be large dark gaps in between brighter spots, and
astronomical imagers can be shuttered while the bright spots are
in view.

Surprisingly, the effect of light pollution on biological systems
sets the most important limit on server sky density (as well as a
limit on any other kind of large area system in geosynchronous
orbit or below). Unmanaged and tumbling server-sats may stay in
orbit for thousands of years after a hypothetical collapse of
civilization, scattering light in all directions. Life is adapted to
existing cycles of day and night, full and new moon, and light
pollution can alter this balance drastically. For example, corals
spawn synchronously to the monthly moonlight cycle. Confusing
that process with light pollution could kill coral reefs and vast
swaths of ocean life. The maximum permissible light pollution
from a worst-case control failure, assumed to be around 3% of
full moon illumination, and 30 times a moonless midnight sky,
limits the m288 constellation to less than 100 billion server-sats.
Larger populations should be in higher orbits.

Radio

Multi-band server-sat radio chips have many low-power inputs
and outputs, and connect to many planar antennas. Radios
provide femtosecond-precision average array timing, micron-
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precision server-sat location and orientation within the array, and
orientation to other arrays and to GPS and ground systems.
Accuracy derives from continuous monitoring and averaging,
differential and quadrature analog signal processing, and the
ultra-low vibration and perturbation of a highly predictable nano-
gee space environment. Thermal drift may be high, but
temperatures can be accurately measured for tuning
compensation.

Server Sky is blind; it has no star trackers or gyros. Server-sats
can estimate the sun angle from solar cell output. Surface
gratings may sense sun direction.

A server-sat's main "sense" is radio. It shares timing information
with neighboring server-sats, permitting precision orientation and
location computations. It can also measure signals from ground
stations and GPS. Modulated radio and sub-wavelength fringes
are used in commercial surveying equipment to measure
distances with high precision. Server Sky does the same with
60GHz intra-array communication links. If a server-sat measures
phase within 1 degree at 60GHz, it can locate its many antennas
relative to the array with 20 micron accuracy. Continually
upgraded software improves measurement capabilities.

As a new service, Server Sky may be allocated EHF frequencies
for the down-link. Assuming a frequency of 38GHz and a
wavelength of 8mm, each individual server-sat antenna array can
direct radio energy into an angle of about 6 degrees, for a 600km
ground spot. Server-sats in sparse three-dimensional phased
arrays produce tighter beams than single devices. Arrayed
transmitters can beam the sum of many different phased signals
to sub-kilometer ground spots.

Server Sky operates near the equatorial plane, precluding
communications to ground sites above 55 degrees latitude,
including much of northern Europe. Existing services like
Iridium, Globalstar, TDRSS, and many satellites in GEO may be
used as relays. As traffic grows, this may provide extra revenue
for these services, while not competing with their latency-
sensitive telephony markets.

Developing countries near the equator may find server sky a low
cost alternative for data centers and internet service, obviating
the need for expensive fiber optic deployment and high reliability
power systems.

A Server Sky array may be used as a narrow-beam radar
transmitter to locate space debris and other satellites. Working in
conjunction with radar receiver satellites and ground stations,
server-sat arrays produce tight beams with high power density.

Server-Sat Mechanical Behavior

The solar cell is silicon, as are the processors and memory. The
server-sat undergoes wide temperature changes when it passes in
and out of shadow. Reliability improves when the non-silicon
portions are made of composite materials that match silicon's
2.6E-6/K coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE).

Server-sats need transparent materials and conductors that
closely match silicon mechanically. Metals have high CTEs,
while SiO2 has a low CTE. Slotted metal wires with SiO2 in the
gaps make a "material" that is both conductive and has the same
CTE as silicon. This is common for stress reduction on integrated
circuits.

Curling occurs if the front and back sides of a server-sat have
different CTEs. Server-sats may not stay flat, but will flex until
tensions and compressions are balanced. Curling can be
measured and characterized and radio phases adjusted to work
with curled surfaces. Careful choice of materials and layer
thicknesses minimizes curling.

Radiation

The m288 orbit is located between the inner and outer van Allen
belts, where ionizing radiation damages semiconductors and
data. The effects include latch-up, single event upsets (SEU, bit
flipping), oxide charging and flash memory errors. The high
radiation damages traditional satellites, and few satellites operate
in these orbits. Server sky resists radiation.

CMOS circuits latch up by the activation of PNPN parasitic
paths. These paths cannot activate if the supply voltage is less
than a diode turn-on voltage. Solar cells produce less than a
diode voltage, so server-sats do not latch up!

Silicon dioxide develops a positive charge when irradiated,
causing damaging threshold shifts in CMOS transistors. Hafnium
oxide traps electrons and develops a negative charge. Recent
work by Dixit (2008) shows that a combination of both materials
produces a radiation-hard gate oxide stack, withstanding 10
Megarad from a Cobalt 60 source with minimal threshold shifts.

Charge deposited by an ionizing particle can cause SEU,
temporarily overwhelming logic gates, or changing states in
memory. RAZOR technology (Shidhartha 2009) reduces noise
margins while adding error detection circuitry, repeating
calculations when errors occur, which doubles overall
performance. RAZOR technology will soon be common in
commercial microprocessors. While the timing information
driving RAZOR is not the same as radiation-induced node
charging, we may be able to detect ionizing particles by other
means, such as scintillator layers above and below the active
circuitry, computational checksums, grey code counters, etc.
Triple redundancy can be used for some circuitry, but complete
triple redundancy wastes too much power.

Server-sats have low thermal mass and low lateral thermal
conductivity. Power may be diverted to heating wires behind
small regions of the solar cell, or to individual chips, heating
them to 300C or higher. The temporary high temperatures anneal
trapped charge and lattice displacement damage. This is difficult
to do with traditional satellites.

Space Debris Collision Hazards

Server Sky must not be permitted to come close to other
expensive space assets. Misbehaving server-sats must be
captured, compacted, and de-orbited before they can damage
other satellites. Fortunately, there are no valuable permanent
space assets orbiting near m288, just debris.

Centimeter scale or smaller impactors will punch holes in server-
sats. With proper redundancy and crack-stopping design, small
impactors reduce capacity but won't disable server-sats. Partly
crippled server-sats can still maneuver out of their array to
collection areas for disposal.

Server-sats are cheap. Destroying one in a collision is
unfortunate but not expensive. The main cost of a server-sat
collision is more space debris, which can damage other server-
sats. Traditional large satellites encountering server-sat
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fragments may lose a solar cell or two on the skin, but won't be
destroyed. Server-sat debris will resemble natural
micrometeorites rather than large satellite debris.

Server-sats can maneuver out of the way of accurately predicted
collisions. Light pressure provides an unlimited supply of low
thrust - in a few hours, they can maneuver kilometers away from
tracked impactors.

Possibilities

Big compute jobs like weather prediction or animation rendering
are not real-time and can tolerate high communication latency.
Constellations of trillions of server-sats in the Earth-Moon
Lagrange positions are 60 times further away from earth than
m288, so they produce 1/3600 of the worst-case light pollution.

Later generations of server-sats may become "compute-light" and
"transmit-heavy," beaming the power as microwaves to rectenna
arrays on the ground, making power for the electrical grid. These
will be a much lighter and more easily deployed version of a
Space Solar Power Satellite (SSPS), potentially delivering 10 kW
per kilogram of earth launch. These should be deployed at
Lagrange positions, again to minimize light pollution.

A server-sat is mostly silicon, glass, and aluminum, similar to
lunar rock. Advanced technology integrated circuits require
mega-factories on earth, but low-tech lunar-manufactured solar
cells are a possibility. A cubic meter of lunar regolith might
provide materials for 5 million 300 milligram solar cells, which
could be mated to earth-manufactured integrated circuits in small
automated assembly factories in orbit.

Septillions of server-sats made from asteroidal materials can
generate trillions of terawatts of usable electric power for
computation and space manufacturing, millions of times the solar
power received by the earth. Server-sats near the asteroid belt at
2.6 A.U., receiving 200 watts of sunlight per square meter, have
an equilibrium temperature of 200K. This can heat the earth. If
we limit the heating to 0.5C, the average deep sky temperature

can rise from 2.7K to 84K. We can capture 2% of the sun's
output, 8 trillion terawatts.

Server-sats between Saturn and Uranus, at 15 A.U., have an
equilibrium temperature of 84K. We could fill the sky with them,
capturing all of the sun's output. The lower temperature also
permits lower energy per bit computation and communication.
The technologies for such advanced server satellites, and the
computation jobs that justify them, are left to the imagination of
the reader.

III. CONCLUSION

Server Sky may be the near-term commercial application that
pays for the permanent expansion of life and civilization into
space. Server Sky can remove large scale computing and power
generation from the biosphere, leaving the earth safe for green
and growing things, while filling space with gray and growing
things.
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Abstract- In this paper, a new technique which is combination of
Enhanced Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD), has been
presented along with the standard wavelet thresholding techniques
like hard thresholding to denoise the image. The massive amount of
data required for images is a primary reason for the development of
many sub areas within the field of computer imaging such as image
segmentation and compression. Whatever may be the way of
transmission, the data tends to get noisy and thereby the further
processing does not lead to good results. Hence, it is very essential to
keep the data close to originality. In order to achieve this in terms of
the concerned work, wavelet transforms have been applied: Discrete
wavelet transform and enhanced empirical mode decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION

The image de-noising naturally corrupted by noise is a classical
problem in the field of signal or image processing. Visual
information, transmitted in the form of digital images, has
become a major method of communication for the 21st century.
Image processing is any form of signal processing for which the
input is an image, such as photographs or frames of video and the
output of image processing can be either an image or a set of
characteristics or parameters related to the image. Most image
processing techniques involve treating the image as a two-
dimensional signal and applying standard signal-processing
techniques to it. There are applications in image processing that
require the analysis to be localized in the spatial domain. The
classical way of doing this is through what is called Windowed
Fourier Transform. It is a fascinating and exciting area to be
involved in today with application areas ranging from the
entertainment industry to the space program. One of the most
interesting aspects of this information revolution is the ability to
send and receive complex data that transcends ordinary written
text. Image processing is a field that continues to grow, with new
applications being developed at an ever increasing pace. Central
idea of windowing is reflected in Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT). The STFT conveys the localized frequency component
present in the signal during the short window of time. The same
concept can be extended to a two-dimensional spatial image
where the localized frequency components may be determined
from the windowed transform. This is one of the basis of the
conceptual understanding of wavelet transforms. Hence, wavelet
transforms have been kept as the main consideration in this
paper. Additive random noise can easily be removed using
simple threshold methods. De-noising of natural images
corrupted by noise using wavelet techniques is very effective
because of its ability to capture the energy of a signal in few
energy transform values. The wavelet transform yields a large
number of small coefficients and a small number of large
coefficients. Simple de-noising algorithms that use the wavelet
transform consist of three steps.

 Calculate the wavelet transform of the noisy signal.

 Modify the noisy wavelet coefficients according to some
rule.

 Compute the inverse transform using the modified
coefficients.

The problem of Image de-noising can be summarized as follows,

Let A(i, j) be the noise-free image and B(i, j) the image corrupted
with noise Z(i, j) ,

B(i, j) = A(i, j) +Z(i, j) ...(1.1)

The problem is to estimate the desired signal as accurately as
possible according to some criteria. In the wavelet domain, the
problem can be formulated as

Y(i, j) =W(i, j) + N(i, j) ...(1.2)

where Y(i, j) is noisy wavelet coefficient; W(i, j) is true
coefficient and N(i, j) noise. In this paper work, the algorithm has

been carried out by using variety of inputs.

It was used with Wavelet transform’s thresholding principle to
denoise the image and proved to be less computational complex.
But EMD also experiences some problems, such as the presence

To EEMD

To
thresholding

Start

Load Input Image

Add Gaussian noise in
the image

Break the noisy image
into different IMFs

Apply Wavelet
thresholding on each IMF

Recombine the IMFs

End
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of oscillations of very disparate amplitude in a mode, or the
presence of very similar oscillations in different modes, named as
“mode mixing”.Fourier based methods are often employed for
restoration. Despite the power of these techniques, they rely on a
projection onto a linear set of predefined bases. As image
features like noise, texture, incident illumination effects; often
corresponds to variations in spatial frequencies. This limits the
abilities of fourier methods when processing real world images
that often display non linear and non stationary behaviour. To
avoid all these problems a new method name Empirical Mode
Decomposition was formulated for image restoration.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objective is to denoise the noisy image. For this purpose
enhanced empirical mode decomposition is used followed by
wavelet thresholding. EEMD is the enhanced version of
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) as EMD suffers from
mode mixing problem. After breaking noisy image into different
IMFs, each IMF is filtered by wavelet thresholding technique. A
basic flow chart depicting the above said precedes shown in
figure 1.

The main algorithm, followed in order to fulfill the aim of this
paper, is as follows:

Step 1: Read the original standard image (LENA.bmp,
low_key.jpg, high_key.jpg, medium_key.jpg).

Step 2: Resize the loaded image to a standard size of 128 × 128.
The images taken for testification have a lot of variation in their
sizes and hence cannot be compared on the same basis. For large
sized images, such as 512× 512 , the computation time for
denoising is found to be more. And if the image size is taken
smaller than 128× 128 , then the useful data is liable to get lost.

Step 3: Noise is added to the standard test images using the
following type of available noise:

• Gaussian noise - This type of noise adds normal distributed
noise to the original image. The noise is independent of the
image it is applied to. The value of the pixel is altered by the
additive Gaussian noise as

J (k, l) = x(k, l) + n

where n is the noise, n ~ N(0, v) , being distributed normally with
variance v . The noisy pixels which are generated are anywhere
between black and white, distributed according to the Gaussian
curve. The width of

Fig 1: Flow Chart of proposed algorithm

the curve is adjusted with the variance parameter. In our case,
variance is taken 0.09 which is quite within the permissible limits
of [0 1].

Step 4: Make the noisy image to undergo EEMD transform, and
then each IMF is undergone through DWT denoising algorithm.
It breaks the each IMF into four different coefficients named
Approximation, diagonal, vertical and horizontal coefficients.
Among all these approximation coefficient has maximum
information of image.

Step 5: After the noisy image is decomposed into approximation
and detail coefficients using wavelet transform, it is made to
undergo the following thresholding rules having various
threshold values. In addition, two cases have been considered-
one where the low pass components are not thresholded and the
other being the one where the low pass components have been
thresholded. The thresholding techniques applied are as follows,

• Soft Thresholding – refers to the procedure where firstly the
input elements with absolute value lower than the set threshold
value, are set to zero and are then scaled to the non-zero
coefficients toward zero. It eliminates discontinuity and gives
more visually pleasant images.

x = abs( y)

x = sign( y).*(x ³ thld).* (x − thld)

where y is the input, thld is the threshold value and x is the
thresholded output.

• Hard Thresholding – refers to the procedure where the input
elements with absolute value lower than the set threshold value,
are set to zero. It is discontinuous at the point where x = thld and
yields abrupt artifacts in the recovered images especially when
the noise energy is significant.

x = (abs( y) > thld).* y)

Step 6: After the decomposed image coefficients are thresholded
using the above mentioned three threshold values with each of
the thresholding technique, the denoised image is reconstructed
using inverse wavelet transforms- IDWT.

Step 7: Repeat wavelet denoising for each IMF and then
recombine all IMFs by adding them to reconstruct the image.

III. RESULTS

In our work we have developed a graphical user interface which
facilitates a step by step demonstration of our work. GUIs (also
known as graphical user interfaces or UIs) provide point-and-
click control of software applications, eliminating the need to
learn a language or type commands in order to run the
application. The user interface developed is shown in figure 2.

Fig 2: GUI used for proposed work

Initially we have loaded the lena image as input. As described in
the algorithmic steps of previous chapter Gaussian noise is added
into the input image after resizing it into 128*128. Figure 3(a) to
(c) show the original, resized and noisy image after addition of
Gaussian noise. Gaussian is chosen as it is the most common
noise added when image is passed through any communication
channel. The original image is resized into 128*128 pixels
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keeping major information. To denoise it first EEMD algorithm
is applied to the noisy image. This algorithm calculates 6 IMF for
this image. The number of IMFs calculated depends upon the
information in the image as in each iteration cubic spline
envelope is calculated and IMFs are calculated till maximum and
minimum cubic spline envelope can be detected. Here in this
case only 7 IMFs can be calculated. These IMFs have some
information of the image as shown in figure 4. The information
contained in the 1st IMF is maximum and decreases further. This
is because initially maximum and minimum envelope developed
contains highest peaks values for both and value decreases for
further IMF. That’s why last IMF has no information and can be
considered as residual.

Fig 3(a) Input image (b) resized Image (c) Noisy Image

Fig 4: All 7 IMFs of input image

Now each IMF is passed through the wavelet packet filters which
break each IMF into 4 different coefficients. The approximation
coefficient has the maximum information so it will be considered
for thresholding purpose. For denoising wavelet packet
thresholding is used and in that also hard thresholding is used to
denoise. MATLAB’s image processing toolbox has inbuilt
function ‘ddencmp’ to automatically determine thresholding and
even type of thresholding. ‘wpdencmp’ is the MATLAB
command which denoise the noisy image. After denoising all
IMFs by above said method filtered image is shown in figure 4.6.
when all IMFs are denoised by above process then they will be
recombined by just adding them.

Image = IMF1+IMF2+..........IMF7

Result of this is shown in figure 5. the mean square after adding
Gaussian noise is 10.1830.

Fig 5: Denoised Image

Images have been categorized into three types: low key image,
medium key image and high key image and they are categorized
on the basis of histogram as shown in figure 6 below.

1st IMF 2nd IMF

3rd IMF 4th IMF
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keeping major information. To denoise it first EEMD algorithm
is applied to the noisy image. This algorithm calculates 6 IMF for
this image. The number of IMFs calculated depends upon the
information in the image as in each iteration cubic spline
envelope is calculated and IMFs are calculated till maximum and
minimum cubic spline envelope can be detected. Here in this
case only 7 IMFs can be calculated. These IMFs have some
information of the image as shown in figure 4. The information
contained in the 1st IMF is maximum and decreases further. This
is because initially maximum and minimum envelope developed
contains highest peaks values for both and value decreases for
further IMF. That’s why last IMF has no information and can be
considered as residual.

Fig 3(a) Input image (b) resized Image (c) Noisy Image

Fig 4: All 7 IMFs of input image

Now each IMF is passed through the wavelet packet filters which
break each IMF into 4 different coefficients. The approximation
coefficient has the maximum information so it will be considered
for thresholding purpose. For denoising wavelet packet
thresholding is used and in that also hard thresholding is used to
denoise. MATLAB’s image processing toolbox has inbuilt
function ‘ddencmp’ to automatically determine thresholding and
even type of thresholding. ‘wpdencmp’ is the MATLAB
command which denoise the noisy image. After denoising all
IMFs by above said method filtered image is shown in figure 4.6.
when all IMFs are denoised by above process then they will be
recombined by just adding them.

Image = IMF1+IMF2+..........IMF7

Result of this is shown in figure 5. the mean square after adding
Gaussian noise is 10.1830.

Fig 5: Denoised Image

Images have been categorized into three types: low key image,
medium key image and high key image and they are categorized
on the basis of histogram as shown in figure 6 below.
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keeping major information. To denoise it first EEMD algorithm
is applied to the noisy image. This algorithm calculates 6 IMF for
this image. The number of IMFs calculated depends upon the
information in the image as in each iteration cubic spline
envelope is calculated and IMFs are calculated till maximum and
minimum cubic spline envelope can be detected. Here in this
case only 7 IMFs can be calculated. These IMFs have some
information of the image as shown in figure 4. The information
contained in the 1st IMF is maximum and decreases further. This
is because initially maximum and minimum envelope developed
contains highest peaks values for both and value decreases for
further IMF. That’s why last IMF has no information and can be
considered as residual.

Fig 3(a) Input image (b) resized Image (c) Noisy Image

Fig 4: All 7 IMFs of input image

Now each IMF is passed through the wavelet packet filters which
break each IMF into 4 different coefficients. The approximation
coefficient has the maximum information so it will be considered
for thresholding purpose. For denoising wavelet packet
thresholding is used and in that also hard thresholding is used to
denoise. MATLAB’s image processing toolbox has inbuilt
function ‘ddencmp’ to automatically determine thresholding and
even type of thresholding. ‘wpdencmp’ is the MATLAB
command which denoise the noisy image. After denoising all
IMFs by above said method filtered image is shown in figure 4.6.
when all IMFs are denoised by above process then they will be
recombined by just adding them.

Image = IMF1+IMF2+..........IMF7

Result of this is shown in figure 5. the mean square after adding
Gaussian noise is 10.1830.

Fig 5: Denoised Image

Images have been categorized into three types: low key image,
medium key image and high key image and they are categorized
on the basis of histogram as shown in figure 6 below.

6th IMF

7th IMF
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Fig 6: Histograms of images

These all images are taken as input and a table 4.1 shows the
MSE values for different input images.

Table 4.1: MSE values for different images

MSE

Lena 20.3076

Low Key Image 17.4914

Medium Key Image 20.129

High Key Image 16.5206

A bar chart showing this is shown in figure 7 which clearly
depicts the MSE value for different images. It clearly shows that
for high type of images MSE is lowest as addition of noise
affects less on high intensity image.

Fig 7: bar graph showing MSE values for different input images

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a comparative analysis of various image
denoising techniques using wavelet transforms. A lot of
combinations have been applied in order to find the best method
that can be followed for denoising intensity images. The image
formats that have been used in this work are JPG, BMP, TIF and
PNG, but all has to be converted into BMP. The analysis, of all
the obtained experimental results, demonstrates that EEMD-
DWT outperforms DWT for denoising all of the above
mentioned images (whether the low pass components are
thresholded or are kept as such).
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Review on Improving the 5 Pen PC Technology
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Abstract: “5 pen technology” is a recent discovery in the field of
pen computing. Pen computing is a field that outlines computer
like user interface that makes use of pen like devices that will be
convenient to use in comparison to contemporary systems (such as
laptops, desktops etc.).5 Pen PC technology consists of 5 pen like
devices which are used for providing functions of a CPU, a
projector, a virtual keyboard, a camera, and communication
functions of a cellular phone. All the 5 pens are connected to each
other via wireless technology preferably Bluetooth i.e. 802.11 BG
.The whole set of 5 pen technology is connected to the internet via
the cellular phone pen.5 pen PC technology is also known as P-
ISM i.e. Pen- style Personal Networking Gadget Package.

Keywords: P-ISM, pen computing, Bluetooth, virtual keyboard,
CPU pen

I. INTRODUCTION

The current 21st century is considered to be a new era in the
field of technology. In the contemporary world,
communication technology is becoming larger. Since the time
computer has been invented engineers have been trying to
making it more and more compact so that it would become
user-friendly. A world where everybody can use modern IT
without being an expert was always thought as something
unreal. Use of pen and paper to send SMSs, e-mails and surf
Internet didn’t seem feasible. However, the introduction of
Pen-style Personal Networking Gadget i.e. P-ISM has made
things easier and convenient. These are computers in the shape
of different pens each where-in each has a function of its own,
but when combined together, they give us the usage of a
complete computer in an easy and compact manner. In other
words it is a computer that is broken apart into pieces. Fig.1
shows the prototype of 5 Pen Technology.  During the ITU
Telecom World exhibition held in 2003, Geneva, the Tokyo-
based NEC Corporation presented a conceptual prototype of P-
ISM. The 5 Pen PC technologies was designed by Toru
Ichihash. It is basically an innovation in the field of computers
in association to the communication field. Rest assured, it will
have a greater impact in the field of computers.             People
often tend to make notes of the important things they come
across in the most traditional method used and still in use are
pen and paper. On similar but more technical terms, the 5 pen
pc technology with digital pen makes it possible to obtain a
digital copy of handwritten information, and have it transferred
to digital devices via wireless technologies like Bluetooth,
which operates as the main interconnecting device between
different peripherals. The whole set is also coupled to the
Internet which makes the easy communication.

Fig.1 5 Pen PC Technology

Fig.2 Proposed Working of 5 Pen PC Technology

As shown in Fig.2 the CPU pen is connected to all the other
pen devices. The camera pen is capable of capturing images
and videos and this data can be communicated with the
monitor. The virtual keyboard is used to give input to the
monitor. And finally, the communication pen is a pointing
device similar to a mouse and it can give feedback to the user
via an ear piece. The P-ISM (Pen-style Personal Networking
Gadget Package) are made up of a package of 5 Pens, each
having unique functions, when combined together, it creates a
complete virtual computing experience by bringing forth both
monitor and keyboard on any flat surfaces from where one can
perform the functions that one normally does on desktop
computer.

II. COMPONENTS

It consists of 5 pens which serve following functions

2.1 CPU Pen: The most fundamental component of this
technology is the CPU pen. It acts as a central device which
connects all other pen devices. It performs functions similar to
the central processing unit of a laptop or a desktop because it is
a computation engine which handles all the processing and
calculation tasks. OS is already preloaded in this pen and it
cannot be altered. It works with Windows OS and is embedded
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with a dual core micro-processor chip. Whether the CPU pen
supports USB is still in doubt.

2.2 Communication Pen: As the name suggests this component
facilitates communication between all the pens. This pen has
inbuilt cellular phone function which enables it to connect the
entire set with the Internet, and therefore it is capable of
performing all the web-related tasks. It is a pointing device that
will provide functions similar to a mouse. This pen will help
the user to interact with information that is projected by the
projector pen. The communication pen is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig 3: Communication Pen

2.3 Projector Pen : This projector pen works as a
conventional projector. Its maximum display resolution is
1024x768 pixels which will provide high quality picture. It
should be projected on a flat surface for better user experience
and its clarity depends on the distance between the projector
pen and the projected surface. Greater the distance between the
two, less will be its clarity. It works in combination with
communication pen and camera pen. Projector pen can be
attached to a small stand for steady projection on any flat
surface as shown in the Fig. 4.

Fig 4: Steady projector

2.4 Digital Camera Pen : This pen has an inbuilt digital
camera which helps in capturing images and videos. Apart
from that, it can also function as a web cam which can be used
for web related applications such as video conferencing, Skype
etc... Also, it can be used for facial recognition. The motion
sensors embedded in the pen assists the camera to
automatically adjust, since the camera can rotate 360 degrees.
The Digital Camera Pen is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig 5: Digital Camera Pen

2.5 Virtual Keyboard (VKB) Pen : This pen functions similar
to the LED projector pen. The laser pen emits a laser keyboard
on a flat surface which looks like the keyboard is having an
arrangement of QWERTY. The input is recognized by the
device when the keys are typed on the laser keyboard. Its
functions are almost similar to those of the computer keyboard
or the on-screen keyboard. The Virtual keyboard pen is shown
in Fig. 6.

Fig 6: Virtual keyboard pen

It has following features

1. Timeouts: Co-ordinated timeouts to conserve the VKB’s
battery life.

2. Sensitivity: Sensitivity of the VKB can be adjusted.

3. Auto-repeat: Allows the VKB to automatically suggest a
key based on some parameters.

4. Controllable Virtual Keyboard sound effects (key clicks) 5.
Intensity: Intensity of the projected Virtual Keyboard.

6. VKB settings can be changed by sound.

III. REMARKS

Every new technology has its pros and cons, so does this
technology.

3.1 Advantages

 It is convenient to use because of its portability (small and
compact)

 It supports wireless technologies.
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 Excellent battery life (up to 2 weeks)

3.2 Disadvantages

 It works on wireless technologies and therefore it has
limitations of range

 It is exorbitantly expensive.
 One of the components can be easily misplaced.
 Projection surface should be flat for optimum usage.

IV. CONCLUSION

Continuous advancement in technologies has brought about
many changes in the field of computing and communication.
The connection between the latest technology and human has
been visualized in the form of a pen.  The design concept here
makes use of five different pens to create a computer. One pen
functions as a camera, another as a CPU pen, one projects the
visual output including the display, another one creates a
virtual keyboard and the fifth pen is a communicator which
functions as a cellular phone. This entire set of pens rests in a
holding block which recharges the batteries and holds the mass
storage and these pens communicate wirelessly through
Bluetooth. Thus, P-ISM provides a good overview of what the
future holds in the field of technology.

V. FUTURE SCOPE

The 5 Pen Pc Technology project started in the year
2003.However, the information about its release is not yet
made public. Whether it will be available for the public use is
still a question, because of its excessive price of 30,000$. The
prototype developed by the company proves that the creation
of such complex technology is feasible, but because of lack of
information about its recent developments, it is unclear what
the company’s intentions are about this technology.
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Abstract: In the past few years many organizations in the
healthcare sector have provides standards and differrmt
representation forms using XML. For example, blood analysis,
patient records and electronic prescriptions are typically
represented as XML-documents. This generalization of XML
technologies sets a promising starting point for the
interoperability of the various organizations in the healthcare
sector. However, the introduction of XML is not enough but many
other XML-based technologies have to be introduced in order to
achieve a seamless interoperability between the organizations
within the healthcare sector. The main aim of this article is to
show the gains the interoperability of the health care systems and
the deployment of the Semantic Web technologies can provide for
electronic prescription systems. In particular, we present an e-
prescription ontology and the querying facilities that the deployed
ontology provides. We also define how the coordination of the
interoperability required by electronic prescription systems can
be automated by utilizing XML-based process languages.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic prescription is the electronic transmission of
prescriptions of pharmaceutical products from legally
professionally qualified healthcare practitioners to registered
pharmacies. The scope of the prescribed products varies from
country to country as permitted by government authorities or
health insurance carriers. For electronic prescription to be
accepted by the physicians, pharmacies and patients it must
provide added benefits to all participants. The problems related
to prescribing medication are discussed in many practitioner
reports and public national plans, e.g., in (Bobbie, et al., 2005)
and (Chadwick and Mundy, 2004). These plans share several
similar motivations and reasons for the implementation of
electronic prescription systems (EPSs). These include:
reduction of medication errors, speeding up the prescription
ordering process, better statistical data for research purposes,
and financial savings.

A salient trend in medication is that the number of new
medications increases every year. As each drug has its unique
indications, cross-reactivity, complications and costs also the
prescribing medication becomes still more complex every year.
However, applying computing technology for prescribing
medication this complexity can be alleviated in many ways.

Today there exists a great diversity of competing technological
solutions for electronic prescription systems. For example, a
citizen may have a memory card, or electronic prescriptions
may be transferred via the internet or EDI. There is also
diversity in used distribution, e.g., drugs may be transferred to
home or they may be picked from pharmacies. In addition,
many prescription writer applications take advantage of
internet and other applications such as expert databases, and
systems that include information about patients’ demographic
data and medication history. So, modern prescription writers
are internet-based applications that interoperate with many
other health care information systems.

During the past few years several organizations in the
healthcare sector have produced standards and representation
forms using XML. For example, patient records, blood analysis

and electronic pre-scriptions are typically represented as
XMLdocuments (Jung, 2006; Liu et al, 2001; Mattocks, 2005;
Stalidis et al 2001; Woolman, 2001). This generalization of
XML-technologies sets a promising starting point for the
interoperability of the various organizations in the healthcare
sector. However, the introduction of XML itself is not enough
but also many other XML-based technologies have to be
introduced in order to achieve a seamless interoperability
between the organizations within the healthcare sector.

In this article we illustrate the interoperability within the
healthcare sector from electronic prescriptions point of view.
In particular, we illustrate:

�How XML-based technologies can be utilized in modelling
the concepts that are related to prescription writing.

�How Web service technology can be used in implementing
the interoperability of electronic prescription system and other
healthcare systems.

� How the coordination of the interoperability required by
electronic prescription systems can be automated by utilizing
XMLbased

process modelling languages. In particular we show how the
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) (BPMN, 2006)
and Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
(BMEL4WS) (BPEL4WS, 2006) can be used for automating
the coordination of electronic prescription processes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First in Section 2,
we give a motivation by illustrating a paper based prescribing
system and electronic prescribing system. Especially we will
illustrate the way the physician can utilize the new querying
facilities the EPS (Electronic Prescription System).

Then, in Section 3, we first give a short introduction to
ontologies and then we present a simple eprescription
ontology. We also illustrate how the ontology can be utilized in
prescribing medication.

Then, in Section 4, we consider the architecture of an
electronic prescription system based on service oriented
architecture. In Section 5, we illustrate how Business Process
Modelling Notation can be used in automating the coordination
of electronic prescription processes. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper by discussing the advantages and
disadvantages of our proposed approach.

II. PRESCRIPTION PROCESSES

We now illustrate a scenario of an electronic prescription
process that interoperates with other health care systems. The
process goes as follows: first a patient visits a physician for
diagnosis. In prescribing medication the physician uses a
prescription writer. The electronic prescription writer (EPW)
used by the physician may interact with many other health care
systems in constructing the prescription.
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For example, the EPW may query previous prescriptions of the
patient from the prescription holding store. The EPW may also
query patient’s records from other health care systems.

Once the physician has constructed the prescription the EPW
may send the prescription to the medical expert system which
checks (in the case of multi drug treatment) whether the
prescribed drugs have mutual negative effects, and whether
they have negative effects with other ongoing medical
treatment of the patient. Then the EPW sends the prescription
to a medical database system, which checks whether the dose
is appropriate.

The medical database may also provide drugspecific patient
education in multiple languages. It may include information
about proper usage of the drug, warnings and precautions, and
it can be printed to the patient. Then the EPW sends the
prescription to a pricing system, which checks whether some of
the drugs can be changed to a cheaper drug.

(This activity is called generic substitution and it aims to
promote cost effective drug therapies and to clarify the
responsibilities of the prescriber and the pharmacy as well as to
enhance both patient autonomy and the efficacy of the
pharmaceutical market.) Once the checks and possible changes
have been done the physician signs the prescription
electronically.

Then the prescription is encrypted and sent to an electronic
prescription holding store. Basically the holding store may be
centralized or distributed store. The patient will also receive
the prescription in the paper form, which includes two
barcodes. The first identifies the address of the prescription in
the holding store, and the second is the encryption key which
allows the pharmacist to decrypt the prescription.

The patient is usually allowed to take the prescription to any
pharmacy in the country. At the pharmacy the patient gives the
prescription to the pharmacist. The pharmacist will then scan
both barcodes by the dispensing application, which then
requests the electronic prescription from the electronic
prescription holding store. After this the pharmacist will
dispense the drugs to the patient and generates an electronic
dispensation note. Finally they electronically sign the
dispensation note and send it back to the electronic prescription
holding store.

III. DEPLOYING ONTOLOGIES IN
PRESCRIBING MEDICATION

The term ontology originates from philosophy where it is used
as the name of the study of the nature of existence (Gryber,
1993). In the context of computer science, the commonly used
definition is “An ontology is an explicit and formal
specification of a conceptualization” (Antoniou and Harmelen,
2004). So it is a general vocabulary of a certain domain.
Essentially the used ontology must be shared and consensual
terminology as it is used for information sharing and exchange.
On the other hand, ontology tries to capture the meaning of a
particular subject domain that corresponds to what a human
being knows about that domain. It also tries to characterize that
meaning in terms of concepts and their relationships.

Ontology is typically represented as classes, properties
attributes and values. So they also provide a systematic way to
standardize the used metadata items. Metadata items describe
certain important characteristics of their target in a compact
form. The metadata describing the content of a document (e.g.,
an electronic prescription) is commonly called semantic
metadata. For example, the keywords attached to many

scientific articles represent semantic metadata Each ontology
describes a domain of discourse.

It consists of a finite set of concepts and the relationship
between the concepts. For example, within electronic
prescription systems patient, drug, and eprescription are typical
concepts. These concepts and their relationships are
graphically presented in Figure 3.

Fig 1. An e-prescription ontology.

In Figure 1, ellipses are classes and boxes are properties. The
ontology includes for example the following information:

�E-prescription is prescribed by a physician, and it is targeted
to a patient.

� An e-prescription of a patient may precede other e-
prescription of the patient, i.e., the e-prescriptions of the same
patient are chained.

�Each e-prescription includes a drug

� Each drug has a price, and it may have one or more
substitutable drugs.

�Each drug corresponds a medicinal product,

e.g., acetylsalicylic acid is a drug and its correspondence
medicinal product is Aspirin

�Each drug belongs to a product group, e.g., aspirin belongs
to painkillers.

�Each patient record is associated to a patient and it is written
by a physician

The information of the ontology of Figure 1 can be utilized in
many ways. For example it can be in automating the generic
substitution, i.e., in changing meciucinal products cheaper
medicinal products within substitutable products. It has turned
out that in Finland the average price reduction of all
substitutable products has been 10-15 %. In addition the
automation of the generic substitution decreases the workload
of the pharmacies.

In Figure 2, the ontology of Figure 1 is extended by instances,
i.e., it includes the instances of the classes drug, medicinal
product, physician, patient and e-prescription. So allows a wide
variety of queries including:
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�Give me all medicinal products that corresponds the drug
asetylsalicylic acid.

�What drugs is included in the medicinal product Aspirin.

�Give me all prescriptions prescribed to Jack Taylor

�Give me all prescriptions prescribed by physician John
Smith

�Give me all prescriptions including medicinal product
named Panadol.

Fig 2. An extension of the e-prescription ontology.

The graphical ontologies of Figure 1 and 2 can be presented by
ontology language in a machine processable form. The most
commonly used ontology languages are XML (Harold. and
Scott Means, 2002), XML Schema XML (Harold. and Scott
Means, 2002), RDF (Daconta et al. 2003), RDF Schema
(Daconta et al., 2003) and OWL (Singh and Huhns, 2005).

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a metamarkup
language for text documents. It is the syntactic foundation
layer of the Se-mantic Web. All other technologies providing
features for the Semantic Web will be built on top of XML.
Particularly XML defines a generic syntax used to mark up
data with simple human readable tags. An important feature of
XML is that it does not have a fixed set of tags but it allows
user to define tags of their own.

For example, various communities have defined their
specialized vocabularies (set of tags) for various domains such
as MathMl for mathematics, BSML for bioinformatics and
GovML (Governmental Markup Language) for government.

IV. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE SERVICE
ORIENTED EPS

We now describe the architecture that can be used for
providing the services described in Section 2 and 3. The
architecture is based on the service oriented computing
paradigm. Basically, services are a means for building

distributed applications more efficiently than with previous
software approaches.

The main idea behind services is that they are used for multiple
purposes. Services are also used by putting them together or
composing them.

Therefore every aspect of services is designed to help them to
be composed. In the health care sector service oriented
computing paradigm provides flexible methods for connecting
electronic prescription system to the other relevant health care
systems. For example, electronic prescription writer can
interact through a Web service with the health care system that
supports patient records. There may also be components that
are used by different healthcare systems. For example,

medical database may provide services for medical information
systems as well as for electronic prescription system.

The communication is based on Web services and SOAP-
protocol. Originally they provided a way for executing
business transactions in the Internet.

Technically web services are self-describing modular
applications that can be published, located and invoked across
the Web. Once a service is deployed, other applications can
invoke the deployed service. In general, a web service can be
anything from a simple request to complicated business or
ehealth processes.

The components of the electronic prescription system are
presented in Figure 1

Each component in the architecture communicates through a
Web service interface. Further each message is presented as an
XML-document and each XML-document is carried by the
SOAP protocol.

V. USING BPMN IN MODELLING
EPRESCRIPTION PROCESSES

The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a
standard for modeling business process flows and web
services. The BPMN 1.0 and the UML 2.0 Activity Diagram
from the OMG are rather similar in their presentation.
However, the Activity diagram has not adequate graphical
presentation of parallel and interleaved processes, which

are typical in workflow specifications.

We now give an overview of the BPMN. First we describe the
types of graphical objects that comprise the notation, and then
we show how they work together as part of a Business Process
Diagram (BPD).

After it we give a simple electronic prescription process
description using BPD. In BPD there are tree Flow Objects:
Event, Activity and Gateway:
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• An Event is represented by a circle and it represents
something that happens during the business process, and
usually has a cause or impact.

• An Activity is represented by a rounded corner rectangle and
it is a generic term for a work that is performed in companies.
The types of tasks are Task and Sub-Process. So, activities can
be presented as hierarchical structures.

• A Gateway is represented by a diamond shape, and it is used
for controlling the divergence and convergence of sequence
flow.

In BPD there are also three kind of connecting objects:
Sequence Flow, Message Flow and Association.

• A Sequence Flow is represented by a solid line with a solid
arrowhead.

• A Message Flow is represented by a dashed line with an open
arrowhead and it is used to show the flow of messages between
two separate process participants.

• An Association is represented by a dotted line with a line
arrowhead, and it used to associate data and text with flow
objects.

In Figure 4 we have presented how the process of producing
electronic prescription (described in Section 2) can be
represented by a BPD.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have illustrated the interoperability within the
healthcare sector from electronic prescriptions point of view.
In particular, we illustrated how XML-based technologies can
be utilized in modelling the concepts that are related to
prescription writing, and how web-service technology can be
used in implementing the interoperability of electronic
prescription system and other healthcare systems.

In addition, we have illustrated how the coordination of the
interoperability required by electronic prescription systems can
be automated by utilizing XML-based languages BPMN and
BPEL4WS. The reason for using BPMN is that the BPMN
notation is readily understandable for the employees of the
health care sector. It is also readily understandable for the
business analyst that create the drafts of health care processes
as well as for the technical developers responsible for
implementing the technology that will perform those processes.
Also a notable gain of BPMN specification is that it can be
used for generating executable BMEL4WS code.

A consequence of introducing Semantic Web technologies in
health care sector is that it significantly changes the daily
duties of the employees of the health care sector. Therefore the
most challenging aspect will not be the technology but rather
changing the mind-set of the employees and the training of the
new technology.
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Abstract: The world of communication is moving towards
standardization of hardware ports. All kind of
communication is now using USB as the port as it is
universally recognized hardware medium of communication.
It is become flexible and easy to use kind of things with
portable USB storage devices to copy data from one system to
another system. It is possible to copy data within seconds
with the help of portable USB flash memory devices. It has
leaded insecurity of data storage on computer system.
Various surveys has shown after network copy only USB
data copy has made data insecure on computer. It is also the
source of malwares in the system. To disable the USB ports is
not the solution to this problem because almost all peripheral
devices now uses the USB ports for communication. So, we
have implemented a system which has complete USB storage
enable and disable control for Linux operating system. The
administrator will decide the storage devices connected to
USB must be enabled or disabled .We experimented the
algorithm on Linux kernel version 3.9 onwards on Debian
based distributions. We have got 100% success rate of the
said system with 0% performance degradation.

Keywords: linux, debian,usb storage.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of information technology, the
communication medium has changed a lot. As communication is
very important aspect of each and every work, the medium of
communication has to be more efficient and more secure. Now-a-
days we all had been using the USB as a port for communication
for example communication between user and computers,
communication between mobile and computers etc. All the
peripheral hardware devices are also connected using the USB
ports. So that is the reason the USB as a port are more put
forward to standardisation. The most important thing that is
storing of a data is also done with the USB storage devices. It
makes easy to accessible to the host computing device to enable
the file transfer between the two. When the USB storage devices
are attached to the host computing device it appears as an
external drive, to store the data. Like to copy data from one
computer to another and from one computer to any storage
devices. The demand for these USB storage devices has been
tremendously increased. The manufacturers had also increased
their production rate of these storage devices with more data
storage space. But with all these flexibility, risks has also come
into addition. As we are mostly using USB storage devices to
transfer data or to keep backup of data, it can lead to the leakage
of data. The leakage of data makes the information insecurity.
This flexibility of directly accessible of copying any data from
the host computing device can make the insecurity of the data. It
allows the unauthorised users to access the data and copy the
data from your computing device and misuse it in any ways. As
now the companies in particular are at more risk when any

sensitive data are easily copied with the help of these USB
storage devices by the employees and taken out of the office and
misuse it or being given to any other companies. This can lead to
deal with the worst consequences of losing the information that
can include the customer data, business plans, financial
information or some confidential documented information about
company. The another risk which can lead to information loss is
computer virus and other malicious software. As easily we can
transfer the files between the USB storage device and the
computing device at the same point of easiness the viruses can be
transfer from the USB device to your computing devices. These
devices has become the primary means of transmission of viruses
and malware. Whenever the malware gets onto your storage
device it may infect your computing devices as the USB drive is
subsequently plugged. These viruses and any malicious software
can corrupt your data which leads to data loss. If someone
intentionally wants to corrupt all your data it just needs to
plugged the storage device which contains the viruses and
transfer it to your computing device. Now a days the loss of data
is mainly through the computer viruses as told by the most of the
surveys. For all these reasons of information insecurity, USB
drives are used in a wrong manner. As information is the most
valuable asset, it has to be more secure and confidential. To
make the data more secure on your computers, one way is that to
disable the USB ports so that no USB storage device can be
plugged to your computer . But now a day’s almost all peripheral
devices uses the USB ports for communication.

So this cannot be the option to deal with the information
insecurity. So in this paper a new way has been described which
can be use to make our data more secure on our systems. This
method has been experimented and the success rate is 100% with
the 0% performance degradation. This idea has been
implemented on the Linux platform which are Debian based
distros and the kernel version 3.9 onwards. The idea is like only
to disable the USB mass storage devices by doing some

simple steps. As in Linux, only the root user has all type of
authority so it can decide which user should use the USB ports
for storage devices or which users should not have the privileges
to plugged their mass storage devices and use it. This method can
definitely improve the security of the information without losing
the data and without corruption of data by any unauthorized users
or by some harmful viruses.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

As the part of academics, we take practical examination of
students regularly every semester. While conduction of these
examinations, we have observed that some students have
tendency to copy the program from usb pen drives or through
any other usb storage device. We searched the techniques to find
the solution on it. We got several techniques to access and use
the usb ports.
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These are summarized below.

The general technique to access the usb storage device [4] is with
the help of commands. The command of Linux that is, usb-
devices gives the listing of everything about the usb such as,

T: Bus=01 Lev=00 Prnt=00 Port=00 Cnt=00 Dev#= 1 Spd=480
MxCh= 4

D: Ver= 2.00 Cls=09(hub ) Sub=00 Prot=00 MxPS=64 #Cfgs= 1

P: Vendor=1d6b ProdID=0002 Rev=03.11

S: Manufacturer=Linux 3.11.0-19-generic ehci_hcd

S: Product=EHCI Host Controller

S: SerialNumber=0000:00:1a.7

C: #Ifs= 1 Cfg#= 1 Atr=e0 MxPwr=0mA

I: If#= 0 Alt= 0 #EPs= 1 Cls=09(hub ) Sub=00 Prot=00
Driver=hub

Such kind of information is made available using the command
but its is difficult and almost not possible to know about usb
storage devices connected to the system.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The method of disabling the USB ports for mass storage devices
consists of set of Linux kernel activities that has to be included in
some of the configuration files and your USB storage devices
will not be detected. This method can be done only through the
root account or with the help of root permission.

Fig.1 Account types in Linux.

The root in Linux has highest privilege rights. Administrator has
middle privileges. It means in order to do any administrative
activity it need the password. This is referred as sudoer rights.

Sudo implies- Super User Do. The limited account user 'limuser'
is not having rights to do any administrative activity in the
system. Step-1:

blacklist usb_storage

in blacklist.conf file. This configuration file reside in the
/modprobe.d directory which in turn reside in the /etc directory.

Fig.2 The Linux directory structure.

The /etc means the etc directory resides under root i.e. /
represents the root. Almost all the system related configuration
files are present in the /etc directory or in its sub-directories.
These configuration files controls the operation of program. The
modprobe.d indicates that modprobe is a directory. The
modprobe is a program which adds or removes more than one
module, because one module may have many dependencies, so
this program is required for adding or removing multiple
modules. This modprobe.d contains many .conf extension files
which specifies many options that are required to be used with
the modules that are to added or removed from thekernel. The
format of the .conf file underneath modprobe.d directory is very
simple. It just includes one line command to configure a program
and some comments regarding the command which starts from
the “# “. The modprobe.d directory include a file, name
blacklist.conf file which specifies the modules that has to be
ignored from loading. This file helps to stop performing any
operation that you don't want by not loading the modules. In
blacklist.conf file, if you want to disable some operation, the
keyword blacklist is used. This keyword blacklist means

all of a particular module specified is ignored. In this file if you
want to disable the operation, you have to use the blacklist
keyword followed by the name of the module. As in this paper
we are concentrating in disabling the USB storage devices so the
above command i.e. blacklist keyword followed by the module
name usb_storage is used. This will prevent the modprobe
program for loading the USB storage driver upon demand. The
usb_storage is a module related to the USB storage devices. The
device drivers is the bridge between the user space applications
and the hardware space. Linux kernel constantly scans all your
computer buses for any changes and new hardware. Whenever
the device is attached, the hardware detection is done by the USB
host controller. The device signals the motherboard and the USB
chip controller gets the message and says the information to the
kernel with the help of an interrupt. The kernel then re-initialise
the USB bus and says it to the udev that some new device is
attached. The device can be detected by their identity as like all
the devices have a vendor name and a model id. Then the kernel
uses the modprobe program to load the driver and says the udev
that there is a device of so and so vendor and model number and
then the udev tries to mount the device. As discussed that the
kernel invokes the modprobe program to load the drivers and
modules, the modprobe program will search the configuration
file whether the driver is listed or not and when it is found that
the module is listed as a blacklist then the modprobe fails to load
the module and the kernel could not send any information about
the device and the udev could not mount the device on your
system.

Step-2:
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modprobe -r usb_storage

in the rc.local file which is under the /etc directory. The
/etc/rc.local file is common to all major distributions. This file is
empty on fresh installation and it is reserved for local
administrators.

The rc.local is a script file which contains any specific
commands for the system that runs whenever the system startup.
This file runs at the end of the system boot process, so the
commands that we want to run at the time of system startup can
be written in this file. The rc denotes the runcom or run
command. This file can be helpful to write the commands that
you want to execute at every boot time. In this file as the above
command modprobe is used which helps to add or remove the
modules and the dependent modules also. The kernel also
depends on modprobe program to load or unload a module.
There are many options that can be used with modprobe
command like -a, -i etc, so the option -r is used in the above
command which is used to remove the modules. This option is
used to remove the modules and also try to remove the unused
modules which are dependent on it. As whenever the storage
devices are attach, the usb_storage module gets loaded which is a
module related to mass storage devices and that module is used
by those devices. You can see that the usb_storage module has
been loaded by using the lsmod command and how many mass
storage devices are attached and has used that module. This
lsmod command shows the contents of the modules file under the
/proc directory and the contents are the loadable kernel modules
that are currently loaded on your system. So to remove that
usb_storage module the modprobe program is used with -r
option. To remove or unload any module you can use the
modprobe program with -r option followed by the module name
like usb_storage. When the system boots, at the end of all the
initialization done, the rc.local file under the /etc directory gets
executed and the modprobe command gets call and the
usb_storage module gets unloaded. And if we just unload the
usb_storage module without including the usb_stoarge module in
the blacklist.conf file then the mass storage devices get mount
whenever attach because it reloads the module that had been
already unloaded. So to make it persistent, the usb_storage
module must beinclude in the blacklist.conf file, thus restricting
the module to get reload as the usb_storage module is
blacklisted. Now if we want to enable the USB mass storage
devices, i.e. the storage devices to get mount we have to just
remove the commands that we have added in the blacklist.conf
file under the /etc/modprobe.d directory and the rc.local file
under the /etc file. As the commands are removed and we
attached the storage device to the system the usb_storage module
get reloaded and the USB storage device get mount and can be
used as normally we do use.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a system which will control the
USB mass storage devices according to the administrator or root
authority. The administrator can decide whether to enable or to
disable the USB storage devices of the system. As a result, after
disabling the USB storage devices, those devices cannot get
detected and the malicious activity or malwares through these
storage devices can be fully controlled by the administrator or
root authority by preventing the system or confidential
information to get leak or corrupt by some unauthorized users.
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Abstract— RoboCup (Robot World Cup Initiative) is the most
famous soccer robot competition in the world. RoboCup was
created in 1996 by a group of Japanese, American, and European
artificial intelligence and robotics researchers with a formidable,
visionary long-term challenge.  However, RoboCup was originally
established as an international joint project to promote AI,
robotics, and related field. To go toward this aim, the soccer game
is selected as a primary domain in RoboCup and soccer game
competitions and international conferences have been organized
at different places of the world every year since 1997. Currently,
about 35 countries and 3,000 researchers are participating in the
RoboCup project. The final goal of the RoboCup project is to
develop a team of fully autonomous humanoid robot soccer
players, according to the official rule of the FIFA that can win
against the human World Cup champion team until 2050.  In this
article, we focus on RoboCup robot soccer, and present its five
current leagues, which address complementary scientific
challenges through different robot and physical setups.

I. INTRODUCTION

RoboCup (Originally called as Robot World Cup Initiative) is
an international joint project to promote AI, robotics, and
related field. It is an attempt to foster AI and intelligent
robotics research by providing a standard problem where wide
range of technologies can be integrated and examined, as well
as being used for integrated project-oriented education.
RoboCup chose to use soccer game as a central topic of
research, aiming at innovations to be applied for socially
significant problems and industries. RoboCup was founded in
1997 with the main goal of “developing by 2050 a Robot
Soccer team capable of winning against the human team
champion of the FIFA World Cup”. The domains offer a wide
range of platforms for researchers with the potential to speed
up the developments in the mobile robotics field. RoboCup
chose to use soccer game as a primary domain, and organizes
RoboCup: (originally called "The Robot World Cup Soccer
Games and Conferences", now called "RoboCup World
Championship and Conference"). [5]

Technology: In order for a robot team to actually perform a
soccer game, various technologies must be incorporated
including design principles of autonomous agents, multi-agent
collaboration, strategy acquisition, real-time reasoning,
robotics, and sensor-fusion. RoboCup is a task for a team of
multiple fast- moving robots under a dynamic environment.
RoboCup also offers a software platform for research on the
software aspects of RoboCup. The name RoboCup is a
contraction of the competition's full name, "Robot Soccer
World cup". The ultimate goal of RoboCup player is a
humanoid type that can run and kick or pass a ball with its legs
and feet, can throw a ball with its arms and hands. The contest
currently has four major competitions, each with a number of
leagues: [9]

Fig. 1 Robot League

II. BRIEF HISTORY

The idea of robot playing soccer/football game was first
mentioned by Professor Alan Mackworth (University of British
Columnbia, Canada) in a paper titled On Seeing Robots
presented at VI-92, 1992. The concept of soccer-playing robots
was first introduced in 1993. Soccer Server Version 1.0 (C++
Version) completed, and started distribution through the web
site, as well as the first public demonstration was made at
IJCAI-95. During the International Joint Conference on
Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI-95) held at Montreal, Canada,
August, 1995, the announcement was made to organize the
First Robot World Cup Soccer Games and Conferences in
conjunction with IJCAI-97 Nagoya. Following a two-year
feasibility study, in August 1995, an announcement was made
on the introduction of the first international conferences and
football games. In July 1997, the first official conference and
games were held in Nagoya, Japan. Followed by Paris,
Stockholm, Melbourne and Seattle where the annual events
attracted many participants and spectators.[3] The 6th
RoboCup 2002 was held in Fukuoka, Japan in cooperation with
Busan, Korea, while the 7th edition in 2003 took place in
Padua, Italy. In 2004 in Lisbon, Portugal. 2005 in Osaka, Japan,
2006 in Bremen, Germany, 2007 in Atlanta, USA, and
RoboCup 2008 in Suzhou – China, RoboCup 2009 in Graz –
Austria, RoboCup 2010 in Singapore, RoboCup 2011 in
Istanbul – Turkey, RoboCup 2012 in Mexico City – Mexico,
RoboCup 2013 in Eindhoven – The Netherlands, RoboCup
2014 in João Pessoa – Brazil, and in now RoboCup 2015 in
Hefei –China and RoboCup 2016 Leipzig - Germany. The
events were covered by national and international media all
over the world. [5]

III. OBJECTIVE

It is our intentions to use robocup as a vehicle to promote
robotics and ai research, by offering publicly appealing, but
formidable challenge. One of the effective ways to promote
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engineering research, apart from specific application
developments, is to set a significant long term goal. When the
accomplishment of such a goal has significant social impact, it
is called the grand challenge project. Building a robot to play
soccer game itself do not generate significant social and
economic impact, but the accomplishment will certainly
considered as a major achievement of the field. We call this
kind of project as a landmark project. Robocup is a landmark
project as well as a standard problem.

The Dream: The official goal of the project: "By the middle of
the 21st century, a team of fully autonomous humanoid robot
soccer players shall win a soccer game, complying with the
official rules of FIFA, against the winner of the most recent
World Cup. [4]

IV. ROBOCUP LEAGUES

A. RoboCup Soccer: The main focus of the RoboCup
competitions is the game of soccer, where the research goals
concern cooperative multi-robot and multi-agent systems in
dynamic adversarial environments. All robots in this league are
fully autonomous. The RoboCup activities are competitive
football. The games are important opportunities for researchers
to exchange technical information. They also serve as a great
opportunity to educate and entertain the public. There are five
leagues in RoboCup Soccer: Simulation League, Small Size
League, Middle Size League, Standard Platform League
(formerly Four Legged League), Humanoid League. [1]

1). Simulation League: Independently moving software players
(agents) play soccer on a virtual field inside a computer. This is
one of the oldest fleet in RoboCup Soccer. There are
subleagues: 2D, 3D, 3D development and Mixed Reality
(formerly called Visualization). Mixed Reality subleague is
using thumb-size robots (Eco-be system) bridging between
simulation and physical robots.

2).  Small-size Robot League: Small robots of no more than 18
cm in diameter play soccer with an orange golf ball in teams of
up to 5 robots on a field with the size of 6.5m x 4.5m. Matches
have 10-minute halves. This league focuses on the issues of
multi-agent cooperation with a hybrid centralized/distributed
system.

Fig.  2 Small size internal league

3). Middle-size Robot League: A sample video of RoboCup
Soccer Middle-Size League at the 2009 RoboCup German
Open Middle-sized robots of no more than 50 cm diameter
play soccer in teams of up to 6 robots with an orange soccer
ball on a field the size of 12x18 metres. Matches are divided in
15-minute halves. All sensors are on-board. Robots can use
wireless networking to communicate.

Fig. 3  Middle size leagues

4). Standard Platform League: The Standard Platform League
replaces the highly successfull Four-Legged League. In
the league all teams use identical (i.e. standard) robots.
The robots operate fully autonomously, i.e. there is no
external control by humans or computers. RoboCup 2008
included the Four-Legged Standard Platform League with
the Sony AIBO robots, and the Two-Legged Standard
Platform League with the Aldebaran Robotics humanoid
NAO robots.

5). Humanoid League: This league was introduced in 2002.
Biped autonomous humanoid robots play in matches as well as
"Technical Challenges". This league has two subcategories:
Kid-size and Teen-size.

Area of Robotics: Control of the robots relies on several areas
of robotics, including Adaptive control, artificial intelligence,
classification and clustering, data mining techniques, digital
control, feedback control regulation, etc

B. RoboCup Rescue: Disaster rescue is one of the most serious
issues involving very large numbers of heterogeneous agents in
a hostile environment. The intention of the RoboCup Rescue
project is to promote research and development in this
significant domain by involving multi-agent team work
coordination, physical robotic agents for search and rescue,
information infrastructures, personal digital assistants, standard
simulator and decision support systems, evaluation
benchmarks for rescue strategies and robotic systems that are
all integrated into a comprehensive system in future. There are
two types of rescues: RoboCup rescue robot leagues, RoboCup
rescue simulation leagues. [11]

C. RoboCup Junior: RoboCup Junior is a project-oriented
educational initiative that sponsors local, regional and
international robotic events for young students. The focus of
the Junior league lies on education. RoboCup Junior provides a
unique opportunity for participants with a variety of interests
and strengths to work together as a team to achieve a common
goal. Soccer Challenge, Dance Challenge, Rescue Challenge,
General. [2]

D. RoboCup @Home: RoboCup @Home focuses on real-
world applications and human-machine interaction with
1autonomous robots. The aim is to promote the development of
robots that will aid humans in everyday life. The scenario
involves the home itself. The first demonstration was held in
2007 Bremen. Each team is fully autonomous in all RoboCup
leagues. Once the game starts, the only input from any human
is from the referee. [11]

V. RESEARCH ISSUES OF ROBOCUP

The following list gives some of the research areas involved in
RoboCup: (1) agent architecture, (2) combined reactive and
modelling-planning approaches, (3) real- time Recognition,
Planning, and reasoning, (4) reasoning and action in a dynamic
environment, (5) sensor fusion, (6) multi agent system, (7)
behaviour learning for Complex tasks, (8) strategy acquisition,
(9) cognitive modelling.
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VI. RESCUE SIMULATION LEAGUE, THE
AGENT COMPETITION

The final goal of RoboCup-Rescue is to create the safe social
system worldwide. RoboCup-Rescue Simulation Project
challenges this serious problem mainly by multi-agent system
technology, large-scale simulation, distribution and acquisition
of information, human interface such as PDA and wearable
computers, comprehensive networked system technology in
addition to existing disaster prevention technologies.
RoboCupRescue Simulation Project is a new practical domain
of RoboCup. Its main purpose is to provide emergency
decision support by integration of disaster information,
prediction, planning, and human interface. [9]

The Agent Competition

In the RoboCup Rescue Simulator, a generic urban disaster
simulation environment constructed on a network of computers,
provides a platform for multi-agent systems research problems
such as heterogeneous agent coordination and cooperation, and
decentralized decision making using incomplete information.
Natural calamities such as earthquakes and floods cause
massive damage to a city with certain temporary and
permanent effects like infrastructural damage and loss of
civilian life respectively. In such emergencies, effective
planning and execution by the paramedics, the police and the
fire fighters, who form the core of search and rescue teams,
with minimal response time is crticial. The primary objectives
are to save as many civilians as possible and control the
damage to the city. Computer aided simulations of such
scenarios help governments and other organizations gain
experience in disaster mitigation and management which will
prepare them for an actual disaster. The RoboCup Rescue
Simulator is one such generic urban disaster simulation
environment executed on a network of computers. It further
helps researchers focus on multiple issues in multi-agent
systems such as heterogeneous agent coordination and
cooperation, and decentralized decision making use of
incomplete information. The RoboCup Rescue Simulation
Competition (RCRSC) is held anually as part of the RoboCup.
Agent teams from different parts of the world compete against
each other with notable improvements in strategies every year.
The nature of the competition is open. This allows for (a) the
experienced teams to enhance, if not fine tune, the efficiency of
the algorithms and strategies for the next year, and (b) the new
participants to adjust to the level of competition quickly in a
smooth fashion. The scoring policy used in the current
RoboCup Rescue Simulator, which outputs a scalar value, fails
to showcase an agent team’s performance during a game.
This leads to an intensely close finish as the difference between
the scores of any two agent teams is very small. Live
monitoring of a game to select the winner is required. It is an
interesting challenge for researchers in multi-agent systems
and mechanism design to come up with an unbiased evaluation
rule, with no weak points to exploit, that assesses how well the
agent teams perform.

VII. RULES AND REGULATION

The regulations provided constitute official regulations of
RoboCup games, administered by The RoboCup Federation.
The initial regulations were drafted in 1994. Several revisions
were made from technical and logistical point of view
meanwhile. The basis of the current regulation was drafted in
the 1996 version of the RoboCup regulations, and is modified
every year for RoboCup World Championship games.

Currently, rule revisions for RoboCup are under discussion.
The most up-to-date rules per league are available for your
reference below. RoboCup Policy of Rule changes RoboCup’
s rules change in order to promote advances in the science and
technology of robots and to make the league challenges closer
to real world, rather than to impose artificial setups to improve
league specific performance. They are reviewed annually by
each league technical committee, and discussed with
participants and other knowledgeable researchers in the field to
draft out new rules. Regularly roadmaps for 5-10 years are
discussed and are used as reference for yearly rule changes. [10]

VIII. PROPOSED RESULT

RoboCup was founded in 1997 with the main goal of
“developing by 2050 a Robot Soccer team capable of winning
against the human team champion of the FIFA World Cup”. In
the next years, RoboCup proposed several soccer platforms
that have been established as standard platforms for robotics
research.[6] This domain demonstrated the capability of
capturing key aspects of complex real world problems,
stimulating the development of a wide range of technologies,
including the design of electrical-mechanical- computational
integrated techniques for autonomous robots. After more than
15 years of RoboCup, nowadays robot soccer represents only a
part of the available platforms. RoboCup encompasses other
leagues that, in addition to Soccer , cover Rescue (Robots and
Simulation), @Home (assistive robots in home environments),
Sponsored and @Work (Industrial environments), as well as
RoboCupJunior leagues for young students.[5] These domains
offer a wide range of platforms for researchers with the
potential to speed up the developments in the mobile robotics
field. RoboCup has already grown into a project which gets
worldwide attention. Every year, multiple tournaments are
organized in different countries all over the world, where teams
from all over the world participate in various disciplines. There
are tournaments in Germany, Portugal, China, Brazil, etc. In
2014, RoboCup will be hosted for the 1st time in South
America, in Brazil.
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Abstract:With the introduction of Nanotechnology in the field of
computing there has been a huge revolution in making a smaller size
circuits and this hunger to decrease size and increase in
functionality of the circuits Nanotechnology is a very broad area of
interdisciplinary research that includes several fields of study like
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Material Science, Engineering And
Computer Science. With the introduction of Information
Technology its influence has led scientists to focus on making IT
more efficient. In this paper, we have explored how Nanotechnology
is about to bring a major change in computing we do, and how we
do by introducing a very fast and more accurate computers. The
developments and advancements of nanotechnology keeping prime
focus on computing industry and its possible future research and
development.

Keywords: Nanotechnology, nanofabrication, quantum dots, quantum
mirage, grapheme, DNA computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

We stand at the threshold of a new scientific and technological
evolution, where technology is based on a comprehensive
understanding of the structure and behavior of a matter from
nanoscale (with very limited functionality) to the most complex
system (which is  yet to be discovered i.e. HUMAN BRAIN).
With unification of science based on unity in nature and its
holistic investigation will lead to technological convergence and
a more efficient societal structure for reaching human goals.  In
early decades of 21st century, focused effort can bring
nanotechnology and information technology, together. With
proper attention to ethical issues and social needs, the result can
be a tremendous improvement in human abilities, industries,
products and societal outcomes that leads to quality of life.

The Nano-Technology: Nanotechnology can be referred as the
science that deals with manipulation of matter on atomic and
molecular scale. Nano technology could be a technology that
deals with designing, characterization, production  and
application of structures & devices and systems by a controlled
manipulation of size and shape at the nanometer (10-9 m) scale
comparable to atomic or molecular scale and that produces
structures, devices and systems with at least one superior
characteristic (functionality).

Information Technology: As defined by Canton (2006) -
“Information Technology (IT) is the impact of microchips,
computing and Internet tasks, careers, communications,
creativity, and entertainment”. In today’s world, Information
Technology hugely affects lives of all human beings, either
directly or indirectly. The expeditious exchange of information
through technology has greatly changed the human nature and
behavior. Their workplace may not necessarily need to be an
address as it can be virtual; therefore, the integration of
conference phone calls, mobilephones, fax machines, computers
and telephone modems, implies that the office can exist
anywhere and is accessible anytime.

Nanotechnology in Information Technology: With the
advances in Nanotechnology, it has helped Information
Technologyby shrinking the size and increasing the device
functionalities, specifically the computing and communication
devices. We can take example of mobile phone, which was
initially a bulky and having basic functionalities of sending and
receiving calls to a smart phone which is having smaller size and
lighter in weight still it has enormous functionalities. Likewise
the size of computers has shrieked from room size to palm size
and in future it would be of thumb size. The Nano Technology
has also facilitated the mergingof various devices into one that
enhanced its portability into Information Technology to exploit
its benefits to the fullest.

The Information Technology not only connects people only
through work but also facilitate family interactions, since parents
can run their business from a home office and care for the
children. Among numerous, several positive aspects one of the
positive aspects of Information Technology involves shifts
among population, as communication becomes so easy, people
do not need to live in highly inhabited cities, and they can live
anywhere around the world and can match pace with world. [1]

Thus the prime objective of Nano Technology is not only to
build machines on molecular scales, but also to integrate this
technology into Information Technology to make it more and
more beneficial for society and to ease the functionality to the
common man.

II. BACKGROUND

THE BEGINNING

The ideas and concepts behind nanoscience and nanotechnology
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started with a talk entitled “There’s Plenty of Room at the
Bottom” by physicist Richard Feynman at an American Physical
Society meeting at the California Institute of Technology
(CalTech) on December 29, 1959. In his talk, Feynman has
described the process in which scientists would be able to
manipulate and control individual atoms and molecules. Later,
after a decade, Prof Norio Taniguchi in his explorations onultra
precision machining has coined the term NANOTECHNOLOGY.
The real development of nanotechnology started in 1981, with
the development of the scanning tunneling microscope that could
be able to see individual atoms, with this there has been
exponential growth in the field.

THE GENERATIONS:

Nanotechnology has witnessed four generations till date.

i) First Generation: It is called passive nanostructures.

These materials have steady or quasi-steady structures and
functions; such as mechanical behavior and chemical
reactivity. Passivephysical properties of the nanotechnology are
the heart of this mechanism type. The primary applications of
passive nanostructures are in components (e.g. wires, particles,
nano tubes etc.) with enhanced properties and functions due to
their nanostructure [2]

Example: Colloids, Aerosols, nano particle reinforced
composites, nano structured metals, surface nano patterning
Polymers and ceramics.

ii) Second Generation: It refers to active nanostructures.

A nanostructure that changes its state during its operation (e.g.
An Actuator changing its dimensions). The new state may act as
subject to other successive changes in the electronic, mechanical,
magnetic, photonics or biological properties and other effects [3]

Examples: 3D Transistors, The Amplifiers, Actuators and
adaptive structures.

iii) Third Generation: It is called system of nano systems.

This cluster use various syntheses and assembling techniques
(guided assembly) such as bio-assembling, networking at the
nanoscale and multi-scale and hierarchical architectures, robotics
on surfaces, modular nano systems, Mechano-Chemical
processing of molecular assemblies, and quantum-based
nanoscale systems [4]

Example: Robotics Guided Assembling, 3D Networking and new
Hierarchical Architectures.

iv) Fourth Generation: It is called molecular nanosystems.
Molecular nanosystems are the next generation of materials and
components in which each individual molecule has a specific
structure that plays its own role, behaving much like biological
systems. [5]

Examples: modular transistors, human machine interfaces and
other neuromorphic systems.

THE FUTURE

The Fourth generation of nanotechnology basicallydeals with the
manufacturing and development of nano-computer. The
computer on chip and other such terms are being used for this

coming technology. Here the main focus is to make computer
more versatile, more powerful and the computer will be capable
of doing lot more tasks than now, still it will have a very small
size and have limited power consumption.

III. HOW NANOTECHNOLOGY WORKS?

Nanotechnology works on the basic principle that at nano scale
properties of matter changes drastically and this small size is
achieved by basic technique of ‘nanofabrication’. The term
Nanofabricationmeans a collection of technologies which are
utilizedto make micro devices, and, the term Micro fabrication
describes different process of fabrication upto micrometer size
and smaller, of miniature structures. For example, the fabrication
of IC (Integrated circuit).

Nanofabrication or micro fabrication technologies actually have
originated from the microelectronics industry and the devices is
usually made on silicon wafers. The process of Nanofabrication
methods can be achieved using two different approaches: The
Top down method and Bottom up method.

i) Top down Method: This method involves carving out or
adding a small number of molecules to a surface. This method is
generally used by electronics industry in a process called
photolithography. The Photolithography is the process that
transfers the geometric shape on a mask onto a silicon wafer
surface by exposing it to Ultra Violet Light through lenses.

ii) Bottom up Method: This method involves creating a new
structure called nano structure by creating and assembling atoms
and molecules. The structure thus formed is called Nano-
Structure. Nanotechnology can be used to assemble electronic
components with new characteristics at atomic level, with
advantages that includes potentially smaller sized with high
packing density and much faster and better components can be
designed.

IV. IMPACT OF NANOTECHNOLOGY ON
INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY

The immense increase in advancements and developments in
nanotechnology has attracted attention of Scientist’s and
Engineer’s community from Information Technology and from
various other fields to adapt and integrate it into their technology
to enhance its functionality and reduce size and also power
consumption. This has propelled the current and future
developments in the fields. Specifically, in IT field
Nanotechnology has brought another revolution that has
provided a large number of products in industry since last
decade. The computers which were initially as bulky and slow
are now lightening fast. The Phones which were made for only
basic calling purposed are now smart enough that they
cancompete with computers and have proved themselves far
better than computers in various aspects.(not all but a few). This
has also led in enormous research in IT.

It is believed that in near future, the IT industry will use the
above technology extensively to fabricate microprocessor chips
for their computing and communication devices. These chips
would help build smaller, faster, reliable, efficient and lighter
computers.
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V. CURRENT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT OF
NANOTECHNOLOGY ENVISIONED FOR FUTURE

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

An Information Technology system consists of majorly three
components. These three components are under consideration for
shaping new Information Technology world. Here we present a
deeper insight of futuristic developments going on in the field of
Information technology that will play a vital role in shaping
future IT world.

The future IT components which are under major developments
for bringing out the change are:

1. Computer:A replacement of current computers with more
advanced and fast processing quantum computer technology.

This will be the most advanced technology that will be
responsible for replacing the current computer with the new ones.

It will have the following components:

i) Quantum Dots: Quantum dots are crystals that emit only one
wavelength of light when the electrons are excited. It is a new
material which is made by using bottom up method
ofnanofabrication. In future quantum dots could be used as
quantum bits and to form the basis of quantumcomputers.

ii) Quantum Computers: In quantum computers, the binary
rates in conventional computers are repeated by quantum bitsor
qubits, which can be in a state of 0, 1 andsuperposition
(simultaneously both 0 and 1). As Quantum Computer are
capable to hold multiple states simultaneously, it is assumed that
it can perform a millions of computation at the same time.
Thiswould make the computer much faster than ever before. The
development of quantum computer is stillunder research.

2. Communication (Data Processing and Transmission): In
the field of data processing and transmission, the development of
electronic, optoelectronic and optical components is expected to
leads to manufacturing of new low cost and precise process
communication devices.

The development of nanoscale logical and storage components
will be made from currently dominant CMOS technology using
quantum dots and carbon nanotubes. The Photonic crystals will
be potentially used for designing purely optical circuits as a basis
for future information processing based on light only.

It will have the following components:

i) Quantum Mirage: The term quantum mirage refers to a
phenomenon that may make it possible to transfer data without
using conventional electrical wiring. Instead, it will force charge
carriers through solid conductors, electron wave phenomena will
be used to produce effective currents.

All moving particles will have a wave like nature. This is hardly
of significance in everyday tasks, but in atomic dimensions,
where distance is measured in nm’s, moving particles may
behave like waves. This is phenomenon which makes the
electron microscope workable. This is of interest for researchers
in nanotechnology, who are looking for ways to deliver electric
currents without conventional wiring.

ii) DNA Computing: The DNAis a biological term which stands

for Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA) and it carries genetic
operation for the biological development of life.

It is an approach for designing nanocomputers. DNA computing
uses bottom up approach to make DNA molecules and DNA
logic gates.

3. Hardware (Memory and other things): The use of
nanomaterials to create smaller, faster, more efficient memory
for use in computers.

Here a huge research is going on to develop new, fast and
efficient memory devices that can store a huge amount of data in
very small size of device.

This includes:

i) Memristors: Memristors are two terminal non-volatile
memory devices based on resistance switching that can be
switched from a low resistance state to a high-resistance state by
applying a short voltage pulse, or short current
pulse.[6]Memristors are nonlinear electronic devices and they will
be used in computer data storage.  They have existed for years;
however, the development of nanoscalememristors is a fairly
recent development.[7]

Memristors are able to keep memory states, and data, in power-
off modes.  This being on the nanoscale is significant because it
will not require poser to maintain the memory state.

ii) Phase Change Memories: A memory that relies on
programmable resistances, along with scalable current and
thermal mechanisms. PCM provides nonvolatile storage, which
is expected to increase main memory density and capacity.[8]

Nanotechnology by virtue of its smallness as compared to
existing technology will create larger storage capacity than that
exists today.  Phase change memory equipped devices will also
likely increase the storage capacity of mobile devices as well.

iii) Graphene Transistors: The heart of the computer is the
microprocessor, which is composed of several millions of
transistors. These transistors form an integrated circuit (IC). The
IC in various combinations and configurations allow the
computer to conduct various operations. Since start of nano
technology research and development, transistors has been
composed  silicon, germanium, and gallium arsenide.

Researches in Nano technology has resulted in development of
the graphene transistors which are made up of carbon atoms
bound together in a network of repeating hexagons within a
single plane just one atom thick.  Graphene transistors can be
constructed with a single transistor being of the size of a
molecule. This would allow for more transistors to be placed for
instance in a microprocessor. Many important properties of
graphene transistors that make them attractive are their self-
cooling ability and their ability to work with minimum noise; as
compared to silicon components will make then a perfect and
essential component of future computers. [9]

VI. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Nanotechnology is the next industrial revolution and the
Information Technology industry will be radically transformed
by this in future. Nanotechnology has revolutionized the
telecommunications, computing, and networking industries. The
futuristic emerging innovation technologies are:
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 Nanomaterials with novel optical, electrical, and magnetic
properties.

 Faster and smaller non-silicon-based chipsets, memory, and
processors.

 New-science computers based on Quantum Computing.

 Advanced microscopy and manufacturing systems.
 Faster and smaller telecom switches, including optical

switches.

 Higher-speed transmission phenomena based on plasmonics
and other quantum-level phenomena.

 Nanoscale MEMS: micro-electro-mechanical systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper has outlined a detailed description of nanotechnology
starting from its birth to the future and how it is going to change
world through its innovative technological development in the
Computer Science and Information technology field. We have
also seen that how Nano Technology is changing the computing
we do and the Information Technology industry and putting a
strong impact on future development. We have given details of
numerous ongoing researches in the field and coming
technologies like DNA computing and Quantum Computers.
This paper thus concludes that the Nano Technology is a field

that has a very great impact on the growing Computing Industry
and it will surely able to make over the current industry practices
and trends into new through its innovative development that will
provide low cost, high power, more efficient future technologies.
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Abstract— Modern wireless communications provides an insight
into the different wireless applications in use today. This paper
presents a real application of fuzzy logic applied to decision
making in Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs).We propose the use
of fuzzy logic in the decision-making processes of the DSR routing
protocol, in order to select the best nodes to be part of the routes.
In this research work, fuzzy logic improves the selection of routing
metrics. It details parameter selection and definition, and fuzzy-
rule set design. Finally, we show a complete series of simulation
results using MATLab 7.0

Keywords— Wireless Mesh Networks, DSR-F, Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy
Rules, AODV

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networking is allowing businesses to develop WANs,
MANs, and LANs without a cable plant. The IEEE has
developed 802.11 as a standard for wireless LANs. The impact
of wireless communications has been and will continue to be
profound. Very few inventions have been able to “shrink” the
world in such a manner. A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a
communications network made up of radio nodes organized in
a mesh topology. Wireless networks often consist of mesh
clients and mesh routers. Mesh routers contain additional
routing functionality due to the presence of wireless interface
card in them. Wireless mesh networks are most popular
wireless networks due to its support for ad-hoc networking, and
capability of self-forming, self healing and self organization.
Routing in such a wireless network environment is a big
challenge due to its design and configuration issues. The design
and implementation of routing schemes that are able to
effectively and efficiently support information exchange and
processing in WMNs is a complex task. Developers must
consider a number of theoretical issues and practical limitations
such as energy and computation restrictions. A number of
research works has been taken out on routing in wireless mesh
networks. Mostly the protocols used in wireless ad-hoc
networks such as DSR and AODV) are also used in WMN. But
no one is compatible to full fill up the desired requirements for
WMNs. A number of limitations have been found out by using
AODV and DSR for WMN. Such as a limited number of
parameters are considered for routing decisions in these
protocols. Hence, here a new routing protocol DSR-F
(Dynamic Source Routing using Fuzzy) is been proposed.

We propose the use of fuzzy logic in the decision-making
processes of the DSR routing protocol, in order to select the
best nodes to be part of the routes. In this paper, fuzzy logic
improves the selection of routing metrics. It details parameter
selection and definition, and fuzzy-rule set design. Finally, we
show a complete series of simulation results with the help of
fuzzy logic toolkit of MATLab 7.0.

This work is structured as follow, in section I a brief
introduction about the technology has been explained. Section

II discusses the detailed survey about this research while
section III tells us about proposed DSR-F. Section IV explains
about the simulation results and discussions about all over the
process. At the end of the paper, we conclude this research
work.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In [2] Pankaj Sharma et al. proposed a DSR Routing Decision
technique for MANET. This technique is based on fuzzy logic
system. For this, a number of routing metrics have been applied
such as node density, pause time, node mobility, number of
packets transferred etc. For simulation purposes NS-2 and
MAT Lab 7.0 has been used. Here, based on routing metrics,
the performance of DSR has been analyzed.

In [3] Taqwa Odey et al. proposed a enhanced AODV routing
protocol for mobile ad hoc networks using fuzzy rule based
system. Two input variables i.e. hop count and delay is used for
the output. Triangular membership functions were used for
input and output variables. For performance evaluation
purposes, packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay,
normalized routing load metrics were used. OMNET++ 4.0
simulator was used for simulation work.

S.P. Shiva Prakash, T.N. Nagabhushan, Kirill Krinkin has
proposed energy aware power save mode in wireless mesh
networks [5]. The proposed EAPSM (energy aware power save
mode) comprise of energy consumption calculator,
transmission mode identifier, PSM (power save mode)
Scheduler. Also an algorithm used to schedule PSM of a node
has been presented. T.N. Naabhshan et al have proposed a new
routing scheme named “minimum battery draining rate aware
OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) scheme for WMNs
(Wireless Mesh Networks). In this proposed research work [8],
each node declares its willingness value by calculating its own
energy status. Based on two metrics named as ‘Residual
Energy’ and ‘Draining Rate’, MPR Selector works i.e. select
the MPRs (Multipoint Relays). In MPR selection process, some
of the modules are: create network, install OLSR routing to
each node, install RV battery model to each node, calculate
available energy, calculate energy draining rate, MPR/Route
selection etc. for simulation  purposes, network simulator-2 has
been used. Also a comparison work of OLSR algorithm and
proposed MDRA-OLSR algorithm has been taken out.

Adeel Akram and Mariam Shafqat have proposed a modified
AODV protocol [6] for wireless mesh network. To optimize the
battery and frequency, AODV protocol has been modified. To
remove the conflicts between channel re-use, an algorithm has
been implemented in this work. At the last of this research
work, a comparison between AODV and proposed modified
AODV has been taken.
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III. FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM

Fuzzy logic is a powerful approach that has demonstrated to be
effective when combining with other disciplines such as
routing approaches for WMNs. The potential of fuzzy logic
goes beyond traditional control systems and can be used on
many research fields, allowing multidisciplinary approaches
and performance improvements.
The fuzzy logic model is implemented in MATLab utilizing
fuzzy logic toolbox. The basic steps of the model are identified
of relevant input/output variables, development of fuzzy profile
of these input/output variables defining relationships between
inputs and outputs variables. Develop fuzzy profile (of
identified variables) is the first step in incorporating human
knowledge into engineering systems in a systematic and
efficient manner.

Input/output variables gathered are fuzzy in nature and is
characterized by membership function. We have considered
either triangular or trapezoidal membership function, for each
variable. Fuzzy membership functions are generated utilizing
the linguistic categories such as Low (L), Medium (M) etc
identified by a human expert to express his/her assessment.
Figure shows membership function and fuzzy profile of all the
selected input/output variables for visualization purpose.

Develop fuzzy rule base

The most important part of the FIS is the rules, and how they
interact with each other in order to generate results. The rules
come from the experts. To develop fuzzy rule base, we can
acquire knowledge from different sources such a domain
experts, historical data analysis of similar or earlier system, and
engineering knowledge from existing literatures.

Information processing phase

In this phase, fuzzy system maps all inputs on to an output.
This process of mapping inputs on to output is known as fuzzy
inference process or fuzzy reasoning. Basis for this mapping is
the number of fuzzy IF-THEN rules, each of which describes
the local behavior of the mapping. The Mamdani fuzzy
inference system is considered here for all the information
processing.

Fuzzification

Fuzzification is the process of making a crisp quantity fuzzy.
We do this by simply recognizing that many of the quantities
that are consider to be crisp and deterministic are actually not
deterministic  at all; they carry considerable uncertainty. If the
form of uncertainty happens to arise because of imprecision
ambiguity, or vagueness, then the variable is probably fuzzy
and can be represented by a membership function.

Defuzzification

 Defuzzification of a fuzzy set is the process of “routing it
off” from its location in the unit hypercube to the nearest
(in a geometric sense) vertex. If one thinks of a fuzzy set
as a collection of membership values, or a vector of values
on the unit interval, defuzzification reduces this vector to a
single scalar quantity.

 Defuzzification is the process of deriving a crisp from a
fuzzy set using any defuzzification methods such as
centroid, Bisector, Middle of maximum, Largest of
maximum, and Smallest of maximum. The most
commonly used method is the Centre of area under the
curve, is used in here for defuzzification.

Fuzzy set theory: Fuzzy set theory is a generalization of normal
set theory and was introduced by Zadeh in 1965. In normal set
theory, an object is either a member of a set or net, and the set
is often referred to as a crisp set. Fuzzy sets, on the other hand,
have degree of membership to that set. Fuzzy set is a set
containing elements that have varying degree of membership in
the set. Elements of a fuzzy set are mapped to a universe of
membership values using a function theoretical form. A normal
fuzzy set is one where membership function has at least one
element x in the universe where membership value is unity.

IV. DYNAMIC SOURCE ROUTING WITH FUZZY
(DSR-F)

The use of fuzzy logic in the decision-making processes is
detailed herein in order to select the best nodes to be part of the
routes, and the incorporation of a timer when a new RREQ is
received, to be able, if necessary, to evaluate several RREQs
received (with the same ID and sequence number) and just
forward the best of all those, instead of sometimes forwarding a
worse RREQ and later a better one, as the traditional DSR does.
With this timer we aim to reduce the number of messages used
to discover routes, and so the network congestion caused by
this high number of messages. The lack of an efficient metric to
evaluate node conditions in AODV has been solved by the
definition of a new metric based on the combination of
different node and network parameters by using a fuzzy-logic
system. The idea is to specify the input parameters in natural
language and, with the help of a fuzzy-rule set, to define the
relationship among different inputs with the output, which
represents the suitability or quality of a node to be selected as a
part of the incoming route.

Fig.1: Fuzzy Mechanism for DSR-F

Fig.2:  Membership function for Input parameter ‘Number of Hops’

The input parameters to be considered are:

• Number of hops: This is the length of the path. In general, a
lower number of hops will represent a better route, but this is
not true at all, since it is possible that some nodes in the route
have low battery or bad Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI), so it is very important to consider more variables to
decide the route. This input fuzzy set is shown in Figure. The
maximum number of hops observed in our experiments has
been 5.
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These fuzzy sets can be customized depending on each
particular network size.

• Local Battery level: this parameter must be considered in
order to avoid nodes with low battery taking part in data paths
since they can cause failures in communication. Route
construction considering nodes with high energy levels will
help to save the energy of low-battery nodes and will cooperate
to balance network lifetime. Moreover, the consideration of the
battery level will ensure data transmission, preventing nodes in
the route from running out of battery.

• RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator): the strength of
the received signal is an indicator of the quality of
communications between two nodes. In order to ensure quality
communications and prevent data loss, data paths will consist
of nodes that are able to communicate with a certain level of
signal quality. Figure shows the fuzzy sets declared for this
variable.

Fig.3: Membership function for Input parameter ‘RSSI’

Fig.4: Membership function for Output parameter ‘Node Goodness’

The output of the fuzzy system (see Fig. 4) represents the
suitability of a node to be considered for inclusion in the route.
Input and output sets are combined through a set of rules in
order to obtain the corresponding output. Table 1 depicts the
fuzzy-rule base used in the experiments. The objective of the
fuzzy rules is to serve as a basis to determine, during the route
discovery process, the best node to forward its request/reply
packet, with the objective of reducing packet overhead and
energy consumption.
Fuzzy Rules are explained as below:

Rule 1: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is Low and RSSI is Low is
Low THEN Output is Low.

Rule 2: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is Low and RSSI is Medium
is Low THEN Output is Low.

Rule 3: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is Low and RSSI is High is
Low THEN Output is Medium.

Rule 4: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is Medium and RSSI is Low
is Low THEN Output is Low.

Rule 5: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is Medium and RSSI is
Medium is Low THEN Output is Medium.

Rule 6: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is Medium and RSSI is High
is Low THEN Output is High.

Rule 7: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is High and RSSI is Low is
Low THEN Output is Medium.

Rule 8: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is High and RSSI is Medium
THEN Output is High.

Rule 9: IF Nhops is Low and Bat is High and RSSI is High
THEN Output is High.

Rule 10: IF Nhops is Medium and Bat is Low and RSSI is Low
THEN Output is Low.

Rule 11: IF Nhops is Medium and Bat is Low and RSSI is
Medium THEN Output is Low.

Rule 12: IF Nhops is Medium and Bat is Low and RSSI is
High THEN Output is Medium.

Rule 13: IF Nhops is Medium and Bat is Medium and RSSI is
Low THEN Output is Low.

Rule 14: IF Nhops is Medium and Bat is Medium and RSSI is
Medium THEN Output is Medium.

Rule 15: IF Nhops is Medium and Bat is Medium and RSSI is
High THEN Output is Medium.

We aim to:

• Reduce the number of packets sent, so reducing the global
energy consumption.

• Improve route formation by selecting, at each hop, the best
available node, ensuring route stability and avoiding data loss.

• Maintain routing table size, not making the use of extra
memory space.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To implement the proposed technique, fuzzy logic toolkit of
MATLab 7.0 is used here. A number of simulation cases are
performed successfully. In this section, 3D decision surfaces
and rule viewer (which shows the status of input and output
variable values) has been explained in detail.

Fig.5 : ‘Node Goodness’ O/P w.r.t. ‘No. of Hops’ and ‘RSSI’
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Fig. 6: ‘Node Goodness’ O/P w.r.t. ‘No. of Hops’ and ‘Battery Level’

In figure6 the inputs of the protocol (Number of Hops and
Battery Level) are on the horizontal axes and the output (Node
Goodness) is on the vertical axis.

Fig. 7: ‘Node Goodness’ O/P w.r.t. ‘Battery Level’ and ‘No. of Hops’

Fig.8 : ‘Node Goodness’ O/P w.r.t. ‘No. of Hops’ and ‘RSSI’

In figure 7the inputs of the protocol (Battery Level and
Number of Hops) are on the horizontal axes and the output
(Node Goodness) is on the vertical axis. In figure 8 the inputs
of the protocol (Number of Hops and Received Signal Strength
Indicator) are on the horizontal axes and the output (Node
Goodness) is on the vertical axis.

Fig.9 : ‘Node Goodness’ O/P w.r.t. ‘RSSI’ and ‘Battery Level’

Fig.10 : ‘Node Goodness’ O/P w.r.t. ‘Battery Level’ and ‘RSSI’

In figure 9 the inputs of the protocol (Received Signal Strength
Indicator and Battery Level) are on the horizontal axes and the
output (Node Goodness) is on the vertical axis. In figure10 the
inputs of the protocol (Battery Level and Received Signal
Strength Indicator) are on the horizontal axes and the output
(Node Goodness) is on the vertical axis.

Fig.11:Fuzzy Rule Viewer

In figure 11, Fuzzy rule viewer has been shown. Here Input
variables (Nhops=1.14, Bat. =89.7, RSSI=91.72) and output
variable (Node Goodness=0.808) are shown.

A number of test cases have been conducted for performance
evaluation with the help of Fuzzy Logic tool kit of MATLab
7.0. In table 1, the values of input variables (‘Number of Hops’,
‘Battery Level’, and ‘Received Signal Strength’) with
respective  output  variable ‘Node’s Goodness’ are mentioned.

Table 1: Test Cases

Test
Case
No.

Nhops Bat. RSSI Output

1. 2.5 50 50 0.655

2. .801 67 36.8 0.54

3. .801 67 90 0.752

4. 3.23 67 93 0.623

5. .679 56.7 93 0.797

6. 3.86 56.7 20.2 0.2.3

7. 3.86 84.3 13.6 0.198
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8. 4.69 68.3 13.6 0.205

9. 4.69 68.34 91.72 0.41

10. 1.142 6.33 41.39 0.209

11. 1.14 6.33 8.94 0.192

12. 1.14 6.33 91.7 0.5

13. 1.14 89.7 91.72 0.808

14. 3.66 89.7 91.72 0.808

1. At average no. of hops, average battery level, and medium
RSSI, the node’s goodness is medium.

2. But when number of hops are low, but battery level is
increasing,, but RSSI is decreasing, the node’s goodness
go to its down position.

3. Also at constant number of hops, at constant battery level
and high RSSI, the node’s goodness is high.

4. At constant battery level and constant RSSI, when
increasing the number of hops, then as a result node’s
goodness is decreasing.

5. At constant number of hops, and increasing the battery
level and decreasing the value of RSSI, the node’s
goodness also decreasing.

6. At constant number of hops, at constant battery level,
when RSSI is increasing, the output node’s goodness is
also increasing.

7. At constant battery level and constant RSSI when numbers
of hops are increasing, the value of node’s goodness
remains constant.

8. At last DSR-F works well at medium value of number of
hops and also at medium value of battery level. But value
of RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) direct effects
on node’s goodness.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper details the use of fuzzy logic to improve the routing
protocol used in mesh networks, DSR. The use of fuzzy logic
as a metric in network routing improves the performance of
real networks. DSR-F uses this metric, achieving an energy
reduction of 70% in network route creation, due to a
considerable reduction in the number of RREQs generated,
reducing collisions and the end-to-end delay. In contrast with
other proposals that require additional memory or processing
costs, the use of fuzzy logic does not imply an extra load on the
system, and it improves the performance of the intelligent
dense monitoring of physical environments.

Simulation experimental work endorses the suitability of DSR-
F for implementation in real wireless mesh networks. Future
research can be oriented to the addition of new parameters to
the fuzzy logic system, studying the performance achieved by
these new variables, such as the number of child nodes, or node
density. The use of fuzzy logic in other layers, such as the
MAC layer, will help to provide priority in the contention
period to those nodes with better conditions.
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Abstract --Wireless sensor networks are appealing to researchers
due to their wide range of application potential in areas such as
target detection and tracking, environmental monitoring,
industrial process monitoring, and tactical systems. Routing in
sensor networks has attracted a lot of attention in the recent
years and introduced unique challenges compared to traditional
data routing in wired networks. In this paper, we have
summarized various routing protocols in wireless sensor network
like TEEN, APTEEN etc.

Keywords: WSN, TEEN, APTEEN, PEGASIS, LEACH, SPIN
and GEAR.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network Wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) is an emerging technology[1], which has a wide
spread of potential applications, including environment
monitoring, battle field surveillances, climate control in
buildings, nuclear, chemical and biological attack
detection, home automation, smart spaces, medicine-
systems and robotic exploration etc. WSN consists of
group of sensors linked by wireless medium and
performs sensing tasks. The WSN observes the physical
world, process the data, decides based on the
observations and takes appropriate actions. The WSN
has hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes. These
sensors communicate with each other or to an external
base station (BS). When a sensor node detects an event,
it records the event and routes it to the base station for
further processing.

Figure 1 Architecture of Wireless Sensor Network

The routing protocol faces challenges in selecting a best
relay node within the communication range.

The sensed data should be routed towards the base
station in an energy efficient way. The sensor nodes in
the same communication range may sense the same
value. So, the relay node aggregates the data and

forwards towards the base station to achieve high
efficiency. Therefore, hierarchical structure with
resource limited ensor nodes Wireless sensor networks
have limited energy resources, So WSNs operations
must be energy efficient in order to maximize the
network lifetime [1]. However, designing an efficient
routing protocol for WSNs is a great challenge due to the
limitations in the resources of the WSNs such as the
limitation of the power source, computation capability
and memory size [3].

 Cluster Based Routing Protocol
 Non-Cluster Based Routing Protocol

A. Cluster Based Routing Protocol

It is divided into four parts that are PEGASIS, TEEN,

APTEEN, LEACH which can be explained below.

1) Pegasis [4]:

PEGASIS (Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor
Information Systems), which is near optimal for this

data gathering application in sensor networks. The key
idea in PEGASIS is to form a chain among the sensor
nodes so that each node will receive from and transmit to
a close neighbor. Gathered data moves from node to
node, get fused and eventually a designated node
transmits to the BS. Nodes take turns transmitting to the
BS so that the average energy spent by each node per
round is reduced. Building a chain to minimize the total
length is similar to the traveling salesman problem,
which is known to be intractable. However, with the
radio communication energy parameters, a simple chain
built with a greedy approach performs quite well. The
PEGASIS protocol achieves between 100 to 300%
improvement when 1%, 20%, 50% and 100% of nodes
node die compared to the LEACH protocol.

The main idea in PEGASIS is for each node to receive
from and transmit to close neighbors and take turns
being the leader for transmission to the BS. This
approach will distribute the energy load evenly among
the sensor nodes in the network. We initially place the
nodes randomly in the play field, and therefore, the i-th
node is at a random location. Thenodes will be organized
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to form a chain, which can either be accomplished by the
sensor nodes themselves using a greedy algorithm
starting from some node. Alternatively, the BS can
compute this chain and broadcast it to all the sensor
nodes.

2) Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient

sensor Network protocol (TEEN)

TEEN is a hierarchical clustering protocol [5], which
groups different sensor nodes into clusters with each
having a cluster-head( CH).The job of the sensors within
a cluster is to send their sensed data to their respective
CH. The CH now sends the aggregated data to higher
level CH until the data reaches the sink. Thus, the sensor
network architecture in TEEN is based on a hierarchical
grouping where closer nodes form clusters and this
process goes on the second level until the BS (sink) is
reached.

 Important Features

The main features of this scheme are as follows [6]:

1) Time critical data reaches the user almost
instantaneously. So, this scheme is eminently
suited for time critical data sensing applications.

2) Message transmission consumes much more
energy than data sensing. So, even though the
nodes sense continuously, the energy
consumption in this scheme can potentially be
much less than in the proactive network, because
data transmission is done less

3) frequently.
4) The soft threshold can be varied, depending on

the criticality of the sensed attribute and the
target application.

5) A smaller value of the soft threshold gives a
more accurate picture of the network, at the
expense of increased energy consumption. Thus,
the user can control the trade-off between energy
efficiency and accuracy.

6) At every cluster change time, the attributes are
broadcast afresh and so, the user can change
them as required.

· Drawback

The main drawback of this scheme is that, if the
thresholds are not reached, the nodes will never
communicate; the user will not get any data from the
network at all and will not come to know even if all the
nodes die. Thus, this scheme is not well suited for
applications where the user needs to get data on a regular
basis. Another possible problem with this scheme is that
a practical implementation would have to ensure that
there are no collisions in the cluster.

3) Adaptive Periodic Threshold-sensitive Energy
Efficient Sensor Network Protocol (APTEEN) [7]

In APTEEN once the CHs are decided, in each

cluster period, the cluster head first broadcasts the

following parameters:

 Attributes(A): This is a set of physical parameters
which the user is interested in obtaining data about.

 Thresholds: This parameter consists of a hard
threshold (HT) and a soft threshold (ST). beyond
which a node can be triggered to transmit data.

 Schedule: This is a TDMA schedule similar to the
one used in [9], assigning a slot to each node.

 Count Time (TC): It is the maximum time period
between two successive reports sent by a node.

 Important Features

The main features of our scheme are:

1. By sending periodic data, it gives the user a complete
picture of the network. It also responds immediately to
drastic changes, thus making it responsive to time
critical situations. Thus, It combines both proactive and
reactive policies.

2. It offers a flexibility of allowing the user to set the
time interval (TC) and the threshold values for the
attributes.

3. Energy consumption can be controlled by the count
time and the threshold values.

4. The hybrid network can emulate a proactive network
or a reactive network, by suitably setting the count time
and the threshold values.

 Drawback

The main drawback of this scheme is the additional
complexity required to implement the threshold
functions and the count time. However, this is a
reasonable trade-off and provides additional flexibility
and versatility.

4) Leach Protocol

LEACH Protocol is a typical representative of
hierarchical routing protocols. It is self adaptive and self-
organized. LEACH protocol uses round as unit, each
round is made up of cluster set-up stage and steady-state
stage, for the purpose of reducing unnecessary energy
costs, the steady-state stage must

be much longer than the set-up stage [9]. The main goal
of this protocol is to increase the sensor nodes lifetime.
Initially the LEACH protocol includes distributed cluster
formation. LEACH protocol uses randomization and
selects a few sensor nodes as cluster heads. They are
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rotated to evenly distribute the energy load among the
sensor in the network.

In some conventional clustering algorithms, a particular
cluster head will be chosen and fix throughout the
system lifetime and so they die quickly. They also make
an ending to the useful lifetime of all the nodes
belonging to that cluster.

But here in LEACH randomized rotation of high energy
cluster head position is performed so that it rotates
among various sensors in order to not drain the battery
of a single sensor.

II. NON-CLUSTER BASED ROUTING
PROTOCOL

It is divided into three parts that are SPIN,

GEAR, DD which can be explained below.

A. Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation
(SPIN):

The SPIN family of protocols uses data negotiation and
resource-adaptive algorithms [5]. SPIN efficiently
disseminates information among sensors in an energy
constrained wireless sensor network. This enables a user
to query any node and get the required information
immediately. Nodes running a SPIN communication
protocol name their data using high-level data
descriptors, called meta-data. They use meta-data
negotiations to eliminate the transmission of redundant
data throughout the network. These protocols work in a
time-driven approach and distribute the information all
over the network, even if a user does not request any
data. There are three messages defined in SPIN to

exchange data between nodes. These are:

 ADV message to allow a sensor to advertise a
particular meta-data.

 REQ message to request the specific data and
 DATA message that carry the actual data.

The SPIN protocols [11] disseminate information

with low latency and conserve energy at the same

time. Our results highlight the advantages of using

meta-data to name data and negotiate data

transmissions.

There are two protocols in the SPIN family [11]:

SPIN-l (or SPIN-PP) and SPIN-2 (or SPIN-EC). SPIN-
PP uses negotiation to solve the implosion and overlap
problems. It reduces energy consumption by a factor of
3.6 compared to flooding, while disseminating data
almost as quickly as theoretically possible. SPIN-EC,
which additionally incorporates a threshold-based

resource-awareness mechanism in addition to
negotiation, disseminates 1.4 times more data per unit
energy than flooding and in fact comes very close to the
ideal amount of data that can be disseminated per unit
energy

B. Geographic and Energy-Aware Routing (GEAR)

GEAR is an energy-efficient routing protocol which has
been proposed for routing queries to target regions in a
sensor field. In GEAR, the sensors are supposed to have
localization hardware equipped with it, for example, a
GPS unit or a localization system so that they can know
their current positions [5]. Furthermore, the sensors are
aware of their residual energy as well as the locations
and residual energy of each of their neighbors. GEAR
uses energy aware mechanism that is based on
geographical information to select sensors to forward a
packet towards its destination region.

The process of forwarding a packet to all the nodes in

the target region consists of two phases [11]:

1)Forwarding the packets towards the target region:

GEAR uses a geographical and energy aware neighbor
selection heuristic to route the packet towards the target
region. There are two cases to consider:

(a) When a closer neighbor to the destination exists:
GEAR picks a next-hop node among all neighbors that
are closer to the destination.

(b) When all neighbors are further away: In this case,
there is a hole. GEAR picks a next-hop node that
minimizes some cost value of this neighbor.

2) Forwarding the packets within the region:

If the packet has reached the region, it can be diffused in
that region by either recursive geographic forwarding or
restricted flooding. Restricted flooding is good when the
sensors are not densely deployed. In case of high density
of sensors, recursive geographic flooding is used which
is more energy efficient than restricted flooding. In that
case, the region is divided into four sub regions and four
copies of the packets are created. This

Splitting and forwarding process continues until the
regions are left where there is only one node.

C) Directed Diffusion (DD)

Directed Diffusion is a data-centric paradigm. Data
generated by sensor nodes is named by attribute value
pairs. A node that demands the data generates a request
where an interest is specified according to the attribute-
value based scheme defined by the application. The sink
usually injects an interest in the network for each
application task [11]. The nodes update an internal
interest cache with the interest messages received. The
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nodes also keep a data cache where the recent data
messages are stored.

This structure helps on determining the data rate. On

receiving this message, the nodes establish a reply link
to the originator of the interest. This link is called
gradient and it is characterized by the data rate, duration
and expiration time. Additionally, the node activates its
sensors to collect the intended data. The reception of an
interest message makes the node establish multiple
gradients (or first hop in a route) to the sinks.

III. CONCLUSION

Wireless sensor networks consist of small nodes with
sensing, computation, and wireless communications
capabilities. Many routing, power management, and data
dissemination protocols have been specifically designed
for WSNs where energy awareness is an essential design
issue. Routing protocols in WSNs might differ
depending on the application and network architecture.
This paper surveys recent routing protocols for sensor
networks and presents a classification for the various
approaches pursued.
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Abstract— An efficient and scalable server architecture, called
PresenceCloud, which enables mobile presence services to support
large-scale social network applications. When a mobile user joins a
network, PresenceCloud searches for the presence of his/her friends
and notifies them of his/her arrival. PresenceCloud organizes
presence servers into a quorum-based server-to-server architecture
for efficient presence searching. It also leverages a directed search
algorithm and a one-hop caching strategy to achieve small constant
search latency. We analyze the performance of PresenceCloud in
terms of the search cost and search satisfaction level. The search
cost is defined as the total number of messages generated by the
presence server when a user arrives; and search satisfaction level is
defined as the time it takes to search for the arriving user’s friend
list. The presence server authentication problem is a security
problem in distributed presence services. In centralized presence
architectures, it is no presence server authentication problem, since
users only connect to an authenticated presence server. In
PresenceCloud, however, requires a system that assumes no trust
between presence servers, it means that a malicious presence server
is possible in PresenceCloud. To address this authentication
problem, a simple approach is to apply a centralized authentication
server. Every presence server needs to register an authentication
server; PresenceCloud could certificate the presence server every
time when the presence server joins to PresenceCloud. An
alternative solution is PGP web of trust model, which is a
decentralized approach.

Keywords— Social Networks, Mobile presence services, PGP,
PresenceCloud, Distributed presence servers

I. INTRODUCTION

Presence enabled applications can be provided by mobile
devices and cloud computing environments, i.e., social network
applications/ services, worldwide. From the last decade, presence
enabled applications are growing rapidly. Some of the examples
are Facebook [1], Twitter [2], Foursquare, Google Latitude,
buddycloud [3] and Mobile Instant Messaging (MIM) [4]. An
essential component of social network services is mobile
presence service in cloud computing environments. It maintains
an up-to-date list of presence information of all mobile users.
The details of presence information includes about a mobile
user‟s location, availability, activity, device capability, and
preferences.

For example, when a user logs into a social network
application, such as an Instant Messaging system, through
his/her mobile device, the mobile presence service searches for
and notifies everybody on the user‟s buddy list. Most presence
services use server cluster technology [5] to maximize a mobile
presence service‟s search speed and minimize the notification
time. Here we discuss about three contributions. First,
PresenceCloud [13] is one of the pioneering architecture for

mobile presence services. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work that explicitly designs a presence server
architecture that significantly outperforms those based
distributed hash tables. Internet social network applications and
services can also utilize presence cloud that needs to replicate or
search for mutable and dynamic data among distributed presence
servers.

The second contribution is that we define a new problem
called the buddy-list search problem by analyzing the scalability
problems of distributed presence server architectures. The
scalability problem in the distributed server architectures of
mobile presence services is analyzed through our mathematical
formulation. Finally, we demonstrate the advantages of
PresenceCloud by analyzing the performance complexity of
PresenceCloud and different designs of distributed architectures,
and evaluate them empirically. The primary abstraction exported
by our PresenceCloud is used to construct scalable server
architecture for mobile presence services, and can be used to
efficiently search the desired buddy lists.

In the mobile Internet, a mobile user can access the Internet
and make a data connection to PresenceCloud via 3G or Wi-Fi
services. After the mobile user joins and authenticates him/her to
the mobile presence service, the mobile user is determinately
directed to one of Presence Servers in the PresenceCloud by
using the Secure Hash Algorithm, such as SHA-1 [6]. The Pretty
Good Privacy Program (PGP) uses a “Web of Trust” model for
establishing trust relationships between users. This could allow a
user to indirectly and unknowingly trust others that the user does
not know. Then mobile user opens a TCP connection to the
Presence Server (PS node) for control message transmission,
particularly for the presence information.

After the control channel is established, the mobile user sends a
request to the connected PS node for his/her buddy list searching.
Our PresenceCloud shall do an efficient searching operation and
return the presence information of the desired buddies to the
mobile user.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe previous researches on presence

services, and survey the presence service of Existing systems.
Several IETF charters [7] have addressed closely related topics
and many RFC documents on instant messaging and presence
services (IMPS) have been published, e.g., XMPP [8], SIMPLE
[9]. Jabber [10] is a well-known deployment of instant messaging
technologies based on distributed architectures. It captures the
distributed architecture of SMTP protocols. Since Jabber‟s
architecture is distributed, the result is a flexible network of
servers that can be scaled much higher than the monolithic,
centralized presence services. Recently, there is an increase
amount of interest in how to design a peer-to-peer SIP [11]. P2P-
SIP [12] has been proposed to remove the centralized server,
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minimize maintenance costs, and keep from happening failures
in server-based SIP deployment.

To maintain presence information, P2PSIP clients are
organized in a DHT system, rather than in a centralized server.
Our research is essentially the paradigm in which we attack our
problem. Just as in the electronic marketplace scenario, our
agents do not have to rely on centralized mechanisms. Trust
information is propagated throughout the system via the
interaction of the agents themselves, and the „quality‟ of this
information is calculated on the basis of the perceived
trustworthiness of recommenders„. Trust is then revised upon
receipt of new recommendations or new experiences. Other
related work includes Pretty Good Privacy, which helped inspire
the distributed nature of our model. Trust is also being used as a
basis for cooperation among autonomous agents in the area of
Distributed AI. it involves the addition of perceived risk and
utility of committing resources in a cooperative relationship.

III. DESIGN OF PRESENCECLOUD
PresenceCloud is used to construct and maintain distributed

server architecture and can be used to efficiently query the
system for buddy list searches. PresenceCloud consists of three
main components that are run across a set of presence servers. In
the design of PresenceCloud, we refine the ideas of P2P systems
and present a particular design for mobile presence services. The
three key components of PresenceCloud are summarized below:
A. PresenceCloud server overlay

The PresenceCloud server overlay construction
organizes the Presence server nodes into a server-to-server
overlay, which provides a good low-diameter overlay property.
The low-diameter property makes sure that a Presence server
node only needs two hops to reach any other PS nodes. Our
PresenceCloud is based on the concept of grid quorum

system [15], where a PS node only maintains a set of PS nodes of
size O( n ) , where n is the number of PS nodes in mobile
presence services. In a PresenceCloud system, each PS node has a
set of PS nodes, called PS list, that constructed
by using a grid quorum system. The size of a grid quorum is

 n   n .

Fig:1 An Overview of Presence Cloud

When a PS node joins the server overlay of PresenceCloud, it gets
an ID in the grid, locates its position in the grid and obtains its PS

list by contacting a root server.1 On the  n   n grid, a PS
node with a grid ID can pick one column and one row of entries and
these entries will become its PS list in a PresenceCloud server

overlay. We now show
that  each  PS  node  in  a  PresenceCloud  System  only

maintains  the  PS  list  of O( n ) ,  and  the  construction  of

PresenceCloud using the grid quorum results in each PS node can
reach any PS node at most two hops.
B. One-hop caching strategy

PresenceCloud requires a caching strategy to make an
exact copy of presence information of users to improve the
efficiency of the search operation. In order to adapt to changes in
the presence of users, the caching strategy should be
asynchronous and not require expensive mechanisms for
distributed agreement. In PresenceCloud, each PS node
maintains a user list of presence information of the attached
users, and it is responsible for caching the user list of each node
in its PS list, in other words, PS nodes only replicate the user list
at most one hop away from itself. The cache is updated when
neighbours establish connections to it, and periodically updated
with its neighbours.

Therefore, when a PS node receives a query, it can
respond not only with matches from its own user list, but also
provide matches from its caches that are the user lists offered by
all of its neighbours. Our caching strategy does not require
expensive overhead for presence consistency among PS nodes.
When a mobile user changes its presence information, either
because it leaves PresenceCloud, or due to failure, the responded
PS node can disseminate its new presence to other neighbouring
PS nodes for getting updated quickly.

Consequently, this one-hop caching strategy ensures
that the user‟s presence information could remain mostly up -to
date and consistent throughout the session time of the user. More
specifically, it should be easy to see that, each PS

node maintains roughly 2(  n -1)  u  duplicates of presence
information, due to each PS node duplicates its user list at
most one hop away from itself. Here, u is denoted the average
number of mobile users in a PS node.
C. Directed Buddy Search

We contend that reducing searching response time is
important to mobile presence services. Thus, the buddy list
searching algorithm of PresenceCloud coupled with the two-hop
overlay and one-hop caching strategy ensures that PresenceCloud
can typically provide swift responses for a large number of
mobile users. First, by organizing PS nodes in a server-to-server
overlay network, we can therefore use one-hop search exactly for
queries and thus reduce the network traffic without significant
impact on the search results. Second, by capitalizing the one-hop
caching that maintains the user lists of its neighbours, we
improve response time by increasing the chances of finding
buddies.

Clearly, this mechanism both reduces the network
traffic and response time. Based on the mechanism, the
population of mobile users can be retrieved by a broadcasting
operation in any PS node in the mobile presence service.
Moreover, the broadcasting message can be piggybacked in a
buddy search message for saving the cost.

IV.WEB OF TRUST
The web-of-trust model [14] differs greatly from the

hierarchical model. The hierarchical model is easily represented
with computers as a tree, but the web-of-trust more closely
relates to how people determine trust in their own lives. As
people go through life and meet new people, they look to those
they already trust to help make the determination if they should
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trust these new people. If people they trust already trust this new
person, they are more likely to do the same.
PGP implements this model by allowing people to sign each
other‟s keys assigning to each of the keys a level of trust and
validity. PGP assumes that a certificate binds a key to a person.
That person chooses a name to identify them self, and also
provide an email address as a global identifier.

When a user signs another user‟s key, the signing user is
asserting that they have verified that the key truly belongs to the
listed user and that it is valid. This method of signing keys leads
to an ad-hoc network of trust. Because of the shape of the
resulting graph, Phil Zimmerman called this system the “Web of
Trust”. The system allows users to specify how much trust to
place in a signature by indicating how many independent
signatures must be placed on a certificate for it to be considered
valid.

HOW PGP WORKS
PGP combines some of the best features of both

conventional and public key cryptography. PGP is a hybrid
cryptosystem. When a user encrypts plaintext with PGP, PGP
first compresses the plaintext. Data compression saves modem
transmission time and disk space and, more importantly,
strengthens cryptographic security. Most cryptanalysis
techniques exploit patterns found in the plaintext to crack the
cipher. Compression reduces these patterns in the plaintext,
thereby greatly enhancing resistance to cryptanalysis (Files that
are too short to compress or which don't compress well aren't
compressed).

PGP then creates a session key, which is a one-time-
only secret key. This key is a random number generated from the
random movements of your mouse and the keystrokes you type.
This session key works with a very secure, fast conventional
encryption algorithm to encrypt the plaintext; the result is cipher
text. Once the data is encrypted, the session key is then encrypted
to the recipient's public key. This public key-encrypted session
key is transmitted along with the cipher text to the recipient.
Decryption works in the reverse. The recipient's copy of PGP
uses his or her private key to recover the temporary session key,
which PGP then uses to decrypt the conventionally-encrypted
cipher text.

The combination of the two encryption methods
combines the convenience of public key encryption with the
speed of conventional encryption. Conventional encryption is
about 1, 000 times faster than public key encryption. Public key
encryption in turn provides a solution to key distribution and data
transmission issues. Used together, performance and key
distribution are improved without any sacrifice in security.

VI.PGP CERTIFICATE FORMAT
A PGP certificate includes (but is not limited to) the
following information:

 The PGP version number — this identifies which
version of PGP was used to create the key associated
with the certificate. 

 The certificate holder's public key — the public portion
of your key pair, together with the algorithm of the key:
RSA, DH (Diffie-Hellman), or DSA (Digital Signature
Algorithm). 

 The certificate holder's information — this consists of
"identity" information about the user, such as his or her
name, user ID, photograph, and so on. 

 The digital signature of the certificate owner — also

called a self-signature; this is the signature using the
corresponding private key of the public key associated
with the certificate. 

 The certificate's validity period — the certificate's start
date/ time and expiration date/ time; indicates when the
certificate will expire. 

 The preferred symmetric encryption algorithm for the
key — indicates the encryption algorithm to which the
certificate owner prefers to have information encrypted.
The supported algorithms are CAST, IDEA or Triple-
DES. 

Fig 2. A PGP certificate

You might think of a PGP certificate as a public key with
one or more labels tied to it (see Figure 1-9). On these 'labels'
you'll find information identifying the owner of the key and a
signature of the key's owner, which states that the key and the
identification go together. (This particular signature is called a
self-signature; every PGP certificate contains a self-signature).
One unique aspect of the PGP certificate format is that a single
certificate can contain multiple signatures. Several or many
people may sign the key/ identification pair to attest to their own
assurance that the public key definitely belongs to the specified
owner. If you look on a public certificate server, you may notice
that certain certificates, such as that of PGP's creator, Phil
Zimmermann, contain many signatures.

Some PGP certificates consist of a public key with several
labels, each of which contains a different means of identifying
the key's owner (for example, the owner's name and corporate
email account, the owner's nickname and home email account, a
photograph of the owner — all in one certificate). The list of
signatures of each of those identities may differ; signatures attest
to the authenticity that one of the labels belongs to the public
key, not that all the labels on the key are authentic. (Note that
'authentic' is in the eye of its beholder — signatures are opinions,
and different people devote different levels of due diligence in
checking authenticity before signing a key).

VII.CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a scalable server architecture

called PresenceCloud that supports mobile presence services in
large scale social network services. The authentication problem
is the security problem in distributed presence services and it
could be solved through PGP web of trust model, which is a
decentralized approach.
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Abstract— We are currently living in the so-called
technology age which can be described as an era where most
of the activities are mainly based on technology. Technology
has given birth to social networking. Social networking is
communication of one person with another person in a
virtual social space using a computer or mobile. However,
this advancement in technology has also raised the concerns
over misuse of these machines by anti-social elements and it
becomes essential for the security agencies to remain ahead
with regularly update about the tools and techniques
available to identify and investigate a crime done with the
help of Mobile/Computer. Social media gives humans instant
connection to communicate with others. Technology has
taken over almost every aspect of our lives - be it personal,
social or professional.

Keywords— Computer forensic, Types of Computer
Forensic Technologies, Military Computer Forensic
Technology, Scope of Research in Computer Forensic,
Computer Forensic Covers, tools used in Forensic System.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Definition of Privacy : Privacy can be defined as an individual
condition of life characterized by exclusion from publicity. The
concept follows from the right to be left alone. The right to
privacy is protected under private law.  Privacy is an important
right because it is a necessary condition for other rights such as
freedom and personal autonomy. There is thus a relationship
between privacy, freedom and human dignity. Respecting a
person's privacy is to acknowledge such a person's right to
freedom and to recognize that individual as an autonomous
human being.

B. Social networking service: Social software applications, also
known as social apps, include communication tools and
interactive tools often based on the Internet. Communication
tools typically handle the capturing, storing and presentation of
communication, usually written but increasingly including audio
and video as well. Interactive tools handle mediated interactions
between a pair or group of users. They focus on establishing and
maintaining a connection among users, facilitating the mechanics
of conversation and talk.

A social networking service is a platform to build social
networks or social relations among people who, for example,
share interests, activities, backgrounds, or real-life connections.
A social network service consists of a representation of each user
(often a profile), his/her social links, and a variety of additional
services. Most social network services are web-based and
provide means for users to interact over the Internet, such as e-
mail and instant messaging. Online community services are
sometimes considered as a social network service, though in a
broader sense, social network service usually means an
individual-centered service whereas online community services

are group-centered. Social networking sites allow users to share
ideas, pictures, posts, activities, events, and interests with people
in their network.

Social mobile applications Take many social forms depending on
a particular application. Many social networking mobile
applications take the form of self managed social network
allowing end users to create personal connection directly while
other supports community based groups with aligned interests.
Some of these mobile applications are WhatsApp, WeChat, Line,
ChatOn, Hike, Viber, IMO, SnapChat, BBM, Hangouts, etc.

C. How these Applications made?

1). Mobile operating system: A mobile operating system, also
referred to as mobile OS, is an operating system that operates
a Smartphone, tablet, or other mobile device. operating systems
combine the features of a personal computer operating system
with other features, including a touch
screen, cellular, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GPS mobile
navigation, camera, video camera, speech recognition, voice
recorder, music player, near field communication and infrared
blaster.

Mobile devices with mobile communications capabilities
(e.g. Smartphone) contain two mobile operating systems - the
main user-facing software platform is supplemented by a second
low-level proprietary real-time operating system which operates
the radio and other hardware. Research has shown that these low-
level systems may contain a range of security
vulnerabilities permitting malicious base to gain high levels of
control over the mobile device.

D. Common Software Platforms

1). Android : Android is from Google Inc. Most of the Android is
free and open source, but large amount of software on Android
devices (such as such as Play Store, Google Search, Google Play
Services, Google Music, and so on) are proprietary and licensed.
Android's releases prior to 2.0 (1.0, 1.5, 1.6) were used
exclusively on mobile phones. Most Android phones and some
Android tablets, now use a 2.x release. Android 3.0 was a tablet-
oriented release and does not officially run on mobile phones.

2). Blackberry: It is closed source and proprietary. BlackBerry 10
(previously BlackBerry BBX) was the next generation platform
for BlackBerry Smartphone’s and tablets. One OS was planned
for both Blackberry Smartphone’s and tablets going forward.

3). iOS: iOS is from Apple Inc. It is closed source and
proprietary and built on open source Darwin core OS. The
Apple iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad and second-generation Apple
TV all use an operating system called iOS, which is derived
from Mac OS X. Currently all iOS devices are developed by
Apple and manufactured byFoxconn or another of Apple's
partners.
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4). Windows Phone: Windows Phone is from Microsoft. It is
closed source and proprietary. The mobile OS includes a
completely new over-hauled UI inspired by Microsoft's "Metro
Design Language". It includes full integration of Microsoft
services such as Microsoft Skydive and Office, Xbox
Music, Xbox Video, Xbox Livegames and Bing, but also
integrates with many other non-Microsoft services such
as Facebook and Google accounts.

Let’s look at how a mobile application is made from Android
Operating System!

E. What is Android? : “Android” specifically refers to a mobile
operating system (based on Linux) that is developed by
Google. It is open-source software, meaning that anyone can
download the source code and use or modify it. Hardware
manufacturers often take the base Android code and then add
their own proprietary software features to it to run on their own
phones. The Android operating system features software
components like live wallpapers and widgets, a powerful
notification tray to help you keep track of important updates,
voice typing, and seamless app integration, which allows users to
easily share information via social networking apps or other
forms of communication, like NFC.

F. What languages can I use to write apps for Android?: Android
apps are typically written in a programming language called
Java. Java is immensely popular, and as an object-oriented
language. Google also provides a Native Development Kit
(NDK) that allows developers to write important parts of their
apps with native languages like C or C++. There are some tools
that allow you to write apps using web languages like HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript.

Step1: Java Basics for Android Development

Programming languages, like regular languages, are different
ways to communicate to a computer how you want it to act.
Programming languages allow us to instruct a computer step-by-
step how to manipulate data, collect input from users, and display
things on a screen, among other things. Java is a statically-typed,
object-oriented language. Let’s break this down:

1.“Statically-typed” – Programming at its core is really about
working with data. Pieces of data are stored as variables, which
are basically containers that hold data. Statically-typed languages
like Java require us to declare what type of data each variable (or
container) will hold..

2.“Object-oriented” – An object-oriented language is one that is
built around the concept of objects. In the physical world, take a
look around the room and think of each thing as an object.

Step2: Android Setup and the new Project (application to be
developed): We uses the Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) for Android development, and we'll create a project
application. The first time you run an app on the emulator, you
will be prompted to select "Yes" or "No" to "Auto Monitor
Logcat". Either is fine; just leave "Yes" selected and click OK.

Step3: Initial Layout: Now that we have a project for our
application, we'll start by adding a label and a button to the
screen layout using a drag-and-drop editor inside Eclipse. On
Mountain Lion, you are unable to edit certain properties in the
Properties view, like Text Size for the TextView. The

workaround is to right-click on the TextView and select Edit
TextSize.

Step4: Specifying Features of the App: Features here will specify
how we want our application to work and the main functionality
of the Messaging application.

Front-end: The "front" or user-facing part of a system that users
see and interact with.

Back-end: The "back" or behind-the-scenes part of an app where
work is done, data is stored, etc., but in a way that the user
cannot see or directly interact with.

Step5: Building a Simple User Interface: The graphical user
interface for an Android app is built using a hierarchy of View
and ViewGroup objects. View objects are usually UI widgets
such as buttons or text fields and ViewGroup objects are
invisible view containers that define how the child views are laid
out, such as in a grid or a vertical list. Android provides an XML
vocabulary that corresponds to the subclasses of View and
ViewGroup so you can define your UI in XML using a hierarchy
of UI elements.

Step6: Introduction to Methods and Classes

Methods : A method is a section of code that we can call from
elsewhere in our code, and the method will perform some action
or return some kind of result that we can use. Methods are used
to organize our code into reusable chunks that save us a lot of
time and energy. A method is a section of code that we can call
from elsewhere in our code, and the method will perform some
action or return some kind of result that we can use.

Classes and Objects: Java code is typically organized into
classes and packages. Classes contain pieces of data (member
variables) and methods. Packages are simply groups of related
classes.

Step7: Accessing views in codes: : Java code in the MainActivity
class that declares a TextView and then gets it from the XML
layout file we already edited.

Step8: Adding an OnClickListener to a Button: This is common
in Android; listeners like this sit patiently in the background and
"listen" for something to happen so they can run some code when
the action occurs.

G. How Does the MESSAGING APPLICATIONS Work?

Messaging Application is an alternative to any Smartphone’s
built-in SMS application. Instead of using your cellular network
to send SMS messages to your contacts, it uses the Internet to
connect you to anyone whose phone number is registered in your
phone’s address book. You can use these applications for texting,
multimedia messages, voice messages and group chats. Because
the app uses the Internet, you won’t incur international charges
when messaging other countries.

1). Your Phone Book

After installed the Messaging application, the app scans your
phone for all of the phone numbers of your contacts and checks
the numbers against its massive database. Anyone who uses the
application is automatically added to your application’s contact
list. You can’t add or remove contacts manually; Application
pairs with your phone’s contact list and identifies all of its users
by phone numbers.
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2). Online Only

Messaging Application doesn’t use traditional cellular networks
to send SMS messages between you and your contacts. Whereas
your phone will send SMS on the same airwaves that you make
voice calls, Messaging Application uses 3G, 4G, LTE or Wi-Fi
Internet connections to send messages. For the application to
work, you have to have a valid Internet connection on your
phone.

3). Multimedia

On a cell phone, you need an active 3G or 4G connection to send
photos, audio or video through the phone’s messaging service.
With Messaging Application, you can always send multimedia
messages because the application is always connected to the
Internet. It integrates with your phone’s photo gallery and
camera too, enabling you to select photos to send to your
contacts or to capture a photo.

4). Integration

Messaging Application integrates with your phone in more ways
than by grabbing your contacts and your photos. The app is
always on, like your built-in messaging service, running
constantly in the background. You don’t need to sign in or out of
the program to have access to the application. The app captures
time and date information from your phone -- instead of from the
carrier, like text messages -- to organize messages. If your
messages are appearing with the wrong time stamp, adjust your
phone’s settings.

H. Different features available in these applications which
tempting users to install these types of applications:

1). Video Call: it allows users to make face-to-face video calls by
simply press “+” and select “video call” icon under the chat
window. The process is just like dialing your contact in your cell
phone’s contact book.

2). Picture sharing: it is easy to share pictures among your
contacts. You can also customize who can see your picture by
visibility settings.

3). Voice Chat: voice chat feature is included in almost all the
applications. It turns your Smartphone into a walkie-talkie. You
can use that feature under the chat window by simply switch
“send message” into “hold to talk.” When you finish a sentence,
simply release the “hold to talk” button to send your voice chat
message.

4). Cross-platform chatting: This is a new feature allows user to
chat with friends between Smartphone and computers start cross-
platform chatting.

5). Emoticons: Customizable emoticon is one of my favorite
features in applications. Besides a huge number of emoji
collections that provides, users can also add their own emoticons
by simply download from Website, or choosing you’re your own
photo album.

6). Group Chat: Opening your own group chat by select the wand
button “start chat” and then choose your friends whom you want
to join in the group chat. It allows you to add 40 members at
maximum in the group chat section.

7). Shake: Shake your phone and see who are also shaking too at
the moment locally and around the world. “Shake” is an

interesting way to discover new users and corporate accounts by
just few shake of your Smartphone. It is also an awesome time
killer. Just be very careful not to reveal any of your personal
information to strangers.

8). Look Around: “Look Around” to see who are nearby, and
send your greetings by simply one click. You can look around
and have a look to see who other people are using the specified
application and can send them requests.

9). Drift Bottle: It allows us to meet with strangers yet remains a
slightly sense of mystery. The only concerns are who has time to
buy a bottle, write a message down, seal it, travel to bayside and
then throw it in the sea. Someone from anywhere in the world
will pick it! The process is anonymous for both sides unless you
decide to make friends with the owner of the drift bottle.

10). Social Connect: through the different social messaging
applications we can also connect our applications with different
networking sites like facebook, twitter, or orkut etc.

11). Share location & Share contacts: with these applications you
can share your current location with your friends different
contact inside the phonebook can also be shared with these
applications.

12). Live chat: it is also possible to do live chat with more the
one person at the same time.

I. Security and Privacy concern for these applications (Lets take
an example as whatsapp messenger):

1). Security

A security hole was reported which left WhatsApp user accounts
open for session hijacking and packet analysis. WhatsApp
communications were not encrypted, and data was sent and
received in plaintext, meaning messages were easily to be read if
packet traces are available. WhatsApp released a new version of
the Messenger application for iPhones, closing critical security
holes that allowed forged messages to be sent and messages from
any WhatsApp user to be read. An unknown hacker published a
website (WhatsAppStatus.net) that made it possible to change the
status of an arbitrary WhatsApp user, as long as the phone
number was known. To make it work, it only required a restart of
the app. According to the hacker, it is only one of the many
security problems in WhatsApp. WhatsApp was pulled from the
iOS App Store, and the reason was not disclosed. The app was
added back to the App Store four days later.

II.  PRIVACY

A major privacy and security problem has been the subject of a
joint Canadian-Dutch government investigation. The primary
concern was that WhatsApp required users to upload their entire
mobile phone's address book to WhatsApp servers so that
WhatsApp could discover who, among the users' existing
contacts, is available via WhatsApp. While this is a fast and
convenient way to quickly find and connect the user with
contacts who are also using WhatsApp, it means that their
address book was then mirrored on the WhatsApp servers,
including contact information for contacts who are not using
WhatsApp. This information was stored in hashed, though not
salted form and without "additional" identifying information
such as a name, although the stored identifying information is
sufficient to identify every contact.  WhatsApp uses a timestamp
feature, which gives the ability to view the last time a user was
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logged-on (or "Last seen"), unless expressly blocked by said
user. This feature is considered to be a privacy problem. While
iPhone users can choose to disable this feature, Android users
cannot. WhatsApp allows you to view the profile picture and
current "Status" of every user, as long as that user is enlisted in
Contacts.

J. CONS with these messaging applications:

1). DATABASE ASSOCIATED WITH APPLICATIONS: With
each messaging application there is an association of the
connected database which acts as a backend with the application.
So multiple activities that have been carried out by the user have
been stored within this database and can be easily retrieved. So
all the personal stuff that user is sending is preserved by these
application’s database. Your personal detail, chatting history,
private pictures, videos, phonebook contacts etc are been backed
up in the database and could be use as a thread. Current location
sharing may be some time will get you in trouble. It may or may
not be a possibility that someone may keep a check on your daily
activities may put you in trouble.

2). SNAPCHAT CONTROVERSY:

Complaint Filed against SnapChat: A privacy watchdog group is
going after Snapchat for deceiving users about self-destructing
messages that don't actually self-destruct. The Smartphone app
has become popular with young people for sending messages that
a few seconds later disappear. That clever disappearing act has
made the Los Angeles start-up a hit with users and some
prominent investors in Silicon Valley. But it turns out that photos
sent over Snapchat have a longer shelf life than people think.
They don't vanish — at least not entirely — and can be retrieved
in some cases. The Electronic Privacy Information Center has
filed a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission.

Snapchat was hacked. The hack resulted in the disclosure of
about 4.6 million usernames and phone numbers. There have
been strong public reactions, and Snapchat was compelled to
issue an immediate update to the app, which claims to have
improved security measures. Forbes reported that Snapchat
photos do not actually disappear, and that the images can still be
retrieved with minimal technical knowledge after the time limit
expires.

The Electronic Privacy Information Center consequently filed a
complaint against Snapchat with the Federal Trade Commission,
stating that Snapchat deceived its customers by leading them to
believe that pictures are destroyed within seconds of viewing.

Another controversy surrounding the rising popularity of
Snapchat in the United States relates to a phenomenon known as
sexting that involves the exchange of explicit images that often
contain some degree of nudity.  As many Snapchat users are
below the age of eighteen, a question over the technical
facilitation of child pornography distribution has been raised.
Snapchat's developers continue to insist that the application is not

sexting-friendly and that they do not condone any kind of
pornographic use.

3). WECHAT (a Chinese release): Being a Chinese social
application, whenever you stumble upon someone or someone
stumbles upon you he/she happens to be a Chinese. Rarely do we
happen to meet English speaking one. Also, it also surprises you
with a ping from unknown people cleverly using this app
for inappropriate use and this personally doesn't work for me.
But still, being a part of "look around" and "shake", it offers
loads of fun for people who love to make new friends .If I have
to offer one suggestion for improvement, it will be that there
should exist a way to acknowledges this app as relevant to Face
Book/Twitter and using them for proper use other than unknown
flirting hiding their identity. Being a Chinese company all the
database will be send to china, and this will be the worst situation
that other country can access your data and can threaten the
country by misusing it.

III. CONCLUSION

The primary disadvantage of many message-oriented middleware
systems is that they require an extra component in
the architecture, the message transfer agent (message broker). As
with any system, adding another component can lead to
reductions in performance and reliability, and can also make the
system as a whole more difficult and expensive to maintain.

In addition, many inter-application communications have an
intrinsically synchronous aspect, with the sender specifically
wanting to wait for a reply to a message before continuing
(see real-time computing and near-real-time for extreme cases).
Because message based communication inherently
functions asynchronously, it may not fit well in such situations.
That said, most MOM systems have facilities to group a request
and a response as a single pseudo-synchronous transaction.
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Stability Of Equilibrium Points In The Generalised
Photogravitational Restricted Three Body Problem

When It Is Coplanar
Ajit Kumar1, Minni Rani2

1,2Department of Applied Sciences, Ganga Institute of Technology & Management, Kablana, Jhajjar,  Haryana, INDIA

Abstract: The Restricted Three Body Problem Is Generalised To
Include The Effects Of An Inverse Square Distance Radiation
Pressure Force On The Infinitesimal Mass Due To The Primaries,
Which Are Both Radiating. In This Paper We Investigate The
Stability Of Coplanar Equilibrium Points, Based On Equations In
Variations. We Have Found The Characteristic Equation For The
Complex Normal Frequencies Which Is A Sixth Order Polynomial
.Thus We Conclude That Coplanar Equilibrium Points Are
Unstable Due To Positive Real Part In Complex Roots.
Keywords: Stability; coplanar points; generalised;
photogravitational; RTBP

I. INTRODUCTION

Radzievskii (1950) showed that in the restricted
photogravitational three body problem, allowing for the
gravitational attraction and light pressure of primaries, coplanar
equilibrium points (L6, L7) exist in addition to three collinear
and two triangular ones. Chernikov(1970) described the
photogravitational restricted three body problem. Perezhogin
(1976) discussed the stability of coplanar equilibrium points in
the absence of a repulsive force from the smaller of the
primaries. An investigation of the stability of collinear and
triangular solutions in this problem was made by Kunitsyn and
Tureshbaev (1983), (1985). A.T. Tureshbaev (1986)
investigated the stability of the relative equilibrium positions
(coplanar libration points) for a particle in a gas-dust cloud
subject to the gravitational field and radiation pressure of a
binary star. Luk’yanov (1987) obtained regions of stability for
libration points L6 and L7 for any values of three parameters

( , 1q , 2q ). Perezhogin and Tureshbaev (1989) showed that

stability for the majority of initial conditions and formal stability
occur almost everywhere in the domain of first order stability of
coplanar libration points.

Sharma, R.K. and Subba Rao, P.V. (1976) discussed the three
dimensional restricted three body problem with oblateness. C.N.
Douskos and V.V. Markellos (2006) found the existence of non-
planar equilibrium points in the three dimensional restricted
three body problem with oblateness.

Hence, we thought to examine the stability of equilibrium points
L6, L7 in the generalised photogravitational coplanar restricted
three body problem. Both the primaries are radiating and
smaller primary is supposed to be an oblate spheroid.

We linearise the equations of motion. We have found the
characteristic equation. The partial derivatives are evaluated at
the equilibrium point L6. We have found the roots of
characteristic equation. We conclude that due to positive real

part in complex roots, the out-of-plane equilibrium points are
unstable.

II. STABILITY OF EQUILIBRIUM POINTS

The equations of motion (1) of the infinitesimal mass are given
by Douskos and Markellos(2006).
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The equilibrium point   L6 is given by Ishwar et.al(2010)
(using Mathematica)
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We transfer the origin to equilibrium point (x0, z0) for
examining the linear stability of the out-of-plane point L6 .

We linearise the equations of motion (1). We obtain

z.zzx.zxz

(2)y.yyxny

z.xzx.xxy2n-x
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where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the equilibrium

point and .xzzx 

The characteristic equation is given by
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The values of co-efficients a, b and c  of equation (3) are (using
Mathematica)
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Substituting in characteristic equation (3), we find six roots
(using Mathematica).

Solution of equation 024  cba6 is given as
(using Mathematica)
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We may examine the stability of other equilibrium point  L7 in
the same manner as L6 . We will find that L7 is also unstable.
Thus we conclude that non-planar equilibrium points are
unstable in linear sense due to positive real part in complex
roots.

III.   CONCLUSION

We conclude that equilibrium points are unstable due to positive
real part in complex roots when they are out of plane.
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Structural and thermal analysis of an

Exhaust manifold of a multi cylinder engine
Rita1

1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA

ABSTRACT--The paper is used to the structural  and thermal
analysis of a multi cylinder engine exhaust manifold, for the given
dimensions. The dimensions of the exhaust manifold are taken from
the drawing. By performing Modal analysis Critical frequencies in
the operating range are obtained . Harmonic analysis is performed
and the deflections and stresses at the nearest natural frequencies
are plotted. The exhaust manifold design’s acceptance is done from
the results obtained in different analysis. This is an effort to
automate design optimization which would reduce schedule,
technical, and cost risks for new engine developments.

Keywords: Kadenacy Effect , Mass Participation Factor, Critical
Mode, TMF Crack Shapes, dof, Yield Strength.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is placed on the Cylinder head of the ENGIN . On other end
the Catalyst converter is connect to Exhaust manifold. At
temperature of nearly 8000 C ,the exhaust gases emitted from the
cylinder.High Pressures range 100 to 500 Kpa and temperature is
used to exhaust manifold which will lead the thermo mechanical
failure.. A back pressure is created due to not completely
vacating the exhaust system before the gases from the other
cylinder is released. These Pressure waves from gas restrict the
engine's true performance possibilities.

The  pipe must be heat resistant because the exhaust gases are
very hot, The deffrent Exhaust pipe are used for different type of
engine . chimney serving as an exhaust pipe is use in stationary
type engine . in case motor cycle the exhaust pipes depends on
the type of the engine .Horizontal pipe are used in case trucks In
case of trucks, but some time Vertical exhaust pipe may be used
Some trucks are provided with flexible ducting between the
engine and silencer. , the exhaust pipe is provided with a bulge in
two stoke engine . This is Known as expansion chamber. This
improves the power and fuel efficiency cylinder and assisting
more air and fuel to enter into the cylinder is called Kadenacy
effect.

Cast Iron is mostly used as manifold’s material. Thermal analysis
has to be done initially to calculate the temperature distribution,
heat transfer, thermal gradients and thermal flux. This is
followed by stress analysis, to know the thermal stresses.

Maximum deflections and the Von Mises stress Check by
Coupled field analysis of Thermal-Structural type .

Modal Analysis is used to found Vibration characteristics like
mode shapes of the exhaust manifold and natural frequencies .
These frequencies are calculated.

A. Mass participation .

when forced frequency matches the natural frequency then
Resonance occurs . if the

participation factor is 0, then no energy will get into that mode.

B. Harmonic Response

Analysis  is used to check the dynamic behaviour of the exhaust
manifold Frequency Vs Displacement graphs are plotted at the
“Peak” responses. These Peaks are used to calculate Stress and
deflections.

If stress values do not exceed the allowed limitsthen Design is
safe .

The performance and efficiencies of the engine depend upon the
exhaust manifold. Also, proper design of the exhaust manifold
will result in lower fuel consumption.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Input for the project:

The exhaust manifold collects the exhaust gases coming from
number of cylinders into oneexhaust pipe. The exhaust pipe is
connected to the catalyst converter.

B. Properties of Material  of Cast Iron:

Poisson’s ratio, v -0.3

Coefficient of friction, μ -0.2

Thermal conductivity, K (w/m k) -50

Specific heat, c (J/Kg k) -1.88

Density, (kg/m3) -7200

Thermal expansion, á (10ı6 / k) -0.3

Elastic modulus, E (GPa) -105

Yield strength (MPa) -130

C. Exhaust gas:

Temperature – 8000 C

Pressure range – 100 to 500 kPa.

D. Methodology followed:

 Perform coupled field analysis on the exhaust manifold
for pressure load and thermal load to find stree and
defection
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 Perform thermal analysis on the exhaust manifold for
thermal load

 Form the modal analysis results the natural frequencies
mode shape and there mass participations are plotted

 Perform modal analysis to find natural frequencies on
existing modal of exhaust manifold

 Maximum Deflection and stress are calculated at Peak
response .

E. 3D Model generation

Fig. 2 :3d Model of the Exhaust Fig 3:3d Model of manifold
Exterior

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:

A. Thermal analysis

1) Inside of the pipes – 10730 K

External condition of the pipes – Convection

Fig. 4: Exhaust Manifold – Fig. 5: Manifold – Convection Temperature
applied applied externally

Fig. 6: Manifold – Temperature         Fig 7: Manifold – Thermal
distribution gradient

Fig. 8: Manifold – Thermal flux

2) Results:

The temperature distribution is found on the exhaust manifold .
These temperatures are applied as the body loads in the structure
analysis.

IV. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A. Coupled Field Analysis

1) Boundary conditions :

 Pressure of 500 kPa inside pipes, as Structural loads

 Bolts arrested in all Dof and

 Temperature distribution applied as thermal loads.

2) Results obtained:

 Maximum Von Mises stress is 115 MPa

 Maximum deflection of 0.1 mm and

As the Von Mises stress is less than yield strength of Cast Iron
(130 MPa). Hence the design is considered to be safe as per the
Maximum Yield Stress theory.

B. Modal Analysis

Modal analysis is carried out on exhaust manifold to determine
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a structure in the
frequency range of 0 -1500 Hz.

1) Boundary conditions :

 Bolts arrested in all Dof and

 Mass of the exhaust manifold is 15.5 Kg.

Fig. 9: Manifold – Boundary conditions for Modal analysis

2) Results:

A total of 6 natural frequencies are observed in the frequency
range of 0-1500 Hz. The mass participation of each of these 6
frequencies are listed in the below table. The mode shapes of
these frequencies are also plotted.
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It is observed that the maximum mass participation is

 2.5kgs and 2.66kgs in X-dir for the frequency of 617
and 700Hz.

 3.4kgs and 3.7kgs is observed in Y-dir for the frequency
of 1321 and 1486Hz.

 2.2kgs and 3.7kgs is observed in Z-dir for the frequency
of 1082 and 1237Hz.

C. Harmonic Analysis

1) Boundary conditions:

 Loads : Pressure = 500000 Pa

 Bolts arrested in all Dof.

Fig. 10: Manifold–Boundary conditions for Harmonic analysis

2) Results:

 At Base of Exhaust manifold - Amplitude of 1e-5 m
(0.001mm) - at a frequency of 1237 Hz.

 At Exhaust pipe1 of exhaust manifold - Amplitude of 1.1e-4
m (0.01mm) - at a frequency of 1237 Hz.

 At Exhaust pipe2 of exhaust manifold - Amplitude of 2.25 e-
6 m (0.0025mm) - at a frequency of 1486 Hz.

 At Exhaust pipe3 of exhaust manifold - Amplitude of 2.1e-4
m (0.02mm) - at a frequency of 617 Hz.

 At Exhaust pipe4 of exhaust manifold - Amplitude of 0.8e-5
m (0.008mm) - at a frequency of 1486 Hz.

The deflections and stresses nearest natural frequencies to the
above frequencies in the operating range of 0 – 1500 Hz are
obtained.

V. CONCLUSIONS

 Thermal analysis provides the thermal loads for Structural
analysis.

 Coupled Field analysis results show maximum deflection of
0.1 mm and Von Mises Stress as 115 MPa.

 As per Maximum Yield Stress theory, the design is accepted
and further analyses are carried out.

 From Modal analysis, 6 natural frequencies for the structure
is identified. Maximum Mass participation factor in the
different directions are obtained.

 Harmonic Response analysis is done and the amplitudes at
the forcing frequency for each pipe is obtained.

 Deflections and stresses at these critical frequencies are
obtained.

 The given design of the exhaust manifold is safe.

VI. FUTURE SCOPE

 Flow behaviour and velocity of the exhaust gases inside the
pipe can be analysed by conducting Computational fluid
dynamics which will help to optimize the design of exhaust
manifold.

 Use of Stainless steel increases the corrosion and Thermal
Mechanical Fatigue (TMF) resistance

 of the exhaust manifolds. Hence thermal and structural
analysis with Stainless steel can be done.

 Life prediction of the exhaust manifold design can be done
for the same operating conditions.

 The exhaust manifolds can be either cast or fabricated.
Thermal and structural analysis can be

 done to predict the failure of the exhaust manifold
manufactured by different methods.
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ABSTRACT: The automotive industry today requires the
change in design, lower cost and advanced features to enhance
the demand of an automobile. With the invention of new
designs and using the analysis methods the designers today can
predict the performance of an automobile. For a tail lamp the
thermal analysis has been performed on the heat sink of a tail
lamp. A heat sink used in tail lamp functions to dissipate the
heat generated due to continuous use of lamp. The analysis has
been performed in two steps. A CATIA model of a tail lamp
has been generated in the first step which is in a while
imported in the HYPERMESH. Later in the analysis meshing
is done on the model with the help of HYPERMESHING and
after applying boundary conditions the solution report file and
graph can be plotted. These report file and graphs helps in
detecting the new boundary conditions validation by
comparing the graph result with the standard result of 80W
street lamp and 56W tail lamp. Hence the validation of the
result can be shown via a comparison table.
Keywords: Heat sink, Tail lamp, Meshing, Finite element
method, CATIA.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the growth of the economy the demand for new
innovative products within the desired cost brackets has
increased tremendously as customers these days look for
higher aesthetic values along with the required functionality,
which have made the manufacturers to come up not only
with new designs faster but also with more design variants
as this is possible only if new designs can be created faster
and analyzed accurately. There are several analysis
methodologies proposed by engineers for different
applications but we have to find the most suitable method
for particular application within the specific boundary
conditionsto avoid repetitive work which leads to higher
costs and lowers the morale of the designer to innovate new
designs as well as their risk taking capability will be
hampered. For this we have to develop analysis methods
which can help us determine the impact of the change in
working conditions, dimensions and other parameters on the
product. This paper presents a finite element method (FEM)
to analyze the temperature distribution over the heat sink of
a tail lamp of the vehicle. For this purpose the thermal stress
analysis using FE method has been described.  The FE and
CAD programs have been used for this analysis. The fem
method used for thermal analysis has been performed with
the help of Hypermesh software. Since in Hypermesh we
could not design the complex geometry of the tail lamp
hence the designing work has been done with the help of
CATIA software which is designing software. Hypermesh
has worked as a preprocessor for the analysis. The
preprocessor (Hypermesh) must have the capability to
import properly the cad model from the CATIA software
with the higher reliability and clean manner. Tetrahedral
elements are used for proper 3D meshing. Hypermesh also
works as the postprocessor.
In the following section the thermal analysis procedure
described in detail. In section 2 the CAD file has been
imported into the hypermesh and the various meshing

techniques are discussed in this section. 3D tetrahedral mesh
has generated from the triangular surface meshing which are
applied on different surfaces on heat sink. Loads and
boundary conditions are applied in the load collector. Then
the model is translated into input file for hypermesh. In
section 3 the result of the thermal analysis of the heat sink of
a tail lamp has been presented using the postprocessor. The
result temperature was compared with the standard results
for its validation in section 4. The results and comparison
are shown with the help of a table and the conclusion has
achieved depending upon this comparison.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

These days the automotive industry is growing at a rapid
rate. This tends to improvement in design as well as
decrease in cost which results in requirement of the proper
analysis of the designed work. The new design will be more
complex as compared to the original. In a tail lamp of a bike
basically there are four parts. The lens is bonded with the
reflector and the reflector is attached with the heat sink.
Lens is also connected to the housing and this housing
contains the reflector and heat sink. The reflector is
generally made of Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)
and lens is made of Acrylic which is a form of glass.
Housing is made of Nylon and heat sink is made up of
aluminum. All these parts are shown in fig. 1.

Figure 1: Tail lamp geometry for FEA model

Data Preparation: First the analyst has to simplify the
geometry and cleanup of the geometry. While the
importation of the CAD model into hypermesh some
dimensions of the model were missing and some dimensions
were overlapping each other. The analyst have to correct all
these errors as there is need of proper connectivity of
surfaces for proper meshing. Also the analyst has to cleanup
the geometry for proper meshing. Also the symmetry check
has been performed on the heat sink so as to minimize the
analysis time. Unnecessary holes surfaces lines which were
out of area of research and have very low impact on
meshing has been eliminated for saving time and for quality
of meshing. Once geometry simplification has been
performed then the major task is of mating the various parts
of tail lamp for proper meshing. During designing of a tail
lamp the gap between two parts of a tail lamp was provided
but during meshing the volume must be enclosed. The CAD
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dimensions of the model were missing and some dimensions
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these errors as there is need of proper connectivity of
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file of the CATIA software was converted into the Initial
Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) format and then
imported into the hypermesh. After importing the CAD data
a surface /Edit/Edge Match is used for geometry
simplification and cleanup.

Meshing: Each and every surface of the heat sink is meshed
with the triangular elements. These triangular elements
converted automatically into tetrahedral meshing when layer
by layer mesh has been performed on the heat sink. The
analyst has to predict the area where high temperature
gradients are expected and a fine mesh is applied to that
region and coarse mesh is applied to other surfaces by
moving from smaller to larger elements. The element edge
length taken is 2 mm. The meshing of the heat sink is
shown in fig. 2. Then the equivalence of all nodes has been
done. Each and every node must be equivalence. Hypermesh
is used for tetrahedral 3D meshing.

Figure 2: Meshing of the heat sink of a tail lamp

Material Properties: The material properties were assigned
to different parts of the tail lamp. In hypermesh there are
folders which are named as collectors and it contains various
parts name material properties of each part and also the load
collectors which contains the boundary conditions. The
thermal conductivity of each part material are assigned.

Loads and Boundary Conditions: In any finite element
problem the boundary conditions must be specified. The
boundary conditions are stored in load collector folder in
hypermesh and there are various boundary conditions which
are as follows:

 Surface temperature difference
 Thermal conductivity of heat sink
 Bulb heat loads

III. ANALYSIS

For testing the accuracy of the model the tail lamp was
modeled and thermal analysis performed on the heat. The
result from the analysis is validated by comparison of result
with the experimental data. The first step is to run a thermal
analysis for the heat sink. Fig. 3 shows the temperature
distribution over the heat sink. The temperature is increasing
towards the center of the fixed elements which are surface
elements. The temperature is maximum at red colour and
minimum at dark blue colour. The maximum temperature
observed is 16.1˚C.

Figure 3: Temperature contours in heat sink

Figure 4: Temperature gradient contours in heat sink

The fig. 4 shows temperature gradient contours in heat sink.
Here the temperature gradient is minimum at the center of
the element flux and the value of temperature gradient is
maximum where the thickness in heat sink changes. The
value of maximum temperature gradient observed is 2.67˚C.

Figure 5:  Element flux contours in heat sink

Fig. 5 shows element flux contours. The flux is directly
proportional to temperature gradient. Hence it follows the
same pattern as temperature gradient. The maximum value
of heat flux is 633.7 W/mm2.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

All the result graphs were generated with the help of
hypermesh when the boundary conditions are defined for the
finite element method. The load applied in this analysis was
8W as numbers of surface elements are increased and the
result will be compared with the standard result of 80W
street lamp and 56W street lamp. The comparison table for
the results is shown below.

Table1: Comparison with street lamp of 80W.

Sr
.
N
o.

Paramete
rs

Experiment
al Results

FEA
Result

Variatio
n

1 Temperatu
re

42ºCelsius 16ºCelsi
us

62%

Table 2: Comparison with the 56W tail lamp.

Sr.
No
.

Parameter
s

Experiment
al Results

FEA
Result

Variatio
n

1 Temperatur
e

32ºCelcius 16
ºCelciu
s

50%

V. CONCLUSION

 The maximum temperature observed in FE
Analysis of the tail lamp is 16.1ºC for the load
of 8 W.

 The maximum element temperature gradient is
2.67 ºC/mm.
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analysis for the heat sink. Fig. 3 shows the temperature
distribution over the heat sink. The temperature is increasing
towards the center of the fixed elements which are surface
elements. The temperature is maximum at red colour and
minimum at dark blue colour. The maximum temperature
observed is 16.1˚C.

Figure 3: Temperature contours in heat sink

Figure 4: Temperature gradient contours in heat sink

The fig. 4 shows temperature gradient contours in heat sink.
Here the temperature gradient is minimum at the center of
the element flux and the value of temperature gradient is
maximum where the thickness in heat sink changes. The
value of maximum temperature gradient observed is 2.67˚C.

Figure 5:  Element flux contours in heat sink

Fig. 5 shows element flux contours. The flux is directly
proportional to temperature gradient. Hence it follows the
same pattern as temperature gradient. The maximum value
of heat flux is 633.7 W/mm2.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

All the result graphs were generated with the help of
hypermesh when the boundary conditions are defined for the
finite element method. The load applied in this analysis was
8W as numbers of surface elements are increased and the
result will be compared with the standard result of 80W
street lamp and 56W street lamp. The comparison table for
the results is shown below.

Table1: Comparison with street lamp of 80W.

Sr
.
N
o.

Paramete
rs

Experiment
al Results

FEA
Result

Variatio
n

1 Temperatu
re

42ºCelsius 16ºCelsi
us

62%

Table 2: Comparison with the 56W tail lamp.

Sr.
No
.

Parameter
s

Experiment
al Results

FEA
Result

Variatio
n

1 Temperatur
e

32ºCelcius 16
ºCelciu
s

50%

V. CONCLUSION

 The maximum temperature observed in FE
Analysis of the tail lamp is 16.1ºC for the load
of 8 W.

 The maximum element temperature gradient is
2.67 ºC/mm.
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 The maximum element flux observed is 633.7
W/mm2.

 The results are well in agreement with the
similar available experimental results.
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Abstract: In this paper we have thoroughly analyzed one of the
most prominent file sharing Bit-Torrent protocol based on P2P
network architecture which has been used as a major platform
of pirating the copyrighted materials and imposing a threat of
security as well, besides being a worthy tool of file sharing that
supports almost all type and formats of data.

Available tools and techniques used to support Antipiracy and
Security are deeply analyzed that have been used so far by the
law enforcement agencies and practitioners. So many attacks
are discovered on the torrent systems and have been used to
secure the antipiracy but there are also some legal complexities
comes into the system while addressing the issues depending
upon to which country they belongs. It is important to know
the source and destination pair information but new methods
are also discovered for being Anonymous used by legal and
illegal way both and there are still new terminologies are being
discovered to provide some solid solutions to these issues.

Keywords— Piracy, poisoning

I. INRODUCTION

Peer to Peer (P2P) network file sharing system is system
where files of any type and size are shared by dividing the
whole file into chunks (small parts) distributed over number
of peers. Peers are equally privileged, equipotent
participants in the application. They are said to form a peer-
to-peer network of nodes. Peers make a portion of their
resources, such as processing power, disk storage or
network bandwidth, directly available to other network
participants, without the need for central coordination by
servers or stable hosts.Peers are both suppliers and
consumers of resources, in contrast to the traditional client-
server model in which the consumption and supply of
resources is divided. Emerging collaborative P2P systems
are going beyond the era of peers doing similar things while
sharing resources, and are looking for diverse peers that can
bring in unique resources and capabilities to a virtual
community thereby empowering it to engage in the greater
tasks beyond those that can be accomplished by individual
peers, yet that are beneficial to all the peers. [1]

BitTorrent is a protocol specially developed on distributed
Peer to Peer network file sharing system. BitTorrent is one
of the most common protocols for transferring large files.
To send or receive files the user must have a BitTorrent
client; a computer program that implements the BitTorrent
protocol.The best-known BitTorrent tracker is The Pirate
Bay.Programmer Bram Cohen, a former University at
Buffalo graduate student in Computer Science,designed the
protocol in April 2001 and released the first available
version on 2 July 2001, and the final version in 2008.
BitTorrent clients are available for a variety of computing
platforms and operating systems including an official client
released by Bit Torrent, Inc. [2]

In Aug-2011, the SDPO (Seoul District Prosecutors Office)
announced that it had been investigating whether some web
storage service providers were distributing illegal content.
According to the announcement, two companies with annual
sales of US$25 million and US$15 million had the same
owner. It was claimed that they operated a specialized
company for uploading illegal content independently from
the service companies and swindled copyright owners out of
license fees (about US$15 million). In July of 2013, Contra
Piracy, a claimed non-profit group, said they had monitored
2,919 individuals infringing the movie on more than
280,000 occasions. In order to stop these infringements they
need the identities of the file-sharers from ISPs. As usual,
Swiss-based Contra Piracy isn’t the creators of the movie.
Instead the outfit obtained “enforcement rights” from Los
Angeles-based Hannibal Pictures to pursue the action. With
around US$8 million in settlements potentially on the table,
it was certainly a deal worth doing. While piracy techniques
are becoming more intelligent and advanced, copyright
protection technologies and tools for acquiring digital
evidence important to study the prevention of copyright
infringement on P2P software such as BitTorrent. In
particular, to prevent large-scale damage from continued
illegal distribution, we must develop a system that can
quickly block unauthorized downloads.[3]

Figure 1: peer to peer network

II. TORRENT POISONING

Torrent poisoning is intentionally sharing corrupt data or
data with misleading file names using the BitTorrent
protocol. This practice of uploading fake torrents is
sometimes carried out by anti-piracy organizations as an
attempt to prevent the peer-to-peer (P2P) sharing of
copyrighted content, and to gather the IP addresses of
downloaders.[4]

Methods:-

1. Decoy insertion

Decoy insertion also known as content poisoning is one of
the most popular method by which corrupted versions of a
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particular file are inserted into the network. This deters users
from finding an uncorrupted version and also increases
distribution of the corrupted file.A malicious user pollutes
the file by converting it into another format that is
indistinguishable from uncorrupted files (e.g. it may have
similar or same metadata). In order to entice users to
download the decoys, malicious users may make the
corrupted file available via high bandwidth connections.
This method consumes a large amount of computing
resources since the malicious server must respond to a large
quantity of requests. As a result, queries return principally
corrupted copies such as a blank file or executable files
infected with a virus. [4]

2. Index poisoning

In this method the index of the files are manipulated or
altered by the malicious users. The index allows users to
locate the IP addresses of desired content. Therefore making
it difficult to locate the file to peers. The attacker inserts a
large amount of invalid information into the index to prevent
users from finding the correct resource. Invalid information
could include random content identifiers or fake IP
addresses and port numbers. When a user attempts to
download the corrupted content, the server will fail to
establish a connection due to the large volume of invalid
information. Users will then waste time trying to establish a
connection with bogus users thus increasing the average
time it takes to download the file.The index poisoning attack
requires less bandwidth and server resources than decoy
insertion. Furthermore, the attacker does not have to transfer
files nor respond to requests. For this reason, index
poisoning requires less effort than other methods of attack.
[4]

3. Spoofing

Some companies that disrupt P2P file sharing on behalf of
content providers create their own software in order to
launch attacks. MediaDefender has written their own
program which directs users to non-existent locations via
bogus search results. As users typically select one of the top
five search results only, this method requires users to
persevere beyond their initial failed attempts to locate the
desired file. The idea is that many users will simply give up
their search because of frustration.[4]

4. Interdiction

This method of attack prevents distributors from serving
users and thus slows P2P file sharing. The attacker’s servers
constantly connect to the desired file, which floods the
provider’s upstream bandwidth and prevents other users
from downloading the file.[4]

5. Selective content poisoning

Selective content poisoning (also known as proactive or
discriminatory content poisoning) attempts to detect pirates
while allowing legitimate users to continue to enjoy the
service provided by an open P2P network. The protocol
identifies a peer with its endpoint address while the file
index format is changed to incorporate a digital signature. A
peer authentication protocol can then establish the
legitimacy of a peer when they download and upload files.
Using identity based signatures, the system enables each
peer to identify pirates without the need for communication
with a central authority. The protocol then sends poisoned

chunks to detected pirates requesting a copyright protected
file only. If all legitimate users simply deny download
requests from known pirates, pirates could usually
accumulate clean chunks from colluders (paid peers who
share content with others without authorization). However,
this method of content poisoning forces pirates to discard
even clean chunks, prolonging their download time.[4]

6. Eclipse attack

The eclipse attack also known as routing-table poisoning
instead of poisoning the network, targets requesting peers
directly. In this attack, the attacker takes over the peer’s
routing table so that they are unable to communicate with
any other peer except the attacker. As the attacker replicates
the whole network for the targeted peer, they can manipulate
them in a number of ways. For example, the attacker can
specify which search results are returned. The attacker can
also modify file comments. The peer’s requests can also be
directed back into the network by the attacker and can also
be modified.It also checks data randomly for any errors
found in that.[4]

7. Uncooperative-peer attack

In this attack, the attacker joins the targeted swarm and
establishes connections with many peers. However, the
attacker never provides any chunks (authentic or otherwise)
to the peers. A common version of this attack is the "chatty
peer" attack. The attacker establishes connection with
targeted peers via the required handshake message, followed
by a message advertising that they have a number of
available chunks. Not only does the attacker never provide
any chunks, they also repeatedly resend the handshake and
message. These attacks prevent downloads as, essentially,
the peer wastes time dealing with the attacker, instead of
downloading chunks from others.[4]

III. COUNTERMEASURES

The methods of attack described above are not particularly
effective on their own, as for each measure effective
countermeasures have evolved. These measures must be
combined in order to have a significant impact on illegal
peer-to-peer file sharing using Bit Torrent protocols and
Torrent files.

 Bit Torrent is highly resistant to content poisoning (as
opposed to index poisoning), as it is able to verify
individual file chunks. Overall, Bit Torrent is one of the
most resistant P2P file sharing methods to poisoning.

 By Torrent users being members of Private Tracker
websites (where one has to be a member of the Torrent
tracker website) -- poisoned torrents can be quickly
labeled and deleted and the person responsible can be
banned from the site(s).

 Public torrent tracker sites have enabled the ability to
report if a torrent has been poisoned (or is fake or
malicious in any way). Thus torrent files shared by
public trackers can have similar levels of quality
assurance as Private Tracker websites.

 Tracker technology as well as Bit Torrent client
programs have improved over time, and many kinds of
spoofing that were possible in the past are no longer
possible.
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 Bit Torrent used to exclusively be a TCP-IP protocol,
but this is no longer true. Use of UDP, with the uTP
protocol has made TCP Man in the Middle attacks more
difficult to nearly impossible.

 Public or Private tracker websites have selectively
switched over to using SHTTP for the distribution of
their web text and image content. By using SHTTP for
the website content (versus tracker communications)
many poisoning techniques are rendered impossible.

IV. ANONYMITY

With an increasing number of BitTorrent users seeking
solutions to hide their identities from the outside world,
privacy services have seen a spike in customers recently.
Below we’ve listed some of the most-used services that
allow BitTorrent users to hide their IP-addresses from the
public.The services discussed in this post range from totally
free to costing several dollars a month. The general rule is
that free services are generally slower or have other
restrictions, while paid ones can get you the same speeds as
your regular connection would. [5]

1. VPN

VPN is one of the best way to ensure privacy while using
BitTorrent. For a few dollars a month VPNs route all your
traffic through their servers, hiding your IP address from the
public. Some VPNs also offer a free plan, but these are
significantly slower and not really suited for more
demanding BitTorrent users.Unlike the other services listed
in this article, VPNs are not limited to just BitTorrent traffic,
they will also conceal the source of all the other traffic on
your connection too. BTGuard, Torguard and
PrivateInternetAccess are popular among BitTorrent users,
but a Google search should find dozens more. It is
recommended to ask beforehand if BitTorrent traffic is
permitted on the service of your choice.[5]

Figure 2: anonymity through VPN

2. BTGuard

BTGuard is a proxy service that hides the IP-addresses of its
users from the public. The service works on Windows, Mac,
Linux and as the name already suggests, it is set up
specifically with BitTorrent users in mind. Besides using the
pre-configured client, users can also set up their own client
to work with BTGuard. It works with all clients that support
“Socks V5″ proxies including uTorrent and Vuze. In

addition, BTGuard also includes encryption tunnel software
for the real security purists.

Torrent Privacy is another proxy service for BitTorrent
users, very similar to that of BTGuard. It offers a modified
uTorrent client that has all the necessary settings pre-
configured. The downside to this approach is that it is
limited to users on Windows platforms. TorrentPrivacy is
operated by the TorrentReactor.net team and has been in
business for more than two years.[5]

3. Anomos

Anomos is a pseudonymous, encrypted multi peer-to-peer
file distribution protocol. It is based on the peer/tracker
concept of BitTorrent in combination with an onion routing
anonymization layer, with the added benefit of end-to-end
encryption, is how the Anomos team describes its
project.Anomos is one of the few free multi-platform
solutions for BitTorrent users to hide their IP-addresses. The
downside is that it’s not fully compatible with regular
torrent files as Anomos uses its own atorrent format.
Another drawback is that the download speeds are generally
lower than regular BitTorrent transfers.[5]

4. Seedbox

A seedbox is BitTorrent jargon for a dedicated high-speed
server, used exclusively for torrent transfers. With a seedbox
users generally get very high download speeds while their
IP-addresses are not shared with the public. Once a
download is finished users can download the files to their
PC through a fast http connection. FileShareFreak
periodically reviews several good seedbox providers.[5]

V. CONCLUSION

While comparing the various attacks used to support
antipiracy and the methods involved to sustain anonymity
one can apply enforcement to protect his copyrighted work
but none of them have been proven most efficient as there
are countermeasures of torrent protocols but lot of work is
still going on in this direction and a global framework is
desirable. So these methods and techniques are giving a
greater help to Cyber Law and Enforcement Agencies to
enforce the legality to the use of antipiracy. Although it is
clear that the torrent software are not illegal as they are very
useful in information and data sharing but pirating the
copyrighted materials over these networks are illegal.
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Abstract: This paper studied the reasons behind the four trends
in torsional effects in asymmetric-plan buildings observed in the
current literature. It was found that the modal eccentricities and
the non-proportionality between the modal translations and the
modal rotation are key to understanding these trends in torsional
effects in asymmetric-plan buildings. These key points were
obtained from the three-degree-of-freedom modal systems, which
represent the single vibration mode of a two-way asymmetric-
plan building. This paper showed that the modal eccentricities,
rather than the overall structural eccentricities, are the critical
parameters for deciding the trend of the unequal displacement
demand on the floor diaphragm. In addition, the non-
proportionality between the modal translations and the modal
rotation leads to the trend that the torsional effects generally
decrease when plastic deformations increase.

I.INTRODUCTION

Centre of mass (CM) is the point where entire mass of the
system is concentrated. During an earthquake, acceleration
induced inertia forces will be developed at each floor level,
where the mass of an entire story may be assumed to be
calculated. Hence, the location of a force at a particular level
will be determined by the centre of the accelerated mass at that
level.

In regular buildings, the portions of the centres of floor masses
will differ very little from level to level. However, irregular
mass distribution over the height of the building may result in
variations in centres of masses, which may need to be
evaluated. The summation of all the forces, Fj, above a given
story with due allowance for the in-plane position of each, will
then locate the position of the resultant force, Vj, within that
story.

Centre of rigidity (CR) is the point that locates the position of
a story shear force which will cause only relative floor
translations. It is also referred as centre of stiffness of a
system.

If, as a result of lateral forces, one floor of the building
translates horizontally as a rigid body relative to the floor
below, a constant inter-story displacement say ‘Δx’ will be
imposed on all frames and walls in that story. Therefore, the
induced forces in these elastic frames and walls, in the
relevant planes, will be proportional to the respective stiffness.
The resultant total force, Vj=Vx, induced by the translational
displacement Δx, will pass through the centre of rigidity (CR).

The position of CR may be different in each story. It is
relevant to story shear forces applied in any direction in a
horizontal plane. Such a force may be resolved into two
components, such as Vx & Vy, which will cause simultaneous
story translations ‘Δx’ & ‘Δy’ respectively. The displacement
due to story twist are proportional to the distance of the
element from the centre of rotation i.e. CR.

Calculation of Centre of Rigidity (Centre of Stiffeness):

X coordinate = Σ (Kyi x Xi)/ Σ Kyi ; Y coordinate = Σ (Kxi x
Yi)/ Σ Kxi where, Kxi & Kyi correspond to the lateral stiffness
of the ‘n’ lateral load resisting elements in the ‘x’ and ‘y’
directions respectively.

Fig:1 Configurations of the four plans

Note: Displacements due to story twist, when combined with
those resulting from floor translations, can result in total
element inter-story displacements that may be difficult to
accommodate. For this reason the designer should attempt to
minimize the magnitude of story torsion (Mt). This may be
achieved by a deliberate assignment of stiffness to lateral force
resisting components, such as frames or walls, in such a way
as to minimize the distance between the CR and the line of
action of the story shear force. To achieve this in terms of
floor forces, the distance between the CR and CM should be
minimized.

II.EVALUATION OF PLAN CONFIGURATION (BASE
ISOLATION TECHNIQUE)

where, KE indicates the kinetic energy, DE is the dissipated
energy, SE is the strain energy and IE is the seismic input
energy. DE is the sum of VE and HE, which are the viscous
and hysteretic energies, respectively.

In Eq. 1, KE and SE are the portions of the structural energy
that are recoverable, whereas VE and HE are the portions that
are dissipative. When the input energy cannot be dissipated
via the viscous damping of the structure, the residual energy
will be dissipated in the form of HE for strong motions.
Energy input to a fixed-

base structure will be dissipated in the form of VE if IE is not
too large. In the ductile design of fixed-base structures, plastic
deformations may occur in several joints or members when the
structure is subjected to strong motion and there is sufficient
ductility such that collapse is prevented. The lateral motion of
the system is coupled with the torsional motion under
horizontal ground excitation when the center of stiffness of the
elastomeric bearings does not coincide with the center of mass
of the deck. Simplified base-isolated model is introduced to
estimate torsional behaviour of seismic isolation with different
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superstructure plan configuration. Thus, four plans are
selected and compared, it is observed that there is
considerably more variation in the torsional to lateral
frequency ratio in the L-plan (case 4) in comparison with the
other cases (Fig. 1). Therefore, this type of plan is suitable for
the study of the torsional behaviour of isolated structures.

There is more eccentricity in case 4 relative to the other cases,
so shifting the Center of Mass (CM) toward the CS generates a
higher torsional response and the structural torque is reduced
to a minimum if the center of stiffness of the isolation system
coincides with the center of mass of the structure. Case 1 is a
system with a symmetric distribution of mass and identical
isolators distributed regularly in the building plan. The
torsional to lateral frequency ratio varies when the CM is
shifted toward the CS in cases 2, 3 and 4 for the same
distributed total mass. As a result, the torsional resistance in
asymmetric base-isolated structures will be increased when the
elastomeric bearings in the exterior of the plan are stiffer and
larger than interior or rubber bearings which are used in the
interior and lead rubber bearings in the exterior. The torsional
to lateral frequency ratio is computed in four cases of
eccentricity in the base and for a rigid diaphragm level. The
total distributed mass is constant but relative to the plan
geometry characteristics and the rotational mass moment of
inertia varies. The results of the computed frequency ratios
indicate that case 4 is affected more by the torsional
components; therefore the plan configuration of case 4 is a
suitable selection for this purpose.

III.EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH USING STAAD PRO
V8i

Figure-2 (analytical model)

STAGE-1

Building Configuration (symetric)-as per fig-2

Height = 25m (5 nos storey@5m c/c), Length = 20m (4nos
bays@5m c/c), Width=12m (4nos bays@3m c/c)

Beams sizes: 300mmx300mm , Column sizes:
450mmx450mm

Loading : Self Weight + 12KN/m Wall load +
5.2KN/sqm(dead) + 2KN/sqm(live)

IV.RESULTS IN VARIOUS MODES:

Figure-3

STAGE -2 (L TYPE ASYMMETRIC CONFIGURATION)

Figure-4

WITH SAME MEMBER SIZES & LOADING SHAPES IN
VARIOUS MODES

Figure-5

STAGE-3(TORSION CONTROL USING HIGHER
COLUMN SIZES ON GEOMETRY DEFICIENT SIDE OF
BUILDING)

Figure-6

SHAPES IN VARIOUS MODES

V.CONCLUSION

The study of structures of their torsional behavior done above
gives us data and points from which we can conclude some
points. A uniform shaped structure such as a rectangular
shaped does not have torsion behavior in it, where as a
structure of L shape (as studied above) have torsional
behaviour.

The torsion in the structure can be eliminated by different
methods. The base isolation method can be adopted to obtain a
structure without torsional forces in the structure. As above
shown through experimental approach using STAAD PRO,
any structure with torsion in it can be reduced or removed by
providing columns of higher sizes in the geometry deficient
area.

Figure-7
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Any structure with torsion in it becomes expensive as
compared to any structure without any torsional forces. As
either different methods are adopted to eliminate the torsion
such as base isolation, which is an extra added cost to the
structure. Or as explained above the column sizes are
increased which directly increases the cost of the structure.
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Abstract: “In Marc Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing, users
are located in an environment with potentially thousands of
computers around them. Many capabilities of these smart devices
can be used only by augmenting the users’ senses with a kind of
“sixth electronic sense”. Thus,Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) is a
post-desktop model of human-computer interaction in which
information processing has been thoroughly integrated into
everyday objects and activities. In the course of ordinary activities,
someone "using" ubiquitous computing engages many
computational devices and systems simultaneously, and may not
necessarily even be aware that they are doing so. This model is
usually considered advancement from the desktop paradigm”.
This paper present a Study of a new flexible and modular network-
centered approach of the design of ubiquitous architectures,
technology evidences In our concept, a ubiquitous computing is
composed of a network of modules. A module can be worn by the
user or be stationary in the user’s environment. Each is a separate
unit with its own processing, memory, I/O, power, and network
connection, and provides specific functionality in the network. The
modules reveal their abilities and needs to each other and
dynamically assemble to form a ubiquitous Environment

Keywords: Distributed Computing, Mobile computing, Sensor
Networks, Grid Computing, Smart Dust, Ambience Computing,
Mobile IPv6, RFID

I. INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous computing applications utilize a large number of
services and resources surrounding users and help users perform
their tasks more efficiently, conveniently, and with minimum
distraction.
A ubiquitous computing environment enables users to explicitly
define their tasks which are then realized using networking
resources and services. These tasks may be requested anytime,
anywhere and then constructed at runtime as required by the
situation in hand. Service-oriented architectures are among the
premier approaches to providing a middleware layer for
ubiquitous computing environments. When a service could not
accomplish the tasks, service composition should be performed.
[6]
Ubiquitous computing raises many security, privacy and

trustworthy problems. It requires security architecture based on
trust rather than just user authentication and access control that
traditional, stand-alone computers and small networks rely on.
Recent progress of wireless technologies has initiated a new
trend in learning environments, called ubiquitous learning (u-
learning), which is able to sense the situation of the learners, and
hence provide more adaptive supports. Ubiquitous computing
touches on a wide range of research topics, including distributed
computing, mobile computing, sensor networks, human-
computer interaction, and intelligence. Hence, three additional
forms for ubiquitous systems have been proposed:
Dust: miniaturized devices can be without visual output displays,
e.g., Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS), ranging from
nanometers through micrometers to millimeters. E.g. Smart dust.

Skin: fabrics based upon light emitting and conductive polymers,
organic computer devices, can be formed into more flexible non-
planar display surfaces and products such as clothes and curtains,
see OLED display. MEMS device can also be painted onto
various surfaces so that a variety of physical world structures can
act as networked surfaces of MEMS.
Clay: ensembles of MEMS can be formed into arbitrary three
dimensional shapes as artifacts resembling many different kinds
of physical object. E.g. Tangible interface.

II. UBI-COMP PARADIGM
“Present ,appearing and found everywhere”.
Paradigm: Extending the internet from virtual domain to real

world environment. It consists of calm technology receding in
the background of our lives. It is not a singular but a collection of
theories and technologies Combining several technologies for
creating an integrated service environment Such as RFID

Features: 1.) Context awareness 2.)Adaption     3.)
personalization

Necessities for successful concepts:
1.) Not intrusive 2.) Human centric 3.)Transparent

It changes the way we gather, process and share  information
revolutionizing the way we interact and communicate with
people face to face or anywhere in the world.
Application mostly still in prototype stages, sensor network
revolutionize the whole industry
Concentration on technological issues rather than user needs
Context aware personal mobile application for smart phones,
seamless networking, context log, data interpretation
It creates huge markets for service enablers (technological
companies) as well as content providers (web 2.0 derivatives) but
its success largely depends on innovative services and the focus
on the user

III. CHALLENGES OF UBIQITOUS
COMPUTING

To do ubiquitous computing devices must overcome six
challenges:
1. The “Accidentally” Smart Environment
2. Impromptu Interoperability
3. No Systems Administrator
4. Social Implications of Aware Technologies
5. Reliability
6. Inference in the Presence of Ambiguity

IV. TAXONOMY OF UBIQUITOUS
ENVIRONMENTS
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In this taxonomy, we have categorized UbiComp environments
in two major classes; Interactive and Smart environments, and
further classify each into two subclasses. The former class
represents UbiComp environments that support group work,
while the latter represents UbiComp environments that support
individual work.

2.1) Interactive Environments It represent UbiComp work spaces
that support group events. These events include formal group
meetings where group members meet to share ideas, or informal
meetings which are being formulated in parallel with formal
group meeting. Both of these meetings require different
computing configurations. The former can be supported by a
static computing environment while the latter requires highly
flexible computing environment that can be easily transformed to
concurrently support both formal and informal group meetings.
To differentiate these environments, we have categorized them in
two classes; creative spaces and meeting spaces.
2.1.1) Creative Spaces: By creative spaces we refer to UbiComp
environments that support creative group meetings. It indicates
that more innovative ideas are generated through series of small
groups meeting in parallel as opposed to a single formal group
meeting. These small meetings may comprise individuals or
small groups concentrating on a specific task.
2.1.2) Meeting Spaces: We define meeting spaces as UbiComp
environments that facilitate group interactions. These spaces can
be simple computing environments with interactive electronic
whiteboards and an overhead projector or more complex with
additional UbiComp devices such as Digital diaries and Smart
phones. The fundamental goal of these environments is to
support face-to-face group meetings.

2.2) Smart Environments are UbiComp environments that
support to individuals as interactive environments. it occurs on
supporting individual’s daily operations. The emphasis of smart
environments is on observing and reacting, automatically or with
minimal user interaction, to the environmental conditions. To
differentiate the environments we classify as ambient spaces are
smart Spaces.
2.2.1) Ambient Spaces: UbiComp environments that are highly
integrated with intelligent gents interconnected with wireless
networks to intelligently control the environment and provide a
convenient interface to information within that environment. It
has richness in information and high level technological
invisibility..
2.2.2.) Smart Spaces: In our previous work we have defined
Smart Spaces in UbiComp as follows “A  highly  integrated
computing  and  sensory environment  that  effectively reasons
about  the physical  and  user  context  of  the  space  to
transparently act on human desires” By highly integrated we
meant an environment that is highly heterogeneous with many
sensors to provide a coherent view of the environment; by
effectively reason, we meant a pseudo-intelligent reasoning
mechanism for the environment as a whole; by user context, we
referred to an individuals computational desires, current location
and mobility status; finally by transparently act, we meant an
environment that is self responsive or requires minimum user
interaction.
2.3) Wearable Computing: Commercially available wearable or
research prototypes are basically standard personal computers
with a hardware design that allows them to be worn on the waist

or in a vest. The core is a box with the CPU that controls the
entire functionality.Other devices are peripherals that are
connected via USB, FireWire, or some other interface to this box
. Other designs with a flexible circuitry allow one to assemble
several microcomputer cards into a wearable computer, but the
basic platform concept is the classical architecture of the
personal computer.
The software that makes the peripheral devices useful runs on

the CPU of the wearable, not the peripheral device. The modular
concept and the powerful platforms are a good base for the
development of wearable computers.
Our wearable is composed of modules where each of them is a

complete computer with CPU, memory, I/O, and network
connection. This allows us to develop applications on a higher
level of abstraction with component-based software engineering
techniques.

V. OBJECTIVES
The objective of ubiquitous computing is to move interaction
with computers out of a person’s central focus and into the user’s
peripheral attention where they can be used subconsciously.
Ubiquitous computing is often characterized by the attributes of
mobility, interconnectivity and context-awareness.[3]
1.) Tool metaphor: The user needs a set of tools that can be
combined very simply by plugging hardware together.. For
example, for voice recognition, the microphone should be
connected to a hardware module that runs complete voice
recognition software.
2.)User comfort and energy reduction: One important issue is
user comfort. In studies it was shown that it would be best to
distribute parts of the wearable computer on different parts of the
human body [2]. Another important issue is energy consumption.
For example, user tracking can be more or less precise. If a lower
accuracy is acceptable for a specific task, a more accurate
tracking device that is awkward to wear maybe left in the tool
box.
3.)Dynamic integration: With ad hoc communication of modules
within the network of the wearable multi-computer we can also
extend its range. This means that services in the environment that
come within reach can be integrated and used. An example is
distributed user tracking concepts for augmented reality
applications.
4.)Resource sharing: The admin of a smart space exposes a

service accessible to visitors over wireless network. For
Example: Two employees of the same company exchange a
document between their mobile phone at a conference or A nurse
take a wireless heart-rate monitor from a box, attaches it to
patient.
5.)Applications: An application module is a module that contains
functionality for the user. Usually it has only needs but no
abilities for other modules. It also runs on a hardware component
and the user can attach it to the system when needed. At startup,
the application module checks if all needs can be matched. If so,
the application starts offering services to the user. Usually there
will be more than one application module on the wearable.
Instead of installing application software on one module the user
clips a new application onto his belt when needed.
6.)Framework: In a system that consists of a set of components
and their services, a framework describes the interfaces and
dependencies between the components and the architecture of the
system. It allows families of applications to be developed that
reuse the components of the framework. Once there is a set of
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components available, new components and applications can be
developed that use the existing infrastructure. Services providing
the same type of ability, but using different techniques, can be
exchanged for testing purposes as well as in final systems. The
interfaces between the modules must be specified in advance not
only syntactically for the data types but also for the quality of the
data. One example for such a standard interface that occurs quite
often in wearable computing is the position of an object in six-
dimensional coordinates, including parameters for quality of
tracking accuracy.
7.)Modules Every module has at least one specific function, such
as a camera module for capturing video data, a gaps receiver
module for positioning, or a head-mounted display module for
displaying data. There can also be modules the user does not
directly interact with—these only provide internal services such
as a map of the world to be shown on the display module.

Every module is self-contained as a physical device consisting of
the hardware and all necessary software for the specific
functionality as well as for the communication with other
modules. Each module must have a service manager. The user
simply has to switch on the device and, if necessary, perform
some minimal configuration; the integration with the other parts
of the system is established by the service manager automatically
after the module starts up.

8.)Services, Needs and Abilities A service is a piece of software
running on a module that provides certain functionality. To let
the services interact, we associate them with several needs and
several abilities. The abilities can be used by other modules if
and only if all needs of the service can be fulfilled by services of
other modules. Each need and ability has a specific type, and
abilities can be fulfilled only by needs of the same type. Also, a
need can have a multiplicity indicating how many abilities of the
same type are required to fulfill this need.
9.)Quality Parameters. For a good match between the needs and
abilities, it is not enough only to match the types. Information
about the quality of the offered abilities and about the required
quality of needs is important. An example is tracking accuracy.
Therefore, each ability has a set of attributes describing quality-
of-service parameters of that service. This predicate is used by
the service manager to select abilities that can provide a
sufficient quality of service to satisfy a given need.

10.) Service Description: To let the service managers know the
quality of-service parameters, each module needs a set of
appropriate service descriptions. These are then used by the
service manager to match the needs and abilities. Every service
has to describe itself at startup time to the module’s service
manager. Another possibility is to store descriptions of installed
services with the service manager, which can then start the
services on demand when their abilities are requested, conserving
resources such as battery power. This may be done using xml.
11.)Dynamic Configuration: Each module has a service manager
to enable dynamic configuration. The different local service
managers communicate over the network, using protocols such
as slp (Service Location Protocol) , and distribute the information
about the services with their needs and abilities. When eventually
all needs of a service can be fulfilled by abilities of other
services, the service managers create Dynamic Connections
between the corresponding needs and abilities. These allocate
and configure the necessary communication resources like event

channels or shared memory blocks on both ends of the
connection. The services can access the communication
resources through the connections and use them to communicate
with one another. The advantage of this is that two services can
decide on the best way to communicate before they actually start
communicating. There is no communication overhead at
application runtime. To connect the services of two different
modules no additional user interaction besides plugging the
hardware together is necessary.

VI. TECHNOLOGIES FOR UBIQUITOUS
COMPUTING

4.1) Mobile IPv6:
There exist some characteristics of IPV6 which are attractive to

WSN in its possible integration.
Enlarge address space: Mobile IPv6 will help solve the
addressing problem.
Identification and security: This improvement makes IPV6 more
fit to those commercial applications that need sensitive
information and resources.
Access Control: We can make identification and add some access
control according to different username. IPV6 also proposes
force management about consistency that can prevent the data
from modifying during the transmission and resist the
rebroadcast aggression.
Auto-configuration: IPV6 supports plug and play network
connection. Power consumption is another issue. But if we want
to apply IPV6 in WSN, we must reduce its power consumption.
This can be realized through using duty-cycle model.

4.2) RFID Technology:
RFID tag is the key device for the actualization of "context

awareness", which is essence of ubiquitous computing and can
recognize "data carriers" by electronic wave without physical
contact. Contact-less chips in RFID do not have batteries; they
operate using the energy they receive from signals sent by a
reader. In context of integration of RFID technology into
wireless sensor networks, probably, the most prominent
integration application will be in the field of retail business.
Some of the disadvantages which make room for integration of
RFID with WSN are • Inability of RFID to successfully track the
target object (customer) within a specified working space
(department floor, exhibition etc.). Deployment of RFID systems
on already existed working spaces. For example, if we have to
deploy RFID on a department floor, it will be prohibitively
expensive to do so. In this regard, [16] has presented a scheme to
implement the combined RFID and WSN technologies in
enhancing the customer relationship management for a retail
business.

4.3) GRID Technology:
Grid Computing delivers on the potential in the growth and
abundance of network connected systems and bandwidth:
computation, collaboration and communication over the
advanced web. At the heart of Grid Computing is a computing
infrastructure that provides dependable, consistent, pervasive and
inexpensive access to computational capabilities.
The main driving force behind grid computing is the desire to
take advantage of idle resources in a network and use these in
intensive computations. With a grid, networked resources --
desktops, servers, storage, databases, even scientific instruments
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– can be combined to deploy massive computing power wherever
and whenever it is needed most.

Wireless grid technology has already got boost by some good
progress in availability of compatible hardware. Wi-Fi
technology and WLAN are supposed to play a key role in
making wireless grid reality. The wireless grid architecture
represents a combination of high-performance LAN switches
with structured WLAN distribution systems and is believed to be
a key development for the industry. It is well set to integrate into
the future densely deployed wireless sensor networks.

4.4) Mobile P2P:
Mobile P2P can be simply defined as transferring data from one

mobile phone to another. Some of the limitations that become
challenges for mobile P2P to be implemented are low efficiency
(in terms of CPU and Memory), low power, low bandwidth and
billing issues.
This concept basically presents the peer-to-peer networking
concept that is widely in use today in fixed communication
networks, but mapped to mobile environment. Each sensor
network presents a peer node capable of working and providing
information independently of other peers, but also of
communicating with other nodes and sharing available
information with them.
Collaboration of completely uncoordinated and nomadic
networks on execution of a common task in a mobile
environment is obviously not easy to implement. Different types
of information and services, various data formats and application
requirements, connectivity of and ability to discover sensor
networks connected to different mobile networks are some of the
most interesting issues.
An idea can be to expose the WSN to a P2P network and enable

the UPnP (Universal Plug n Play) Gateway to discover remote
sensor nodes through the P2P substrate and to instantiate UPnP
proxies for them to ensure client connectivity.

VII. SECURITY ISSUES
The information security concepts presented as
Why Security?
Privacy (confidentiality), Authentication
Integrity, Non-repudiation
Ubiquitous Computing means that computers are increasingly
involved in all aspects of everyday life. IT security gets
interwoven with 'human security' i.e. individual and public
security including privacy and trust, even safety and
dependability. IT security issues become ubiquitous since
virtually any (non) action in daily life can potentially imply
juridical or financial consequences, and even the most banal
activities cause privacy concerns when 'observed' by computers.
The area security for ubiquitous computing has identified three
major challenges in this context:[7]

1. Anthropomorphic security and trust concepts: today, human
security is based on different principles and models than IT
security. For example, humans are used to learn from their
experiences and to deal with imperfect information, while those
aspects are hardly integrated in current IT security solutions.
Such differences must be minimized or the implications and
required actions must be conveyed in a 'human-compliant'
manner. The transfer and integration of current security solutions
in everyday life devices leads to new challenges. The usability of

security mechanisms must be dramatically improved. Finally, the
increasing concerns about public security must be addressed with
the help of ubiquitous computing approaches.
2.Security Mechanisms with customizable tradeoffs: since
security comes at a cost and never attains 100%, the cost-security
tradeoff must be conveyed to users and made customizable; even
more important, privacy and traceability (e.g., in case of illegal
action) as well as adaptively (e.g., to an observed user behavior)
form a tradeoff; in daily life, legislation reflects this tradeoff and
changes over time and between regions/cultures; IT security must
be made customizable to reflect this tradeoff.
3.Scalable Approaches to security: present IT security solutions
do not scale up to zillions of loosely and unreliably
interconnected devices where little prior knowledge exists (cf.
end-to-end encryption and of public key infrastructures); new
approaches must be developed to face these changes.

VIII. FUTURE APPLICATION SCENARIOS

The possible application scenarios for traditional wireless sensor
networks, which are envisaged at the moment, include
environmental monitoring, military surveillance digitally
equipped homes, health monitoring, manufacturing monitoring,
conference, vehicle tracking and detection (telemetric) and
monitoring inventory control
. Since, mobile wireless sensor networks are a relatively new
concept; its specific, unique application areas are yet to be
clearly defined. Most of its application scenarios are the same as
that of traditional wireless sensor networks, with the only
difference of mobility of mobile sink, preferably in the form of
mobile phones. We, however, envisage a space where sensors
will be placed everywhere around us, a concept of ubiquitous
network, where different promising technologies will work
together to help realize the dream of late Marc Weiser. We
propose that with these sensors placed everywhere, a single
individual mobile phone can enter into a “session” with the
“current sensor network” in which he or she is present. A mobile
phone will have the necessary interfaces available to allow it to
communicate with the heterogeneous world. In most of the cases,
this mobile phone will “enter” into the network as one of the
mobile sinks. This way, a mobile phone can enter into the session
anywhere at any time; at airport, railway station, commercial
buildings, library, parks, buses, home etc. We will now discuss
some of the possible application scenarios in ubiquitous
computing age as a motivation for future work. [2]

Smart Transport System: One way in which mobile wireless
sensor networks can help is through implementing an intelligent
traffic system. With the sensors placed frequently around the
city, these sensors can monitor and analyze the current traffic
system at these areas at a given time. This information is
delivered back to a central gateway or sink, having a link to
different mobile phone operators, which in turn can provide this
“traffic help” service to its customers, on demand.
Security: Similarly, with these sensors placed everywhere in and
around the city, these very sensors can be used to implement
security system in daily life. On an individual basis, a mobile
phone of a person can enter into a “session” with the already
present sensors in the area. In this way, it can keep a track of his
belongings, car and even kids.
Social Interaction:. There is a rapid increase in number of

mobile subscribers in the world. We believe that with the
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possible integration of RFID tags and WSN, mobile phones can
act as sinks to have a “social interaction” among peers who share
the common interest. People can place their digital tags at their
places of choice, or among their friends. Similarly, this
combination of RFID tags and WSN can help mobile phones
users in using their mobile phones as “single” tool to carry out all
their tasks, be it shopping, billing, information gathering,
guidance, social interaction, etc. By entering into a “session”
with existing sensors or WSN in a particular area, the mobile
phone user can get the necessary information on his mobile
phone, like the location of his friends/relatives, the time
table/schedule of the events taking place, environmental
conditions etc. With the help of little initial information about the
user, it is also possible to enter into any area, shop around, buy
digital tickets and simply walk off, all with electronic billing.
The same idea can be implemented in the form of e-voting in
elections ranging from company elections to elections on much
larger scale. “Context Aware” computation will be a significant
key player in helping mobile WSN in social areas. Coupled with
the superior image recognition techniques built in, people can
interact with each other and with the environment. This single
advancement in technology can have an enormous application
potential, more than what we can imagine at the moment. [5]
Health: One area which is already showing such signs of
applications of ubiquitous computing is health monitoring.
Emerging developments in this area are providing the means for
people to increase their level of care and independence with
specific applications in heart monitoring and retirement care. In
recent years, one area of increasing interest is the adaptation of
“micro grid” technology to operate in and around the human
body, connected via a wireless body area network (WBAN).
There are many potential applications that will be based on
WBAN technology, including medical sensing and control,
wearable computing, location awareness and identification.
However, we consider only a WBAN formed from implanted
medical sensors. Such devices are being and will be used to
monitor and control medical conditions such as coronary care,
diabetes, optical aids, bladder control, muscle stimulants etc. The
advantages of networking medical sensors will be to spread the
memory load, processing load, and improving the access to data.
One of the crucial areas in implanting sensors is the battery
lifetime. Batteries cannot be replaced or recharged without
employing a serious medical procedure so it is expected that
battery powered medical devices placed inside the body should
last for ten to fifteen years. Networking places an extra demand
on the transceiver and processing operations of the sensor
resulting in increased power consumption. A network placed
under a hard energy constraint must therefore ensure that all
sensors are powered down or in sleep mode when not in active
use, yet still provide communications without significant latency
when required.
Miscellaneous Scenarios: We focus to concentrate on creating a
smart world where a single user mobile phone can perform a
multitude of applications. We envisage a scenario, where
wireless sensor networks will be placed every where around the
“smart” city

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Many research communities in Ubiquitous Computing have
researched and developed Ubiquitous Computing environments.
Unfortunately, there is no clear understanding of what are their
similarities and differences. In our previous work in Ubiquitous
Computing environments we realized that most of these
environments have been incorrectly categorized. In this paper we
have proposed taxonomy for classifying Ubiquitous Computing
environments. We have characterized these environments based
on their purposes and functionalities. In our proposed taxonomy,
we have categorized Ubiquitous Computing environments into
Interactive and Smart environments. Interactive environments
represent Ubiquitous computing environments that explicitly
support collaborative group work, while Smart environments
represent environments that supports individual’s daily activities.
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed taxonomy, we
reviewed existing Ubiquitous Computing environments and
classify them according to the new taxonomy.
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ABSTRACT- The Continuous Strength Method (CSM) is a strain
based structural steel design approach which allows for the
beneficial influence of strain hardening. The method has been
previously developed for predicting compression and bending
resistances in isolation. This paper describes extension of the
method to enable the prediction of the ultimate cross-section
resistance of I-sections and box sections under combined loading.
At the core of the method is a base curve, which relates the
deformation capacity of a cross-section to its cross-section
slenderness. Deformation capacity is defined as the ratio of the
maximum strain that a cross-section can endure relative to its yield
strain. Knowing this limiting strain and assuming plane sections
remain plane, the resistance of a cross-section to combinations of
axial load and bending moments can be calculated, by integrating
the stresses arising from a suitable strain hardening material model
over the area of the cross-section. By considering a range of
combinations of applied actions, analytical expressions and
numerically derived interaction surfaces have been produced,
which were then rationalised into simple expressions for use in
design. The resulting CSM design predictions for box sections and
I-sections have been compared with existing test data, and shown to
give additional capacity over current design approaches and a
reduction in scatter of the predictions.

Keywords- Compression; Bending; Combined loading; Steel
structures; Strain hardening; Continuous Strength Method

I. INTRODUCTION

Design rules for structural steel cross-sections often include
simplifications that allow quick and conservative estimates of
capacity (e.g. the ability to withstand combinations of axial
forces, shear forces and bending moments) to be obtained. Some
of these simplifications are at the material level, where structural
steel is typically assumed to have an elastic–plastic or rigid–
plastic stress–strain (σ − ϵ) response, some are based on
equations limited by elastic conditions, while other
approximations involve the grouping of similar behaviour, as in
the case of cross-section classification for the treatment of local
buckling.

At the ultimate limit state, a cross-section subjected to flexure is
typically designed on the basis of its plastic (Mpl = Wplfy) or
elastic moment capacity (Mel = Welfy), where Wpl and Wel are the
plastic and elastic section moduli and fy is the material yield
stress. The choice between the two is based on the susceptibility
of the cross-section to local buckling, which is assessed by
considering the width-to-thickness ratios of the elements that
make up the cross-section through a process known as cross-
section classification. For slender cross-sections, where local
buckling occurs prior to the initiation of yielding, reduced
moment capacities are assigned. This approach generally results
in a step from Mel to Mpl at a particular slenderness limit.

II. MATERIAL MODEL

The stress–strain (σ − ϵ) response of structural steel can differ
depending on the material grade and how the material has been
manufactured, subsequently mechanically worked, and
ultimately tested. Hot-rolling ( Fig. 1a) or cold-forming (
Fig. 1b) can affect the material behaviour by altering the
distinctiveness of the yield point, the length of the yield plateau,
and the magnitude of the strain hardening slope. Variation in
material properties around structural cross-sections is also
possible, such as in the case of cold-formed sections, where
higher strength but lower ductility are typically found in the
corner regions..

Fig. 1. Schematic stress–strain curves (a) for hot-rolled material, (b)
cold-formed material and (c) the CSM material model.

In Fig. 1, E is the Young's modulus, fy and fu are the yield and
ultimate tensile stresses, ϵy = fy/E and ϵu are the strains at the
yield and ultimate stress, σ0.2 and ϵt,0.2 are the 0.2% offset proof
stress and corresponding strain, Esh is the strain hardening slope
and fcsm and ϵ csm are the CSM limiting stress and strain.
Traditionally a bi-linear, elastic–perfectly plastic material model
is used to model structural steel, with the key advantage of being
very simple to analyse, but with the potential disadvantage of
being overly conservative since no post-yield strain hardening is
accounted for. Alternatives to the elastic–perfectly plastic model
include bi-linear (elastic–linear hardening), tri-linear, power,
Ramberg and Osgood  and other stress–strain models. In
principle, any material law can be used in conjunction with the
deformation based CSM. The proposed material model ( Fig. 1c)
is an elastic–linear hardening relationship, which consists of an
initial linear region with Young's modulus E defining stresses up
to the yield stress, followed by a strain hardening region,
described by an appropriate strain hardening modulus Esh for the
material. A maximum limiting strain is also set at 15 times the
yield strain (ϵ csm/ϵy = 15), a value which corresponds to the
material ductility requirements given in Clause 3.2.2(1) of EN
1993-1-1. This material model gives the following stress–strain
relationship:

equation(1)
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σ=Eϵϵ≤ϵyfy+Eshϵ−ϵyϵy<ϵ≤ϵcsm.

The key characteristic to be defined in the adopted material
model is the strain hardening modulus Esh, which should be
representative of the whole cross-section.

III. CROSS- SECTION SLENDERNESS

Local plate buckling may initiate before or after the onset of
material yielding, with the key determining geometric factor
being the relative width-to-thickness ratios of the plate elements
that make up the cross-section. Plate slenderness is commonly
defined in the non-dimensional form of equation(2)

λ̄ p=fyσcr

where σcr is the elastic buckling stress, which is influenced by
the boundary and loading conditions of the plate. The plate
slenderness values of all the elements that make up the cross-
section are evaluated, with the critical and governing element

determined as that with the highest value of λ¯ p. Since basing
the cross-section slenderness upon the most slender constituent
plate element does not consider the connectivity between the
plates.Cross-section slenderness reduces when element
interaction is considered; this reduction is by a factor of between
0.85–1.0 for axial loading, and approximately 0.70–1.0 for major
or minor axis bending for typical hot-rolled structural profiles

IV. STRAIN RATIO AND CURVATURE RATIO

The CSM is a deformation based design approach, founded upon
a derived relationship between the failure strain of a cross-
section and its local slenderness. The results of both stub column
and in-plane bending tests can be used in the derivation of this
relationship. A stub column is defined herein as a column with a
global non-dimensional slenderness λ̄ ≤0.1, where

λ¯ =Ny/Ncr, Ny being the yield load of the cross-
section and Ncr the elastic buckling load of the member. While
meeting the above requirement of λ̄ ≤0.1 to avoid any
significant influence from global buckling, the test lengths L of
stub columns should also ideally be at least three times the larger
cross-sectional dimension, in order to contain a representative
distribution of geometric imperfections and residual stresses and
to allow local failure modes to form without a strong influence
from end effects.A typical load–end-shortening (N − δ) curve
from a stub column test is shown in Fig. 2, where loads above
the yield load will be reached if the cross-section slenderness is
sufficiently low to allow stresses to enter the strain hardening
regime. The end-shortening δ at the ultimate load Nlb (i.e. the
peak load Nu achieved in the stub column test), is divided by the
length of the specimen to obtain the average failure strain of the
cross-section ϵ lb. The deformation capacity of the stub column is
then defined as ϵcsm, which is taken directly as ϵlb for materials
that exhibit a distinct yield point and as ϵlb − 0.002 for materials
with a rounded stress–strain curve. The subtraction of 0.2%
strain in the case of rounded stress–strain curves is to ensure
compatibility with the chosen material model of Fig. 1c and to
avoid over-predictions of capacity. The CSM strain is
normalised by the yield strain in Eqn. (3), and ϵcsm/ϵy is referred
to as the strain ratio.

equation(3)

ϵcsmϵy=ϵlbϵyforhot‐rolledmaterialswithdistinctyieldpointϵlb−0.
002ϵyforcold‐formedandnon‐linearmaterials.

Fig. 2. Stub column load–deformation response.

Cross-sections that fail at strain ratios greater than unity can
exceed their yield loads and mobilise some of their strain
hardening potential. Note that, in the present study, when
considering test specimens that exhibit a variation in material
properties around the cross-section (e.g. enhanced strength at
corners due to cold-forming), area weighted average values have
been used to establish Ny and ϵy. For slender cross-sections

(defined herein as cross-sections with λ̄ p>0.68), elastic
local buckling is followed by stable post-buckling, which results
in increased capacities but with reduced axial stiffness. The
consequence of this is that a slender cross-section can have a
high deformation capacity (i.e. strain at failure), greater than ϵy,
but a peak load still below the yield load. This would result in an
over-prediction of capacity when using the CSM. To avoid this,
the deformation capacity of slender cross-sections is defined by
Eqn. (4).

equation(4)

ϵcsmϵy=NuNyforNuNy<1orλ̄ p>0.68.

The value of λ̄ p=0.68 has been found by Afshan and
Gardner  to represent the transition point for which cross-
sections behave as either slender (achieving peak loads below
the yield values Ny and Mel), or as non-slender (achieving peak
loads above the yield values). For cross-sections in bending, the
strain distribution is assumed to be linearly-varying through the
cross-section depth, and a relationship can be made between
curvature and outer-fibre strains. With the height and width of a
cross-section denoted as h and b, the yield curvatures κy,y and κy,z

for the major and minor axes are defined as:

equation(5)

κy,y=2ϵyhandκy,z=2ϵyb.

These are the curvatures at which a cross-section will reach its
major and minor axis elastic moments, Mel,y and Mel,z

respectively. Assuming that plane sections remain plane during
bending, there is a proportional relationship between the strains
at ±h / 2 and ±b / 2 and curvature. This permits the equivalence
of the strain ratio ϵcsm/ϵy to the curvature ratio κcsm/κy, where κcsm
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is the curvature when the strain ϵcsm is reached in the outer-most
compressive outer-fibre of the cross-section.

equation(6)

in which κlb is the curvature at maximum moment Mlb (or Mu).
Hence κcsm is related to κlb in a similar manner to the relationship
between ϵcsm and ϵlb, as defined by Eqn. (6) for the case of the

major axis. For slender cross-sections ( λ¯ p>0.68) in
bending, the definition of curvature ratio, given by Eqn. (6) has
been modified for similar reasons to those previously explained
for compression:

equation(7)

κcsmκy=MuMelfor
MuMel<1orλ¯ p>0.68.

This allows experimental bending data to be plotted on a
common deformation capacity–slenderness curve with axial test
data;

V. BASE CURVE

The CSM base curve relates normalised cross-section failure

strain ϵ csm/ϵy to cross-section slenderness λ̄ p. Stub column
test data were collected for specimens that had been tested to
failure,; the majority of the test cross-sections were non-slender
and had therefore reached axial loads and strains above the yield
values, Ny and ϵ y. In addition, test data on short or laterally
restrained beams in four-point bending, and were also collated.
These data are plotted in Fig. 3 on a graph of strain ratio versus
cross-section slenderness, alongside equivalent stainless
steel and and aluminium and test data.

Fig. 3. CSM base curve with stub column and bending test data for
structural steel, stainless steel and aluminium.

The test data shows a clear trend of increasing deformation
capacity with reducing cross-section slenderness (i.e. lower

λ¯ p), with the strain at peak load sometimes exceeding 25ϵy.

For the slender cross-sections ( λ¯ p>0.68), the strain
ratio drops below the elastic value of ϵcsm/ϵy = 1. A non-linear
least squares fit to the collected data set, excluding cross-

sections where λ̄ p>0.68, is given by Eqn. (8), with an
upper bound of 15 applied to the strain ratio to avoid excessive
strains and to remain within the fracture ductility limits set out in
EN 1993-1-1. Fig. 3 shows a good match between the collected
test data and Eqn. (8). Similar agreement was observed between

a slightly modified version of Eqn. (8) by [9] and the numerical
results  for a range of material models. Hence, Eqn. (8), referred
to as the CSM base curve, may be used to predict the CSM

failure strain ϵcsm from the cross-section slenderness λ¯ p.

equation(8)

ϵcsmϵy=0.25λ̄ p3.6butϵcsmϵy≤15

VI. AXIAL AND BENDING RESISTANT

A. AXIAL RESISTANT

For a column unaffected by global buckling, the strains in the
cross-section are assumed to be uniform at ϵA. When ϵA < ϵy, the
cross-section is within its elastic material range. However, when
ϵA ≥ ϵy the cross-section is deforming inelastically and, following
the CSM strain hardening material model described in
Section 2.1, will reach the CSM limiting stress fcsm. Thus, for
ϵcsm/ϵy > 1, the CSM axial resistance Ncsm given by Eqn. (9), will
be greater than the yield load. In Eqn. (9), γM0 is the partial
factor for cross-section resistance, with a recommended value of
unity.

equation(9)

Ncsm=Afcsmγ
M0withfcsm=fy+Eshϵcsm−ϵy

B. BENDING CAPACITY

In bending, a cross-section that has a strain ratio equal to unity
will have an outer-fibre stress equal to the yield stress, and will
fail at the elastic moment capacity Mel. For higher strain ratios,
the outer-fibre CSM stress fcsm will be greater than the yield
stress fy, and the cross-section resistance will exceed the elastic
moment capacity. This results from the fact that the integrals
Mcsm,y = ∫ σy dA and Mcsm,z = ∫ σz dA, where stresses are defined
from a linear strain distribution and the CSM bi-linear material
model, and y and z are the distances from the neutral axes, will
result in moments greater than Mel. Cross-sections with higher
ϵcsm/ϵy enter further into the strain hardening regime and can
achieve Mcsm > Mpl.For the cross-section geometry shown in
Fig. 4, an analytical moment resistance expression was presented
by [9], which gave the normalised moment capacity of
Eqn. (10), where the appropriate section moduli Wpl,y and Wel,y or
Wpl,z and Wel,z are used for bending about the y–y or z–z axes.

equation(10)

McsmMpl=1+Es
hEϵcsmϵyWelWpl−1−WwWpl1−EshE
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Fig. 4. For box and I-sections bending about the major axis, the Ww

modulus is defined by Eqn. (11):

equation(11)

Wwtwh212ϵcsmϵy−2for1+2tfhw≤ϵcsmϵybh212ϵcsmϵy−2−b−tw
12hw23−2hwhϵcsmϵyfor1+2tfhw>ϵcsmϵy≥1.

For box sections bending about the minor axis, the Ww modulus
in Eqn. (12) is similar to Eqn. (11):

equation(12)

Ww=twb212ϵcsmϵy−2for11−twb≤ϵcsmϵyhb212ϵcsmϵy−2−h−tw
12b−tw23−21−twbϵcsmϵyfor11−twb>ϵcsmϵy≥1.

I-sections perform notably different about the minor axis and
have modulus Ww as:

equation(13)

Ww=hb212ϵcsmϵy−2forϵcsmϵy≥btwtw2hw212−tw3bϵcsmϵy+tf
b26ϵcsmϵy−2forϵcsmϵy<btw.

The analytical equations are exact for the chosen bi-linear
material model, but are lengthy for practical design due to the
Ww term. However, accurate approximations to Eqns. (11),
(12) and (13) are achieved using the simpler design expression
of Eqn. (14):

Mcsm=WplfyγM01+EshEWelWplϵcsmϵy−1−1−WelWpl/ϵcsmϵ
yα

where α = 2 for I-sections bending about the major axis and box
sections bending about either axis, and α = 1.2 for I-sections
bending about the minor axis. This CSM design bending
equation requires the assignment of three ratios to the cross-
section: the ratio of strain hardening modulus to Young's

modulus Esh/E, the shape factor reciprocal Wel/Wpl, and the strain
ratio ϵ csm/ϵy.

VII. COMBINED AXIAL LOAD AND BENDING

Combined loading differs from the basic cases of axial load or
uni-axial bending in that stresses and strains depend on both the
y and z coordinates (i.e. those in the plane of the cross-section).
The proposed CSM model for doubly symmetric cross-sections
under combined loading is based on orientations of a rotated
(due to bending) planar strain surface shifted by a uniform
compressive strain ϵA and limited by the CSM strain ϵcsm.
Examples of such strain planes are shown in Fig. 5, from which
the stresses and cross-section resistances to axial forces and
bending moments may be derived; this is undertaken by means
of a numerical model, as described in Section 4.2.

Fig. 5. Strain distributions in cross-sections under combined axial
load and bi-axial bending; compression is positive and NA is the
neutral axis.

For bending about both axes and with ϵA = 0 (Fig. 5a), the area
and distribution of stresses in compression equal those in tension
and no net axial force is produced; when ϵA is non-zero a net
axial force exists. Failure of the cross-section is deemed to occur
when the maximum compressive strain reaches the CSM
limiting strain ϵcsm. With reference to Fig. 5, the maximum
compressive strain will occur at y = h/2, z = b/2 for box and I-
sections. The uniform compressive strain ϵA has the effect of
preventing the tensile corner strain (at y = − h/2, z = − b/2) from
reaching − ϵcsm and accelerating the compressive corner strain
reaching ϵ csm ( Fig. 5b and Fig.5c).

VIII. NUMERICAL MODEL

In this subsection, cross-section capacities under combined
loading are determined by means of a numerical model. In the
numerical model, the cross-section is divided into i elements
each of area Ai, and with element centroids at distances yi and zi

from the centroidal axes of the cross-section. There are three
strain components that must be considered: ϵA, ϵB and ϵC. The
strain ϵA is the uniform strain across the whole of the cross-
section, associated with axial deformations. The strains ϵB and ϵC

describe bending about the major and minor axes respectively.
The linearly varying strains are associated with flexural
deformations and are defined by 2yiϵB/h for the major axis and
2ziϵC/b for the minor axis. The numerical analysis procedure is
initiated with a given value of ϵA/ϵ csm from between 0 and 1, with
ϵA = 0 indicating no axial deformations and ϵA = ϵcsm indicating
only axial loading. The parameter ϵB/ϵcsm is then varied from 0,
for no major axis bending, to 1 − ϵA/ϵcsm for axial load plus
major axis bending. This limits the maximum value of the minor
axis bending parameter ϵC/ϵcsm = 1 − ϵA/ϵcsm − ϵB/ϵ csm. The strain
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ϵi at element i is then given by Eqn. (15), based on the addition
of ϵA, ϵB and ϵC, all normalised by ϵcsm. equation(15)

ϵiϵcsm=ϵAϵcsm+ϵ
Bϵcsm2yih+1−ϵAϵcsm−ϵBϵcsm2zib

The failure criterion is based on 2yi/h = 2zi/b = 1, that is the
CSM limiting strain ϵ csm being reached at the corner element
where yi = h/2, zi = b/2, and ϵA + ϵB + ϵC = ϵcsm. As ϵA increases,
the strain plane can rotate to a lesser extent before ϵcsm is reached
and hence the lower the capacity of the cross-section to co-
existing bending (corresponding to lower values of ϵB and ϵC).
With the strain at each element known, the element stress fi

normalised by the yield stress is calculated from Eqn. (16).

equation(16)

fify=ϵiϵyϵi≤ϵy1+EshEϵiϵy−1ϵi>
ϵy

The normalised cross-section resistances N (axial force), My

(major axis bending) and Mz (minor axis bending) are then:

equation(17)

NNy=1A∑ififyAi

equation(18)

MyMpl,y=1Wpl,y∑ififyyiAi

equation(19)

MzMpl,z=1Wpl,z∑ififyziAi.

The output from the numerical model is a suite of interaction
curves between My and Mz, as displayed in Fig. 6 for an I-section
with a strain ratio of 15. This forms an interaction surface that
can be used to create design interaction curves for different
combinations of axial load and bending moments. The curves
and surfaces can be plotted in two or three-dimensional space
with respect to the plastic resistances Mpl,y, Mpl,z and Ny or, more
suitably, with respect to the CSM resistances Mcsm,y, Mcsm,z and
Ncsm.

Fig. 6. Typical interaction surface generated from the numerical
model for an I-section with a strain ratio ϵcsm/ϵ y = 15.

The numerically generated surfaces can be used to create
interaction curves between major axis and minor axis bending
for a given axial load, and for a constant strain ratio. This gives
contours of constant axial load by slicing through the interaction
surface with a series of parallel planes. Examples of these
contours with curves normalised by the plastic moment
capacities, are displayed in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for a typical I-
section and box section respectively, both of which have a strain
ratio of 15 and are plotted with and without strain hardening
(Esh = E/100 and Esh = 0). curves provide a good representation
of the numerically generated results for the case of no strain
hardening, though some deviation may be seen in the middle
region of the I-section curves. It may also been seen that as the
axial load increases, the bi-axial bending interaction curves from
both the numerical model and EN 1993-1-1 contract towards the
origin and become more rectangular in shape. The influence of
strain hardening, which is essentially to expand the interaction
surfaces, may also be clearly seen from the numerical results. In
the following subsection, design interaction expressions are
developed on the basis of the numerical results.

Fig. 7. Bi-axial bending interaction curves for a typical I-section at
fixed axial load levels n = N/Ny.

Fig. 8.Bi-axial bending interaction curves for a typical box section at
fixed axial load levels n = N/Ny.

IX. DESIGN INTERACTION CURVE

This subsection introduces the CSM design equation for
combined loading, shows comparisons with the numerical model
presented in Section 4.2, and defines a goodness of fit by a
residual. The proposed design equations for the prediction of the
combined axial load and bending capacity of a cross-section, are
based on curve fits that rationalise the numerical model surface
in the CSM domain. In CSM normalised space, the surfaces are
bound to a unit box defined by Mcsm,y, Mcsm,z and Ncsm; this
prevents the interaction surfaces from progressively expanding
outwards away from the origin as the strain ratio (and hence
cross-section capacity) increases.The proposed form of design
equations, given by Eqns. (20) and (21), trace bi-axial bending
interaction curves that are anchored by reduced moments MR,csm,y

and MR,csm,z, which are functions of the axial load level
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n = N/Ncsm. Eqn. (20) contains two reduced moment normalised
terms for major and minor axis bending, raised to powers α and
β respectively.The equations provide smooth curves between
MR,csm,y and MR,csm,z, and map surfaces that conform well to the
numerical model surfaces.equation(20)

MyMR,csm,yα+MzMR,csm,zβ≤1

equation(21)

MR,csm,y=Mcsm,y1−nay1byandMR,csm,z=Mcsm,z1−naz1bz

The design equations simplify when the appropriate loading
terms are taken as zero. For example, when there is no axial load
(n = 0), the reduced moments in Eqn. (21) collapse to the CSM
moments and convert Eqn. (20) into a bi-axial bending design
equation, and when either My or Mz is zero, the equations
collapse into the simple axial load and uni-axial bending forms
of Mz ≤ MR,csm,z and My ≤ MR,csm,y respectively.The powers ay, az,
by, bz, α and β are all defined in Table 1. The tabulated powers
were found via a non-linear least squares fitting regime, and are
based on the ratio of the cross-section web area to gross area
a = Aw/A and the ratio of the major to minor axis plastic section
moduli Wr = Wpl,y/Wpl,z. A strain ratio of 5 is required before the
convergence of the powers for I-sections, compared to that of 3
needed for box sections. The powers ay, az, by, bz, α and β are all
unity when ϵcsm/ϵy < 3.

.

α 2 − 1.5n ≥ 1 2 + 0.15Wr − 5n1.5 ≥ 1.3 1.75 + Wr(2n2 − 0.15) ≤ 1.7 + Wr

β 0.8 + 5n2.2 ≤ 4 0.8 + (15 − Wr)n
2.2 ≤ 8 1.6 + (3.5 − 1.5Wr)n

2 ≤ 3.7 − Wr

The CSM design equation for a typical I-section (for strain ratios
5–15) and box section (for strain ratios 3–15) are plotted in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively, together with the corresponding
numerical envelopes. For both cross-sections, the design
equations fit well to the numerical model, providing interaction
curves that pass through the middle of the envelopes, or giving
predictions on the conservative side. For the I-section, the
straight sides of the curves at high axial loads are produced by
the larger β powers.

Fig. 9. I-section numerical model envelopes (strain ratios 5–15) and
the CSM design equation for combined loading.

Fig. 10. Rectangular hollow section numerical model envelopes
(strain ratios 3–15) and the CSM design equation for combined

loading.

In order to assess the conformity between the design interaction
surfaces and the numerical results, a residual is defined. The
selected residual definition is the distance between the design
interaction surfaces produced by Eqns. (20) and (21) and an
associated point produced by the numerical model, based on a
projection from the origin to the surface. The line from the
origin to the known numerical data point R, will intersect the
trial surface at point S, with the distance from the origin to this
intersection as S=cR. The scalar c for every interaction surface
point is then found by solving implicitly by a numerical root
finding procedure, and the residual is then expressed as
100(1 − c) %. A positive value of the residual corresponds to the
numerical point lying outside the design interaction surface and
therefore a conservative prediction of capacity. For a negative
value, the opposite is true.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show shaded surface maps of the residuals
for a typical I-section and box section respectively. For the I-
section, the magnitudes of the residuals are less than 3.5%, with
a negative region appearing towards the centre of the surface,
and two smaller concentrations at the Mcsm,y and Ncsm end points.
The shaded residual plot is more uniform for the box section and
gives residuals of lower magnitude, the highest being
approximately 2.5%. A similar residual analysis based on the EN
1993-1-1 combined loading equations, but using the CSM axial
and moment capacities in place of the yield load and plastic
moment capacities, leads to residuals which are on average 1–
2% greater in magnitude than the CSM design equations using
the powers.

Fig. 11. I-section residuals (%) between the CSM design equation
and the numerical results (strain ratio of 15).
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Fig. 12. Rectangular hollow section residuals (%) between the CSM
design equation and the numerical results (strain ratio of 15)

X. CONCLUSION

The Continuous Strength Method (CSM) is a strain based
structural design approach that has been previously developed
for cross-sections under either compression or bending. Herein,
the method was extended to the case of combined loading.
Analyses have been performed for structural steel I-sections and
box sections via a strain based numerical model, and rationalised
with simple equations suitable for use in design.

A bi-linear material model was represented that combined the
stress–strain relationships of hot-rolled and cold-formed
structural steel and allowed for the benefits of strain hardening.
A maximum strain of 15 times the yield strain was allowed
based upon ductility requirements, and a value of Esh = E/100
was selected to represent the strain hardening modulus. A strain
ratio and curvature ratio were defined as the strain or curvature
at the peak axial load or peak bending moment from tests, and
then normalised by the yield values. Higher values of strain ratio
indicated greater deformation capacity and hence increased
resistance to local buckling. The relationship between the strain
ratio and the cross-section slenderness was displayed on a base
curve, for which a suitable expression was presented.

Using the two key components of the CSM – the base curve and
the material model, cross-section resistance expressions for axial
compression and bending in isolation were presented.
Comparisons with test data revealed that the CSM provides
closer and more consistent predictions of capacity than existing
design codes, through a rational allowance of strain hardening.

Extension of the strain based design from simple axial and
bending resistances to the general case of combined loading was
then presented. A numerical method was formulated to generate
interaction surfaces for box sections and I-sections, by
computing all permutations of uniform and linearly varying
strains, which when combined did not exceed the CSM limiting
strain in compression. From the numerical results, design
expressions to describe the interaction surfaces, anchored to the
CSM end-points, were developed, with the key parameters
determined by means of non-linear least squares regression. The
accuracy of the fits to the numerical model envelopes was
assessed through a residual analysis, which showed excellent
agreement with deviations of less than 3.5%. Use of the EN
1993-1-1 interaction curves, but with CSM end-points, also
yielded accurate results. Comparisons of the resulting design
expressions were then made with tests, which showed similarly
good agreement to that observed under the individual load cases.
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Absract: The electricity requirements of the world including India
are increasing day to day  and the power demand has been running
ahead of supply. It is also now widely recognized that the fossil fuels
(i.e., coal, petroleum and natural gas) and other conventional
resources, presently being used for generation of electrical energy,
may not be either sufficient or suitable to keep pace with ever
increasing demand of the electrical energy of the world. Also
generation of electrical power by cold based steam power plant or
nuclear power plants causes pollution, which is likely to be more
acute in future due to large generating capacity on one side and
greater awareness of the people in this respect. The
recent severe energy crisis has forced the world to develop new and
alternative methods of power generation, which could not be
adopted so far due to various reasons. The magneto-hydro-dynamic
(MHD) power generation is one of the examples of a new unique
method of power generation. The other non-conventional methods
of power generation may be such as solar cells, fuel cells, thermo-
electric generator, thermionic converter, solar power generation,
wind power generation, geo-thermal energy generation, tidal power
generation etc.

This paper elucidates about Different Energy sources, why we are
going for non-conventional energy sources, Different non-
conventional energy sources & comparison between them, about
fuel cells and their applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Why we are going for non-conventional energy sources?

ENERGY SOURCES

 CONVENTIONAL
 NON-CONVENTIONAL

Basically the energy sources are two types; they are conventional
energy sources like coal, petroleum, natural gas etc. & non-
conventional energy sources like solar cells, fuel cells, thermo-
electric generator, thermionic converter, solar power generation,
wind power generation, geo-thermal energy generation, tidal
power generation etc.

Fast depletion of conventional energy sources made us to look
after alternate energy sources such as magneto-hydro-dynamic
(MHD) power generation and other non-conventional methods of
power generation.

Different Non-conventional methods of power generation & their
efficiencies:

S.NO METHOD EFFICIENCY

FUTURE PRESENT

1. MHD Power
generation

Around 50% Up to 60%

2. Thermo-
electricpower

Around 3% Up to 13%

generation

3. Thermionic
converters

Around 15% Up to 40%

4. Photo-Voltaic
or solar cells

Around 15% ___

5. Fuel cell
technologies

Around 50% Up to 60%

6. Solar power
generation

Around 30% Up to 50%

7. Wind power
generation

Around 30% ___

8. Geo-thermal
power
generation

Around 15% ___

Fig-1

From the above table fuel cell technologies having higher
efficiency compared with other methods of electric power
generation. Another reason for the interest in fuel cells is; cost
per kW of power is independent of size (or rating) of the fuel
cells. The other merits are as follows.

II.MERITS OF FUEL CELLS

1. The unit is lighter and smaller and requires little maintenance
because of absence of mechanical parts

2. They cause little pollution and little noise.

3. No overhead line is required.

4. Fuel can be used more effectively than in a central power plant.

5. They can become remarkable home units.

6. High efficiency of about 50% compared to 30% of conventional
power systems.

7. Fast startup and fast load response.

8. A fuel cell gives a few times more electrical energy per unit weight
as compared to a turbo generator or a storage battery.

9. A variety of fuels such as methane, ethane, ethylene, acetylene,
propane, butane, benzene, methanol, ammonia, hydrazine, LPG,
biogas or coal gas can be used.

Hence in this paper we want to deal the fuel cell
technologies mainly because of its inherent advantages explained
above.

III.FUEL CELLS INTRODUCTION TO FUEL CELLS

The basic concept involved in any modern fuel cell for electric
power generation is the electrochemical reaction between
hydrogen and oxygen in the presence of catalysts, which
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produces electrical energy in the form of a DC current. The by-
products are heat and water. Since hydrogen has one of the
highest chemical reactivity’s, it is commonly used as either pure
hydrogen or hydrogen rich fuel in most modern fuel cells. The
fuel is supplied on the anode side. The anode reaction in fuel
cells is either direct oxidation of hydrogen or methanol or
indirect oxidation via a reforming process for hydrocarbon fuels.
The cathode reaction is oxygen reduction from air in most fuel
cells. Since the electricity in a fuel cell is not produced through
the use of thermal energy, fuel cell efficiency is not limited by
the Carnot efficiency.

The basic components of a fuel cell are the
electrodes (anode and cathode), the electrolyte and the catalyst.
The anode consists of a porous gas diffusion layer as an electrode
and an anodic catalyst layer. It conducts electrons generated at
the catalyst/anode/electrolyte interface to the external electrical
circuit, which eventually returns to the cathode An electrolyte is
formed by an ionic bond, conducts protons or ions to the opposite
electrode internally, thus completing the electric circuit.

The electrolyte is considered the heart of the fuel
cell. It consists of a solid membrane having a proton-conducting
medium (e.g., moistened with water for PEMFC or DMFC), and
a solid matrix with a liquid ion-conducting electrolyte (e.g.,
PAFC, MCFC), or a solid matrix having ion-conducting
characteristics (e.g., SOFC). The cathode consists of a porous gas
diffusion layer as an electrode and a cathodic catalyst layer. It
conducts electrons returning from the external electric circuit to
the cathodic catalyst layer. Catalysts speed up the reaction
without actually participating in the reaction. The highest
oxidation rates and hence current densities are found at sites
having significant catalyst activity.

IV.BRIEF THEORY AND OPERATION

For the hydrogen/oxygen (air) fuel cell, the overall reaction is:
H2 + ½ O2 = H2O. The product of this reaction is water released
at the cathode or anode depending on the type of fuel cell. For
PEM fuel cell, hydrogen is oxidized at the anode as given by the
reaction, H2 = 2 H+ + 2 e-. Electrons generated at the anode are
flown through external load to the cathode. Protons (H+) are
migrated through the proton exchange membrane to the cathode.
The protons and electrons reached at the cathode react with
oxygen from air as given by the reaction, 2 H+ + 2 e- + ½ O2 =
H2O.

The reversible open circuit voltage E0 for
hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells at standard conditions of 25°C and 1
atm pressure is 1.23 V. This voltage level is too low to be useful.
Most of electronic products require a power source with much
higher voltage. Many cells are connected in series called a cell
stack to produce useful voltages (which is the sum of individual
cell voltages).

The cell current depends on the area (the size) of
a cell. In general, the larger the cell area, higher will be current
generated. Hence, the cell current is usually presented in terms of
the current density, mA/cm2 or A/cm2. Cells are connected by
the bipolar plates or interconnect.

They serve as the current pathway from cell to cell in a stack.
Besides collecting current, bipolar plates also have gas flow
channels on each side through which the gases [fuel (hydrogen)

and oxidant (air)] evenly distribute through the entire cell.
Bipolar plates may have cooling channels depending on the
stack-cooling requirement.

The reversible open circuit voltage E for given operating
conditions depends on the operating temperature T, partial
pressures (P with appropriate subscripts) of the reactants and
products in the fuel cell, and the number of electrons generated
for each molecule of the fuel, and are given by the Nernst
equation. Actual voltages generated in a fuel cell are always less
than the Nernstian voltage due to various losses associated with a
fuel cell and the fuel cell system.

These voltage losses for a fuel cell are due to activation over
potential, ohmic over potential and concentration over potential.
Activation over potential is the voltage loss to overcome the
electrochemical barrier of the electrochemical reaction occurring
in the fuel cell. Ohmic over potential loss is the voltage loss due
to internal electrical resistance of the cell. Concentration over
potential is the voltage loss attributes to the depletion of reacting
species on the electrode.

V.TYPES OF FUEL CELLS

The different types of fuel cells are as follows.

 Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFC).
 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC).
 Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFC).
 Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC).
 Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC) and Solid Oxide Fuel

Cells (SOFC).

Among all these types the general type of fuel
cell technology used is Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
(PEMFC). So the following sections we will see the basic
PEMFC, working and its applications etc.

PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL (PEMFC)

Fig 2: overview of a fuel system

The important application of the PEMFC is for automotive
power because of low operating temperatures and hence can
handle fast startups and transients as experienced in automotive
applications. The PEMFC is also being considered for portable
power, small-scale stationary power and UPS (uninterruptible
power supplies). While the PEMFC was first used in the first
Gemini Space flight to supply electric power and water to
astronauts, the membrane was unstable and the PEMFC was
discarded in favor of the Alkaline Fuel Cell in the succeeding
space flights until Nafion was discovered in 1970s. The
utilization of Nafion membrane has now extended PEMFC
operating time up to 3,000 hrs. Through R&D efforts of the last
two decades, the precious metal loading of PEMFC has been
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products are heat and water. Since hydrogen has one of the
highest chemical reactivity’s, it is commonly used as either pure
hydrogen or hydrogen rich fuel in most modern fuel cells. The
fuel is supplied on the anode side. The anode reaction in fuel
cells is either direct oxidation of hydrogen or methanol or
indirect oxidation via a reforming process for hydrocarbon fuels.
The cathode reaction is oxygen reduction from air in most fuel
cells. Since the electricity in a fuel cell is not produced through
the use of thermal energy, fuel cell efficiency is not limited by
the Carnot efficiency.

The basic components of a fuel cell are the
electrodes (anode and cathode), the electrolyte and the catalyst.
The anode consists of a porous gas diffusion layer as an electrode
and an anodic catalyst layer. It conducts electrons generated at
the catalyst/anode/electrolyte interface to the external electrical
circuit, which eventually returns to the cathode An electrolyte is
formed by an ionic bond, conducts protons or ions to the opposite
electrode internally, thus completing the electric circuit.

The electrolyte is considered the heart of the fuel
cell. It consists of a solid membrane having a proton-conducting
medium (e.g., moistened with water for PEMFC or DMFC), and
a solid matrix with a liquid ion-conducting electrolyte (e.g.,
PAFC, MCFC), or a solid matrix having ion-conducting
characteristics (e.g., SOFC). The cathode consists of a porous gas
diffusion layer as an electrode and a cathodic catalyst layer. It
conducts electrons returning from the external electric circuit to
the cathodic catalyst layer. Catalysts speed up the reaction
without actually participating in the reaction. The highest
oxidation rates and hence current densities are found at sites
having significant catalyst activity.

IV.BRIEF THEORY AND OPERATION

For the hydrogen/oxygen (air) fuel cell, the overall reaction is:
H2 + ½ O2 = H2O. The product of this reaction is water released
at the cathode or anode depending on the type of fuel cell. For
PEM fuel cell, hydrogen is oxidized at the anode as given by the
reaction, H2 = 2 H+ + 2 e-. Electrons generated at the anode are
flown through external load to the cathode. Protons (H+) are
migrated through the proton exchange membrane to the cathode.
The protons and electrons reached at the cathode react with
oxygen from air as given by the reaction, 2 H+ + 2 e- + ½ O2 =
H2O.

The reversible open circuit voltage E0 for
hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells at standard conditions of 25°C and 1
atm pressure is 1.23 V. This voltage level is too low to be useful.
Most of electronic products require a power source with much
higher voltage. Many cells are connected in series called a cell
stack to produce useful voltages (which is the sum of individual
cell voltages).

The cell current depends on the area (the size) of
a cell. In general, the larger the cell area, higher will be current
generated. Hence, the cell current is usually presented in terms of
the current density, mA/cm2 or A/cm2. Cells are connected by
the bipolar plates or interconnect.

They serve as the current pathway from cell to cell in a stack.
Besides collecting current, bipolar plates also have gas flow
channels on each side through which the gases [fuel (hydrogen)

and oxidant (air)] evenly distribute through the entire cell.
Bipolar plates may have cooling channels depending on the
stack-cooling requirement.

The reversible open circuit voltage E for given operating
conditions depends on the operating temperature T, partial
pressures (P with appropriate subscripts) of the reactants and
products in the fuel cell, and the number of electrons generated
for each molecule of the fuel, and are given by the Nernst
equation. Actual voltages generated in a fuel cell are always less
than the Nernstian voltage due to various losses associated with a
fuel cell and the fuel cell system.

These voltage losses for a fuel cell are due to activation over
potential, ohmic over potential and concentration over potential.
Activation over potential is the voltage loss to overcome the
electrochemical barrier of the electrochemical reaction occurring
in the fuel cell. Ohmic over potential loss is the voltage loss due
to internal electrical resistance of the cell. Concentration over
potential is the voltage loss attributes to the depletion of reacting
species on the electrode.

V.TYPES OF FUEL CELLS

The different types of fuel cells are as follows.

 Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFC).
 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC).
 Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFC).
 Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC).
 Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC) and Solid Oxide Fuel

Cells (SOFC).

Among all these types the general type of fuel
cell technology used is Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
(PEMFC). So the following sections we will see the basic
PEMFC, working and its applications etc.

PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL (PEMFC)

Fig 2: overview of a fuel system

The important application of the PEMFC is for automotive
power because of low operating temperatures and hence can
handle fast startups and transients as experienced in automotive
applications. The PEMFC is also being considered for portable
power, small-scale stationary power and UPS (uninterruptible
power supplies). While the PEMFC was first used in the first
Gemini Space flight to supply electric power and water to
astronauts, the membrane was unstable and the PEMFC was
discarded in favor of the Alkaline Fuel Cell in the succeeding
space flights until Nafion was discovered in 1970s. The
utilization of Nafion membrane has now extended PEMFC
operating time up to 3,000 hrs. Through R&D efforts of the last
two decades, the precious metal loading of PEMFC has been
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products are heat and water. Since hydrogen has one of the
highest chemical reactivity’s, it is commonly used as either pure
hydrogen or hydrogen rich fuel in most modern fuel cells. The
fuel is supplied on the anode side. The anode reaction in fuel
cells is either direct oxidation of hydrogen or methanol or
indirect oxidation via a reforming process for hydrocarbon fuels.
The cathode reaction is oxygen reduction from air in most fuel
cells. Since the electricity in a fuel cell is not produced through
the use of thermal energy, fuel cell efficiency is not limited by
the Carnot efficiency.

The basic components of a fuel cell are the
electrodes (anode and cathode), the electrolyte and the catalyst.
The anode consists of a porous gas diffusion layer as an electrode
and an anodic catalyst layer. It conducts electrons generated at
the catalyst/anode/electrolyte interface to the external electrical
circuit, which eventually returns to the cathode An electrolyte is
formed by an ionic bond, conducts protons or ions to the opposite
electrode internally, thus completing the electric circuit.

The electrolyte is considered the heart of the fuel
cell. It consists of a solid membrane having a proton-conducting
medium (e.g., moistened with water for PEMFC or DMFC), and
a solid matrix with a liquid ion-conducting electrolyte (e.g.,
PAFC, MCFC), or a solid matrix having ion-conducting
characteristics (e.g., SOFC). The cathode consists of a porous gas
diffusion layer as an electrode and a cathodic catalyst layer. It
conducts electrons returning from the external electric circuit to
the cathodic catalyst layer. Catalysts speed up the reaction
without actually participating in the reaction. The highest
oxidation rates and hence current densities are found at sites
having significant catalyst activity.

IV.BRIEF THEORY AND OPERATION

For the hydrogen/oxygen (air) fuel cell, the overall reaction is:
H2 + ½ O2 = H2O. The product of this reaction is water released
at the cathode or anode depending on the type of fuel cell. For
PEM fuel cell, hydrogen is oxidized at the anode as given by the
reaction, H2 = 2 H+ + 2 e-. Electrons generated at the anode are
flown through external load to the cathode. Protons (H+) are
migrated through the proton exchange membrane to the cathode.
The protons and electrons reached at the cathode react with
oxygen from air as given by the reaction, 2 H+ + 2 e- + ½ O2 =
H2O.

The reversible open circuit voltage E0 for
hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells at standard conditions of 25°C and 1
atm pressure is 1.23 V. This voltage level is too low to be useful.
Most of electronic products require a power source with much
higher voltage. Many cells are connected in series called a cell
stack to produce useful voltages (which is the sum of individual
cell voltages).

The cell current depends on the area (the size) of
a cell. In general, the larger the cell area, higher will be current
generated. Hence, the cell current is usually presented in terms of
the current density, mA/cm2 or A/cm2. Cells are connected by
the bipolar plates or interconnect.

They serve as the current pathway from cell to cell in a stack.
Besides collecting current, bipolar plates also have gas flow
channels on each side through which the gases [fuel (hydrogen)
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PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL (PEMFC)

Fig 2: overview of a fuel system

The important application of the PEMFC is for automotive
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handle fast startups and transients as experienced in automotive
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reduced tenfold, from mg/cm2 to tenth of mg/cm2. The PEMFC
power density (3.8-6.5 kW/m2) is one of the highest among all
modern fuel cells being considered for electric power generation.
PEFC commercialization in the forefront among all types of fuel
cell. Extensive R&D efforts are going on several fronts to make
the PEMFC power plant much reliable and durable system as
well as cost competitive and very compact for automotive
applications. There are several important research areas where a
significant impact can be made on the improved performance,
reliability, and cost effectiveness.

THE CELL:

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a low
temperature fuel cell operating at around 80°C. It has a polymer
(plastic) membrane (Nafion/Dow) which when hydrated with
water becomes the electrolyte for the proton transfer from the
anode to cathode. The gas diffusion layer of anode and cathode
are porous thin carbon papers (graphite sheets) or cloth. Thin
layer (about 10-100 µm) of Pt or Pt/Ru catalyst layer is deposited
on each side of the membrane.

Fig-3 PEM fuel Cell

The theoretical voltage for a PEMFC is 1.23 V, while the
realized voltage is 0.5-0.9 V. The activation over potential of
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode is about four
times larger than that of hydrogen oxidation reaction at the
anode. Hence, if the cathode activation over potential can be
reduced, a significant gain in the PEMFC performance can be
realized. Currently, the platinum and platinum/ruthenium are
used in the PEMFC and they play a critical role on the current
achievable performance levels. The use of the Pt & Pt/Ru
catalysts has been considerably reduced in the last 30 years from
28 to 0.2 mg/cm2 of the cell area. This amount must be further
reduced if the PEMFC is going to be used for automotive power
generation, where the cost of Pt used can go up due its use in a
large number of vehicles produced yearly. Also, no significant
reduction in activation over potential has been achieved in the
last 20 years or so. This is one of the most important areas of
research needed to significantly increase the performance and
efficiency of the PEMFC at the cell level.

Although the modern technology enables reducing the
particle size of the catalyst down to 2-5 nm, the fundamental
reaction mechanisms of ORR on nano-scale platinum or
platinum/ruthenium catalysts are still not clearly understood.
Many bimetallic catalysts, such as Pt-Ni and Pt-Co, and
trimetallic catalyst are being investigated. There is a need of
computational nanoscience analysis to achieve optimum use of
the catalyst with proper catalyst structure and composition.

Particularly, oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode
needs to be defined where the major activation over potential
occurs.

Since the carbon monoxide poisons the Pt catalyst,
currently the CO amount in the incoming hydrogen is controlled
in the fuel reforming process to less than about 10 ppm. Again
novel ways of higher CO tolerant catalysts need to be
investigated which will potentially reduce the cost of fuel
reforming process by reducing the size of the preferential
oxidation reactor or removing it.

The performance of a PEMFC depends on the proton
conductivity of the currently used Nafion membrane. This
membrane must be well hydrated for good proton conductivity
and must also be operated at temperatures lower than 100°C for
the durability of the membrane. Increasing the operating
temperature of the fuel cell will result in faster electrode kinetics
and will significantly improve the cell performance (higher is the
operating temperature, the lower will be activation over
potential). A new membrane material with better thermal
stability is needed for automotive application. An ideal
membrane requires less or no humidification and can operate at
higher temperatures without affecting the proton conductivity
and degradation; the material should be chemically and
mechanically stable and provide adequate barrier to fuel
crossover and internal current leakage. Thinner membranes are
desired to reduce the ohmic losses, but at the same time should
be able to withstand high-pressure differentials. Reduction in the
membrane cost is highly desirable since it represents about 18%
of the cost of the fuel cell. Of course, as the production volume
increases, the cost of membrane will go down while the cost of
platinum will increase due to more demand of platinum.

Water management in the PEMFC is an extremely
important and complex problem. Water is generated in the
cathode due to the oxygen reduction reaction. Water in the
membrane is migrated from anode to cathode due to electro-
osmotic drag. The membrane on the anode side may lose water
while the membrane on the cathode side may experience
excessive water. It is a diligent balance of controlling the
humidification on the anode and water evaporation on the
cathode. There must be sufficient water in the polymer
electrolyte to maintain ion conductivity of membrane and to stop
the crossover of hydrogen fuel. Dehydration of the membrane
causes substantial increase of ohmic over potential in the
membrane that results in a major loss in the cell efficiency.

Fig-4

The cathode should be properly moistened to diffuse
sufficient water in the membrane for required ionic conductivity.
Yet, it should not be flooded. Excessive water in the cathode
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blocks the pores, which are the diffusion pathways for oxygen.
Having proper hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of the gas
diffusion layer on the electrodes and proper humidity of the inlet
gas streams does water balance in the membrane. The water must
be evenly distributed in the membrane throughout the cell. In
practice, the air flowing over the cathode may be dry at the
entrance; just right in the middle, and fully saturated near the exit
so that it cannot dry off any more excess water. Water
management issue becomes more severe for increasing size and
number of cells in the stack. High water pressure in reactant
flows reduces the cell voltage and increases over potential at the
cathode.

Water condensation, electrode flooding and occlusion of gas
channels could lead to operational failure.

The thermal management issue is coupled with the water
management. Heat generated in the stack is approximately the
same order of magnitude as the electricity generated .The stack
coolant mainly removes this heat since there is negligible amount
of heat carried away by the exhaust gases whose temperature is
at the operating temperature of the stack. If the cell temperature
is too low, the output power is low and water condensation
problem may lead to cell operational failure. If the cell
temperature is high, it leads to local or global cell dehydration of
the membrane. This may lead to the loss of performance due to
increased internal resistant and possible explosion due to the
crossover of fuel.

Better MEA (membrane electrode assembly) structure
and flow channel design are needed to improve water and
thermal management at the cell level. Quantification of
temperature distribution in a membrane/electrode over its entire
surface area is important to understand the current distribution
and optimization of the cell performance.

The Stack:

The flow distribution and associated pressure drop
of hydrogen and air in the cell stack is a real issue for high
voltage and high power density performance. Novel designs of
the gas flow fields (channel designs) on the anode and cathode
sides are needed to make cost effective high performance gas
flow field plate designs that also reduces parasitic losses of
flowing the fuel and oxidant.

Stack cooling in a fuel cell generating over 10 kW power is
a challenging problem. Flowing a coolant through the passages
made in a bipolar plate does the stack cooling. Design of cooling
channels for stack cooling needs to be optimized from the
viewpoints of cooling, parasitic pressure drop and cost
considerations. Also, the coolant should be non-conductor or
dielectric to prevent voltage loss or short-circuiting. Water as a
coolant can pose a serious problem in cold climates for
automotive applications. A low cost dielectric fluid that can
operate at very low temperatures (up to -40°C) is needed for
cooling the fuel cell stack. Currently, the water-glycol mixture is
being considered as coolant for automotive applications with
onboard ion exchange resin filler containing both anion and cat
ion exchange resins to remove free ions.

Graphite is used as the bipolar plate in the laboratory and
prototype fuel cells. Flow channels and fuel/air/coolant
distribution manifolds of the bipolar plate are individually
machined. Bipolar plate represents about 80% mass of the fuel

cell, almost all volume and about 14-24% of the cost of the fuel
cell†. Two processes under developments are injection molding
and metal stamping/forming. These processes have been
industrialized for low cost, mass production of electronic and
automotive parts. Composite material, such as carbon powder
and resin, is used for molding of bipolar plates. Stainless steel is
used as the bipolar plate for special applications. Hence, the
current direction is to go from graphite to metal bipolar plates or
composite material to reduce the volume and the cost.

Further research is needed to extend the lifetime and
stability of the bipolar plates made from these processes. This is
because the fuel cell operating environment is very acidic and
corrosive. The hydrogen leakage in the composite material or
embitterment of the metal is also the problems with bipolar
plates.

Fluorine and sulfur leaching problem associated with
Nafion based membranes should be addressed because the
resultant low pH level water coming out from fuel cells may
corrode/ruin the road surface when the PEMFC is used in the
automotive applications needed to extend the lifetime and
stability of the bipolar plates made from these processes. This is
because the fuel cell operating environment is very acidic and
corrosive. The hydrogen leakage in the composite material or
embitterment of the metal is also the problems with bipolar
plates.

Fluorine and sulfur leaching problem associated with
Nafion based membranes should be addressed because the
resultant low pH level water coming out from fuel cells may
corrode/ruin the road surface when the PEMFC is used in the
automotive applications.

Fig-5

Depending on the fuel, the fuel-processing unit is
simple for hydrogen and complex for hydrocarbon fuel.
Hydrocarbon fuel includes methane, methanol, ethanol, propane,
naturalgas and gasoline etc. The core of fuel processing unit for
hydrocarbon fuel is the reformer where the fuel is chemically
converted to a hydrogen rich gas. There is a mismatch of the
operating temperature between reformer unit and fuel cell stack.
Heat generated from the fuel cell stack can be used for
evaporation of fuel but is not high enough temperature for the
reformer. Discharged gas from the anode side of the fuel cell
containing residual hydrogen can be used for heating reformer.
The loading of catalyst and the design of reformer far from
optimized.

Air compressor and fan are used to transport and
circulate the fuel and air. Efficient air compressor and fan are
required to reduce the power consumption and to increase overall
system efficiency. A quiet compressor is needed since a noisy air
compressor defeats the silent feature of the fuel cell system.
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Depending on the fuel, the fuel-processing unit is
simple for hydrogen and complex for hydrocarbon fuel.
Hydrocarbon fuel includes methane, methanol, ethanol, propane,
naturalgas and gasoline etc. The core of fuel processing unit for
hydrocarbon fuel is the reformer where the fuel is chemically
converted to a hydrogen rich gas. There is a mismatch of the
operating temperature between reformer unit and fuel cell stack.
Heat generated from the fuel cell stack can be used for
evaporation of fuel but is not high enough temperature for the
reformer. Discharged gas from the anode side of the fuel cell
containing residual hydrogen can be used for heating reformer.
The loading of catalyst and the design of reformer far from
optimized.

Air compressor and fan are used to transport and
circulate the fuel and air. Efficient air compressor and fan are
required to reduce the power consumption and to increase overall
system efficiency. A quiet compressor is needed since a noisy air
compressor defeats the silent feature of the fuel cell system.
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Power conditioner plays a critical role in the fuel cell
system. It buffers the fluctuation between power demand and fuel
cell output power, converts DC power into AC power, and
manages power consumption of individual component in the fuel
cell system. For electrical or electronic industry to manage power
with low current and high voltage is a common practice.
However, the characteristic of fuel cell output power is low
voltage and high current. This presents a unique problem for the
power conditioner. The electrical-to-electrical energy conversion
efficiency (about 85%) is less than satisfactory.

The fuel cell stack should be designed and optimized
as part of the system, which includes the fuel reforming system
and the balance of power plant. This will require the pinch
analysis for optimizing the number and location of heat
exchangers and also to match the temperatures of the fuel cell
stack and fuel processor. Also the major challenging area is to
integrate the reactors and heat exchangers for the fuel processing
to reduce both the cost of the system and also the volume and
weight requirements, which is very important for the
transportation applications.

The Fuel :

The fuel required for the PEMFC is the hydrogen. It poses a
number of challenges of hydrogen production, storage, safety and
infrastructure, which are beyond the scope of the present
coverage.

It provides a greatest challenge to find alternative fuels
that would have the following characteristics:

(1) Direct electrochemical oxidation of fuel.

(2) Low toxicity and high chemical stability.

(3) Low corrosion of current collectors, catalysts, and membranes.

(4) High solubility in H2O.

(5) High energy density.

(6) Fuel oxidation results in environmentally and fuel cell friendly
products (e.g., CO2).

Although methanol and ethanol are becoming
potential candidates as the fuel for PEMFC, the reforming of
alcohols or direct electrochemical oxidation of alcohol are far
from satisfaction. The major challenges in searching new fuels
are: Identify fuels that are attractive from a thermodynamic point
of view (liquid state at STP, high volumetric energy density,
environmentally friendly products, and miscible with water).
Determine rate-determining steps in fuel oxidation reactions and
seek means for its improvement, such as new catalysts, most
effective particle size and distribution.

VI.PERFORMANCE CURVES OF PEMFC

Three important efficiencies for the
hydrogen/oxygen fuel cell are: Thermodynamic efficiency,
electrochemical efficiency and the Fuel Utilization coefficient or
factor. The thermodynamic efficiency is the ratio of ideal electric
energy to the total chemical energy of hydrogen and oxygen. It is
the portion of the chemical energy of the fuel, which
theoretically is converted into electrical energy. Electrochemical
efficiency is the ratio of actual electrical energy output from the
cell to the ideal electrical energy output from the cell, at 100%
fuel utilization. When the fuel flows through the anode, not all

fuel is chemically reacted for energy conversion. Hence, we
define a fuel utilization coefficient µ f as the actual fuel reacted to
the fuel supplied on a mass flow rate basis. If .Hr is the heating
value of all fuel components that are converted electrochemically
(e.g., H2) and .Hc is the heating value of all fuels (e.g., including
CH4 or CO), then åH = Hr/. Hc.

Thus when the fuel other than hydrogen is
used in a H2/O2 fuel cell, the total efficiency is the
multiplication of these four efficiencies, and is in the range of
30-50% for most fuel cells.

Fig-6

Fig-7

DRAW BACKS OF THE PRESENT MODELS

Ø The resultant low ph level water from fuel cells may corrode / ruin
the road surface when the PEMFC is used in the automobile
applications.

Ø The characteristic of fuel cell output power is low voltage and high
current. This presents a unique problem for the power
conditioner.

Ø Bipolar plates occupy 14-24% principle cost and 80% volume
which should be overcome.

MAIN APPLICATIONS

 v In automobile sector, military, spacecraft and etc.
 v The development of fuel cells will be specially beneficial

to India for supply of electrical energy to irrigation pumping
sets in the villages and remote areas

NOTE: It is possible to create useful potentials of 100 to 1000
volts and power level of 1kw to 100mw by connecting number of
cells in series and parallel combination.

VII.CONCLUSION

Starting with the current state of technology, the
detailed R&D needs are presented in this paper for the cell, stack,
system, fuel and fuel processing for the proton exchange
membrane. The PEMFC is being developed for automotive
propulsion, portable power and distributed power applications.
Toyota Prius (commercialized suv vehicle using PEMFC) is the
first step in vehicles segment released in commercial market
utilizing the fuel cell technology. At present, these fuel cells
have gone through demonstration projects for performance levels
and anticipated improvements. The major issues are the cost/kW,
durability and reliability. Extensive efforts are being devoted to
improve the performance with less costly materials, lower
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material content, more simplified systems/components, less
number of parts, addressing transient and steady state
performance issues, reducing the losses, etc. An extensive
coverage is provided in this paper for R&D needs to address
some of these issues.
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Abstract: This paper presents the introduction of Unified Power
Flow Controller (UPFC) for solving power flow control problem
in power system. The Unified Power Flow Controller is a typical
FACTS (Flexible AC Transmission Systems) device which is the
most sophisticated and complex power electronic equipment and
has emerged for the control and optimization of power flow and
also to regulate the voltage in electrical power transmission
system. The aim of this paper is to examine the ability of Unified
Power Flow Controller for power flow control in a power system.
Unified Power Flow Controller is able to control both the real
and reactive power flows at the sending-end and the receiving-
end of the transmission line. When no UPFC is installed, real and
reactive power through the transmission line cannot be
controlled.

Keywords: FACTS, UPFC, AC transmission

I. INTRODUCTION

In the late 1980’s the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
introduced a concept of technology to improve the power
flow, improve the system stability and reliability with the
existing power systems. This technology of power electronic
devices is termed as Flexible Alternating Current
Transmission Systems (FACTS) technology. It provides the
ability to increase the controllability and to improve the
transmission system operation in terms of power flow,
stability limits with advanced control technologies in the
existing power systems.

A Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) is a type of FACTS
devices used for providing fast-acting reactive power
compensation on high-voltage electricity transmission
networks. It uses a pair of three-phase controllable bridges to
produce current that is injected into a transmission line using a
series transformer. The controller can control active and
reactive power flows in a transmission line. The UPFC uses
solid state devices, which provide functional flexibility,
generally not attainable by conventional thyristors controlled
systems. The UPFC is a combination of a static synchronous
compensator (STATCOM) and a static synchronous series
compensator (SSSC) coupled via a common DC voltage link.
The main advantage of the UPFC is to control the

active and reactive power flow in the transmission line. If
there is any disturbances or faults in the source side, the UPFC
will not works. The UPFC operates only under balanced sine
wave source. The controllable parameters of the UPFC are
reactance in the line, phase angle and voltage. The UPFC
concept was described in 1995 by L. Gyugyi of Westinghouse.
[1] The UPFC allows a secondary but important function such
as stability control to suppress power system oscillations
improving the transient stability of power system.

II. FACTS CONTROLLERS

FACTS controllers are used for the dynamic control of
voltage, impedance and phase angle of high voltage AC
transmission lines. FACTS controllers can be divided into four
categories:

1. Series controllers.

2. Shunt controllers.

3. Combined series-series controllers.

4. Combined series-shunt controllers.

2.1 Series Controllers

Series controllers inject voltage in series with the line. In this a
variable impedance multiplied by the current flow through it,
which represents an injected series voltage in the line.

Fig.-1. Series Controller

2.2 Shunt Controllers

All shunt controllers inject current into the system at the point
of connection. As long as the injected current is in phase
quadrature with the line voltage, the shunt controller only
supplies or consumes variable reactive power. Any other
phase relationship will involve handling of real power as well.

Fig.-2. Shunt Controller

2.3 Combined Series-Series Controllers

This is a series combination of separate series controllers,
which are controlled in a coordinated manner, in a multilane
transmission system. Or it could be a unified controller, in
which series controllers provide independent series reactive
compensation for each line but also transfer real power among
the lines via the power link.
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Fig.-3. Combined Series-Series Controller

2.4 Combined Series-Shunt Controllers

This could be a combination of separate shunt and series
controllers, which are controlled in a coordinated manner, or a
unified power flow controller with series and shunt elements.
In principle, combined shunt and series controllers inject
current into the system with shunt part of the controller
voltage in series in the line with the series part of the
controller. However, when the shunt and series controllers are
unified, there can be a real power exchange between the series
and shunt controllers via the power link.

Fig.-4. Combined Series-Shunt Controller

III.    THE PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR POWER FLOW
CONTROL USING UNIFIED POWER FLOW

CONTROLLER (UPFC)

3.1 The Operating Principal of UPFC

From the conceptual viewpoint, the UPFC is a generalized
synchronous voltage source (SVS), represented at the
fundamental (power system) frequency by voltage phasor Vpq
with controllable magnitude Vpq and angle p, in series with
the transmission line, as illustrated for the usual elementary
two machine system (or for two independent systems with a
transmission link intertie) in Figure. In this functionally
unrestricted operation, which clearly includes voltage and
angle regulation, the SVS generally exchanges both reactive
and real power with the transmission system. Since, as
established previously, an SVS is able to generate only the
reactive power exchanged, the real power must be supplied to
it, or absorbed from it, by a suitable power supply or sink. In
the UPFC arrangement the real power exchanged is provided
by one of the end buses (e.g., the sending-end bus), as
indicated in figure.

Fig 5: Active power control Reactive power control

The basic components of the UPFC are two voltage source
inverters (VSIs) sharing a common dc storage capacitor, and
connected to the power system through coupling transformers.
One VSI is connected to in shunt to the transmission system
via a shunt transformer, while the other one is connected in
series through a series transformer.

3.2 UPFC Working

In the presently used practical implementation, the UPFC
consists of two voltage-.sourced converters, as illustrated in
Figure. These back-to-back converters, labeled "Converter 1"
and "Converter 2" in the figure, are operated from a common
de link provided by a de storage capacitor. As indicated
before, this arrangement functions as an ideal ac-to-ac power
converter in which the real power can freely flow in either
direction between the ac terminals of the two converters, and
each converter can independently generate reactive power at
its own ac output terminal. Converter 2 provides the main
function of the UPFC by injecting a voltage Vpq with
controllable magnitude Vpq and phase angle p in series with
the line via an insertion transformer. This injected voltage acts
essentially as a synchronous ac voltage source. The
transmission line current flows through this voltage source
resulting in reactive and real power exchange between it and
the ac system. The reactive power exchanged at the ac
terminal is generated internally by the converter. The real
power exchanged at the ac terminal is converted into de power
which appears at the de link as a positive or negative real
power demand. The basic function of Converter 1 is to supply
or absorb the real power demanded by Converter 2 at the
common de link to support the real power exchange resulting
from the series voltage injection. This de link power demand
of Converter 2 is converted back to ac by Converter 1 and
coupled to the transmission line bus via a shunt connected
transformer. In addition to the real power need of Converter 2,
Converter 1 can also generate or absorb controllable reactive
power, if it is desired, and thereby provide independent shunt
reactive compensation for the line. It is important to note that
whereas there is a closed direct path for the real power
negotiated by the action of series voltage injection through
Converters 1 and 2 back to the line, the corresponding reactive
power exchanged and therefore does not have to be
transmitted by the line. Thus, Converter 1 can be operated at a
unity power factor or be controlled to have a reactive power
exchange with the line independent of the reactive power
exchanged by Converter 2. Obviously, there can be no reactive
power flow through the UPFC de link.

Fig.-6. Unified Power Flow Controller

IV.   CONTROL SCHEMES
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The UPFC control system divided functionally into internal
control and functional operation control. The internal controls
operate the two converters so as to produce the commanded
series injected voltage and, simultaneously, draw the desired
shunt reactive current. The internal controls provide gating
signals to the converter valves so that the converter output
voltages will properly respond to the internal reference
variables, ipref , iqref and 'pqref, in accordance with the basic
control structure shown in Figure .

Fig.-7. Basic Control Scheme of UPF

As can be observed, the series converter responds directly and
independently to the demand for series voltage vector
injection. Changes in series voltage vector, '19' can therefore
be affected virtually instantaneously. In contrast, the shunt
converter operates under a closed-loop current control
structure whereby the shunt real and reactive power
components are independently controlled. The shunt reactive
power responds directly to an input demand. However, the
shunt real power is dictated by another control loop that acts to
maintain a preset voltage level on the de link, thereby
providing the real power supply or sink needed for the support
of the series voltage injection. In other words, the control loop
for the shunt real power ensures the required real power
balance between the two converters. As mentioned previously,
the converters do not exchange reactive power through the
link. The external or functional operation control defines the
functional operating mode of the UPFC and is responsible for
generating the internal references, Vpqref and iqref for the
series and shunt compensation to meet the prevailing demands
of the transmission system. The functional operating modes
and compensation demands, represented by external reference
inputs, can be set manually by the operator or dictated by an
automatic system optimization control to meet specific
operating and contingency requirements.

4.1 Functional control of Shunt Inverter

The shunt inverter is used for voltage regulation at the point of
connection injecting a reactive power flow in to the line and to
balance the real power flow exchanged b/w the series inverter
and transmission line. The shunt inverter is operating in such a
way to inject a controllable current into the transmission line.
This current consists of two components with respect to the
line voltage.

 The real or direct component
 Reactive or quadrature component

The direct component is automatically determined by the
requirement to balance the real power of series inverter. The
quadrature component instead, can be independently set to ant

desired reference level within the capability of inverter, to
absorb or generate respectively reactive power from the line.

4.2 Functional control of Series Inverter

The series inverter can be used to control the real and reactive
line power flow inserting a voltage with controllable
magnitude and phase in series with the transmission line. The
series voltage can be determined in different ways:

 Direct voltage injection mode: In this the reference inputs
are directly the magnitude and phase angle of the series
voltage.

 Phase angle shifter emulation mode: In this the reference
input is phase displacement between the sending end
voltage and the receiving end voltage.

 Line impedance emulation mode: In this the reference
input is an impedance value to insert in series with the
line impedance.

 Automatic power flow control mode: In this the reference
inputs are values of P and Q to maintain on the
transmission line despite system changes.

V.   CONCLUSION

The Unified Power Flow Controller is an apparatus that can
provide simultaneous, real-time control of all or any
combination of the basic power system parameters such as
transmission voltage, line impedance and phase angle. The
proposed control scheme achieves quick response of active
and reactive power without causing power swings and
producing steady state errors. The important features of
Unified Power Flow Controller and their ability to improve
stability of the system is the prime concern for effective &
economic operation of the power system.
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Abstract--Lightning may be considered as a potential energy
source if the yield is comparable to other renewable energy
sources. The energy yield of one strike was evaluated to be
7.5×107 J, where approximately 50 strikes produce a yield
equivalent to that of an average wind turbine in a year. This
indicates that lightning may be a viable energy source of the
future.

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural lightning produces very high quantities of power
through electrical discharges. However, a lightning bolt has a
very short lifetime, thus the total energy produced by a single
event may not be as great as would be expected. For lightning
to be considered as a viable energy source, the potential
energy yield of a single bolt must be calculated.

A. A Lightning Bolt’s Life

Each lightning strike consists of an initial ‘leader’ stroke,
where a path of current flow is established between the cloud
and the ground through ‘steps’. The path is an ionised channel
of air, thus very conductive. A current is allowed to flow
between the cloud and the ground once the path reaches a
point on Earth [1].

The greatest current in a lightning strike flows upward towards
the cloud. This is due to the fact that the charge held in a
thunder cloud attracts particles of the opposite charge in the
earth (the cloud usually holds the negatively charged
particles), thus once a path is established these particles surge
towards the cloud, forming a very large current [1]. A surge
like this occurs three or four times in a single strike on
average, interspaced between downward current flows [1].
However, a system which can capture the upward current
would be more complex than a system which only captures the
current from the charge-carrying cloud. This is due to the
upward current being dependent on the ionised path reaching
the ground, thus any system designed to capture the current
must counter the effects of grounding in a circuit.

Lightning Voltage

Calculating the yield of a lightning strike which never reaches
the ground may be useful in determining whether the potential
yield in upward strokes is worth the extra expense in more
complex systems. In fundamental terms Ohm’s law can be
expressed as follows:

P=IV                                                                     (1)

Where P is electrical power, I is current and V is voltage.
This relation can be used to determine the power output of a
lightning bolt with a known current and voltage.

A minimum voltage for the lightning bolt can be assumed by
taking the breakdown voltage of air in storm conditions. This
is the minimum voltage required for an arc (i.e. a strike) to
occur over a given distance. If the storm clouds are assumed to
be plane parallel with the ground, Paschen’s law can be used

to calculate the breakdown voltage [2]. Equation 2 gives
Paschen’s law below.

VBREAK= apd/ln (Pd) +b

where VBREAK is the breakdown voltage, P is the atmospheric
pressure, a and b are parameters dependent upon the
composition of the gas to be traversed and d is the distance the
arc must travel. This formula gives the breakdown voltage for
a 1 metre arc in standard conditions for temperature and
pressure (STP) to be 3.4 MV [2], where a = 4.36×107 V atm-1
m-1 and b = 12.8.

However, storm conditions will differ from STP; humidity
will be greater and atmospheric pressure will have dropped.
Thus, thebreakdown voltage per unit length is approximated to
3 MVm-1. Since the leader stroke is a series of steps which
can be considered as separate arcs, the minimum voltage for
lightning can be calculated taking d as the average length of
one step. This length has been estimated to be approximately
50 metres [3], thus the minimum voltage in a bolt of lightning
is 150 MV.

B. Lightning Current

If the magnetic field can be accurately measured around the
path of the bolt, Ampère’s law (equation 3) can be used to find
the current in a lightning bolt, treating it as a wire.

B= µ0I/2πr, (3)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space and r is the distance
from the current where the magnetic field strength B was
measured. Generally, a peak current between 5 and 20 kA is
measured [3].

C. Energy Yield

These values for current and voltage give a peak power output
of 1.5×1012 W if 10 kA is used as a typical value for peak
current. Furthermore, to calculate the energy yield the time
duration of the strike is required, as well as time-dependences
of voltage and current. Voltage can be considered constant,
since no variable in Paschen’s law changes in the lifetime of a
lightning bolt. This leaves only the time-dependence of the
current to be evaluated. A strike’s current increases rapidly to
its peak within 1-10 microseconds (μs), followed by a much
slower exponential decay which lasts hundreds of
microseconds before the path breaks up [2]. For a general
case, approximating the current to a constant flow at half the
true peak for the entire strike duration serves as an appropriate
model (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: The blue line demonstrates the current in a typical strike [2], the red
line shows the constant-current approximation used. The area beneath each

graph (proportional to energy yield) is approximately equal. (Original source)

Using 10 kA [3] and 100 μs [2] as typical values for the
current’s peak voltage and the strike duration respectively,
equation 4 can now be used to determine the yield of a typical
lightning strike.

E=Pt= VIt, (4)

where is the energy yield and is the time duration of the strike.
This gives a result of = 7.5×107 J. Annually, an average wind
turbine produces 4×109 J (this was calculated via taking data
of the total energy generated by turbines and dividing it by the
total number of turbines in operation worldwide) [4].
Assuming the total energy can be stored or immediately used,
a lightning receptacle would have to receive over 50 lightning
strikes a year to produce the same yield. With further research
into the frequency of thunderstorms per unit area worldwide,
an estimate for the area of land where lightning receptacle
could generate comparable energy yields can be calculated.
Additional research can also be made into the costs of building
lightning receptacles, thus making possible an evaluation of
the financial viability of such systems.

II. CONCLUSION

The results in this report show the energy yield from a
lightning strike directly from a thundercloud may be high
enough for lightning to be a viable energy source. Further
research into both capturing upward currents in cloud-to-
ground strikes and geographical frequency of thunderstorms is
required to determine whether lightning produces cost-
effective energy yields.
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Abstract-ZigBee is an IEEE 802.15.4 standard for data
communications dealing business and consumer devices. It is
designed for low-power consumption enabling batteries to last
forever. The ZigBee standard provides network, security, and
application support services operating on top of the IEEE 802.15.4
Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer wireless
standard. It employs a group of technologies to enable scalable, self-
organizing, self-healing networks that can manage various data
traffic patterns. ZigBee is a low-cost, low-power, wireless mesh
networking standard. The low cost allows the technologyto be
widely deployed in wireless control and monitoring applications, the
low power-usage allows longerlife with smaller batteries, and the
mesh networking which promises high reliability and larger range.
ZigBee has-been developed to meet the growing demand for capable
wireless networking between numerous low power devices. In industry
ZigBee is being used for next generation automated manufacturing,
with small transmitters in every device on the floor, allowing for
communication between devices to a central computer. This new level
of communication permits finely-tuned remote monitoring and
manipulation. This paper focuses on ZigBee as a technology
innovation which would bring about low cost connectivity, its
architecture and applications.

Keywords— Network Key, protocols, meshes, suite, bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION

ZigBee is a specification for a suite of high level communication
protocols using tiny, low-power digital radios based on an IEEE
802 standard for personal area networks. ZigBee has a defined
rate of 250 Kbit/s best suited for periodic or irregular data or a
single signal transmission from a sensor or input device. ZigBee
based traffic management system have also been implemented[1]
. The name refers to the waggle dance of honey bees after their
return to the beehive. ZigBee is a low-cost, low-power, wireless
mesh network standard. The low cost allows the technology to be
widely deployed in wireless control and monitoring applications.
Low power-usage allows longer life with smaller batteries. Mesh
networking provides high reliability and more extensive range.
ZigBee chip vendors typically sell integrated radios and
microcontrollers with between 60 KB and 256 KB flash memory.
The ZigBee network layer natively supports both star and tree
typical networks, and generic mesh networks. As shown in figure
1. Every network must have one coordinator device, tasked with
its creation, the control of its parameters and basic maintenance.
In star networks, the coordinator must be the central node. Both
trees and meshes allow the use of ZigBee routers to extend
communication at the network level.

A. Need for ZIGBEE : 1) There are a multitude of standards that
address mid to high data rates for voice, PC LANs, video, etc.
However, up till now there hasn’t been a wireless network
standard that meets the unique needs of sensors and control
devices. Sensors and controls don’t need high bandwidth but they
do need low latency and very low energy consumption for long
battery lives and for large device arrays [2].

2) There are a multitude of proprietary wireless systems
manufactured today to solve a multitude of problems that also

don’t require high data rates but do require low cost and very low
current drain.

Figure 1. ZigBee protocol stack

3) These proprietary systems were designed because there were
no standards that met their requirements. These legacy systems
are creating significant interoperability problems with each other
and with newer technologies.

II. ZIGBEE DIVICE TYEPS

A) Zigbee devices are of three types:

1) ZigBee coordinator (ZC): The most capable device, the
coordinator forms the root of the network tree and might bridge
to other networks. There is exactly one ZigBee coordinator in
each network since it is the device that started the network
originally. It stores information about the network, including
acting as the Trust Center & repository for security keys.

2) ZigBee Router (ZR): As well as running an application
function, a router can act as an intermediate router, passing on
data from other devices.

3) ZigBee End Device (ZED): Contains just enough functionality
to talk to the parent node (either the coordinator or a router); it
cannot relay data from other devices. This relationship allows the
node to be asleep a significant amount of the time thereby giving
long battery life. A ZED requires the least amount of memory,
and therefore can be less expensive to manufacture than ZR or
ZC.

B) Protocols : The protocols build on recent algorithm (Ad-hoc
On-demand and Distance vector, nueRFon) to automatically
construct a low-speed ad-hoc network of nodes[3]. In most largePage |     437Organized by: Resource Development Cell, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management
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network instances, the network will be a cluster of clusters. It can
also form a mesh or a single cluster. The current ZigBee
protocols support beacon and non-beacon enabled networks.In
non-beacon-enabled networks, an unslotted CSMA/CA channel
access mechanism is used. In this type of network, ZigBee
Routers typically have their receivers continuously active,
requiring a more robust power supply. However, this allows for
heterogeneous networks in which some devices receive
continuously, while others only transmit when an external
stimulus is detected. The typical example of a heterogeneous
network is a WIRELESS SWITCH: The ZigBee node at the lamp
may receive constantly, since it is connected to the mains supply,
while a battery-powered light switch would remain asleep until
the switch is thrown. The switch then wakes up, sends a
command to the lamp, receives an acknowledgment, and returns
to sleep. In such a network the lamp node will be at least a
ZigBee Router, if not the ZigBee Coordinator; the switch node is
typically a ZigBee End Device. In beacon-enabled networks, the
special network nodes called ZigBee Routers transmit periodic
beacons to confirm their presence to other network nodes. Nodes
may sleep between beacons, thus lowering their duty cycle and
extending their battery life. Beacon intervals depend on data rate;
they may range from 15.36 milliseconds to 251.65824 seconds at
250 Kbit/s, from 24 milliseconds to 393.216 seconds at 40 Kbit/s
and from 48 milliseconds to 786.432 seconds at 20 Kbit/s[5].

However, low duty cycle operation with long beacon intervals
requires precise timing, which can conflict with the need for low
product cost. In general, the ZigBee protocols minimize the time
the radio is on, so as to reduce power use. In beaconing
networks, nodes only need to be active while a beacon is being
transmitted. In non-beacon-enabled networks, power
consumption is decidedly asymmetrical: some devices are always
active, while others spend most of their time sleeping. Except for
the Smart Energy Profile 2.0, ZigBee devices are required to
conform to the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 Low-Rate Wireless Personal
Area Network (LR-WPAN) standard. The standard specifies the
lower protocol layers—the (physical layer) (PHY), and the
(media access control) portion of the (data link later (DLL)). The
basic channel access mode is "carrier sense, multiple
access/collision avoidance" (CSMA/CA). That is, the nodes talk
in the same way that people converse; they briefly check to see
that no one is talking before they start, with three notable
exceptions. Beacons are sent on a fixed timing schedule, and do
not use CSMA. Message acknowledgments also do not use
CSMA. Finally, devices in Beacon Oriented networks that have
low latency real-time requirements may also use Guaranteed
Time Slots (GTS), which by definition do not use CSMA.

B) ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 - General Characteristics
1) Dual PHY (2.4GHz and 868/915 MHz) , Data rates of 250
kbps (@2.4 GHz), 40 kbps (@ 915 MHz), and 20 kbps (@868
MHz) , Optimized for low duty-cycle applications (<0.1%)
,CSMA-CA channel access.

2) Yields high throughput and low latency for low duty cycle
devices like sensors and controls

3) Low power (battery life multi-month to years)

4) Multiple topologies: star, peer-to-peer, mesh

5)Addressing space of up to:18,450,000,000,000,000,000 devices
(64 bit IEEE address) and 65,535 networks

6)Optional guaranteed time slot for applications requiring low
latency

7)Fully hand-shaked protocol for transfer reliability

8) Range: 50m typical (5-500m based on environment)

C) Advantages of ZigBee

is poised to become the global control/sensor network standard.
It has been designed to provide the following features:

1) Low power consumption, simply implemented.

2)Users expect batteries to last many months to years! Consider
that a typical single family house has about 6 smoke/CO
detectors. If the batteries for each one only lasted six months, the
home owner would be replacing batteries every month.

3)Bluetooth has many different modes and states depending upon
your latency and power requirements such as sniff, park, hold,
active, etc.; ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 has active (transmit/receive)
or sleep. Application software needs to focus on the application,
not on which power mode is optimum for each aspect of
operation. 4)Even mains powered equipment needs to be
conscious of energy. Consider a future home with 100 wireless
control/sensor devices, Case 1: 802.11 Rx power is 667 mW
(always on)@ 100 devices/home & 50,000 homes/city = 3.33
megawatts Case 2: 802.15.4 Rx power is 30 mW (always on)@
100 devices/home & 50,000 homes/city = 150 kilowatts Case 3:
802.15.4 power cycled at .1% (typical duty cycle) = 150 watts.

ZigBee devices will be more ecological than its predecessors
saving megawatts at it full deployment.

5)Low cost (device, installation, maintenance)

Low cost to the users means low device cost, low installation
cost and low maintenance. ZigBee devices allow batteries to last
up to years using primary cells (low cost) without any chargers
(low cost and easy installation). ZigBee’s simplicity allows for
inherent configuration and redundancy of network devices
provides low maintenance [4].

6) High density of nodes per network

ZigBee’s use of the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and MAC allows
networks to handle any number of devices. This attribute is
critical for massive sensor arrays and control networks.

7)Simple protocol, global implementation

ZigBee’s protocol code stack is estimated to be about 1/4th of
Bluetooth’s or 802.11’s as shown in figure 1 and table 1.
Simplicity is essential to cost, interoperability, and maintenance.
The IEEE 802.15.4 PHY adopted by ZigBee has been designed
for the 868 MHz band in Europe, the 915 MHz band in N
America, Australia, etc; and the 2.4 GHz band is now recognized
to be a global band accepted in almost all countries. Table 1.
Comparative analysis of differnet technologies providing similar
services and their tarde offs .
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Fig 2

III. FORMING A ZIGBEE NETWORK AND
ARCHITECTURE

The Co-ordinator is responsible for starting a ZigBee network.
Network initialization involves the following steps:

1. Search for a Radio Channel-The Co-ordinator first searches for
a suitable radio channel (usually the one which has least
activity). This search can be limited to those channels that are
known to be usable - for example, by avoiding frequencies in
which it is known that a wireless LAN is operating[6], [7].

2. Assign PAN ID- The Co-ordinator starts the network,
assigning a PAN ID (Personal Area Network identifier) to the
network. The PAN ID can be pre-determined, or can be obtained
dynamically by detecting other networks operating in the same
frequency channel and choosing a PAN ID that does not conflict
with theirs.

At this stage, the Co-ordinator also assigns a network (short)
address to itself. Usually, this is the address 0x0000.

3. Start the Network- The Co-ordinator then finishes configuring
itself and starts itself in Co-ordinator mode. It is then ready to
respond to queries from other devices that wish to join the
network.

Figure 3. Layered Architecture of ZigBee

IV. FORMING A ZIGBEE SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

ZigBee uses 128-bit keys to implement its security mechanisms.
A key can be associated either to a network, being usable by both
ZigBee layers and the MAC sub layer, or to a link, acquired
through pre-installation, agreement or transport. Establishment of
link keys is based on a master key which controls link key
correspondence. Ultimately, at least the initial master key must
be obtained through a secure medium (transport or pre-
installation), as the security of the whole network depends on it.
Link and master keys are only visible to the application layer.
Different services use different one way variations of the link key
in order to avoid leaks and security risks[8]. Key distribution is
one of the most important security functions of the network. A
secure network will designate one special device which other
devices trust for the distribution of security keys: the trust center.
Ideally, devices will have the trust center address and initial

master key preloaded; if a momentary vulnerability is allowed, it
will be sent as described above. Typical applications without
special security needs will use a network key provided by the
trust center (through the initially insecure channel) to
communicate. Thus, the trust center maintains both the network
key and provides point-to-point security. Devices will only
accept communications originating from a key provided by the
trust center, except for the initial master key. The security
architecture is distributed among the network layers as follows:
1) The MAC sub layer is capable of single-hop reliable
communications. As a rule, the security level it is to use is
specified by the upper layers.

2)The network layer manages routing, processing received
messages and being capable of broadcasting requests. Outgoing
frames will use the adequate link key according to the routing, if
it is available; otherwise, the network key will be used to protect
the payload from external devices. 3)The application layer offers

key establishment and transport services to both ZDO and
applications. It is also responsible for the propagation across the
network of changes in devices within it, which may originate in
the devices themselves (for instance, a simple status change) or

in the trust manager (which may inform the network that a
certain device is to be eliminated from it). It also routes requests
from devices to the trust center and network key renewals from
the trust center to all devices. Besides this, the ZDO maintains
the security policies of the device [9],[12] . The security levels
infrastructure is based on CCM*, which adds encryption- and

integrity-only features to CCM.

Figure 4. Security Scenario in ZigBee

ZigBee implements two extra security layers on top of the
802.15.4 one: the Network and Application security layers. All
the security policies rely on the AES 128b encryption algorithm
so the hardware architecture previously deployed for the link
level (MAC layer) is still valid. There are three kinds of Keys:
master, link and network keys. 1) Master Keys: They are pre-
installed in each node. Their function is to keep confidential the
Link Keys exchange between two nodes in the Key
Establishment Procedure (SKKE). 2) Link Keys: They are
unique between each pair of nodes. These keys are managed by
the Application level. They are used to encrypt all the
information between each two devices, for this reason more
memory resources are needed in each device.

3) Network key: It is a unique 128b key shared among all the
devices in the network. It is generated by the Trust Center and
regenerated at different intervals. Each node has to get the
Network Key in order to join the network. Once the trust center
decides to change the Network Key, the new one is spread
through the network using the old Network Key[11]. Once this
new key is updated in a device, its Frame Counter (see in the
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previous sections) is initialized to zero. This Trust Center is
normally the Coordinador, however, it can be a dedicated device.
It has to authenticate and validate each device which attempts to
join the network. We have been able to analyze both IEEE
802.15.4 and ZigBee security protocol stacks on the sensor
platform Waspmote due to the fact they support two different
"pin to pin" compatible transceivers as shown in figure 2. The
XBee OEM 802.15.4 implements the IEEE protocol over the
Free scale chipset platform. On the other hand the ZigBee stack
has been studied using the XBee ZB transceiver which uses de
Ember chipset solution. When security of MAC layer frames is
desired, ZigBee uses MAC layer security to secure MAC
command, beacon, and acknowledgement frames. ZigBee may
secure messages transmitted over a single hop using secured
MAC data frames, but for multi-hop messaging ZigBee relies
upon upper layers (such as the NWK layer) for security. The
MAC layer uses the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [10]
as its core cryptographic algorithm and describes a variety of
security suites that use the AES algorithm. These suites can
protect the confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of MAC
frames. The MAC layer does the security processing, but the
upper layers, which set up the keys and determine the security
levels to use, control this processing. When the MAC layer
transmits (receives) a frame with security enabled, it looks at the
destination (source) of the frame, retrieves the key associated
with that destination (source), and then uses this key to process
the frame according to the security suite designated for the key
being used. Each key is associated with a single security suite
and the MAC frame header has a bit that specifies whether
security for a frame is enabled or disabled. Each pair of devices
can have set both Network and Link Keys. In this case the Link
key is always used (more security although more memory is
needed). There are two kinds of security policies which the Trust
Center can follow: -

Commercial mode: the Trust Center share Master and Link Keys
with any of the devices in the network . This mode requires high
memory resources. This mode offers a complete centralized
model for the Key Security control. –

Residential mode: the Trust Center shares just the Network Key
(it is the ideal mode when embedded devices have to cope with
this task due to the low resources they have). This is the mode
normally chosen for the Wireless Sensor Network model[13].

V. APPLICATIONS OF ZIGBEE TECHNOLOGY

It is not limited to a certain level but because of being cost-
effective, low-power battery and wireless connectivity, this
Zigbee technology is used in almost every appliance if not in all.
Zigbee technology is programmed in a chip form and is used in
many devices to function automatically[12]. For controlling and
monitoring a whole factory unit while sitting in one cabin is
possible by using Zigbee technology It centralizes all the units in
one place and enables the remote monitoring. In a similar way, a
home can be centralized by increasing the security aspect. Many
small equipments are coming with embedded Zigbee technology
chips and really works like a miracle. Zigbee technology is
swiftly prevail the market by introducing devices like smoke and
heat sensor, medical and scientific equipments, control units of
home and industry and wireless communication devices. The
revolutionize turn in the field of technology with the introduction
of zigbee technology; the near future of Zigbee technology will
prevail in almost every walk of life.

VI. FUTURE SCOPE OF ZIGBEE

Zigbee has a very promising future in front of it. Research claims
that fuelled by rapid rise in home networking, Zigbee would
provide revolutionizing statistics in the upcoming years which
would entirely change the wireless world. A. Revenue Zigbee
revenues would increase by astonishing 3400% in next four
years. B. Sales It sales would touch a remarkable figure of
700m$ in 2008. C. Zigbee in every home Within next two to
three years, a minimum of 100-150 Zigbee chips would be
present in every home. D. Cost It would cost only $5 for a single
chip .But the smaller memory size of protocol stack will further
lower the prize of Zigbee to around $2 per chip.

VII. CONLUSION

It is likely that ZigBee will increasingly play an vital role in the
future of computer and communication technology. In terms of
protocol stack size, ZigBee's 32 KB is about one third of the
stack size necessary in other wireless technologies. The IEEE
802.15.4–based ZigBee is designed for remote controls and
sensors, which are very many in number, but need only small
data packets and, extremely low power consumption for longer
life. Therefore they are naturally different in their approach to
their respective application arenas. The ZigBee Alliance targets
applications across consumer, commercial, industrial and
government markets worldwide. Unwired applications are
extremely sought after in many networks that are characterized
by copious nodes consuming minimum power and enjoying long
battery lives. ZigBee technology is designed to best suit these
applications, for the reason that it enables lesser costs of
development and very swift market adoption.
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aAbstract: We cannot imagine the world without electric power.
Generally the power is transmitted through wires. This paper
describes an original idea to eradicate the hazardous usage of
electrical wires which involve lot of confusion in particularly
organizing them. Imagine a future in which wireless power
transfer is feasible: cell phones, household robots, mp3 players,
laptop computers and other portable electronics capable of
charging themselves without ever being plugged in, freeing us
from that final, ubiquitous power wire. Some of these devices
might not even need their bulky batteries to operate. This paper
includes the techniques of transmitting power without using wires
with an efficiency of about 95% with non-radioactive methods.
Due to which it does not affect the environment surrounding.
These techniques Includes resonating inductive coupling in
sustainable moderate range. The coupling consists of an inductor
along with a capacitor with its own resonating frequency. In any
system of coupled resonators there often exists a so-called
“strongly coupled” regime of operation. If one ensures to operate
in that regime in a given system, the energy transfer can be very
efficient. Another technique includes transfer of power through
microwaves using retinas. This is particularly suitable for long
range distances ranging kilometres. With this we can avoid the
confusion and danger of having long, hazardous and tangled
wiring. This paper as a whole gives an effective, high performance
techniques which can efficiently transmit the power to the
required area varying in distances.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication is the transmission of the energy over
a distance without, the usage wires or cables, where in
distances involved may be short or long. Wireless operations
permits services, such as long-range communications, that are
merely unfeasible using wires. Wireless energy transfer or
wireless power transmission is the transmittance of electrical
energy from a power source to an electrical load without
interconnecting wires. Wireless transmission is useful in cases
where interconnecting wires are inconvenient, hazardous, or
impossible. The problem of wireless power transmission
differs from that of wireless telecommunications, such as radio.
In the latter, the proportion of energy received becomes critical
only if it is too low for the signal to be distinguished from the
background noise. With wireless power, efficiency is the more
significant parameter.A large part Of the energy sent out by the
generating plant must arrive at the receiver or receivers to
make the system economical. The most common form of
wireless power transmission is carried out using direct
induction followed by resonant magnetic induction. Other
methods under consideration include electromagnetic radiation
in the form of microwaves or laser beam technology. Wireless
communication is generally considered to be a branch of
telecommunications. It encompasses various types of fixed,
mobile, and portable two-way radios, cellular telephones,
personal digital assistance (PDAs), and wireless networking.
Wireless operations permits services, such as long-range
communications, that are impossible and impractical in
conventional methods.

1.1. II.CONVENTIONAL POWER SYSTEM

One of the major issue in power system is that the loss
occurring during the transmission and allocation of electrical
power. As the demand drastically increases day by day, the
power generation increases and the power loss is also
increased.  The percentage of loss of power during
transmission and distribution is approximated as 26%. The
main reason for power loss during transmission and
distribution is the resistance of wires used for grid. The
efficiency of power transmission can be improved to certain
level by using high strength composite over head conductors
and underground cables that use high temperature super
conductor. But, the transmission is still inefficient.   According
to the World Resources Institute (WRI), India’s electricity grid
has the highest transmission and distribution losses in the
world i.e. around 27%. Numbers published by various Indian
government agencies put that number at 30%, 40% and greater
than 40%. This is attributed to technical losses (grid’s
inefficiencies) and theft [2].  It is indeed alarming to know the
level of losses in Indian electricity and transmission business.
These losses not only eat the revenues of the companies but
also hinder the financing of future projects, which require huge
capital, because of increased risk.  However, it would be worth
knowing the categorization of technical and commercial losses
that add up to the total losses. The theft comes in the latter
category. Majority of theft is happening because the line is
open to theft. The pole and the wires are bare and the voltage is
at lower level than transmission and thus useful to run the 240
V equipment only. The theft always occurs at 400V and 240V
level and not on transmission levels. Not much of energy
auditing is done in most of the state utilities. Long low tension
(LT) lines are being pulled to reach villages under much
publicized government schemes. Low tension lines are many
times over the High tension lines causing more technical I2R
losses. Transformer are running at less than optimal efficiency
when in fact they should have the efficiency rate close to 99%
since they do not have any moving part . It’s a vicious circle.
Theft is done when   people are not willing to pay the high
price of electricity. Power companies, as per the regulatory
framework, are assured their 16% ROI in distribution business
and hence, the most of the losses are again put back to the
consumer with increase in tariff. It’s never the power
companies which decide the tariff, it’s the regulator. Very few
people realize this fact. With wired power or energy transfer,
we can easily transmit energy of very low to extra high value.
But for some places it will be very useful if the energy transfer
occur without wire is required. There are different concepts
used in the field of wireless transfer technology. The one more
thing is that the percentage of energy transfer is main criteria to
transfer between places of very large distances.

TRANSFORMER COUPLING
Energy transfer between two coil through magnetic fields but

in this method, distance between two coils should be too close.

RESONANT INDUCTION COUPLING (EVENESCENT
WAVE COUPLING)
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Electromagnetic wave in a high angular waveguide is called as
evenescent waves which carry no energy, when if a proper
resonant waveguide is brought near the transmitter then a
tunnel is formed to the power drawing waveguide which can be
converted in DC using rectifier circuits. A prototype model is
achieved with 5 meters of ranges with this method.

RADIO AND MICROWAVE ENERGY TRANSFER

With this method a long range is possible. In this method
microwave is sent to the long distances and can be received
through rectenna which extract microwave energy back to
electrical energy. But the problem with this method is that the
diameter of antenna should be order of kilometre.

LASER BEAM TRANSFER
In this method, laser is beamed to the photo voltaic cells which
extract the electrical energy. This very difficult to implement
and manage.

III. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION METHOD

In this method, during transfer energy through wires or
conductors, when the voltage reaches the breakdown voltage,
the surrounding medium start conducts, in this way the energy
can be transferred through air medium. Though there are
several methods available, in practical cases there is no device
for transmitting power wirelessly with high energy capacity.
But at low power transfer there are so many devices available
in the market.

IV. WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION

Nikola Tesla he is who invented radio and shown us he is
indeed the “Father of Wireless”. Nikola Tesla is the one who
first conceived   the idea Wireless Power Transmission and
demonstrated “the transmission of electrical energy without
wires" that depends upon electrical conductivity as early as
1891. In 1893, Tesla demonstrated the illumination of vacuum
bulbs without using wires for power transmission at the World
Columbian Exposition in Chicago. The Wardenclyffe tower
shown in Figure 1 was designed and constructed by Tesla
mainly for wireless transmission of electrical power rather than
telegraphy.

In 1904, an airship ship motor of 0.1 horsepower is driven by
transmitting power through space from a distance of least 100
feet. In 1961, Brown published the first paper proposing
microwave energy for power transmission, and in 1964 he
demonstrated a microwave-powered model helicopter that
received all the power needed for flight from a microwave
beam at 2.45 GHz from the range of 2.4GHz – 2.5 GHz
frequency band which is reserved for Industrial, Scientific, and
Medical (ISM) applications. Experiments in power
transmission without wires in the range of tens of kilowatts
have been performed at Goldstone in California in 1975 and at
Grand Basin on Reunion Island in 1997. The world’s first MPT
experiment in the ionosphere called the MINIX (Microwave
Ionosphere Non-linear Interaction Experiment) rocket
experiment is demonstrated in 1983 at Japan. Similarly, the
world’s first fuel free airplane powered by microwave energy
from ground was reported in 1987 at Canada. This system is
called SHARP (Stationary High – Altitude Relay Platform) . In
2003, Dryden Flight Research Centre of NASA demonstrated a
laser powered model airplane indoors. Japan proposed wireless
charging of electric motor vehicles by Microwave Power
Transmission in 2004. Power cast, a new company introduced

wireless power transfer technology using RF energy at the
2007 Consumer Electronics Show. A physics research group,
led by Prof. Marin Soljačić, at the Massachusetts Institute of
technology (MIT)  demonstrated wireless powering of a 60W
light bulb with 40% efficiency at a 2m  (7ft) distance using two
60cm-diameter coils in 2007 . Recently in 2008, Intel
reproduced the MIT group's experiment by wirelessly
powering a light bulb with 75% efficiency at a shorter distance.

Fig:1

V. BASIC DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
WIRELESS POWER SYSTEM

The Figure 2a and 2b depicts high speed rectifier realizing
high transfer efficiency relating to transmitter and
receiver.

Fig 2 . Wireless power systems

Fig 3. Wireless power systems

William C. Brown, the pioneer in wireless power transmission
technology, has designed, developed a unit and demonstrated
to show how power can be transferred through free space by
microwaves.  In the transmission side, the microwave power
source generates microwave power and the output power is
controlled by electronic control circuits. The wave guide ferrite
circulator which protects the microwave source from reflected
power is connected with the microwave power source through
the Coax – Waveguide Adaptor. The tuner matches the
impedance between the transmitting antenna and the
microwave source. The attenuated signals will be then
separated based on the direction of signal propagation by
Directional Coupler. The transmitting antenna radiates the
power uniformly through free space to the rectenna.  In the
receiving side, a rectenna receives the transmitted power and
converts the microwave power into DC power. The impedance
matching circuit and filter is provided to setting the output
impedance of a signal source equal to the rectifying circuit.
The rectifying circuit consists of Schottky barrier diodes
converts the received microwave power into DC power. The
Primary components of Wireless Power Transmission are
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Microwave Generator, Transmitting antenna and Receiving
antenna (Rectenna).

The key for the present world is to save energy and related
recourses in the organizations and as well as at home. Energy
costs account for a huge portion of most companies operating
expenses, so monitoring, controlling and conserving a
building's lighting, heating and cooling, and other energy-
hungry systems can lead to substantial savings. Several energy
management vendors report that customers have shrunk their
power bills by at least 30 percent. Saving energy also means
lowering your carbon footprint, which could help reduce
carbon taxes and promote a green image, another plus for
business. The figure shows a typical energy wireless light
controller device.

Fig:4

MERITS
 Various methods of transmitting power wirelessly

have been known for centuries. Perhaps the best
known example is electromagnetic radiation, such as
radio waves. While such radiation is excellent for
wireless transmission of information, it is not feasible
to use it for power transmission. Since radiation
spreads in all directions, a vast majority of power
would end up being wasted into free space.

 Wireless Power Transmission system would
completely eliminates the existing high-tension power
transmission line cables, towers and sub stations
between the generating station and consumers and
facilitates the interconnection of electrical generation
plants on a global scale.

 It has more freedom of choice of both receiver and
transmitters. Even mobile transmitters and receivers
can be chosen for the WPT system.

 The power could be transmitted to the places where
the wired transmission is not possible. Loss of
transmission is negligible level in the Wireless Power
Transmission; therefore, the efficiency of this method
is very much higher than the wired transmission.

 Power is available at the rectenna as long as the WPT
is operating. The power failure due to short circuit and
fault on cables would never exist in the transmission
and power theft would be not possible at all.

DEMERITS
 Capital Cost for practical implementation of WPT to

be very high.
 The other disadvantage of the concept is interference

of microwave with present communication systems.
 Common belief fears the effect of microwave radiation.
 But the studies in this domain repeatedly proves that the

microwave radiation level would be never higher than the
dose received while opening the microwave oven door,
meaning it is slightly higher than the emissions created by
cellular telephones .

APPLICATIONS OF WPT
 Generating power by placing satellites with giant

solar      arrays in Geosynchronous Earth Orbit and
transmitting      the power as microwaves to the earth
known as Solar       Power Satellites (SPS) is the
largest application of      WPT.

 Moving targets such as fuel free airplanes, fuel free
electric vehicles, moving robots and fuel free rockets.
The other applications of WPT are Ubiquitous Power
Source (or) Wireless Power Source, Wireless sensors
and RF Power Adaptive Rectifying Circuits (PARC).

 Mobility - user device can be moved easily within the
wireless range.

 Neat and easy Installation - since no cable running
here      and there, just start up the wireless device and
you're         ready to rumble.

 Less cost for cabling infrastructure and device
 More users supported - cable device have limited slots

whereas wireless does not.

VI.CONCLUSION

The concepts of Microwave Power transmission (MPT),
Wireless Power Transmission history and basic
implementation of Power System are discussed elaborately.
Technological developments in Wireless Power Transmission
(WPT), the merits, demerits, applications of WPT are also
discussed in this paper. By this we are able to know the greater
possibilities for transmitting power with negligible losses and
ease of transmission in the years to come. It is envisaged that
wireless energy would be really accomplished with a
advantage of easy implementation and cost effective i.e., cost
of transmission and distribution overhead would become less
and moreover it is important that the cost of electrical energy
to the consumer would also be reduced compared to existing
systems.
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Abstract—Recent advancement in wireless communication and
electronics has enabled the development of low cost sensor network.
The sensor network can be used for various application areas like
military, health, home. Wireless Sensor Network refers to a group of
spatially dispersed and dedicated sensors for monitoring and
recording the physical conditions of the environment and organizing
the collected data at a central location.

WSNs measure environmental conditions like temperature, sound,
pollution level, humidity, wind speed and direction, pressure etc.
WSN is a group of specialized transducers with a communications
infrastructure that uses radio to monitor and record the physical
condition. WSN provide a bridge between the real physical and
virtual world. It allow the ability to observe the previously
unobservable at a fine resolution over large spatio-temporal scales.

A sensor network consists of multiple detection stations called
sensor nodes, each of which is small, lightweight, portable. Every
sensor node is equipped with a transducer, microcomputer,
transceiver and power source.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) of spatially distributed
autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental
conditions, such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to
cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main
location. Wireless sensor network (WSN) refers to a group of
spatially dispersed and dedicated sensors for monitoring and
recording the physical conditions of the environment and
organizing the collected data at a central location. WSNs
measure environmental conditions like temperature, sound,
pollution levels, humidity, wind speed and direction, pressure,
etc.

WSNs were initially designed to facilitate military operations but
its application has since been extended to health, traffic, and
many other consumer and industrial areas. A WSN consists of
anywhere from a few hundreds to thousands of sensor nodes. The
sensor node equipment includes a radio transceiver along with an
antenna, a microcontroller, an interfacing electronic circuit, and
an energy source, usually a battery. The size of the sensor nodes
can also range from the size of a shoe box to as small as the size
of a grain of dust. As such, their prices also vary from a few
pennies to hundreds of dollars depending on the functionality
parameters of a sensor like energy consumption, computational
speed rate, bandwidth, and memory.

A wireless sensor network is a group of specialized transducers
with a communications infrastructure for monitoring and
recording conditions at diverse locations. Commonly monitored
parameters are temperature, humidity, pressure, wind direction
and speed, illumination intensity, vibration intensity, sound
intensity, power-line voltage, chemical concentrations, pollutant
levels and vital body functions.

A sensor network consists of multiple detection stations called
sensor nodes, each of which is small, lightweight and portable.
Every sensor node is equipped with a transducer, microcomputer,

transceiver and power source. The transducer generates electrical
signals based on sensed physical effects and phenomena. The
microcomputer processes and stores the sensor output. The
transceiver receives commands from a central computer and
transmits data to that computer. The power for each sensor node
is derived from a battery.

II. RECENT ADVANCEMENT

Wireless Sensor networks (WSNs) have become one of the most
interesting areas of research in the past few years. A WSN is
composed of a number of wireless sensor nodes which form a
sensor field and a sink. These large numbers of nodes, having the
abilities to sense their surroundings, perform limited computation
and communicate wirelessly form the WSNs. Recent advances in
wireless and electronic technologies have enabled a wide range
of applications of WSNs in military, traffic surveillance, target
tracking, environment monitoring, healthcare monitoring, and so
on. There are many new challenges that have surfaced for the
designers of WSNs, in order to meet the requirements of various
applications like sensed quantities, size of

nodes, and nodes’ autonomy. Therefore, improvements in the
current technologies and better solutions to these challenges are
required. The future developments in sensor nodes must produce
very powerful and cost effective devices, so that they may be
used in applications like underwater acoustic sensor systems,
sensing based cyber physical systems, time critical applications,
cognitive sensing and spectrum management, and security and
privacy management. This paper also describes the research
challenges for WSNs.

Smart Home/Smart Office

Smart home environments can provide custom behaviors for a
given individual. Considerable amount of research has been
devoted to this topic. The research on smart homes is now
starting to make its way into the market. It takes a considerable
amount of work and planning to create a smart home. There are
many examples of products currently on the market which can
perform individual functions that are considered to be part of a
smart home. Several useful applications which take advantage of
information

Military

New and emerging technologies, such as networks, support
military operations by delivering critical information rapidly and
dependably to the right individual or organization at the right
time. This improves the efficiency of combat operations. The
new technologies must be integrated quickly into a
comprehensive architecture to meet the requirements of present
time. Improvement in situation awareness

is must requirement.  described some other important application
is detection of enemy units’ movements on land/sea, sensing
intruders on bases, chemical/biological threats and offering
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logistics in urban warfare. Command, control, communications,
computing, intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, and
targeting systems are well.

Industrial & Commercial

Since the long time wireless transmission of data is being done in
industrial applications, but recently it has gained importance.
Successful use of wireless sensors in systems such as supervisory
control and data acquisition has proved that these devices could
effectively address the needs of industrial applications. The
critical process applications of WSNs in industry are monitoring
temperature, flow level, and pressure parameters.

Traffic Management and Monitoring

Every big city is suffering from traffic congestion around the
world. A sincere effort is being made to solve the traffic
congestion. Congestion can be alleviated by planning managing
traffic. A real time automatic traffic data collection must be
employed for efficient management of rush hour traffic.
Research on this topic is considered as part of the Intelligent
Transport System (ITS) research community. Chinrungrueng
(2006) explained ITS to be the application of the computers,
communications, and sensor technology to surface transportation.
The vehicle tracking application is to locate a specific vehicle or
moving object and monitor its movement. This work also
describes design of WSN for vehicular monitoring. As the power
source (battery) is limited, it is important that a design of sensor
node is power efficient.

Structural Healthcare

Structures are inspected at regular time intervals, and repairing or
replacing based on the time of use, rather than on their working
conditions. Tiwari et al. (2004) has explained that sensors
embedded into structures enable conditionbased maintenance of
these assets. Wireless sensing will allow assets to be inspected
when the sensors indicate that there may be a problem. This will
reduce the cost of maintenance and preventing harmful failure.
These applications include sensors mounted on heavy duty
bridges, within concrete and composite materials and big
buildings.

Mobility management

Mobility is one of the most important issues in next generation
networks. As WSNs are becoming the next elements of the future
Internet, it is crucial to study new models that also support
mobility of these nodes. WSNs are applicable in variety of cases
that make it difficult to produce a standard mobility scenario.
Following are some cases where the mobile support is necessary
presented in Camilo (2008).

Intra WSN device movement is probably the most common
scenario in WSNs  architectures, where each sensor node has the
ability to change from its local position at run time without
losing the connectivity with the sensor router (SR). In the case of
inter WSN device movement, sensor nodes move between
different sensor networks, each one with its SR responsible to
configure and manage all the aggregated devices.

Security and Privacy Concern

The field that paid less attention is the privacy concern on
information being collected, transmitted, and analyzed in a WSN.
Such private information of concern may include payload data

collected by sensors and transmitted through the network to a
centralized data processing server. The location of a sensor
initiating data communication, and other such context
information, may also be the focus of privacy concerns. In real
world applications of WSNs, effective countermeasures against
the disclosure of both data and context oriented private
information are indispensable prerequisites. Privacy protection in
various fields related to WSNs, such as wired and wireless
networking, databases.

III.WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

Fig. 1  Example of wireless sensor network

A wireless sensor network (WSN) of spatially distributed
autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental
conditions, such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to
cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main
location. The more modern networks are bi-directional, also
enabling control of sensor activity. The development of wireless
sensor networks was motivated by military applications such as
battlefield surveillance; today such networks are used in many
industrial and consumer applications, such as industrial process
monitoring and control, machine health monitoring, and so on.

The WSN is built of "nodes" – from a few to several hundreds or
even thousands, where each node is connected to one (or
sometimes several) sensors. Each such sensor network node has
typically several parts: a radio transceiver with an internal
antenna or connection to an external antenna, a microcontroller,
an electronic circuit for interfacing with the sensors and an
energy source, usually a battery or an embedded form of energy
harvesting. A sensor node might vary in size from that of a
shoebox down to the size of a grain of dust, although functioning
"motes" of genuine microscopic dimensions have yet to be
created. The cost of sensor nodes is similarly variable, ranging
from a few to hundreds of dollars, depending on the complexity
of the individual sensor nodes. Size and cost constraints on
sensor nodes result in corresponding constraints on resources
such as energy, memory, computational speed and
communications bandwidth. The topology of the WSNs can vary
from a simple star network to an advanced multi-hop wireless
mesh network. The propagation technique between the hops of
the network can be routing.

IV. APPLICATIONS

1) Process Management

Area monitoring is a common application of WSNs. In area
monitoring, the WSN is deployed over a region where some
phenomenon is to be monitored. A military example is the use of
sensors detect enemy intrusion; a civilian example is the geo-
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fencing of gas or oil pipelines. Area monitoring is most
important part.

2) Health care monitoring

The medical applications can be of two types: wearable and
implanted. Wearable devices are used on the body surface of a
human or just at close proximity of the user. The implantable
medical devices are those that are inserted inside human body.
There are many other applications too e.g. body position
measurement and location of the person, overall monitoring of ill
patients in hospitals and at homes. Body-area networks can
collect information about an individual's health, fitness, and
energy expenditure.

3) Environmental/Earth sensing

There are many applications in monitoring environmental
parameters, examples of which are given below. They share the
extra challenges of harsh environments and reduced power
supply.

4.Air pollution monitoring

Wireless sensor networks have been deployed in several cities  to
monitor the concentration of dangerous gases for citizens. These
can take advantage of the ad hoc wireless links rather than wired
installations, which also make them more mobile for testing
readings in different areas.

5.Forest fire detection

A network of Sensor Nodes can be installed in a forest to detect
when a fire has started. The nodes can be equipped with sensors
to measure temperature, humidity and gases which are produced
by fire in the trees or vegetation. The early detection is crucial
for a successful action of the firefighters; thanks to Wireless
Sensor Networks, the fire brigade will be able to know when a
fire is started and how it is spreading.

6.Landslide detection

A landslide detection system makes use of a wireless sensor
network to detect the slight movements of soil and changes in
various parameters that may occur before or during a landslide.
Through the data gathered it may be possible to know the
occurrence of landslides long before it actually happens.

7.Water quality monitoring

Water quality monitoring involves analyzing water properties in
dams, rivers, lakes & oceans, as well as underground water
reserves. The use of many wireless distributed sensors enables
the creation of a more accurate map of the water status, and
allows the permanent deployment of monitoring stations in
locations of difficult access, without the need of manual data
retrieval.

8.Natural disaster prevention

Wireless sensor networks can effectively act to prevent the
consequences of natural disasters, like floods. Wireless nodes
have successfully been deployed in rivers where changes of the
water levels have to be monitored in real time.

9. Machine health monitoring

Wireless sensor networks have been developed for machinery
condition-based maintenance (CBM) as they offer significant
cost savings and enable new functionality. In wired systems, the

installation of enough sensors is often limited by the cost of
wiring. Previously inaccessible locations, rotating machinery,
hazardous or restricted areas, and mobile assets can now be
reached with wireless sensors.

10.Data logging

Wireless sensor networks are also used for the collection of data
for monitoring of environmental information, this can be as
simple as the monitoring of the temperature in a fridge to the
level of water in overflow tanks in nuclear power plants. The
statistical information can then be used to show how systems
have been working. The advantage of WSNs over conventional
loggers is the "live" data feed that is possible.

V. CHARACTERISTICS

 Power consumption constraints for nodes using batteries
or energy harvesting

 Ability to cope with node failures (resilience)
 Mobility of nodes
 Heterogeneity of nodes
 Scalability to large scale of deployment
 Ability to withstand harsh environmental conditions
 Ease of use
 Cross-layer design

VI. Networking Technologies for WSN

BLUETOOTH

IEEE standard, popularly known as bluetooth, offers moderate
data rates at lower energy levels. Due to this, it is ideally suited
for high end WSN applications that require higher data rates with
harder real time constraints. Bluetooth is used in STAR topology
because of its basic characteristics. Bluetooth devices
communicate with each other using set of standard bluetooth
profiles defined by standard body. Time is divided into 625 uS
“slots”.

Data is exchanged via “Packets” lasting one or more slot:

Fig. 1 Example of bluetooth

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi is the name given by the Wi-Fi Alliance to the IEEE
802.11 suite of standards. 802.11 defined the initial standard for
wireless local area networks (WLANs), but it was considered too
slow for some applications and so was superseded by the
extensions 802.11a and 802.11b, and later by 802.11g. The
addition of wireless provides more choices for monitoring,
control and the dissemination of information. Practically
speaking, remote locations become more accessible and costs
drop. The following list summarizes some of the benefits of a
Wi-Fi network:

• Wireless Ethernet. Wi-Fi is an Ethernet replacement. Wi-Fi and
Ethernet, both IEEE 802 networks, share some core elements.
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fencing of gas or oil pipelines. Area monitoring is most
important part.

2) Health care monitoring

The medical applications can be of two types: wearable and
implanted. Wearable devices are used on the body surface of a
human or just at close proximity of the user. The implantable
medical devices are those that are inserted inside human body.
There are many other applications too e.g. body position
measurement and location of the person, overall monitoring of ill
patients in hospitals and at homes. Body-area networks can
collect information about an individual's health, fitness, and
energy expenditure.

3) Environmental/Earth sensing

There are many applications in monitoring environmental
parameters, examples of which are given below. They share the
extra challenges of harsh environments and reduced power
supply.

4.Air pollution monitoring

Wireless sensor networks have been deployed in several cities  to
monitor the concentration of dangerous gases for citizens. These
can take advantage of the ad hoc wireless links rather than wired
installations, which also make them more mobile for testing
readings in different areas.

5.Forest fire detection

A network of Sensor Nodes can be installed in a forest to detect
when a fire has started. The nodes can be equipped with sensors
to measure temperature, humidity and gases which are produced
by fire in the trees or vegetation. The early detection is crucial
for a successful action of the firefighters; thanks to Wireless
Sensor Networks, the fire brigade will be able to know when a
fire is started and how it is spreading.

6.Landslide detection

A landslide detection system makes use of a wireless sensor
network to detect the slight movements of soil and changes in
various parameters that may occur before or during a landslide.
Through the data gathered it may be possible to know the
occurrence of landslides long before it actually happens.

7.Water quality monitoring

Water quality monitoring involves analyzing water properties in
dams, rivers, lakes & oceans, as well as underground water
reserves. The use of many wireless distributed sensors enables
the creation of a more accurate map of the water status, and
allows the permanent deployment of monitoring stations in
locations of difficult access, without the need of manual data
retrieval.

8.Natural disaster prevention

Wireless sensor networks can effectively act to prevent the
consequences of natural disasters, like floods. Wireless nodes
have successfully been deployed in rivers where changes of the
water levels have to be monitored in real time.

9. Machine health monitoring

Wireless sensor networks have been developed for machinery
condition-based maintenance (CBM) as they offer significant
cost savings and enable new functionality. In wired systems, the

installation of enough sensors is often limited by the cost of
wiring. Previously inaccessible locations, rotating machinery,
hazardous or restricted areas, and mobile assets can now be
reached with wireless sensors.

10.Data logging

Wireless sensor networks are also used for the collection of data
for monitoring of environmental information, this can be as
simple as the monitoring of the temperature in a fridge to the
level of water in overflow tanks in nuclear power plants. The
statistical information can then be used to show how systems
have been working. The advantage of WSNs over conventional
loggers is the "live" data feed that is possible.

V. CHARACTERISTICS

 Power consumption constraints for nodes using batteries
or energy harvesting

 Ability to cope with node failures (resilience)
 Mobility of nodes
 Heterogeneity of nodes
 Scalability to large scale of deployment
 Ability to withstand harsh environmental conditions
 Ease of use
 Cross-layer design

VI. Networking Technologies for WSN

BLUETOOTH

IEEE standard, popularly known as bluetooth, offers moderate
data rates at lower energy levels. Due to this, it is ideally suited
for high end WSN applications that require higher data rates with
harder real time constraints. Bluetooth is used in STAR topology
because of its basic characteristics. Bluetooth devices
communicate with each other using set of standard bluetooth
profiles defined by standard body. Time is divided into 625 uS
“slots”.

Data is exchanged via “Packets” lasting one or more slot:

Fig. 1 Example of bluetooth

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi is the name given by the Wi-Fi Alliance to the IEEE
802.11 suite of standards. 802.11 defined the initial standard for
wireless local area networks (WLANs), but it was considered too
slow for some applications and so was superseded by the
extensions 802.11a and 802.11b, and later by 802.11g. The
addition of wireless provides more choices for monitoring,
control and the dissemination of information. Practically
speaking, remote locations become more accessible and costs
drop. The following list summarizes some of the benefits of a
Wi-Fi network:

• Wireless Ethernet. Wi-Fi is an Ethernet replacement. Wi-Fi and
Ethernet, both IEEE 802 networks, share some core elements.
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fencing of gas or oil pipelines. Area monitoring is most
important part.

2) Health care monitoring

The medical applications can be of two types: wearable and
implanted. Wearable devices are used on the body surface of a
human or just at close proximity of the user. The implantable
medical devices are those that are inserted inside human body.
There are many other applications too e.g. body position
measurement and location of the person, overall monitoring of ill
patients in hospitals and at homes. Body-area networks can
collect information about an individual's health, fitness, and
energy expenditure.

3) Environmental/Earth sensing

There are many applications in monitoring environmental
parameters, examples of which are given below. They share the
extra challenges of harsh environments and reduced power
supply.

4.Air pollution monitoring

Wireless sensor networks have been deployed in several cities  to
monitor the concentration of dangerous gases for citizens. These
can take advantage of the ad hoc wireless links rather than wired
installations, which also make them more mobile for testing
readings in different areas.

5.Forest fire detection

A network of Sensor Nodes can be installed in a forest to detect
when a fire has started. The nodes can be equipped with sensors
to measure temperature, humidity and gases which are produced
by fire in the trees or vegetation. The early detection is crucial
for a successful action of the firefighters; thanks to Wireless
Sensor Networks, the fire brigade will be able to know when a
fire is started and how it is spreading.

6.Landslide detection

A landslide detection system makes use of a wireless sensor
network to detect the slight movements of soil and changes in
various parameters that may occur before or during a landslide.
Through the data gathered it may be possible to know the
occurrence of landslides long before it actually happens.

7.Water quality monitoring

Water quality monitoring involves analyzing water properties in
dams, rivers, lakes & oceans, as well as underground water
reserves. The use of many wireless distributed sensors enables
the creation of a more accurate map of the water status, and
allows the permanent deployment of monitoring stations in
locations of difficult access, without the need of manual data
retrieval.

8.Natural disaster prevention

Wireless sensor networks can effectively act to prevent the
consequences of natural disasters, like floods. Wireless nodes
have successfully been deployed in rivers where changes of the
water levels have to be monitored in real time.

9. Machine health monitoring

Wireless sensor networks have been developed for machinery
condition-based maintenance (CBM) as they offer significant
cost savings and enable new functionality. In wired systems, the

installation of enough sensors is often limited by the cost of
wiring. Previously inaccessible locations, rotating machinery,
hazardous or restricted areas, and mobile assets can now be
reached with wireless sensors.

10.Data logging

Wireless sensor networks are also used for the collection of data
for monitoring of environmental information, this can be as
simple as the monitoring of the temperature in a fridge to the
level of water in overflow tanks in nuclear power plants. The
statistical information can then be used to show how systems
have been working. The advantage of WSNs over conventional
loggers is the "live" data feed that is possible.

V. CHARACTERISTICS

 Power consumption constraints for nodes using batteries
or energy harvesting

 Ability to cope with node failures (resilience)
 Mobility of nodes
 Heterogeneity of nodes
 Scalability to large scale of deployment
 Ability to withstand harsh environmental conditions
 Ease of use
 Cross-layer design

VI. Networking Technologies for WSN

BLUETOOTH

IEEE standard, popularly known as bluetooth, offers moderate
data rates at lower energy levels. Due to this, it is ideally suited
for high end WSN applications that require higher data rates with
harder real time constraints. Bluetooth is used in STAR topology
because of its basic characteristics. Bluetooth devices
communicate with each other using set of standard bluetooth
profiles defined by standard body. Time is divided into 625 uS
“slots”.

Data is exchanged via “Packets” lasting one or more slot:

Fig. 1 Example of bluetooth

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi is the name given by the Wi-Fi Alliance to the IEEE
802.11 suite of standards. 802.11 defined the initial standard for
wireless local area networks (WLANs), but it was considered too
slow for some applications and so was superseded by the
extensions 802.11a and 802.11b, and later by 802.11g. The
addition of wireless provides more choices for monitoring,
control and the dissemination of information. Practically
speaking, remote locations become more accessible and costs
drop. The following list summarizes some of the benefits of a
Wi-Fi network:

• Wireless Ethernet. Wi-Fi is an Ethernet replacement. Wi-Fi and
Ethernet, both IEEE 802 networks, share some core elements.
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• Extended Access. The absence of wires and cables extends
access to places where wires and cables cannot go or where it is
too expensive for them to go.

Fig. 2 Example of wi-fi

VII. CONCLUSION

The inherent nature of WSNs makes them deployable in a variety
of circumstances. They have the potential to be everywhere, on
roads, in our homes and offices, forests, battlefields, disaster
struck areas, and even underwater in oceans. This paper surveys

the application areas where WSNs have been deployed such as
military sensing, traffic surveillance, target tracking,
environment monitoring, and healthcare monitoring. The paper
also surveys the various fields where WSNs may be deployed in
the near future as underwater acoustic sensor systems, sensing
based cyber physical systems, time critical applications,
cognitive sensing and spectrum management, and security and
privacy management. These application areas are being
researched extensively by various people across the industry.
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Woman Perspective In Kamala Das’s Poetry
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Abstract: Kamala Das holds the distinction of being the most
celebrated and most anthologized of  Indian English women
poets.  A versatile genius a poet, a novelist, a short story
writer, a columnist and a painter she has been a favourite
with her readers and critics alike.   She is known for her bold
expression of social behaviour which otherwise is labelled as
taboo.  Kamala Das is a legendary woman poet who
epitomizes the modernization of the Indian feminine poetic
psyche.  She talks about women who have passed through a
period of frustration, depression, gloom, depression, pain,
suffering, rootlessness, agony and torture.  Her poetry is a
very strong expression of feminine sensibility.  Devender
Kohli finds it to be ‘celebration of beauty and courage of
being a woman.  She is ‘every woman’ expressing all that
comes with the territory of being a woman the strong ‘wants
as a woman’, the beauty of filial Love, the dependence on
man for the happiness, the concern with physical decay, the
identity crisis, the unwilling acceptance of allotted roles and
lamentations against the insensitive male and wale dominated
society.  Infact, hers is a unparalleled example of feminine-
cum-feminist sensibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

In her poetry, one finds on expression of herself abasement and
woman is treated as a toy to play with.  Woman figures in her
poetry just like a skeleton of flesh and bones.  Kamala Das has
not only portrayed the flux of mind and thoughts of a woman but
also efficaciously projected the wages,

dreams and desires of Indian Woman.

Kamala Das is pre-eminently a Poet of Love.  Her
poetry incarnate her quest for a fulfilling relationship and the
anguish over her inability to find such a relationship inside or
outside marriage.  Her concept of love is all-inclusive where she
wants not only physical but also emotional & spiritual
fulfillment. Mr. C.N. Srinath observes, “Love desire, genuine
love, love on various planes is Kamala Das’s main pre-
occupation, her obsession.”

A corollary to this is the poet’s pre-occupation with the
theme of Body. She celebrates body but loveless relationship
makes her revile body as an instrument of conquest and
exploitation. Poems of desire and love form a major chunk of
Kamala Das’s poetic corpus.

Body- soul conflict also emerges as the central concern in many
of her poems.  Woman’s instinctive fascination for man, her
longing for a sacred and perfect love that goes beyond the joy of
sex, the disillusionment that men only lust after her body; the
man-woman relationship in Kamala Das’s poetry operates within
this emotional triangle.

Her poetry is equipped with female experience of

emotional shock of an unhappy marriage, humiliation of desire
less surrender in sex and her disgust at the male domination.
Kamala depicts the entire class of women in Indian society.  She
herself expresses it when she affirms:

…. I am every

Women who seeks love (Summer in
Calcutta :60)

Kamala Das is a Rebel poet- a feminist rebel against the
patriarchal forces imposing stereo typed role on women ‘ Dress
in saris, be girl’, a rebel against the male’s inadequacy to provide
a meaningful and fulfilling relationship ‘nothing more alive than
skin’s Lazy hungers’ and a rebel Indian English writer protesting
against the carping critics.

Kamala Das shows her resentment against the
dominating attitude of man.  She describes about the bond
between her granduncle and grandaunt ; She tells us that her
uncle looked every inch a king, although he didn’t have ample
amount of money to buy discernible that her uncle expected
some sycophancy from his wife:

Besides his chair was a hookah which my grand-aunt
meticulously cleared every morning.
(Firestone !167)

Kamala Das’s poetry also accentuate women’s psyche of
rebellion against male supremacy and ego when she identifies
love either with physical relationship or an unfulfilled longing.
She has commented love and lust in radical voices.  Kamala
remarks that sometimes a woman feels that mere ardor is a mere
waste and there is a desire to free herself from this “soul killing”
vanquish.

Woman is this happiness, this lying buried

Beneath a man?

It’s time again to come alive.

A world extends a lot beyond his Six foot frame.

(Iyer : 145)

Love is the recurrent theme of Kamala Das’s poetry.  An eternal
quest for true love is the pivotal concern in the writings of this
‘High priestess of love.’  Her forte is not cerebral complexity,
intellectual stamina, philosophical musings but her emotionally
rich poetry and profoundly deep feelings expressed in forceful
intimate verse.  Her achievement is her daring and
unconventional portrayal of the emotion of love in its countless
number of shades.

Women are depicted in various roles like beloved, wife,
sister, daughter, mother, mistress, grandmother and
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nymphomaniac.  This picture of woman persona is really very
complex.  In Devendra Kohli’s words, “Kamala Das has more to
say about the pathos of a woman emerging from passive role to
the point of discovering and asserting her individual freedom and
identity…..” (Kohli:188), Kamala Das is primarily considered to
be a poet of feminine longings.  Her poetry reflects her
restlessness as a sensitive woman who is moving in a male
dominated society to champion the cause of woman.  She has
forcefully raised the voice against male tyrannies in her poems
such as “An Introduction,” “Summer in Calcutta”, “Marine
Drive,” “ A Relationship etc. In her poem “Afterwards” she gives
voice to the secret hopes and fears of woman kind when she says:

Son of my womb,

Ugly in loneliness,

You work the world’s bleary eye

Like a grit, your cleverness

Shall not be your doom

As ours was
(Das : Summer in Calcutta:55)

According to a simple and broad definition, anyone who
recognizes the existence of sexism, male domination and
patriarchy, and takes some action against it is a feminist Kamala
Das’s expression of feminism is at times explicit and at times
implicit.  She has been celebrated as a ‘champion of womens’
causes.  Her writings reveal a strong feminist streak in various
forms.  In her poetry the subordination and humiliation of
women forms a prominent motif.  For instance, in “The looking
Glass”, she portrays the stark reality of the life of women:

Stand nude before the glass with him

So that he sees himself the stronger one

And believes it so , and you so much more

Softer, younger , lovelier ….

Dropping towels, and the jerky way he urinates.
( Das: The Descendants: 10)

Apart from other things, the woman bargains for a
dubiously precarious love at the price complete surrender:

Gift him makes what  makes you a woman ,

the scent of long hair,

the musk of sweat between the breasts,

The warm shock of menstrual blood,

and all your endless female hungers.
( Das: 59)

No doubt, the victimization of woman is evident but
woman doesn’t even realize that she is a victim.  It appears that
she blames the need of male to humiliate woman and wonders
why women show a submissive reconciliation with the female
servitude.  She feels that the feminine mystique has always been
exploited by man who treats her as a slave.  The fact of male
dominance has been reflected in her autobiography, “My Story”:

‘The Old Play House’

expresses Kamala Das’s contempt for all that marriage entails –

the man, his activities, the act and her loss of identity.  Like a
feminist who seeks growth of self in a man-woman relationship,
the poet went to her man:

I came to you

But to learn

What I was

And by learning

To learn to grow.

However, her man sought to ‘tame’ a swallow’, and make her
forget her very nature and the urge to fly.  She was dwarfed by
his overpowering

Cowering

beneath  your monstrous ego I ate the magic loaf and

became a drawf,lost my will and reason,to all your

questions I mumbled incoherent replies

The wifely chores performed for such a man nauseated her .It
was only a violent physical relationship and the poet ,always
looking for tenderness, recalls the details of his sexual exploits
with abhorrence.

In ‘The Swamp’ she regrets” I am a puppet on his
string and avers:

I shall rise one day I shall stalk out of his bed.

In ‘A Man is a Season’ she chides her husband for
‘letting your wife/seek ecstasy in others’ arms.”

In ‘Substitute’ the poet satirises the pseudo-life a
married woman is expected to lead in the name of making
adjustments :

It will be all right when I learn

To paint my mouth like a clown’s

It will be all right if I put up my hair

Stand near my husband to make a proud pair…

In’ The Suicide’ the poet unmasks the mask that a woman is
supposed to wear all through her life:

I must pose

I must pretend

I must act the role of happy woman

Happy wife.

There is no denying the fact that Kamala Das revolts against the
masculine character of our civilization but she also shows her
restlessness towards women’s passive acceptance of subjugation
as the appointed lot.  To quote Specks(93): Suppression as a
legitimate form of self control has long been recommended to
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women.  She feels uneasy with her mother’s “timidity” which
helped her create an illusion of domestic harmony which
satisfied the relatives and friends. Kamala Das exposes her
restlessness with the betters of feminity in her poem “ The
Suicide” where she writes:

But,

I must pose

I must pretend,

I must act the role of

A Happy Woman,

A Happy wife
(Descendants:2)

In the aforesaid lines, the derision of woman’s emotions
is evident that even if a woman is not happy as a wife or as a
woman she must pretend herself to be a happy wife.

Kamala Das is not in favour of physical love that her
strong husband showers or her rather she pines for emotional
identity which is not afforded by him.

The poetess hammers hard at her husband and
articulates her intense desire of escaping from his clutches and
attaining ‘freedom’.  This has been incorporated in the poem
“Substitute”:

Yet I was thinking, lying beside him,

That I loved, and was much loved.

It is physically thing, he said suddenly,

End it, I cried, End it, and let us be free.

This freedom was our last strange toy.
( The Descendants :7 )

However, this ‘freedom’ does not provide her ‘pride’,’
joy’ ‘ a sense of security’ and ‘a name’ but in great despondency
she spells out:

After that love became a swivel-door,

When one went out, another came in
(Summer in Calcutta: 11)

Kamala Das, in her poems, gives the first person account of
women’s sexual encounters, description of the private lives of
women have thoroughly made the picture of suffering woman
complete.  Thus, the protest of the feminist critic in case of
Marvell’s poem becomes the staple content of female speaker’s
narration in Kamala Das’s poetry.

A close examination of the contribution made by Kamala Das
through her poetry is specifically the relationship that prevailed
between man and woman.  Her society expected total surrender
and silence on the part of woman.  Although the woman in her
culture was reconciled with her inferior position vis-s-vis man
yet this attitude towards the treatment received by her family
members and the society.  As a woman she has been intensely
conscious of herself; she is found focusing attention on woman in
her different roles as a wife, a mother, a mistress and even as a
prostitute.  Some of the critics hold the opinion that her poems
are a mere pouring out of her emotions.  Simultaneously she has
confessed that her poems emerged as a rash of prickly heat.
However, her feelings and emotions are based on actual
experiences of life.   It would not be wrong to point out that
whatever she has written is in confessional tone, exposing the
raw moods of experience.  It is because of this she cannot be
dubbed as unfeminine.  Her poetry concentrates on her own self-
discovery and expressing the different layers of hypocrisy which
got over quoted in today’s life and she has been bitterly criticised
for that by the high preachers of social morality.  Similarly, her
idealistic ideas of love and domesticity became a cause of rash
criticism for which she was not fully prepared.  In nutshell, the
poetry of Kamala Das advocates freedom and self-respect for
women.  Kamala Das staunchly etches the emotional picture of
woman and succinctly reiterates that she should not be treated as
a commodity or a subaltern.  She should be bestowed with
respectable position in the society.

-----------
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Word Level Script Identification for a Multilingual
Document
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Abstract— India is a multilingual multi-script country. In every
state of India there are two languages one is state local language
and the other is English. For example in Andhra Pradesh, a
state in India, the document may contain text words in English
and Telugu script. For Optical Character Recognition (OCR) of
such a bilingual document, it is necessary to identify the script
before feeding the text words to the OCRs of individual scripts.
In this paper, we are introducing a simple and efficient
technique of script identification for Kannada, English and
Hindi text words of a printed document. The proposed approach
is based on the horizontal projection profile for the
discrimination of the three scripts. The feature extraction is
done based on the horizontal projection profile of each text
words. We analysed 500 different words of Kannada, English
and Hindi in order to extract the discrimination features and for
the development of knowledge base. We use the horizontal
projection profile of each text word and based on the horizontal
projection profile we extract the appropriate features. The
proposed system is tested on 18 different document images
containing about 400 text words of each script and a
classification rate of 96.25%, 99.25% and 98.87% is achieved for
Kannada, English and Hindi respectively.

Keywords—Multilingual documents, Largest mean, Horizontal
projection, Aspect ratio, Vertical strokes.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Multilingual document analysis, it is important to
automatically identify the scripts before feeding each text
words of the document to the respective OCR system. In
India, English has proven to be the binding language.
Therefore, a bilingual document page may contain text words
in regional language and English. So, bilingual OCR is
needed to read these documents. To make a bilingual OCR
successful, it is necessary to separate portions of different
script regions of the bilingual document at word level and
then identify the different script forms before running an
individual OCR system.

In the context of Indian language document analysis, major
literature is due to Pal and Choudhari. The automatic
separation of text lines from multi-script documents by
extracting the features from profiles, water reservoir concepts
[1]. Santanu Choudhury, Gaurav Harit, Shekar Madnani and
R. B. Shet has proposed a method for identification of Indian
languages by combining Gabor filter based technique and
direction distance histogram classifier considering Hindi,
English, Malayalam, Bengali, Telugu and Urdu [2].  Chanda
and Pal have proposed an automatic technique for word wise
identification of Devnagari, English and Urdu scripts from a

single document [3]. Word level script identification in
bilingual documents through discriminating features has been
developed by B V Dhandra, Mallikarjun Hangarge, Ravindra
Hegadi and V.S.Malemath [4].Vijaya and Padma has
developed methods for English, Hindi and Kannada script
identification using discriminating features and top and
bottom profile based features (English, Hindi, Kannada) [5].
B.V.Dhandra, H.Mallikarjun, Ravindra Hegadi,
V.S.Malemath developed a method of Word-wise Script
Identification from Bilingual Documents Based on
Morphological Reconstruction(English, Hindi, kannada) [6].
Prakash K. Aithal, Rajesh G., Dinesh U. Acharya,
Krishnamoorthi M. Subbareddy N. V. Has proposed a method
of Text Line Script Identification for a Multilingual
Document (English, Hindi, Kannada) [7].

This paper deals with word-wise script identification for
Kannada, English and Hindi script pertaining documents
from Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh. Script identification is done
based on the features extracted from Horizontal Projection
Profile of the word segment. To discriminate Kannada,
English and Hindi the mean of Projection Profile Values
between first and second largest and value of the point
immediately after either first largest or second largest
depending upon the position, which largest come earlier in
the horizontal projection profile is used.

The remaining portion of the paper is organised as follow:
Section 2 give some discrimination feature of English and
Kannada script. Section 3 gives the pre-processing and
segmentation. Section 4 covered the feature extraction. In
Section 5 propose Algorithm is given. Result is discussed in
Section 6.Section 7 cover the conclusion, And
acknowledgement is given in section 8.

II.   DISCRIMINATING FEATURES OF ENGLISH, HINDI
AND KANNADA

1. In English script vertical strokes appear in the left side of
the character mostly such as (B, D, H, F, R, K, P, b, h, k, l)
whereas in Hindi they appear in the right side of the
characters as shown in the fig 1.

Figure 1 Vertical strokes in the right side of the characters
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2. In most cases height of English character is greater than its
width, whereas in Kannada width of character is greater than
height as shown in fig 2(a).

3. Horizontal stroke is more in Kannada script compare to the
English script shown in fig 2(b).

4. Aspect ratio of English character is greater than 1, whereas
in case of Kannada it is less than 1.it is the ratio of height and
width.

Figure 2(a) Height and width of a Kannada character

Figure 2(b) Horizontal stroke in Kannada words

5. Most of the Hindi language characters (alphabets) have a
horizontal line at the upper part. In Hindi, this line is called
sirorekha as shown in fig 3.

Figure 3 Headline at the upper part in the Hindi script

III.       PRE-PROCESSING

The documents are scanned using HP Scanner. The scanned
images are digitized images and are in gray tone. We have to
convert the image into the binary image. for this we use
image binarization. After binarization we perform skew
detection and skew correction on the binary image.

A.   Binarization

System takes input image in gray tone having pixels intensity
values between   (0-255) and using a thresh-holding approach
converts them into two-tone images (0 and 1), black pixels
having the value 1’s correspond to object and white pixels
having value 0’s correspond to background.

B.  Segmentation

White space between text lines is used to segment the text
lines. The line segmentation is carried out by calculating the
horizontal projection profile of the whole document. The
horizontal projection profile is the histogram of number of
black pixels along every row of the image. The projection
profile exhibits valleys of zero height corresponding to white
space between the text lines. Line segmentation is done at
these points.

Similarly White space between text words is used to segment
the text lines. Word segmentation is done by the vertical
projection profile. The vertical projection profile is the
histogram of number of black pixels along every column of
the segmented line. The projection profile exhibits valleys of
zero height corresponding to white space between the text
words.

IV         FEATURE EXTRACTION

This paper deals with word-wise script identification for
Kannada, English and Hindi scripts pertaining documents
from Karnataka Uttar Pradesh. Script identification is done
based on the features extracted from Horizontal Projection
Profile of the word segment. To discriminate Kannada,
English and Hindi mean of Projection Profile Values between
first and second largest and value of the point immediately
after either first largest or second largest depending upon the
position, the largest come earlier in the horizontal projection
profile is used.

V      ALGORITHM

1) For each word calculate the first (L1) and second (L2)
largest value of the horizontal projection profile.

2) Calculate the Largest mean, Lm (Largest mean is the
mean of projection profile between the first and second
Largest including both).

(3) Find the value of the point Lp (Lp is the point
immediately after the Largest (L1orL2) which come first in
the horizontal projection profile).

(4) Compare the Lp with Lm:-

(a) If Lp/Lm falls in the range 0.071-0.258 then the text
word is recognized as Hindi.

(b) Else If Lp/Lm falls in the range 0.258- 0.5 then the
text word is recognized as Kannada.

(c)Else if Lp/Lm falls in the range 0.5-0.9 then the text
word is recognized as English.

VI RESULTS

The database includes 700 text words from 30 different
document images. The document images are downloaded
from Google and e-news paper (Times of India, Hindustan
times, Sanjevani, vijaya Karnataka, Amar Ujala) for English,
Hindi and Kannada. It includes the text words both in regular
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and italics fonts of size varying from 9 to 14. The proposed
system is tested on 21 different document images containing
about 400 text words of each script and a classification rate of
96.25%, 99.25% and 98.87% is achieved for Kannada and
English and Hindi respectively.

Table I show the range of Lp/Lm for Kannada, English and
Hindi text words. Table II gives the identification results of
Kannada and English. Table III gives the identification results
of Hindi and English.  Table IV gives the confusion matrix
for the proposed script identification. Fig.4 shows the range
of Lp/Lm for English and Kannada script. Fig.5 shows the
range of Lp/Lm for English, Kannada and Hindi script.

TABLE I    RANGE OF Lp/Lm FOR KANNADA ENGLISH AND HINDI
TEXT WORDS

Language Range

Kannada 0.258 to  0.50

English 0.5 to 0.96

Hindi 0.071-0.258

TABLE II    IDENTIFICATION RESULTS OF KANNADA AND
ENGLISH

Kannada English

Kannada 97.25% 2.75%

English 1.25% 98.75%

TABLE III   IDENTIFICATION RESULTS OF

HINDI AND ENGLISH

Hindi English

Hindi 99.65% 0.35%

English 0.33% 99.67%

TABLE IV CONFUSION MATRIX OF SCRIPT IDENTIFICATION
(TRI-LINGUAL DOCUMENT)

Figure 4. RANGE of Lp/Lm FOR ENGLISH AND KANNADA SCRIPT

Figure 5  RANGE of Lp/Lm FOR ENGLISH AND KANNADA SCRIPT

VII       CONCLUSION

In this paper, a simple and efficient algorithm for script
identification of Kannada, English and Hindi text words
from printed documents is proposed. The approach is
based on the analysis of horizontal projection profile
and does not require any character segmentation. It is
based on word level segmentation. The system exhibits

an overall accuracy of 98.125%. The work could be
extended to character level script identification and for
other Indian scripts. We can also introduce vertical
projection profile based features in the approach in
order to increase the accuracy of the system.
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Abstract: Research into workplace bullying is taking various turns
with most of the studies broadening understanding of the concept.
Although much progress has been reported in research on the
understanding of what are workplace bullying, its effects and how to
deal with it? The study revealed that workplace bullying is as a
result of organizational change, organizational division into
uniformed and non-uniformed staff, power relations, management
style and witnessing bullying. The study also revealed that
workplace bullying has a detrimental effect on the physical and
mental health of the victim. While all the accounts discussed above
were given by those who have experienced workplace bullying.
Bullying in the workplace has become a topic of open discussion over
the past several years. This paper is a collection of research findings,
personal learning’s from a bullying experience, and the opinions
and insights of business Presidents/COO’s on the topic. It should
provide adequate ammunition to place this serious issue firmly on
any organizational agenda.
Keywords: Workplace Bullying, Negative Effect, power; upwards
bullying; workplace abuse.

I. INTRODUCTION
The term workplace bullying has been described as a global
concept that corporate harassment, intimidation, and aggressive
or violent behaviors (Hadik In & O'Driscoll 2000). As a result,
workplace bullying is related to a plethora of concepts focused
on behaviors that treat colleagues, managers, supervisors, clients
or suppliers in an inappropriate manner. Thus, the definition of
workplace bullying needs careful consideration in order to
separate it conceptually from various other counterproductive
workplace behaviors. Workplace bullying encompasses a
particular set of circumstances, behaviors and outcomes as set
out in the following widely accepted definition. Workplace
bullying occurs when an employee experiences a persistent
pattern of mistreatment from others in the workplace that causes
harm.[1] This form of bullying can include such tactics as verbal,
nonverbal, psychological, physical abuse and humiliation. This
type of workplace aggression is particularly difficult because,
unlike the typical forms of school bullying, workplace bullies
often operate within the established rules and policies of their
organization and their society. Bullying in the workplace is in the
majority of cases reported as having been perpetrated by
someone in authority over the target. However, bullies can also
be peers, and occasionally can be subordinates.[2] Research has
also investigated the impact of the larger organizational context
on bullying as well as the group-level processes that impact on
the incidence, and maintenance of bullying behaviour. Bullying
can be covert or overt. It may be missed by superiors or known
by many throughout the organization. Negative effects are not
limited to the targeted individuals, and may lead to a decline in
employee morale and a change in organizational culture.
Purpose and Limitation

 The aims of this thesis are to describe the prevalence and
forms of bullying experienced by business professionals and
to further increase the understanding of bullying by
analyzing factors and processes in the work environment
that may contribute to bullying in knowledge-intensive and
career-oriented jobs. More precisely my aims are:

 To measure the prevalence and to describe the forms of
bullying among business Professionals. This thesis thus aim
is to describe how bullying is expressed among
Professionals, i.e. what kind of negative acts professionals
report and what kind of acts they perceive as bullying. In
addition, differences between different groups of employees
are analyzed. Due to the large gender differences in
prevalence found in the study conducted, the links between
gender and victimisation  in the male-dominated business
environment are explored in more detail.

 To analyze the role of the work environment in bullying
among business professionals. In particular, this paper aims
to analyze how the fact that the Respondents work in career-
oriented jobs, which often are characterized by high Internal
competition, may affect the presence of bullying. In
connection with This, the paper introduces a political
perspective on bullying, i.e. it argues that Acts of bullying
can in some instances used as a micro-political strategy.

What are examples of bullying?
While bullying is a form of aggression, the actions can be both
obvious and subtle. It is important to note that the following is
not a checklist, nor does it mention all forms of bullying. This list
is included as a way of showing some of the ways bullying may
happen in a workplace. Also remember that bullying is usually
considered to be a pattern of behaviour where one or more
incidents will help show that bullying is taking place.
Examples include:
 Spreading malicious rumours, gossip, or innuendo that is not

true.
 Excluding or isolating someone socially.
 Intimidating a person.
 Undermining or deliberately impeding a person's work.
 Physically abusing or threatening abuse.
 Removing areas of responsibilities without cause.
 Constantly changing work guidelines.
 Establishing impossible deadlines that will set up the

individual to fail.
 Withholding necessary information or purposefully giving

the wrong information.
 Making jokes that are 'obviously offensive' by spoken word

or e-mail.
 Intruding on a person's privacy by pestering, spying or

stalking.
 Assigning unreasonable duties or workload which are

unfavourable to one person (in a way that creates
unnecessary pressure).

 Underwork - creating a feeling of uselessness.
 Yelling or using profanity.
 Criticising a person persistently or constantly.
 Belittling a person's opinions.
 Unwarranted (or undeserved) punishment.
 Blocking applications for training, leave or promotion.
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 Tampering with a person's personal belongings or work
equipment.

If you are not sure an action or statement could be considered
bullying, you can use the "reasonable person" test. Would most
people consider the action unacceptable?

II. COSTS OF BULLYING:
Large Financial Impact on Business: Bullying in the workplace
has a large financial impact on business; Harrison Psychological
Associates reports the business costs of bullying to employers
where people are being harassed, within a two-year period, is
more than $180 million in lost time and productivity.. The
business pays in loses of productivity, turn over, operating cost,
and the quality of product/service deliverables. While the
bullying incidents are allowed to strengthen in their frequency,
the loyalties of your employees weaken. Resulting in businesses
losing their valuable human resource investments; the loyal,
trained and seasoned employees the employer nurtured over
many years.

III. HIGH STAFF TURN-OVER AND RETRAINING COSTS

Gary Namie’s study at The Workplace Bullying & Trauma
Institute (WBTI), (2003 n=1,000) shows 70% of people bullied
(targets) leave their current position of employment after
working with the employer for an average of 6.7 years.
According to Namie’s study, a target endures the bullying for an
average of 23-months before they leave the aggressive
environment. Namie suggests these targets cannot be referred to
as “thin-skinned”, as they stay with the company for a long time
under conditions most individuals would view as intolerable.
Over the past decade, more people have become aware of the
important role physical and mental well-being play in our
capacity to process and engage in our social environments. The
health impacts from being subjected to bullying are often visible
to employers but overlooked as indicators of stress. A key
observation I made during my experience is the bullying
behavior emotionally corrodes employees. It strips them of their
capacity to interact and deal with the stresses in the workplace.
Reviewing the health symptoms from exposure to bulling will
help to understanding the behaviors an employer might observe
and interpret as stress symptoms, and the psychological distress
the person is experiencing.
IV. DAMAGE TO EMPLOYEE(S) PHYSICAL AND

MENTAL HEALTH
Below is a chart with the Mental GHQ scores and Physical OSI
scores for those directly bullied and co-workers witnessing the
events from Hoel & Cooper’s 2000 report. The scores clearly
show the effects of bullying extend beyond those directly
targeted to include the witnesses. The findings show “currently”
bullied are well above the need for psychiatric treatment at 5.6%.

Bullying and Health Outcomes

Not
At
All

Currently
Bullied

Previo
usly

Witne
ss
Bullyi
ng

Occasio
nally
Bullied
(Rarely/
monthly
)

Regularl
y
Bullied
(Weekly
/Daily)

Mental
GHQ
Score

2.6
2

5.6 3.7 2.8 5.45 6.68

Physical
OSI Score

33.
46

43.7 38.6 33.9 43.26 46.34

Note: GHQ score of 4 and above is the level, which may
imply a need for screening of psychiatric treatment.

Gary Namie suggests that an important defining characteristic of
workplace bullying which distinguishes the behavior from other
routine office politics is the health endangerment to the
individual. In his study he discusses 33-health symptoms targets
experience during the bullying experience. Below are the seven
most mentioned health symptoms in the study (n% is percentage
of respondents):
 Anxiety, stress, excessive worry (76%)
 Loss of concentration (71%)
 Disrupted sleep (71%)
 Feeling edgy, irritable, easily startled and constantly on

guard (hypervigilance) (60%)
 Stress headaches (55%)
 Obsession over details at work (52%)
 Recurrent memories, nightmares and flashbacks (49%)

After reviewing and understanding the GHQ scores and health
symptoms list above we can start to have a clearer understanding
what targets might be experiencing. We can also understand how
a person being bullied for many months would be in a constant
state of emotional distress and have their ‘spiritual being’
battered.
Dehumanized and Stressed Workers Unable to Focus
Taking insight from my incident, the best description to explain
the bullying experience is someone is ripping you apart and de-
segemnetizing your “person” little by little. By the end of what
you can handle, you find yourself to be the shell of who you
where and the world seems surreal.
 Company’s Ability to Achieve Business Goals Impacted

Namie’s study, reports that 77% of the time bullies recruit
other co-workers, by instilling fear in others. The UNISON
1997 report points out that 73.4% of respondent’s remark
that management knew about the behaviour but did not
intervene. In addition, Hoel and Cooper report 54.9% of the
time groups of workers (3+) are being bullied by one person,
however management never reprimands 87% of the bullies.
As the bullying events increase and engulf groupings of
human resources it will have a direct impact on the
company’s ability to achieve business goals and their
worker’s productivity levels.
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If only 13% of bullies are reprimanded and management
knows about the activity then it is clear the bully is not held
accountable for the behavior disturbing the team. Then to
learn 54.9% of the time 3+ people are being bullied aid in
our understanding of why production declines in these
environments. In Hoel and Coopers study, they found that
when a repressive work culture exists it lowers employee’s
self-esteem and productivity is paralyzed (Helge Hoel &
Cary L Cooper, 2000).
A study by Proudfoot Consulting in 2006 reveals that the
second greatest cause of unproductive time is ‘inadequate
supervision’. They report that the top three barriers to
efficiency in a company are inadequate supervision,
insufficient planning and control, and poor working morale
(Proudfoot Productivity Report, 2006)

 Management's Credibility Eroded and Worker Morale
Destroyed as Victims are Punished Instead of the Bullies
Responsible

From the perspective of employees, part of the role of
management is to evaluate and understand what is occurring
in the work ‘social’ environment and assertively address
inappropriate behaviors effecting production, processes and
employee morale. An important strength in a leader is the
capacity to observe social elements and accurately identify
the key motivators of destructive behavior. Maybe the
executives did not understand the impact the bullying had on
the employee’s performance. Perhaps also they did not have
the propensity to realize that the performance outcome they
were demanding would not occur until the aggressive
boorish behaviors were removed so the staff could focus on
their work.

 Some suggestions to handle the situation:
(1) Make sure you keep a log of everything;
A. what has happened and what you have done and where it
occurred,
B. include dates, time and people around
(2) Keep all communication professional, factual, non-
confrontational and problem resolution oriented. This will help
you maintain your professionalism and creditability;
A. keeps all communication in writing so you have a paper trail
in case you or the company needs to take legal action.
B. steers away from any emotionally charged conversations and
do not respond to threats or degrading communication, verbal or
e-mail. If the bully approaches you to harass you walk away
immediately saying nothing.
i. always remember you are in a professional setting and must
maintain your creditability at all times.
ii. You will look more adult to the senior executives if you
walked away and did not engage in the behavior.
C. keeps everything on file; arm you with facts and documents.
D. gets enough hard evidence that backs up your position of
concern, but make sure you do not strengthen the Bully’s
position.
(3) report to your supervisor/manager the incidents and request a
copy of the companies anti-harassment policy, you have the legal
right to it.
A. if they will not give it to you then go to Human Resources or
to the next level of management. If the Bully is the next level
then go to their supervisor, after you have gone to your

immediate supervisor/manager and Human Resources. Do not
request it from the Bully.
B. makes sure you keep a log of who you spoke to, when and
what you requested, and their actions.
C. make a follow up requested by e-mail, stating the time and
date of your meeting and the outcome.
(4) try NOT to hold any one-to-one conversations with the Bully
in private;
A. have someone else present for meetings, or
B. has them where others can over hear if you can, i.e. keep
doors open
C. asks manager/senior to help resolve issue by making a work
agreement that the two of you must have a third party present at
meetings until the issues are resolved.
(5) If the person you go to does nothing, keep going up the
company’s seniority levels until you reach the president or
owner.
(6) If no one in the company will resolve the harassing behavior,
seek legal advice with your notes and communication file in
hand.
 How can workplace bullying be prevented?
1. Have clear policies against bullying. In order to prevent or

stop workplace bullying, organizations must have clear
policies against it. Policies should apply as much to
management as to employees, clients, independent
contractors or anyone who has a relationship with the
company. To prevent or stop workplace bullying,
organizations must have clear policies against it.

2. Management should be committed to creating a healthy and
safe work environment. This commitment includes
providing comprehensive training to help all employees
identify and address bullying. When anyone witnesses
bullying, it should be reported, documented and addressed.
The bullying employee needs to be clearly told that their
behavior will not be tolerated in the organization.

3. Provide support and resources. Organizations should also
provide resources, like counselors through the company’s
Employee Assistance Program, that victims AND bullies can
turn to for help.

4. Prevent bullying before it starts. Companies should carefully
screen job candidates, using behavioral-based interviewing
techniques, to identify behaviors or attitudes that underlie
bullying and go against corporate values and culture. And
they should perform background checks and screening to
uncover any previous history of bullying or violence.

5. Preventing workplace bullying is everyone’s responsibility
6. Almost everyone seems to agree on the fact that you can’t

change the bully. You can only change your response to
them or manage your encounters with them. Understanding
that the problem is with them, not you is paramount to
gaining perspective on the situation. You need strong self-
esteem in these circumstances. And you need to pull heavily
on your support network to help you stay positive.

7. Speak up against workplace bullying
8. Though victims of bullying may feel their options are

limited, they need to realize that staying silent is detrimental.
Bullies thrive on silence and a victim’s inaction fortifies the
idea that the bully has won, has the power, and can continue
behaving antagonistically because no one will stop them.

9. Your health and well-being must come first and if quitting is
the only option, make your exit loud and known, so the bully
has nowhere to hide.
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V. CONCLUSION
Workplace bullying has become a serious and growing
problem that affects a significant proportion of healthcare
professionals. As a result of its negative consequences on the
mental health and well-being of employees, and hence on
the performance of the organizations, the importance of
understanding the factors that contribute to the emergence
and development of bullying is vital. In this regard, the
present study aims to contribute to the development and
implementation of measures to prevent bullying in the
organisations.
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Abstract: ZigBee is a mesh network specification for low-
power wireless local area networks (WLANs) that cover a
large area. ZigBee was designed to provide high data
throughput in applications where the duty cycle is low and
low power consumption is an important consideration.
Because ZigBee is often used in industrial automation and
physical plant operation, it is often associated with machine-
to-machine (M2M) communication and the Internet of
Things (IoT). ZigBee devices are designed to communicate
via radio frequencies. ZigBee devices are of 3 types,
Coordinators, Routers, and End Devices. Coordinators
control the network formation and security. Routers pass on
the signal and extend the network range. End Devices
perform specific tasks such as turning on a light or taking a
reading.

.Keywords: ZigBee, IEEE802.15.4, Medium Access Control
(MAC), Physical Layer (PHY), Wireless Personal Area
Networking(WPAN)

1. INTRODUCTION

ZigBee is a new standard developed by the ZigBee Alliance for
personal-area networks (PANs). Consisting of more than 270
companies (including Free scale, Ember, Mitsubishi, Philips,
Honeywell, and Texas Instruments), the ZigBee Alliance is a
consortium that promotes the ZigBee standard for a low-rate/low-
power wireless sensor and control network. The ZigBee protocol
stack is built on top of IEEE 802.15.4, which defines the Media
Access Control (MAC) and physical layers for low-rate wireless
personal-area network (LR-WPAN). The ZigBee standard offers a
stack profile that defines the network, security, and application layers.
Developers are responsible for creating their own application profiles
or integrating with the public profiles that were developed by the
ZigBee Alliance. The ZigBee specification is an open standard that
allows manufacturers to develop their own specific applications that
require low cost and low power.

ZigBee is the most popular industry wireless mesh networking
standard for connecting sensors, instrumentation and control systems.
ZigBee, a specification for communication in a wireless personal area
network (WPAN), has been called the "Internet of things." ZigBee is
an open, global, packet-based protocol designed to provide an easy-
to-use architecture for secure, reliable, low power wireless networks.
ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 are low data rate wireless networking
standards that can eliminate the costly and damage prone wiring in
industrial control applications. Flow or process control equipment can
be place anywhere and still communicate with the rest of the system.
It can also be moved, since the network doesn't care about the
physical location of a sensor, pump or valve.

The ZigBee RF4CE standard enhances the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
by providing a simple networking layer and standard application
profiles that can be used to create interoperable multi-vendor
consumer electronic solutions.

ZigBee targets the application domain of low power, low duty

cycle and low data rate requirement devices. Figure below shows
the example of a ZigBee network.

Figure 1: ZigBee Network

II. ZIGBEE CHARACTERISTICS

ZigBee is poised to become the global control/sensor network
standard. It has been designed to provide the following features:

 Low power consumption, simply implemented

 Users expect batteries to last many months to years

 Bluetooth has many different modes and states
depending upon your latency and power requirements
such as sniff, park, hold, active, etc.; ZigBee/IEEE
802.15.4 has active (transmit/receive) or sleep

 Even mains powered equipment needs to be
conscious of energy. ZigBee devices will be more
ecological than its predecessors saving megawatts at
it full deployment.

Low cost (device, installation, maintenance): Low cost to
the users means low device cost, low installation cost and low
maintenance. ZigBee devices allow batteries to last up to
years using primary cells (low cost) without any chargers
(low cost and easy installation). ZigBee’s simplicity allows
for inherent configuration and redundancy of network devices
provides low maintenance.

High density of nodes per network: ZigBee’s use of the IEEE
802.15.4 PHY and MAC allows networks to handle any number
of devices. This attribute is critical for massive sensor arrays and
control networks.

Simple protocol, global implementation: ZigBee’s protocol
code stack is estimated to be about 1/4th of Bluetooth’s or
802.11’s. Simplicity is essential to cost, interoperability, and
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maintenance. The IEEE 802.15.4 PHY adopted by ZigBee has
been designed for the 868 MHz band in Europe, the 915 MHz
band in N America, Australia, etc; and the 2.4 GHz band is now
recognized to be a global band accepted in almost all countries.

III. HOW ZIGBEE WORKS?

ZigBee basically uses digital radios to allow devices to
communicate with one another. A typical ZigBee network
consists of several types of devices. A network coordinator is a
device that sets up the network, is aware of all the nodes within
its network, and manages both the information about each node
as well as the information that is being transmitted/received
within the network. Every ZigBee network must contain a
network coordinator. Other Full Function Devices (FFD's) may
be found in the network, and these devices support all of the
802.15.4 functions. They can serve as network coordinators,
network routers, or as devices that interact with the physical
world. The final device found in these networks is the Reduced
Function Device (RFD), which usually only serve as devices that
interact with the physical world. As mentioned above several
topologies are supported by ZigBee, including star, mesh, and
cluster tree. As can be seen in above figure 3, star topology is
most useful when several end devices are located close together
so that they can communicate with a single router node. That
node can then be a part of a larger mesh network that ultimately
communicates with the network coordinator. Mesh networking
allows for redundancy in node links, so that if one node goes
down, devices can find an alternative path to communicate with
one another

IV. ZIGBEE SPECIFICATION

ZigBee, its specification and promotion, is a product of the
ZigBee Alliance. The Alliance is an association of companies
working together to ensure the success of this open global
standard .ZigBee is built on top of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
ZigBee provides routing and multi-hop functions to the packet-
based radio protocol.

4.1 Logical Device Types : The ZigBee stack resides on a
ZigBee logical device. There are three logical device types:

Coordinator
Router

End device

It is at the network layer that the differences in functionality
among the devices are determined. It is expected that in a ZigBee
network the coordinator and the routers will be mains-powered
and that the end devices can be battery-powered.

In a ZigBee network there is one and only one coordinator per
network. The number of routers and/or end devices depends on
the application requirements and the conditions of the physical
site. Within networks that support sleeping end devices, the
coordinator or one of the routers must be designated as a Primary
Discovery Cache Device. These cache devices provide server
services to upload and store discovery information, as well as
respond to discovery requests, on behalf of the sleeping end
devices.

4.2 ZigBee Stack Layers: As shown in figure 6 above, the stack
layers defined by the ZigBee specification are the network and
application framework layers. The ZigBee stack is loosely based

on the OSI 7-layer model. It implements only the functionality
that is required in the intended markets.

Figure 2: ZigBee Stack

4.2.1 Network (NWK) Layer: The network layer ensures the
proper operation of the underlying MAC layer and provides an
interface to the application layer. The network layer supports
star, tree and mesh topologies. Among other things, this is the
layer where networks are started, joined, left and discovered.

When a coordinator attempts to establish a ZigBee network, it
does an energy scan to find the best RF channel for its new
network. When a channel has been chosen, the coordinator
assigns the logical network identifier, also known as the PAN ID,
which will be applied to all devices that join the network.

A node can join the network either directly or through
association. To join directly, the system designer must somehow
add a node's extended address into the neighbor table of a
device. The direct joining device will issue an orphan scan, and
the node with the matching extended address (in its neighbor
table) will respond, allowing the device to join.

To join by association, a node sends out a beacon request on a
channel, repeating the beacon request on other channels until it
finds an acceptable network to join. The network layer provides
security for the network, ensuring both authenticity and
confidentiality of a transmission.

4.2.2 Application (APL) Layer

The APL layer is made up of several sublayers. The components
of the APL layer are shown in figure 7 and discussed below. The
ovals symbolize the interface, called service access points (SAP),
between different sublayer entities.
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Figure 3: ZigBee-Defined Part of Stack

4.2.2.1 Application Support Sublayer (APS): The APS sub
layer is responsible for:

 binding tables

 message forwarding between bound devices

 group address definition and management address
mapping from 64-bit extended addresses to 16-bit NWK
addresses

 fragmentation and reassembly of packets

 reliable data transport

The key to interfacing devices at the need/service level is the
concept of binding. Binding tables are kept by the coordinator
and all routers in the network. The binding table maps a source
address and source endpoint to one or more destination addresses
and endpoints. The cluster ID for a bound set of devices will be
the same.

4.2.2.2 Application Framework: The application framework is
an execution environment for application objects to send and
receive data. Application objects are defined by the manufacturer
of the ZigBee-enabled device. As defined by ZigBee, an
application object is at the top of the application layer and is
determined by the device manufacturer. An application object
actually implements the application; it can be a light bulb, a light
switch, an LED, an I/O line, etc. The application profile is run by
the application objects.

Each application object is addressed through its corresponding
endpoint. Endpoint numbers range from 1 to 240. Endpoint 0 is
the address of the ZigBee Device Object (ZDO). Endpoint 255 is
the broadcast address, i.e., messages are sent to all of the
endpoints on a particular node. Endpoints 241 through 254 are
reserved for future use. ZigBee defines function primitives, not
an application programming interface (API).

4.2.2.3 ZigBee Device Object (ZDO): The ZDO is responsible
for overall device management, specifically it is responsible for:

 initializing the APS sub layer and the NWK layer

 defining the operating mode of the device (i.e.,

coordinator, router, or end device)

 device discovery and determination of which
application services the device provides

 initiating and/or responding to binding requests

 security management

Device discovery can be initiated by any ZigBee device. In
response to a device discovery inquiry end devices send their
own IEEE or NWK address (depending on the request). A
coordinator or router will send their own IEEE or NWK address
plus all of the NWK addresses of the devices associated with it.
(A device is associated with a coordinator or router if it is a child
node of the coordinator or router.). Device discovery allows for
an ad-hoc network. It also allows for a self-healing network.

Service discovery is a process of finding out what application
services are available on each node. This information is then
used in binding tables to associate a device offering a service
with a device that needs that service.

V. CONCLUSION

ZigBee technology could form the basis of future wireless
sensors, offering data reliability, long battery life, lower system
costs and good range through flexible networking. In terms of
protocol stack size, ZigBee's 32 KB is about one-third of  the
stack size necessary in other wireless technologies (for limited
capability end devices, the stack size is as low as 4 KB. The
ZigBee Alliance targets applications "across consumer,
commercial, industrial and government markets worldwide".
Unwired applications are highly sought after in many networks
that are characterized by numerous nodes consuming minimum
power and enjoying long battery lives. ZigBee technology is
designed to best suit these applications, for the reason that it
enables reduced costs of development and very fast market
adoption
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5 Pen PC Technology
Himanshu1, Sonia Tomer2

1,2 Department Of Compter Science Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA

ABSTRACT: P-ISM (“Pen-style Personal Networking Gadget Package”), which is nothing but the new discovery, which is under developing,
stage by NEC Corporation. P-ISM is a gadget package including five functions: a pen-style cellular phone with a handwriting data input
function, virtual keyboard, a very small projector, camera scanner, and personal ID key with cashless pass function. P-ISMs are connected with
one another through short-range wireless technology. The whole set is also connected to the Internet through the cellular phone function. This
personal gadget in a minimalist pen style enables the ultimate ubiquitous computing.

INDEX TERMS — P-ISM ,display , camera ,CPU pen , Battery ,Virtual Keyboard ,Bluetooth , Wireless Connectivity , etc.

Classification Using Decision Trees
Ankit Chandana1, Neetu Sharma2

1,2 Department of Computer Science &Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana

Abstract: Data mining term is mainly used for the specific set of six activities namely Classification, Estimation, Prediction, Affinity grouping or
Association rules, Clustering, Description and Visualization. The first three tasks - classification, estimation and prediction are all examples of
directed data mining or supervised learning. Decision Tree (DT) is one of the most popular choices for learning from feature based examples. It
has undergone a number of alterations to deal with the language, memory requirements and efficiency considerations. A DT is a classification
scheme which generates a tree and a set of rules, representing the model of different classes, from a given dataset. As per Hans and Kamber
[HK01], DT is a flow chart like tree structure, where each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the
test and leaf nodes represent the classes or class distributions.

Common Object Request Brochure Architecture
Preeti1, Yashpal Singh2

1,2 Department of Computer Science &Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana

Abstract:  The CORBA architecture is based on the object model. This model is derived from the abstract core object model defined by the
OMG in the Object Management Architecture Guide, The model is abstract in the sense that it is not directly realized by any particular
technology; this allows applications to be built in a standard manner using basic building blocks such as objects. Therefore, a CORBA-based
system is a collection of objects that isolates the requestors of services (clients) from the providers of services (servers) by a well-defined
encapsulating interface.

Cooperative Linux

Seema1, Yashpal Singh2

1,2 Department of Computer Science &Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana

Abstract : In it we will describe  Coperative Linux, a port of the Linux  kernel that allows it to run as an unpriviliged lightweight virtual machine
in kernel mode, on top of another OS kernel. It allows   Linux to run under any operating system that supports loading drivers, such as Windows
or Linux, after minimal porting efforts. The paper includes the present and future implementation details, its applications, and its comparison
with other Linux virtualization methods. Among the technical details, it also presents the CPU-complete context switch code, hardware interrupt
forwarding, the interface between the host OS and Linux, and the management of the VM‘s pseudo physical RAM
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Effect of Die Design Parameters on Thinning of Sheet

Metal in the Deep Drawing Process

Sandeep1

1Department of Mechanical  Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA

Abstract Prediction of the forming results, determination of the thickness distribution and the thinning of the sheet metal blank will decrease the
production cost through saving material and production time. In this paper, A Finite Element (FE) model is developed for the 3-D numerical
simulation of deep drawing process (Parametric Analysis) by using SOLID WORKS SIMULATION program with the proper material properties
(anisotropic material) and simplified boundary conditions. The FE results are compared with experimental results for validation. The developed
model can predict the thickness distribution and thinning of the blank with the die design parameters (geometrical and physical parameters).
Furthermore, with numerical simulation, working parameters can be optimized without expensive shop trials.

Effect of Normal Load on Friction Coefficient and
Wear Rate of EN8 Steel Sliding against Inconel X-750

Super Alloy Counter-faces

Parveen Kumar1

1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana,-Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA

Abstract: In this research study, friction and wear behaviour of carbon EN8 steel and Inconel X-750 super alloy were carried out under dry
and lubricated sliding conditions. The effect of MoS2 and SAE 20W40 lubricants on the friction and wear were carried out under normal load
and temperature as variables. Tribological experiments were carried out using rotary configuration R-Tec tribometer (for normal
temperature) and reciprocating friction monitor (for high temperature only at constant load of 50 N), which characterizes the tribological
behaviour. In this present work EN8 steel and Inconel X-750 super alloy were used as disk and pin respectively.

It was observed that the coefficient of friction and wear volume decreased with the increase in sliding distance. By increasing the loads the
coefficient of friction increased and wear coefficient decreased. Coefficient of friction was non linear and wear coefficient increase with
the increase in sliding velocity. The lubrication tests indicated significant decrease in friction and wear values with all the parameter using
SAE 20W40. The volumetric wear was determined to analyze the wear resistance of the shaft material in the extreme service
environment. This research relates to the various aspects (coefficient of friction, wear coefficient, dry testing, lubrication testing and result
graphs) obtained by pin on disc tribometer. It was observed that the spalling & cracks initiated on the surface are consequences from
the tribological phenomenon at the sliding interface.

Keywords: Friction Coefficient, EN8 Steel, Normal Load, Inconel X-750 Super Alloy, Tribometer, Wear Rate
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Gap Analysis In Service Through Servqual: A case of
service provided by HDFC Bank to its Saving Account

holders
Meenakshi Dhingra1

1Deparrtment of Management, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA

Abstract: Measuring the quality of a service can be a very difficult exercise. Unlike product where there are specific specifications such as length,
depth, width, weight, and color etc. a service can have numerous intangible or qualitative specifications. In addition there are the expectations of
the customer with regards the service, which can vary considerably based on a range of factors such as prior experience, personal needs and what
other people may have told them. In the age of information technology and highly competitive business where world has become a truly global
retaining current customers and attracting potential customers has no alternative. This can only be achieved by customer centric strategies and
missions and filling the gap between expectations and perception of service provided by bankers. Thus it is important to analyse the gap in the
service on regular basis and following the improvement, if any, is very important in this paper such analysis of the gap is investigated on services
provided by HDFC bank to its saving bank account holders in Delhi. SERVQUAL has been used as a tool with 5 dimensions and statements for
this analysis. The Gap score is a reliable indication of each of the five dimensions of service quality. Using SERVQUAL, service providers can
obtain an indication of the level of quality of their service provision, and highlight areas requiring improvement. Questionnaire rvey is used to
work out the gap score using SERVQUAL scale and shove area have been identified on the basis of the gap score where the bank should pay
focused attention

IMS Based Presence Service For Inter Domain
Enterprise Mobility

Puneet Garg1

1Department of Computer Science &Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana,
INDIA

Abstract: Enterprise mobility and IP multimedia system corporate services are becoming more relevant; in particular, the IMS-based presence
service is starting to provide different kinds of seamlessly mobile services, with context awareness in a wide range of enterprise-deployment
scenarios. How-ever, the deployment of presence-based enterprise services in wide and heterogeneous wireless networks still faces several
challenges. First of all, scalability and differentiated quality are considered crucial, especially under heavy traffic conditions and when dealing
with inter-domain mobility scenarios. This article presents an overview of very recent research contributions about the standard IMS presence
service and some novel proposals for scalability and quality optimization. In addition, we propose a novel presence service solution that presents
three original extensions for scalability and quality: a federated model to optimize inter-domain distribution of notification messages through
locality-based aggregation, a proposal for differentiated quality levels, and an extension of client-side buffering for reliable delivery of presence
messages, even during user roaming. The prototype of the enhanced presence service has been deployed and validated by obtaining performance
results of improved scalability in terms of CPU and memory usage in infrastructure nodes and message traffic. The prototype is openly available
to the IMS community for possible refinement and extension.
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Li-Fi (Light Fidelity)-The future technology In Wireless
communication

Deepika Malik1

1Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar,
Haryana, INDIA

Abstract: Li-Fi or optical Wi-Fi ,Li-Fi Technology is the another milestone in the history of Wireless Communication, This technology comes to
be ten times cheaper than the Wi-Fi and also much safer , because regardless of access control systems and passwords. In Li-Fi, light pulses
cannot penetrate on walls. The electric light does not disturb or interfere with communication, without taking the frequency bands. The light
sources are providing you internet access at very high speed. Yes, Li-Fi technology transmits data wirelessly in the use of LED. Then it would be
the best optimum solution over Wi-Fi technology, Li-Fi technology was first demonstrated by Harald Hass, a german physicist.

The virtue of operating at such high frequencies in hundreds of terahertz, in a well beyond the sticky tentacles of the wireless spectrum crunch
and regulatory licensing. But, Li-Fi can be used Keywords: LED (Light emitted diode), Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity), VLC (Visible light
communication), Li-Fi (Light Fidelity).

Numerical control
Sahil Bansal1,Upasna Setia2

1,2 Deparrtment of Computer Sscience & Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA

Abstract: In this field of mechanical fabrication, computer numerical control of machine tool has become very nature in the post decade. The
same potential exists for optical coating production, but has lagged in time due to the increase number and complexity of the perimeter which
have to be controlled. In the past few years, it has become possible to purchase CNC optical coating system with reasonable capability,
repeatability, and realibility. This paper reviews the capabilities status of various CNC coating system which have been surveyed.

Response Of Organisations Towards Gender, Age And
Disabled Diversity

Poonam Kaushik1

1Department of Management, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA

Abstract-The changing workforce is one of the most extraordinary and significant challenges facing organizations today. The demographic
changes in the workforce have potential to affect many aspects of organizational management. The organizations world over are finding
themselves being enveloped in a maze of transformations.One such transformation is taking place in the area of workforce demographics. It is
brand new workplace out there. Diversity is the name of this game. Workforce diversity is increasingly being acknowledged as a key factor in
organizational life as organizations worldwide have become more diverse in terms of the gender, race, ethnicity, age, national origin and other
personal characteristics of their members. Today, the workforce comprises people who are different and share different attitude, needs, desires,
values and work behaviors. The changing composition of workforce is forcing organizations to review and revise long held beliefs and policies
about people. The denial of people management problems creates an atmosphere that leads to inefficient utilization of large members of
employees, especially those who are different in terms of race, gender, age, religion, lifestyle, and appearance and leads to the inefficient
functioning of the corporation. With a resulting negative impact on the corporate bottom line. To harness the potential of their workforce, better
management and optimum utilization of diversity among workforce is a crucial task for organizations. Managing diversity means establishing a
heterogeneous workforce to perform to its potential in an equitable work environment where no member or group of members has an advantage
or a disadvantage. Managing diversity includes a process of creating and maintaining an environment that naturally allows all individuals to
reach their full potential in pursuit of organizational objectives.
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Secure Shell

1 Department of Computer Science &Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana

Abstract- This paper is about SECURE SHELL.SSH uses public-key cryptography to authenticate the remote computer and allow it to
authenticate the user, if necessary. There are several ways to use SSH; one is to use automatically generated public-private key pairs to simply
encrypt a network connection, and thenuse password authentication to log on. Another is to use a manually generated public-private key pair to
perform the authentication, allowing users or programs to log in without having to specify a password. In this scenario, anyone can produce a
matching pair of different keys (public and private). The public key is placed on all computers that must allow access to the owner of the
matching private key (the owner keeps the private key secret).

While authentication is based on the private key, the key itself is never transferred through the network during authentication. SSH only verifies
whether the same person offering the public key also owns the matching private key. In all versions of SSH it is important to verify
unknown public keys, i.e.associate the public keys with identities, before accepting them as valid. Accepting an attacker's public key without
validation will authorize an unauthorized attacker as a valid user.

Skinput Technology: Body as an Input Surface

Manoj Kumar1, Prof. S. Niranjan2

1,2 Department of Computer Science &Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana

ABSTRACT: We present Skinput, a technology that appropriates the human body for acoustic transmission , allowing the skin to be used as an
input surface. In particular, we resolve the location of finger tap sonthearm and hand by analyzing me chanical vibrations that propagate
through the body. We collect these signals using a novel array of sensors worn as an armband. This approach provides an always available,
naturally portable, and on-body finger input system. We assesst he capabilities,accuracyandlimitations ofourtech- niquethroughatwo-part,twenty-
participant userstudy. To furtherillustratethe utility of ourapproach, weconclude withseveral proof-of-conceptapplications we developed.

Keywords: Bio-acoustics, fingerinput,buttons, gestures,on-bodyinte- raction,projected displays,audiointerfaces.

Sliding Wear Behavior of HVOF Sprayed Abradable
Scoating
Narender Kumar1

1Department of Mechanical  Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA

Abstract:  In this experimental analysis an attempt is made to investigate the performance of Al-SI/40Polyester abradable coating under the
sliding condition. The abradable coating is produced by using a high velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) thermal spray process. The specimen
preparation and the experimentation are carried out according to the ASTM G99 standards. Wear tests are performed using a pin-on-disc type
wear tester with in a load range 20-70N, sliding speed range 0.2-2 m/s and sliding distance 1000-5000m. Splat tips on the contact surface are
responsible for high wear rates at low speeds and high loads. Wear rates of the coating decreased with increasing the sliding speed and increased
with increasing the load. The optimum combination of parameters and their levels for obtaining minimum wear rate is also found by using
design of experiment (DOE) technique. The obtained results are shown in the form of graphs describing how the wear rate of the coating occurs.
Further, in order to analyze the percentage contribution of different wears parameters, ANOVA is used. The result shows that the sliding speed
has the highest influence i.e.70.96% and the load has 28.56% of contribution on the wear behavior.

Keywords: Thermal spray process; HVOF; Sliding Wear; Abradability.
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Abstract: The most popular elevator design is the ropedelevator. In roped elevators. The car is raised and lowered by traction steel ropes rather
than pushed from below. The ropes are attached to the elevator car, and looped around sheaves. A sheave is just pulley with grooves around the
circumference. The sheave grips the hoist ropes. So when you rotate the sheaves the ropes move too. The sheave is connected to an electric motor.
When the motor turns one way. The sheave raises the elevator; when the motor turns the other way, the sheaves lowers the elevator. In gearless
elevators the motor rotates the sheaves directly in Geared elevators. The motor turns a gear train that rotates the sheave. Typically, the sheaves
the motor and the control system are all housed in a machine room above the elevator shaft. The ropes that lift the car are also connected to a
counterweight, which hangs on the other side of the sheave. The counterweight weight about the same as the car filled to 40-percent capacity. In
other words, when the car is 40 percent full (an average amount), the counterweight and the car are perfectly balanced.

Zigbee Follows Using PAN-Coordination
Prakash Chandra shukla1, Prof. S. Niranjan2

1,2 Department of Computer Science &Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana

Abstract: Sigsbee is a new Wireless sensor network technology characteristic of less distance and low speed. It can be used in some
special situation for signal collection, processing and trans- mitting.ZigBee is a technology now being deployed for wireless sensor
networks. A sensor network is an infrastructure comprised of sensing, computing and communications elements that allows the
administrator to instrument, observe and react to events and phenomena in a specified environment. Typical applications include,
but are not limited to, data collection monitoring , surveillance and medical telemetry. Sigsbee is the set of specifications built
around the IEEE 802.15.4 wireless protocol. ZigBee technology is a low data rate, low power consumption, low cost, wireless
networking protocol targeted towards automation and remote control applications ZigBee is a communication protocol that uses
small, low-power digital radio signals based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.ZigBee operates in ISM radio bands: In USA 915
MHz, in Europe 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz in other parts of the globe. In the 2.4 GHz band there are 16 ZigBee channels, with each
channel requiring 2 MHz of bandwidth. It is simple, effective and cheaper than other WPANs like bluetooth, WiFi. ZigBee solves
the needs of remote monitoring and control, and sensor network applications. It takes full advantage of a powerful physical radio
specified by IEEE802.15.4, adding logical network, security and application softwareto the specification.

Keywords— Advanced sensor Network , Ember EM250, Texas Instruments CC2430, Advance Remote with Example, Low data
rate radio  Devices with Regular expressions,Router

Work Study On Designing Of Elevator Rope
Nitin Jain1 , Parveen Garg2

1 Department of Mechanical  Engineering, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Haryana, INDIA
Nitinjn8@gmail.com

1 Department of Mechanical  Engineering, Jind Institute of Engineering & Technology, Jind, Haryana, INDIA

Gargparveen77@ gmail.com
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